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1. INTRODUCTION 

This document presents evaluations results of the Check Point Software Technologies Ltd. Security Gateway 

Appliances R81 NDcPP22e/STFFW14e/VPNGW11 evaluation.  This document contains a description of the 

assurance activities and associated results as performed by the evaluators. 

1.1 EQUIVALENCE 

This section presents explains why the test subset was adequate to address all product installations. 

1.1.1 SOFTWARE EQUIVALENCE 

The TOE is Check Point software Security Gateway Appliances running software version R81.00.  The TOE includes 

the following components: 

• Check Point Security Gateway Appliances; and 

• Security Management Servers;  
 
All products are running Checkpoint version R81.00 software. All platforms are x86 based hardware. These 
platforms can be installed as a Security Gateway or a Standalone (i.e., a combination of a Security Management 
Server and a Security Gateway on a single hardware platform) and all are running the R81.00 software.   
 

• Check Point 3600, 3800 
• Check Point 6200, 6400, 6600, 6700, 6900 
• Check Point 7000 
• Check Point 154**, 156** 
• Check Point 16000, 16200, 16600 
• Checkpoint 26000, 28000, 28600 
• ESXi 7.0 (HPE D360 G10) 

 
The following Check Point “Smart-1” Security Management Servers are included in the evaluated configuration, 

running the same R81.00 software.  The below platform and virtualized platform run the same software but 

provide Security Management Server functionality and do not operate as a Security Gateway.  

• Smart-1 525 

• ESXi 7.0 (HPE D360 G10) 

 

Appliance CPU CPU Family 

3600 Denverton C3558 Intel Atom® Processor C Series 

3800 Denverton C3758 Intel Atom® Processor C Series 

6200 Coffee Lake G5400 Intel® Pentium® Gold Processor Series 

6400 Coffee Lake i3-8100 Intel® 8th Generation Core™ i3 
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6600 Coffee Lake i5-8500 Intel® 8th Generation Core™ i5  

6700 Coffee Lake E-2176G Intel® Xeon® E Processor 

6900 Coffee Lake i9-9900 KF Intel® 9th Generation Core™ i9  

7000 Cascade Lake 4216 Intel® 2nd Generation Xeon® Scalable  

154**, 156** Haswell Single/Dual Xeon E5 E5-
2630v3 

Intel® Xeon® Processor E5 v3 Family 

16000 Cascade Lake Dual Xeon 2x 4208 Intel® 2nd Generation Xeon® Scalable  

16200 Cascade Lake Dual Xeon 2x 4214 Intel® 2nd Generation Xeon® Scalable  

16600 Cascade Lake Refresh Dual XEON 
2x 4214R 

Intel® 2nd Generation Xeon® Scalable  

26000 Cascade Lake Dual Xeon 2x 5220 Intel® 2nd Generation Xeon® Scalable  

28000 Cascade Lake Dual Xeon 2x 6254 Intel® 2nd Generation Xeon® Scalable  

28600 Cascade Lake Dual Xeon 2x 6254 Intel® 2nd Generation Xeon® Scalable  

Smart-1 525 Intel Sandy Bridge Xeon E3-1270 Intel® Xeon® E3 Family 

ESXi 7.0 (HPE D360 G10)) Cascade Lake Xeon 4214 Intel® 2nd Generation Xeon® Scalable  

 
Check Point has architected their Linux-based Gaia operating system (which underlies all Appliances) to provide a 

Hardware Abstraction Layer (or HAL) including the networks drivers at the kernel level.  This allows Check Point to 

separate hardware specific drivers (including network drivers) from the higher-level operations of the packet 

filtering firewall and VPN functionality.  That functionality operates upon Ethernet packets received from Gaia OS 

and performs the appropriate operations upon them: either consuming the result (for traffic destined for the 

Appliance) or sending along the traffic with or without modification (depending upon whether the traffic should be 

protected with IPsec). 

he Check Point Appliances include the following hardware models. The list also includes a “Smart-1” appliance 

functioning as a Security Management Server, running the same R81.00 software.  Finally, the list includes an ESXi 

appliance, upon which one can install the R81.00 software either configured as a Security Gateway or as a Security 

Management Server. 

• regular appliances which include the 36xx, 38xx, 62xx, 64xx, 66xx, 67xx, 69xx, 70xx, 154xx, 156xx, 16xxx, 

162xx, 166xx, 26xxx, 28xxx, and 286xx (where the ‘xx’ zero-justified numbering system convention to 

indicate the number of licensed software blades), 

• Smart-1 appliances which includes the 525 and a HPE ProLiant D360 G10 running VMWare’s ESXi 7.0.  

Most of these Appliances runs the 64-bit Gaia operating system, utilizes Intel® x86_64 CPU(s), and uses Intel® 

825xx Gigabit Ethernet Network Controllers, with the exception of the Mellanox ConnectX-5 used by the Check 

Point 16600 and the Broadcom controller used by the HPE ProLiant D360 G10. 

Even though the Appliances all use Intel® x86_64 CPUs, the CPUs in the different Appliances span different CPU 

types (e.g., Atom, Celeron, Pentium, Core, Xeon) and CPU generation/microarchitecture (e.g., 4th Generation 

Intel® Core™ i5 versus 8th Generation Intel® Core™ i5).  These different CPUs may support different instructions 

and could execute specific portions of code (for example, use of heavily optimized code, assembly, or instruction 
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dependent code paths).  Thus, even though all Appliances use the same Gaia OS and contain the same 

cryptographic library, Check Point repeated ACVP testing of their cryptographic library to ensure comprehensive 

coverage.  Check Point selected the Appliances to test upon by first grouping Appliances by CPU family, choosing 

one Appliance from each group, and then subjecting their cryptographic library to ACVP testing on that Appliance. 

While all Appliances run the same 64-bit version of Check Point’s Gaia OS, different Appliances have different 

network controller hardware and thus use different open source drivers within Gaia for their Intel 825xx chipsets 

(the e1000, e1000e, igb, and ixgbe drivers).  Note that the HPE ProLiant D360 G10 has a Broadcom BCM5709 

chipset, but the VMWare ESXi presents the Gaia OS VM with virtualized Intel Corporation 82545EM Gigabit 

Ethernet Controller (Copper) (rev 01) network adapters. Note also that the Check Point 16600 has a Mellanox 

ConnectC-5 chipset. 

While normally the operating system’s HAL sufficiently isolates executing software from the hardware, network 

drivers represent low-level code that could affect the Firewall functionality of the TOE.  As stated above, all other 

areas of the TOE’s software operate above the HAL and thus operates equivalently irrespective of network chipset 

or driver; however, network chipset or driver differences could (conceivably) operate differently enough (e.g., 

handling of packet fragments) so as to alter handling of network packets enough to affect the TOE’s firewall 

functionality.  For these reasons, Check Point and Gossamer grouped all Appliance models by their network 

chipsets and open source drivers and selected Appliances for firewall testing to ensure that testing covered all 

possible TOE Ethernet chipsets and drivers (including the HPE ProLiant D360 G10’s unique combination of 

hardware network adapters and virtualized Intel network adapters).  

Chipset Driver Included Network Adapters 

 e1000 Any Intel® PCI & PCI-X gigabit adapter (Pro/1000 or Pro/10GbE) 

Intel ® 825xx  e1000e  Any Intel® PCI Express gigabit adapter 

 igb, ixgbe Any other Intel® 825xx-based gigabit adapter (I210, I211, I350, I354) 

Broadcom BCM5719 ntg3 Broadcom Corporation NetXtreme BCM5719 

Mellanox ConnectX-5 mlx5_core Mellanox Technologies MT27800 Family [ConnectX-5] 

 

All other TOE software operates above the HAL and executes equivalently.  Most notably, the TOE’s IKE and IPsec 

implementation (embodied in Check Point’s internally developed vpn executable) operates equivalently across all 

Appliances.  Furthermore, because Gaia includes the vpn executable, all possible installations include it (a Security 

Gateway and a Security Management Server), but a Security Management Server, by design, cannot participate in 

VPN functionality.  Thus Security Gateways contain and use an identical IKE/IPsec/X.509 implementation, and 

furthermore, they use that same IKE/IPsec/X.509 implementation for internal communication between a Sandwich 

and the Gateways it manages, for external communication with a syslog server, and for communications with a 

remote administrator (thus, when checking certificates as part of IKE, the TOE uses the same X.509 

implementation for REV as for ITT).  Gossamer tested the TOE’s common IKE/IPsec/X.509 implementation using 

the 15400 model (which was installed as a Security Gateway). 

For the remainder of TOE functionality, each of the Appliances operates equivalently.  
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With this perspective of the TOE’s functionality, Gossamer preformed the following testing based on the above 

equivalency. 

Area Equivalency Appliances Tested 

Audit (FAU) By deployment Sandwich (Smart-1 525 & 3600) 

FCO_CPC_EXT By deployment Sandwich (Smart-1 525 & 3600) , Security Gateways (15400) 

ACVP (FCS) By CPU family Intel Atom® Processor C Series 

8th Generation Intel® Core™ i3 

Intel® Pentium® Gold Processor Series 

Intel® Xeon® Processor E5 v3 Family 

8th Generation Intel® Core™ i5 

9th Generation Intel® Core™ i9 

Intel® Xeon® E Processor 

2nd Generation Intel® Xeon® Scalable 

Xeon® E3 Family  

Intel® Pentium® Processor D Series 

Intel® Atom™ Processor C Series 

Intel® Celeron® Processor 1000 Series 

FCS_IPSEC_EXT All are equivalent Security Gateway (15400) 

Firewall (FFW) By network 
chipset/drivers 

Sandwich (3600), Security Gateways (6700, 15400, 16600HS, 
ESXi (HPE D360 G10))  

I&A (FIA) By deployment Sandwich (Smart-1 525 & 3600) 

FIA_X509_*/ITT & REV All are equivalent Security Gateway (15400) 

Management (SMF) By deployment Sandwich (Smart-1 525 & 3600) 

Packet Filtering (FPF) By network 
chipset/drivers 

Sandwich (3600), Security Gateways (6700, 15400, 16600HS, 
ESXi (HPE D360 G10)) 

Protection of TSF (FPT*) By deployment Sandwich (Smart-1 525 & 3600) 

TOE Access (FTA*) By deployment Sandwich (Smart-1 525 & 3600) 

FTP_ITC By deployment Sandwich (Smart-1 525 & 3600) 

FTP_TRP By deployment Sandwich (Smart-1 525 & 3600), Security Gateways (15400) 

 

 

1.1.2 ACVP CERTIFICATE EQUIVALENCE 

The TOE has cryptographic algorithms that have been validated according to the National Institute of Standards 

and Technology (NIST) Cryptographic Algorithm Validation Program (CAVP).  As a result, the evaluator is relying on 

the CAVP validation results to address test assurance activities for the following security functional requirements: 

• NDcPP22e:FCS_COP.1/DataEncryption 

• NDcPP22e:FCS_COP.1/SigGen 

• NDcPP22e:FCS_COP.1/Hash 

• NDcPP22e:FCS_COP.1/KeyedHash 

• NDcPP22e:FCS_RBG_EXT.1 

• NDcPP22e:FCS_CKM.1 

• VPNGWEP21:FCS_CKM.1(1)) 
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• NDcPP22e:FCS_CKM.2 

The TOE uses the Check Point Cryptographic Library version 1.1 that has been CAVP tested.  The following 

functions have been CAVP tested to meet the associated SFRs.  

TOE CAVP Certificates 

Requirement Functions Standard Cert # 

Key Generation 

NDcPP22e:FCS_CKM.1 

VPNGW11:FCS_CKM.1/IKE 

RSA Key Generation (2048-bit, 4096-bit) FIPS 186-4 A2365 

ECDSA Key Generation (P-256, P-384 and 

P-521) 
A2365 

FFC Schemes using “safe-prime” groups SP 800-56A Revision 3 No NIST 

CAVP 

Key Establishment 

NDcPP22e:FCS_CKM.2 RSA Key Exchange Vendor affirm 800-56B Vendor 

assertion 

ECC Key Exchange 

 Curves P-256, P-384 and P-521 

SP 800-56A, 

CVL KAS ECC  A2365 

FFC Schemes using “safe-prime” groups SP 800-56A Revision 3 No NIST 

CAVP 

Encryption/Decryption 

FCS_COP.1/DataEncryption AES CBC (128 and 256 bits) 

AES GCM (128 and 256 bits)  

FIPS 197, SP 800-38A/D 
A2365 

Cryptographic signature services 

FCS_COP.1/SigGen RSA Digital Signature Algorithm (rDSA) 

(modulus 2048) 

FIPS 186-4 

SigGen & SigVer 

A2365 

ECDSA Signature Algorithm (ECDSA) 

P-256, P-384 and P-521 
A2365 

Cryptographic hashing 

https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/cryptographic-algorithm-validation-program/details?validation=34974
https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/cryptographic-algorithm-validation-program/details?validation=34974
https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/cryptographic-algorithm-validation-program/details?validation=34974
https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/cryptographic-algorithm-validation-program/details?validation=34974
https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/cryptographic-algorithm-validation-program/details?validation=34974
https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/cryptographic-algorithm-validation-program/details?validation=34974
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FCS_COP.1/Hash SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384, SHA-512 

(digest sizes 160, 256, 384, 512) 

FIPS 180-4 
A2365 

Keyed-hash message authentication 

FCS_COP.1/KeyedHash HMAC-SHA-1, HMAC-SHA-256, HMAC-

SHA-384 HMAC-SHA-512 (digest sizes 

160, 256, 384, 512) 

FIPS 198-1 & 

FIPS 180-4 
A2365 

Random bit generation 

FCS_RBC_EXT.1 HASH_DRBG with sw based noise sources 

with a minimum of 256 bits of non-

determinism 

SP 800-90A 

(Hash_DRBG) A2365 

 

 

 

https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/cryptographic-algorithm-validation-program/details?validation=34974
https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/cryptographic-algorithm-validation-program/details?validation=34974
https://csrc.nist.gov/projects/cryptographic-algorithm-validation-program/details?validation=34974
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2. PROTECTION PROFILE SFR ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES 

This section of the AAR identifies each of the assurance activities included in the claimed Protection Profiles and 

describes the findings in each case. 

2.1 SECURITY AUDIT (FAU) 

 

2.1.1 AUDIT DATA GENERATION  (NDCPP22E:FAU_GEN.1) 

 

2.1.1.1 NDCPP22E:FAU_GEN.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.1.1.2 NDCPP22E:FAU_GEN.1.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The main reasons for collecting audit information are to detect and identify 

error conditions, security violations, etc. and to provide sufficient information to the Security Administrator to 

resolve the issue. The audit information to be collected according to FAU_GEN.1, and the failure conditions 

identified in tables 2, 4, and 5 need to enable the Security Administrator at least to detect and identify the problem 

and provide at least basic information to resolve the issue. Also for this level of detail, the other FAU requirements 

apply, in particular the need for local and remote storage of audit information according to FAU_STG_EXT.1. 

For the administrative task of generating/import of, changing, or deleting of cryptographic keys as defined in 

FAU_GEN.1.1c, the TSS should identify what information is logged to identify the relevant key.  

For distributed TOEs the evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure that it describes which of the overall required 

auditable events defined in FAU_GEN.1.1 are generated and recorded by which TOE components. The evaluator 

shall ensure that this mapping of audit events to TOE components accounts for, and is consistent with, information 

provided in Table 1, as well as events in Tables 2, 4, and 5 (where applicable to the overall TOE). This includes that 

the evaluator shall confirm that all components defined as generating audit information for a particular SFR should 
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also contribute to that SFR as defined in the mapping of SFRs to TOE components, and that the audit records 

generated by each component cover all the SFRs that it implements. 

Section 6 of the ST states that when the term TOE is used, it refers to all parts of the distributed TOE.  If a specific 

component is being described, it is named.  Additionally, Section 8 includes a table which provides a mapping of 

the distributed TOE components to the SFRs and to the audit events.   This table identifies which auditable events 

are generated by which TOE components and confirms that the audit records generated by each component cover 

all the SFRs that the TOE implements.  

Section 6.1 states that when an admin creates a certificate the TOE's audit includes (among other things) the DN, 

the Certificate Authority along with a gateway object to which the certificate is attached.  Thereafter, the TOE 

associates that certificate with the specific gateway and a unique set of values can be used to trace the certificate 

from addition to deletion.  The values includes the Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.usb1VpnClientSettings and 

the Object name. 

Additionally, section 6.1 states that the TOE is able to generate logs for a range of events as required by the 

requirements in Section 5.1.1.  Each event log is unique with the date/time of the event, type of event, subject 

identity (e.g. IP address), and the outcome of the event. 

Section 5.1.1 further indicates that each audit event type, based on the auditable event definitions of the functional 

components included in the cPP/ST, information specified in column three of Table 5-2. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The level of detail that needs to be provided to the Security 

Administrator to actually resolve an issue usually depends on the complexity of the underlying use case. It is 

expected that a product provides additional levels of auditing to support resolution of error conditions, security 

violations, etc. beyond the level required by FAU_GEN.1, but it should also be clear that a high level of granularity 

cannot be maintained on most systems by default due to the high number of audit events that would be generated 

in such a configuration. It is expected that the TOE will be capable of auditing sufficient information to meet the 

requirements of FAU_GEN.1. This may include audits that are generated only when configured if the TOE 

configuration can be modified without taking the TOE out of the evaluated configuration. 

The evaluator shall check the guidance documentation and ensure that it provides an example of each auditable 

event required by FAU_GEN.1 (i.e. at least one instance of each auditable event, comprising the mandatory, 

optional and selection-based SFR sections as applicable, shall be provided from the actual audit record). 

The evaluator shall also make a determination of the administrative actions related to TSF data related to 

configuration changes. The evaluator shall examine the guidance documentation and make a determination of 

which administrative commands, including subcommands, scripts, and configuration files, are related to the 

configuration (including enabling or disabling) of the mechanisms implemented in the TOE that are necessary to 

enforce the requirements specified in the cPP. The evaluator shall document the methodology or approach taken 

while determining which actions in the administrative guide are related to TSF data related to configuration 

changes. The evaluator may perform this activity as part of the activities associated with ensuring that the 

corresponding guidance documentation satisfies the requirements related to it. 
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Section “Audit Format” in the CC Supplement provides the format of the audit logs and a brief description of each 
field. The standard format of all audit logs is as follows: 
 
<Month> <Day> <Time> <Year> <GatewayID> <Message> 
 
Month: The name of the month of the year in which the event happened 

Day: The day of the month (1-31) the event happened 

Time: The time based on a 24-hr clock at which the event happened 

Year: The year in which the event happened 

GatewayID: A string identifying which gateway on which the event occurred 

Message: A variable string potentially containing: the event information identified in column 3 of the table below, 

the user identity which caused the event, an indication of success or failure (when applicable), and any other 

specific information related to the event. 

From a review of the ST, the guidance documentation, and through testing, the evaluator determined that the 

guidance contains a list of all administrative actions and their associated audit events that are relevant to 

NDcPP22e/STFFW14e/VPNGW11 and to use of the TOE.  These administrative actions are consistent with the 

security requirements implemented in the TOE and were found to have appropriate management capabilities 

identified in the guidance documentation.  

Section “Audit Generation Location” in the CC Supplement describes the audit events that are generated by each 
component of the distributed TOE.  
 
Section “Audit Records” in the CC Supplement provides all of the security relevant audit events generated by the 
TOE as identified and mapped in the table below.  All events were generated in the evaluated configuration. 
  

SFR Auditable Event 
Additional Audit 
Record 
Contents 

Example Audit  

Reproduced from the NDcPP22e   

FAU_GEN.1.1 
Start up and 
shutdown of 
audit functions 

None. 

Start Up 

SyslogReceipt:2021-05-19T11:49:00.022175-04:00 
Host:525 AuditTimestamp:2021-05-
19T11:49:00.022175-04:00 SyslogMessage:syslogd 
1.4.1: restart. 
SyslogReceipt:2021-05-19T11:49:00.105450-04:00 
Host:525 AuditTimestamp:2021-05-
19T11:49:00.105450-04:00 SyslogMessage:kernel: 
klogd 1.4.1, log source = /proc/kmsg started. 

Shut Down 
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SyslogReceipt:2021-05-19T11:48:57.848957-04:00 
Host:525 AuditTimestamp:2021-05-
19T11:48:57.848957-04:00 SyslogMessage:kernel: 
Kernel logging (proc) stopped. 
SyslogReceipt:2021-05-19T11:48:57.904606-04:00 
Host:525 AuditTimestamp:2021-05-
19T11:48:57.904606-04:00 SyslogMessage:kernel: 
Kernel log daemon terminating. 

Administrative 
login and logout  

Name of user 
account shall be 
logged if 
individual user 
accounts are 
required for 
administrators 

See FIA_UIA_EXT.1 and FTA_SSL.4 

Changes to TSF 
data related to 
configuration 
changes 

In addition to 
the information 
that a change 
occurred it shall 
be logged what 
has been 
changed 

See FMT_SMF.1 

Generating/impo
rt of, changing, or 

In addition to 
the action itself 

External CA Generating/import 
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deleting of 
cryptographic 
keys 

a unique key 
name or key 
reference shall 
be logged 

 TG:2021-06-28T15:13:15.757876-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T19:10:00Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T19:10:00Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db700a,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624993800"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:"@pki-
host-cert-set: Changed from 'Enable' to 'Disable' "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"@certreq-pki-
gen: Changed from 'Enable' to 'Disable' Send alerts and 
Logs to Syslog server: Removed 'GSS-vUbuntu-syslog' "; 
ip_address:"172.29.99.230"; 
logic_changes:"Certificates[{36e0bc0c-4309-4bb7-
bd18-f29f3f1b12b5}\].poundCertreqPkiGen: Changed 
from 'Enable' to 'Disable' Certificates[{36e0bc0c-4309-
4bb7-bd18-f29f3f1b12b5}\].poundPkiHostCertSet: 
Changed from 'Enable' to 'Disable' 
LogServers.sendSyslogsTo: Removed '4a13486c-bf21-
48b9-ab5b-55ccc338c50d' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway: '6f4030ca-07bc-
4488-9198-679af352ffde' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.endpointVpnClient
Settings: 'e6050c92-e96c-4fe8-9d8a-91ee4d660a36' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.usb1VpnClientSetti
ngs: 'a6bcbd70-5b32-4b99-b93e-6fa138054b5f' "; 
objectname:"SGX3600-NGTX"; objecttype:"Gateway"; 
operation:"Modify Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"0e6d0ada-579d-4a44-9a92-
f11d7e34775c"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"fb27c3b6-434c-41ad-bfd1-97405a755c01"] 

Internal CA Generating/import 
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 TG:2021-06-28T16:26:47.842253-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T20:23:30Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T20:23:30Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db8144,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624998210"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:"@PKI Sign 
Key: '7ad319bddf2025b188debf3c' @pki-host-cert-set: 
'Enable' "; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
fieldschanges:"@certreq-pki-gen: 'Enable' Certificate 
Authority: 'internal_ca' Certificate Status: 'SIGNED' DN: 
'CN=SGX3600-NGTX VPN Certificate,O=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj' Direct Certificate Authority: 
'internal_ca' Generated by Auto Enrollment: 'Enable' 
Stored At: 'MODULE' "; ip_address:"172.29.99.230"; 
logic_changes:"Certificates[{bf68e295-922a-40f4-
b8ad-80a2af694d23}\].ca: 'ffd13900-3a74-944f-afc7-
24899922d324' Certificates[{bf68e295-922a-40f4-
b8ad-80a2af694d23}\].directCa: 'ffd13900-3a74-944f-
afc7-24899922d324' Certificates[{bf68e295-922a-40f4-
b8ad-80a2af694d23}\].dn: 'CN=SGX3600-NGTX VPN 
Certificate,O=gw-314fb8..m45vaj' 
Certificates[{bf68e295-922a-40f4-b8ad-
80a2af694d23}\].generatedByAutoEnrollment: 'Enable' 
Certificates[{bf68e295-922a-40f4-b8ad-
80a2af694d23}\].pkisignkey: 
'7ad319bddf2025b188debf3c' Certificates[{bf68e295-
922a-40f4-b8ad-
80a2af694d23}\].poundCertreqPkiGen: 'Enable' 
Certificates[{bf68e295-922a-40f4-b8ad-
80a2af694d23}\].poundPkiHostCertSet: 'Enable' 
Certificates[{bf68e295-922a-40f4-b8ad-
80a2af694d23}\].status: 'SIGNED' 
Certificates[{bf68e295-922a-40f4-b8ad-
80a2af694d23}\].storedAt: 'MODULE' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway: '4cff7ce8-2b95-
499c-a9e1-5f0677cecb66' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.endpointVpnClient
Settings: '37beb95a-9dd9-45b1-a46c-b828fa64b644' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.usb1VpnClientSetti
ngs: 'a6bcbd70-5b32-4b99-b93e-6fa138054b5f' "; 
objectname:"SGX3600-NGTX"; objecttype:"Gateway"; 
operation:"Modify Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"6d425176-1c52-442e-9b69-
e1ee3616fe42"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"fb27c3b6-434c-41ad-bfd1-97405a755c01"] 
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External CA Changing 

 TG:2021-06-28T17:26:04.255535-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T21:22:45Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T21:22:45Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db8f27,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1625001765"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:"@pki-
host-cert-set: Changed from 'Disable' to 'Enable' "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"@certreq-pki-
gen: Changed from 'Enable' to 'Disable' Certificate 
Status: Changed from 'UNSIGNED' to 'SIGNED' "; 
ip_address:"172.29.99.230"; 
logic_changes:"Certificates[{465af154-94bd-4061-
8ee0-41a9ce904f71}\].poundCertreqPkiGen: Changed 
from 'Enable' to 'Disable' Certificates[{465af154-94bd-
4061-8ee0-41a9ce904f71}\].poundPkiHostCertSet: 
Changed from 'Disable' to 'Enable' 
Certificates[{465af154-94bd-4061-8ee0-
41a9ce904f71}\].status: Changed from 'UNSIGNED' to 
'SIGNED' Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway: 
'ef28910a-a5bd-4c6a-98b4-eece819ef210' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.endpointVpnClient
Settings: 'e4abe405-ec95-4a5c-99ee-83632fd4d471' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.usb1VpnClientSetti
ngs: 'a6bcbd70-5b32-4b99-b93e-6fa138054b5f' "; 
objectname:"SGX3600-NGTX"; objecttype:"Gateway"; 
operation:"Modify Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"ccf90006-aeed-48f6-82e9-
36e0925a0d7d"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"fb27c3b6-434c-41ad-bfd1-97405a755c01"] 

Internal CA Changing 
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 TG:2021-06-28T17:50:52.625007-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T21:47:32Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T21:47:32Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db94f6,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1625003252"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:"@PKI Sign 
Key: Changed from '5353294c5e9529155de92faa' to 
'ea3ee7136766fa5d6122efae' "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:" "; 
ip_address:"172.29.99.230"; 
logic_changes:"Certificates[{7ef7befd-f632-4285-999c-
de20fe99ac44}\].pkisignkey: Changed from 
'5353294c5e9529155de92faa' to 
'ea3ee7136766fa5d6122efae' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway: 'b8c1f1e4-053f-
4cd4-94c9-a1c4afc824d3' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.endpointVpnClient
Settings: '16525743-4a81-49dd-9828-b0f61b19730e' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.usb1VpnClientSetti
ngs: 'a6bcbd70-5b32-4b99-b93e-6fa138054b5f' "; 
objectname:"SGX3600-NGTX"; objecttype:"Gateway"; 
operation:"Modify Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"3fdc669e-73f7-4b11-bffa-
9bbda0099a20"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"fb27c3b6-434c-41ad-bfd1-97405a755c01"] 

External CA Deleting 
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 TG:2021-06-28T16:45:39.923623-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T20:42:21Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T20:42:21Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db85b0,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624999341"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:" "; 
ip_address:"172.29.99.230"; 
logic_changes:"Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway: 
'16dd1e04-7347-4774-90cc-91f2e0a6569f' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.endpointVpnClient
Settings: '35900085-1c56-45f3-8bd8-4145720804bb' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.usb1VpnClientSetti
ngs: 'a6bcbd70-5b32-4b99-b93e-6fa138054b5f' "; 
objectname:"SGX3600-NGTX"; objecttype:"Gateway"; 
operation:"Modify Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"d0f0cab4-ca37-455e-be44-
d6f8356b020f"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"fb27c3b6-434c-41ad-bfd1-97405a755c01"] 

Internal CA Deleting 
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 TG:2021-06-28T17:29:44.826680-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T21:26:25Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T21:26:25Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db9004,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1625001985"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:" "; 
ip_address:"172.29.99.230"; 
logic_changes:"Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway: 
'561f00bf-5805-4e8a-940f-5b7c1d70c19b' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.endpointVpnClient
Settings: '9bc11c85-6dd9-4777-97e0-fcad68691442' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.usb1VpnClientSetti
ngs: 'a6bcbd70-5b32-4b99-b93e-6fa138054b5f' "; 
objectname:"SGX3600-NGTX"; objecttype:"Gateway"; 
operation:"Modify Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"dab4dd07-e0de-40c2-961c-
aeae9ed33898"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"fb27c3b6-434c-41ad-bfd1-97405a755c01"] 

Resetting 
passwords 

Name of related 
user account 
shall be logged 

SmartConsole 

 TG:2021-06-28T14:01:11.867061-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T17:57:58Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T17:57:58Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db5f29,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624989478"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:" "; 
logic_changes:" "; objectname:"admin"; 
objecttype:"Administrator"; operation:"Modify 
Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"4d648698-690c-4d1a-a540-
9d3b233bae8c"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"c097e253-309b-4757-942a-02deda8935e9"] 

Console 
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SyslogReceipt:2021-05-21T09:01:52.137183-04:00 
Host:525 AuditTimestamp:2021-05-
21T09:01:52.137183-04:00 
SyslogMessage:clish[15834]: cmd by admin: Start 
executing : set selfpasswd  (cmd md5: 
d9559e346e21a3d922512992289c8dba) 
SyslogReceipt:2021-05-21T09:02:00.089248-04:00 
Host:525 AuditTimestamp:2021-05-
21T09:02:00.089248-04:00 
SyslogMessage:xpand[4406]: User entry created for 
"admin" in the password  database 
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FCO_CPC_EXT.1 

Enabling 
communications 
between a pair of 
components.  

Identities of the 
endpoints pairs 
enabled or 
disabled. 

TG:2021-06-29T13:13:30.025223-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T17:13:28Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6030]<134>1 2021-06-
29T17:13:28Z 525 CheckPoint 6030 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db54b9,0x0,0xd020000,0xc95978e}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1624986808"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
machine:"testlab20"; 
objectname:"cpshared_application_SG15400-NGTX"; 
objecttable:"applications"; 
objecttype:"cpshared_application"; 
operation:"Initialize SIC Certificate"; 
operation_number:"13"; product:"SmartDashboard"; 
subject:"SIC Certificate"] 
TG:2021-06-29T13:13:30.025223-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T17:13:28Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6030]<134>1 2021-06-
29T17:13:28Z 525 CheckPoint 6030 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db54b9,0x1,0xd020000,0xc95978e}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"2"; 
time:"1624986808"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
machine:"testlab20"; 
objectname:"cpshared_application_SG15400-NGTX"; 
objecttable:"applications"; 
objecttype:"cpshared_application"; operation:"Push 
SIC Certificate"; operation_number:"14"; 
product:"SmartDashboard"; subject:"SIC Certificate"] 
TG:2021-06-29T13:13:49.093205-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T17:13:45Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6030]<134>1 2021-06-
29T17:13:45Z 525 CheckPoint 6030 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db54cc,0x0,0xd020000,0xc95978e}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624986825"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"SIC Name: 
'CN=SG15400-NGTX,O=gw-314fb8..m45vaj' Trust state: 
Changed from 'uninitialized' to 'initialized' "; 
ip_address:"172.29.99.233"; 
logic_changes:"ConnectionState: Changed from 
'uninitialized' to 'initialized' SicName: 'CN=SG15400-
NGTX,O=gw-314fb8..m45vaj' "; objectname:"SG15400-
NGTX"; objecttype:"Gateway"; operation:"Modify 
Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/29/2021"; 
session_uid:"8aed1c2d-0c2f-4c02-a433-
06f421e87045"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
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Disabling 
communications 
between a pair of 
components. 

 TG:2021-06-29T17:06:08Z Host:525 TR:2021-06-
29T17:06:08Z SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6030]<134>1 
2021-06-29T17:06:08Z 525 CheckPoint 6030 - 
[action:"Accept"; flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db5303,0x0,0xd020000,0xc95978e}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1624986368"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
machine:"testlab20"; 
objectname:"cpshared_application_SG15400-NGTX"; 
objecttable:"applications"; 
objecttype:"cpshared_application"; operation:"Revoke 
SIC Certificate"; operation_number:"15"; 
product:"SmartDashboard"; subject:"SIC Certificate"] 
message repeated 2 times: [] 
TG:2021-06-29T13:06:27.619165-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T17:06:25Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6030]<134>1 2021-06-
29T17:06:25Z 525 CheckPoint 6030 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db5313,0x0,0xd020000,0xc95978e}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624986385"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"Trust state: 
Changed from 'communicating' to 'uninitialized' "; 
ip_address:"172.29.99.233"; 
logic_changes:"ConnectionState: Changed from 
'communicating' to 'uninitialized' "; 
objectname:"SG15400-NGTX"; objecttype:"Gateway"; 
operation:"Modify Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/29/2021"; 
session_uid:"2aeca4d8-12ed-4400-9b13-
8d9e96bfded4"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"a5bcce61-1d1e-422b-a637-6ae764cc4c61"] 
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FCS_IPSEC_EXT.
1  

Failure to 
establish an IPsec 
SA.  

Reason for 
failure.  

 TG:2021-07-15T08:14:34.023629-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-15T12:08:42Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[8188]<134>1 2021-07-
15T12:08:42Z 525 CheckPoint 8188 - [action:"Reject"; 
flags:"133376"; ifdir:"inbound"; ifname:"daemon"; 
loguid:"{0x60f0257a,0x1,0xd020000,0x10001ffc}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.230"; originsicname:"CN=SGX3600-
NGTX,O=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1626350922"; version:"5"; community:"syslog-
ipsec"; cookiei:"8ca6c0c80978ebaa"; 
cookier:"0000000000000000"; dst:"172.29.99.230"; 
fw_subproduct:"VPN-1"; ike::"Initial exchange: Sending 
notification to peer: No proposal chosen MyMethods 
Phase1: AES-256 + HMAC-SHA1, Pre-shared secret, 
Group 14"; peer_gateway:"172.29.99.244"; 
reject_category:"IKE failure"; scheme::"IKEv2 "; 
src:"172.29.99.244"; vpn_feature_name:"IKE"] 

FIA_AFL.1  

Unsuccessful 
login attempt 
limit is met or 
exceeded.  

Origin of the 
attempt (e.g., IP 
address).  

 TG:2021-06-28T12:04:06.668990-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T16:00:57Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T16:00:57Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db43bb,0x1,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"2"; 
time:"1624982457"; version:"5"; 
additional_info:"Reached the maximum number of 
authentication failures. Administrator account is 
locked."; administrator:"admin"; 
audit_status:"Failure"; client_ip:"0.0.2.13"; 
operation:"Log In"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
subject:"Administrator Login"] 

FIA_UAU_EXT.2  

All use of 
identification and 
authentication 
mechanism.  

Origin of the 
attempt (e.g., IP 
address).  

See NDcPP22eFIA_UIA_EXT.1 

FIA_UIA_EXT.1 
All use of the 
identification and 

Origin of the 
attempt (e.g., IP 

SmartConsole successful log in 
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authentication 
mechanism. 

address).   TG:2021-06-28T09:47:27.998223-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T13:44:22Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T13:44:22Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db23b8,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1624974262"; version:"5"; 
additional_info:"Authentication method: Internal 
Password"; administrator:"admin"; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; machine:"172.29.99.30"; 
operation:"Log In"; operation_number:"10"; 
product:"SmartConsole"; subject:"Administrator 
Login"] 

SmartConsole failed log in 

 TG:2021-06-28T10:33:49.410437-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T14:30:43Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T14:30:43Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db2e95,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1624977043"; version:"5"; 
additional_info:"Administrator failed to log in: Wrong 
Password"; administrator:"admin"; 
audit_status:"Failure"; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
machine:"172.29.99.30"; operation:"Log In"; 
operation_number:"11"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
subject:"Administrator Login"] 

Console successful log in 

TG:2021-06-16T16:14:26.138307-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T16:14:26.138307-04:00 
SyslogMessage:login:<86>525 login: 
pam_unix(login:session): session opened for user 
admin by LOGIN(uid=0) 
TG:2021-06-16T16:14:26.270609-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T16:14:26.270609-04:00 
SyslogMessage:login:<85>525 login: ROOT LOGIN ON 
ttyS0 
TG:2021-06-16T16:14:26.379043-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T16:14:26.379043-04:00 
SyslogMessage:clish[17121]:<133>525 clish[17121]: 
User admin logged in with ReadWrite permission 
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Console failed log in 

TG:2021-06-16T16:14:19.304881-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T16:14:19.304881-04:00 
SyslogMessage:login:<85>525 login: 
pam_unix(login:auth): authentication failure; 
logname=LOGIN uid=0 euid=0 tty=ttyS0 ruser= rhost=  
user=admin 
TG:2021-06-16T16:14:21.472716-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T16:14:21.472716-04:00 
SyslogMessage:login:<85>525 login: FAILED LOGIN 1 
FROM ttyS0 FOR admin, Authentication failure 

FIA_X509_EXT.1
/ITT  

Unsuccessful 
attempt to 
validate a 
certificate. Any 
addition, 
replacement or 
removal of trust 
anchors in the 
TOE's trust store  

Reason for 
failure of 
certificate 
validation 
Identification of 
certificates 
added, replaced 
or removed as 
trust anchor in 
the TOE's trust 
store  

See FIA_X509_EXT.1/Rev 

NDcPP22e:FIA_X
509_EXT.1/Rev  

Unsuccessful 
attempt to 
validate a 
certificate.  

Reason for 
failure of 
certificate 
validation   

TG:2021-07-15T15:34:33Z Host:525 TR:2021-07-
15T15:34:33Z SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[380]<134>1 
2021-07-15T15:34:33Z 525 CheckPoint 380 - 
[action:"Reject"; flags:"133376"; ifdir:"inbound"; 
ifname:"daemon"; 
loguid:"{0x60f055b8,0x1,0xd020000,0xc0817c}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.230"; originsicname:"CN=SGX3600-
NGTX,O=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"2"; 
time:"1626363273"; version:"5"; community:"syslog-
ipsec"; cookiei:"263b310b38d5ee0a"; 
cookier:"0d06c3b02919f131"; dst:"172.29.99.230"; 
fw_subproduct:"VPN-1"; ike::"Auth exchange: Sending 
notification to peer: Authentication failed 
MyAuthMethod: Certificates"; 
peer_gateway:"172.29.99.254"; 
reject_category:"Gateway to Gateway authentication 
failure"; scheme::"IKEv2 [UDP (IPv4)\]"; 
src:"172.29.99.254"; vpn_feature_name:"IKE"] 
message repeated 36 times: [] 
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Any addition of 
trust anchors in 
the TOE's trust 
store 

Identification of 
certificates 
added, replaced 
or removed as 
trust anchor in 
the TOE's trust 
store 

TG:2021-07-15T15:46:36.177031-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-15T19:41:16Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[30393]<134>1 2021-07-
15T19:41:16Z 525 CheckPoint 30393 - 
[action:"Accept"; flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60f08f5e,0x0,0xd020000,0x3b5f76b9}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1626378076"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"Name: 'GSS-
ROOTCA-Unac' Cacertsignkey: 
'e634c89c00c50ad633a802f5' Dn: 'CN=rootca-
unacceptable-rsa,Email=rootca-unacceptable-
rsa@gossamersec.com,O=GSS,L=Catonsville,ST=MD,C=
US' "; logic_changes:"Cacertsignkey: 
'e634c89c00c50ad633a802f5' Dn: 'CN=rootca-
unacceptable-rsa,Email=rootca-unacceptable-
rsa@gossamersec.com,O=GSS,L=Catonsville,ST=MD,C=
US' Name: 'GSS-ROOTCA-Unac' "; objectname:"GSS-
ROOTCA-Unac"; objecttype:"TrustedOpsecCaServer"; 
operation:"Create Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@7/15/2021"; 
session_uid:"e78b4e54-a504-47c2-9d9e-
68a6ef21f4ca"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"527501f7-1580-4017-8c8f-23d2bbb06908"] 

Any replacement 
of trust anchors 
in the TOE's trust 
store 

TG:2021-07-15T14:05:15.522068-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-15T17:59:58Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[380]<134>1 2021-07-
15T17:59:58Z 525 CheckPoint 380 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60f077a1,0x0,0xd020000,0xc0817c}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1626371998"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"CrlCacheType: 
Changed from 'TIMEOUT' to 'NONE' "; 
logic_changes:"CrlCacheType: Changed from 
'TIMEOUT' to 'NONE' "; objectname:"GSS-ROOTCA-
RSA"; objecttype:"TrustedOpsecCaServer"; 
operation:"Modify Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@7/15/2021"; 
session_uid:"0eeb0ca9-fb5d-475b-8172-
b1aa2a8ccc8c"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"fb9fe2ca-6df6-415c-86aa-81a67236fa44"] 
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FMT_MOF.1/Ma
nualUpdate  

Any attempt to 
initiate a manual 
update.  

 None See FPT_TUD_EXT.1 

FMT_MTD.1/Cry
ptoKeys 

Management of 
cryptographic 
keys.  

None 
 See results for NDcPP22e:FAU_GEN.1.1 for the 
generation/import, change, and removal of 
Cryptographic Keys 

FMT_SMF.1 

Ability to 
administer the 
TOE locally and 
remotely 

In addition to 
the information 
that a change 
occurred it shall 
be logged what 
has been 
changed 

See FIA_UIA_EXT.1  

Ability to 
configure the 
access banner 

SmartConsole 

 TG:2021-06-28T14:10:28.452256-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T18:07:16Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T18:07:16Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db6155,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624990036"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"Last Update 
Time: Changed from 'Tue Mar 30 12:09:03 EDT 2021' 
to 'Tue Jun 29 14:06:59 EDT 2021' Message: Changed 
from 'Gossamer Authentication Banner' to 'Gossamer 
Authentication Banners' "; logic_changes:"LastUpdate: 
Changed from 'Tue Mar 30 12:09:03 EDT 2021' to 'Tue 
Jun 29 14:06:59 EDT 2021' MessageContent: Changed 
from 'Gossamer Authentication Banner' to 'Gossamer 
Authentication Banners' "; objecttype:"Login 
Message"; operation:"Modify Object"; 
product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"95d5ea23-9562-4b74-a849-
168702d9191c"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"ad2fc5b0-40b3-45f7-be6f-889669c316ff" 

Console 
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SyslogReceipt:2021-05-21T10:27:17.502209-04:00 
Host:525 AuditTimestamp:2021-05-
21T10:27:17.502209-04:00 
SyslogMessage:clish[12624]: cmd by admin: Start 
executing : set message ... (cmd md5: 
1979b63e0eb898b84377565658d277a3) 
SyslogReceipt:2021-05-21T10:27:17.535279-04:00 
Host:525 AuditTimestamp:2021-05-
21T10:27:17.535279-04:00 
SyslogMessage:clish[12624]: cmd by admin: Processing 
: set message banner on msgvalue "Gossamer Test 
Banner" (cmd md5: 
1979b63e0eb898b84377565658d277a3) 

Ability to 
configure the 
session inactivity 
time before 
session 
termination or 
locking 

SmartConsole 

 TG:2021-06-29T18:16:00Z Host:525 TR:2021-06-
29T18:16:00Z SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 
2021-06-29T18:16:00Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - 
[action:"Accept"; flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db6361,0x2,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"3"; time:"1624990560"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"Log out when 
application is idle: Changed from 'Disable' to 'Enable' "; 
logic_changes:"RestartOnIdleTimeout: Changed from 
'Disable' to 'Enable' "; objecttype:"Idle Timeout"; 
operation:"Modify Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"1415d64d-7d15-4fa8-bc4a-
864805945b1f"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"4ede4f13-58f3-47ed-9f6c-d16c6c77c232"] 

Console 

TG:2021-08-15T19:57:06.390589-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-08-15T19:57:06.390589-04:00 
SyslogMessage:clish[9206]:<13>525 clish[9206]: cmd 
by admin: Processing : set inactivity-timeout 60 (cmd 
md5: b339e014ca409af3208274b4f1417dd4) 

Ability to update 
the TOE 

See FPT_TUD_EXT.1 
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Ability to 
configure the 
authentication 
failure 
parameters for 
FIA_AFL.1 

 TG:2021-06-28T14:21:29.923606-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T18:18:17Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T18:18:17Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db63ea,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624990697"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
fieldschanges:"MaxAttemptsBeforeLock: Changed from 
'5' to '4' "; logic_changes:"MaxAttemptsBeforeLock: 
Changed from '5' to '4' "; objectname:"new Login 
Restrictions"; objecttype:"Login Restrictions"; 
operation:"Modify Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"f7e4fd26-e047-4868-84cd-cf3b6bafc062"; 
subject:"Object Manipulation"; uid:"f598023d-2ace-
482d-aec6-c5cf536e08ad"] 

Ability to 
configure firewall 
rules 

 TG:2021-06-28T14:31:59.360608-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T18:28:45Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T18:28:45Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db665f,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624991325"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"Destination: 
Removed 'IPv4_dest_blocked_10.1.1.1'  Layer Name: 
'FFW_RUL_EXT.1.1 Network' Policy Names: 
'FFW_RUL_EXT.1.1' "; logic_changes:"Dsts.dsts: 
Removed '5deb8807-14c8-4ea4-881e-40fab1ae6f1f' "; 
objecttype:"Access Control Rule"; operation:"Modify 
Rule"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"8f2476cb-d86d-4462-aab9-
c94c342f89d4"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"750420b4-3de0-4101-b180-41e5bda478da"] 
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Ability to 
configure the 
cryptographic 
functionality 

 TG:2021-07-15T12:34:54.897562-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-15T16:29:40Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[380]<134>1 2021-07-
15T16:29:40Z 525 CheckPoint 380 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60f06277,0x0,0xd020000,0xc0817c}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1626366580"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"Perform Key 
Exchange Encryption With: Changed from 'AES-256' to 
'AES-128' "; logic_changes:"IkeP1.ikeP1EncAlg: 
Changed from 'AES_MINUS_256' to 'AES_MINUS_128' 
"; objectname:"syslog-ipsec"; objecttype:"Meshed 
Community"; operation:"Modify Object"; 
product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@7/15/2021"; 
session_uid:"f00107ff-5714-4b69-be7d-
4f099362d0eb"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"979c4c96-63fd-4f61-b98f-960056bcfca9"] 

Ability to 
configure the 
lifetime for IPsec 
Sas 

 TG:2021-06-28T14:41:57.692285-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T18:38:43Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T18:38:43Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db68b5,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624991923"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"IKE security 
associations renegotiation timeout: Changed from 
'1440' to '1439' IPsec security associations 
renegotiation timeout: Changed from '28800' to 
'28799' "; logic_changes:"IkeP1.ikeP1RekeyTime: 
Changed from '1440' to '1439' IkeP2.ikeP2RekeyTime: 
Changed from '28800' to '28799' "; 
objectname:"syslog-ipsec"; objecttype:"Meshed 
Community"; operation:"Modify Object"; 
product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"e9c79445-d202-47b6-9887-
0254ff7242cb"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"979c4c96-63fd-4f61-b98f-960056bcfca9"] 
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Ability to import 
X.509v3 
certificates 

 TG:2021-06-28T15:07:49.527728-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T19:04:34Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T19:04:34Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db6ec4,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624993474"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:"@PKI Sign 
Key: 'b0a8eed50c0e5dd0399baaf3' @pki-host-cert-set: 
'Enable' "; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
fieldschanges:"@certreq-pki-gen: 'Enable' Certificate 
Authority: 'GSS-ROOTCA-ECDSA' Certificate Status: 
'SIGNED' DN: 'CN=sg3600-ecdsa' Direct Certificate 
Authority: 'GSS-ROOTCA-ECDSA' Stored At: 'MODULE' 
"; ip_address:"172.29.99.230"; 
logic_changes:"Certificates[{36e0bc0c-4309-4bb7-
bd18-f29f3f1b12b5}\].ca: 'b1adb9a4-baee-4233-8fcd-
811a002720b3' Certificates[{36e0bc0c-4309-4bb7-
bd18-f29f3f1b12b5}\].directCa: 'b1adb9a4-baee-4233-
8fcd-811a002720b3' Certificates[{36e0bc0c-4309-
4bb7-bd18-f29f3f1b12b5}\].dn: 'CN=sg3600-ecdsa' 
Certificates[{36e0bc0c-4309-4bb7-bd18-
f29f3f1b12b5}\].pkisignkey: 
'b0a8eed50c0e5dd0399baaf3' Certificates[{36e0bc0c-
4309-4bb7-bd18-
f29f3f1b12b5}\].poundCertreqPkiGen: 'Enable' 
Certificates[{36e0bc0c-4309-4bb7-bd18-
f29f3f1b12b5}\].poundPkiHostCertSet: 'Enable' 
Certificates[{36e0bc0c-4309-4bb7-bd18-
f29f3f1b12b5}\].status: 'SIGNED' 
Certificates[{36e0bc0c-4309-4bb7-bd18-
f29f3f1b12b5}\].storedAt: 'MODULE' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway: '26b365bd-2ed1-
4eb7-862d-60ab12bc1010' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.endpointVpnClient
Settings: '4ca336c7-5156-451f-82d8-42306fb77cd6' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.usb1VpnClientSetti
ngs: 'a6bcbd70-5b32-4b99-b93e-6fa138054b5f' "; 
objectname:"SGX3600-NGTX"; objecttype:"Gateway"; 
operation:"Modify Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"9f9282e9-0e9a-4df7-af92-ebf26d3827f4"; 
subject:"Object Manipulation"; uid:"fb27c3b6-434c-
41ad-bfd1-97405a755c01"] 

Ability to 
configure audit 

SmartConsole 
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behavior  TG:2021-06-28T15:13:15.757876-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T19:10:00Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T19:10:00Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db700a,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624993800"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:"@pki-
host-cert-set: Changed from 'Enable' to 'Disable' "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"@certreq-pki-
gen: Changed from 'Enable' to 'Disable' Send alerts and 
Logs to Syslog server: Removed 'GSS-vUbuntu-syslog' "; 
ip_address:"172.29.99.230"; 
logic_changes:"Certificates[{36e0bc0c-4309-4bb7-
bd18-f29f3f1b12b5}\].poundCertreqPkiGen: Changed 
from 'Enable' to 'Disable' Certificates[{36e0bc0c-4309-
4bb7-bd18-f29f3f1b12b5}\].poundPkiHostCertSet: 
Changed from 'Enable' to 'Disable' 
LogServers.sendSyslogsTo: Removed '4a13486c-bf21-
48b9-ab5b-55ccc338c50d' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway: '6f4030ca-07bc-
4488-9198-679af352ffde' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.endpointVpnClient
Settings: 'e6050c92-e96c-4fe8-9d8a-91ee4d660a36' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.usb1VpnClientSetti
ngs: 'a6bcbd70-5b32-4b99-b93e-6fa138054b5f' "; 
objectname:"SGX3600-NGTX"; objecttype:"Gateway"; 
operation:"Modify Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"0e6d0ada-579d-4a44-9a92-
f11d7e34775c"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"fb27c3b6-434c-41ad-bfd1-97405a755c01"] 

Console 
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TG:2021-08-16T09:47:19.206600-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-08-16T09:47:19.206600-04:00 
SyslogMessage:clish[1403]:<13>525 clish[1403]: cmd 
by admin: Processing : add syslog log-remote-address 
172.29.99.244 level info (cmd md5: 
7d2b5904e26715e3c2a043b0738da4b4) 
TG:2021-08-16T09:47:20.390979-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-08-16T09:47:20.390979-04:00 
SyslogMessage:syslogd<46>525 syslogd 1.4.1: restart. 
TG:2021-08-16T09:47:20.425556-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-08-16T09:47:20.425556-04:00 
SyslogMessage:xpand[4528]:<133>525 xpand[4528]: 
admin localhost t +syslog:action:remote:172.29.99.244 
t 

Ability to 
configure the 
interaction 
between TOE 
components 

See FCO_CPC_EXT.1 

Ability to set the 
time which is 
used for time-
stamps 

See FPT_STM_EXT.1 
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Ability to 
configure the 
reference 
identifier for the 
peer 

 TG:2021-06-28T15:25:31.559631-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T19:22:16Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T19:22:16Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db72ea,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624994536"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"Certificate 
should match this DN: 'Email=server-
ecdsa@gossamersec.com,CN=172.29.99.254,O=GSS,L=
Catonsville,ST=MD,C=US' Matching Criteria List: Added 
'DN' "; ip_address:"172.29.99.254"; 
logic_changes:"Vpn.isakmpDn: 'Email=server-
ecdsa@gossamersec.com,CN=172.29.99.254,O=GSS,L=
Catonsville,ST=MD,C=US' Vpn.isakmpMatchpeer: 
Added 'DN' Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway: 
'e9f50c52-d909-45dd-95d5-6fc88a2c2109' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.endpointVpnClient
Settings: 'af685bba-5598-47eb-842b-1ec784e410e8' "; 
objectname:"GSS_TL20-16x_VPN_GW"; 
objecttype:"GatewayPlain"; operation:"Modify 
Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"4ce9bba8-afab-4022-87be-
1aef15879cea"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"d7edecfb-c1e2-4bfe-bc01-5d1db74be95b"] 

FPT_ITT.1  

Initiation of the 
trusted channel.  
Termination of 
the trusted 
channel.  Failure 
of the trusted 
channel 
functions.  

Identification of 
the initiator and 
target of failed 
trusted channels 
establishment 
attempt.  

See FTP_ITC.1 

FPT_STM_EXT.1  
Discontinuous 
changes to time - 

For 
discontinuous 

Manual change 
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either 
Administrator 
actuated or 
changed via an 
automated 
process. (Note 
that no 
continuous 
changes to time 
need to be 
logged. See also 
application note 
on 
FPT_STM_EXT.1)  

changes to time: 
The old and new 
values for the 
time. Origin of 
the attempt to 
change time for 
success and 
failure (e.g., IP 
address).  

TG:2021-06-16T21:47:18.910140-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T21:47:18.910140-04:00 
SyslogMessage:clish[26776]:<13>525 clish[26776]: 
cmd by admin: Start executing : set date ... (cmd md5: 
2e3a6382da9cb5954ef584b5ca94a4f9) 
TG:2021-06-16T21:47:18.984866-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T21:47:18.984866-04:00 
SyslogMessage:clish[26776]:<13>525 clish[26776]: 
cmd by admin: Processing : set date 2021-06-16 (cmd 
md5: 2e3a6382da9cb5954ef584b5ca94a4f9) 
TG:2021-06-16T21:47:19.026567-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T21:47:19.026567-04:00 
SyslogMessage:xpand[4556]:<29>525 xpand[4556]: 
System time was changed from Wed Apr 21 12:12:56 
2021  to Wed Jun 16 12:12:56 2021 
TG:2021-06-16T21:47:33.798047-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T21:47:33.798047-04:00 
SyslogMessage:clish[26776]:<13>525 clish[26776]: 
cmd by admin: Start executing : set time ... (cmd md5: 
ebe695464d2daf0bdb9ef3f0d57486d0) 
TG:2021-06-16T21:47:33.856383-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T21:47:33.856383-04:00 
SyslogMessage:clish[26776]:<13>525 clish[26776]: 
cmd by admin: Processing : set time 21:46:10 (cmd 
md5: ebe695464d2daf0bdb9ef3f0d57486d0) 
TG:2021-06-16T21:47:33.937664-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T21:47:33.937664-04:00 
SyslogMessage:xpand[4556]:<29>525 xpand[4556]: 
System time was changed from Wed Jun 16 12:13:10 
2021  to Wed Jun 16 21:46:10 2021 
 
  

NDcPP22e:FPT_
TUD_EXT.1  

Initiation of 
update; result of 

None Loading Initiation 
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the update 
attempt (success 
or failure).  

TG:'2019 Apr  5 17:10:59' HN:'525' TR:'2019 Apr  5 
17:10:59' clish[28807]:<13>525 clish[28807]: cmd by 
admin: Start executing : installer download ... (cmd 
md5: 372ae4fbba59508890fc85a51016b7a0) 
TG:'2019 Apr  5 17:11:02' HN:'525' TR:'2019 Apr  5 
17:11:02' xpand[3643]:<133>525 xpand[3643]: admin 
localhost t +installer:action_pkg 
fw1_wrapper_HOTFIX_HEAT_T106_CERT_HF_023_MAI
N_GA_FULL.tgz 

Activation Initiation 

TG:2021-07-22T16:43:08.096831-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-22T16:43:08.096831-04:00 
SyslogMessage:clish[16154]:<13>525 clish[16154]: 
cmd by admin: Start executing : installer import ... 
(cmd md5: 1ea11405fe850e2a47a8dc8f83bd26d0) 
TG:2021-07-22T16:43:08.391223-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-22T16:43:08.391223-04:00 
SyslogMessage:xpand[4588]:<133>525 xpand[4588]: 
admin localhost t +installer:action_pkg 
SecurePlatform_HOTFIX_R81_JHF_T23_407_MAIN_GA
_FULL-Valid.tar 

Loading Success 

TG:2021-07-21T16:02:28.915295-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-21T16:02:28.915295-04:00 
SyslogMessage:xpand[4558]:<133>525 xpand[4558]: 
admin localhost t +installer:action_result The package 
SecurePlatform_HOTFIX_R81_JHF_T23_407_MAIN_GA
_FULL.tgz was successfully imported. If the package is 
not visible - 1. Check that the display filter is set to 
"Showing all packages" 2. Make sure that all the 
categories (Hotfixes, Minor versions and Major 
versions)  are expanded. 
TG:2021-07-21T16:07:28.326233-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-21T16:07:28.326233-04:00 
SyslogMessage:xpand[4558]:<133>525 xpand[4558]: 
admin localhost t +installer:import_id_str 
MSG_IMPORT_SUCCESS 

Activation Success 
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TG:2021-07-23T11:26:18.426756-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-23T11:26:18.426756-04:00 
SyslogMessage:xpand[4015]:<133>525 xpand[4015]: 
admin localhost t +installer:action_result Package 
SecurePlatform_HOTFIX_R81_JHF_T23_407_MAIN_GA
_FULL.tgz was installed successfully. 
TG:2021-07-23T11:26:18.479302-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-23T11:26:18.479302-04:00 
SyslogMessage:xpand[4015]:<133>525 xpand[4015]: 
admin localhost t +installer:install_id_str 
MSG_INSTALL_SUCCEEDED 

Faliure 

TG:2021-07-21T15:36:35.872131-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-21T15:36:35.872131-04:00 
SyslogMessage:xpand[4558]:<133>525 xpand[4558]: 
admin localhost t +installer:action_result Import of 
package 
SecurePlatform_HOTFIX_R81_JHF_T23_407_MAIN_GA
_FULL.tgz Failed Package integrity verification failed. 
Contact Check Point Technical Services for further 
assistance.  
TG:2021-07-21T15:36:35.938840-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-21T15:36:35.938840-04:00 
SyslogMessage:xpand[4558]:<133>525 xpand[4558]: 
admin localhost t +installer:import_id_str 
MSG_IMPORT_FAILED_SIGNATURE_VERIFICATION 

FTA_SSL.3  

The termination 
of a remote 
session by the 
session locking 
mechanism.  

None 

TG:2021-06-28T12:29:02.315866-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T16:25:53Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T16:25:53Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db4992,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1624983953"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
machine:"172.29.99.30"; operation:"Log Out"; 
operation_number:"12"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
subject:"Administrator Login"] 

FTA_SSL.4  
The termination 
of an interactive 

None. SmartConsole  
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session.  TG:2021-06-28T12:45:54.045891-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T16:42:43Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6847]<134>1 2021-06-
29T16:42:43Z 525 CheckPoint 6847 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db4d85,0x0,0xd020000,0xdba1abf}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1624984963"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
machine:"172.29.99.30"; operation:"Log Out"; 
operation_number:"12"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
subject:"Administrator Login"] 

Console 

TG:2021-06-16T16:14:27.721084-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T16:14:27.721084-04:00 
SyslogMessage:clish[17121]:<13>525 clish[17121]: 
cmd by admin: Start executing : exit  (cmd md5: 
f24f62eeb789199b9b2e467df3b1876b) 
TG:2021-06-16T16:14:27.771135-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T16:14:27.771135-04:00 
SyslogMessage:clish[17121]:<133>525 clish[17121]: 
User admin logged out  from CLI shell 
TG:2021-06-16T16:14:27.771135-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T16:14:27.771135-04:00 
SyslogMessage:login:<86>525 login: 
pam_unix(login:session): session closed for user admin 

FTA_SSL_EXT.1  

The termination 
of a local session 
by the session 
locking 
mechanism.  

None 

TG:2021-06-16T21:33:18.574015-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T21:33:18.574015-04:00 
SyslogMessage:clish[23041]:<133>525 clish[23041]: 
User admin logged out due to inactivity from CLI shell 
TG:2021-06-16T21:33:18.574015-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-16T21:33:18.574015-04:00 
SyslogMessage:login:<86>525 login: 
pam_unix(login:session): session closed for user admin 
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FTP_ITC.1  
Initiation of the 
trusted channel.  
.  

Identification of 
the initiator and 
target of failed 
trusted channels 
establishment 
attempt.  

TG:2021-06-16T15:25:27.151539-04:00 
Host:checkpoint-3600 TR:2021-06-
16T15:25:27.151539-04:00 SyslogMessage:<85>1 
2021-06-16T15:34:43--4:00 172.29.99.230 CP-GW - Log 
[Fields@1.3.6.1.4.1.2620 src="172.29.99.230" 
dst="172.29.99.254" srckeyid="" dstkeyid="" peer 
gateway="172.29.99.254" scheme:="IKEv2 [UDP 
(IPv4)]" IKE:="Auth exchange: IKE SA installed" 
CookieI="e4b3830e0aa2c718" 
CookieR="41527e198de437a7" msgid="00000001" IKE 
notification:="" Certificate DN:="" methods:="AES-256 
+ HMAC-SHA1, Pre-shared secret, Group 14" IKE 
IDs:="" user="" partner="" community="syslog-ipsec" 
fw_subproduct="VPN-1" vpn_feature_name="IKE" 
ProductName="VPN-1 & FireWall-1" 
ProductFamily="Network" ] 
TG:2021-06-16T15:25:27.151539-04:00 
Host:checkpoint-3600 TR:2021-06-
16T15:25:27.151539-04:00 SyslogMessage:<85>1 
2021-06-16T15:34:43--4:00 172.29.99.230 CP-GW - Log 
[Fields@1.3.6.1.4.1.2620 src="172.29.99.230" 
dst="172.29.99.254" srckeyid="0xc7e189dc" 
dstkeyid="0xb70ede7b" peer 
gateway="172.29.99.254" scheme:="IKEv2 [UDP 
(IPv4)]" IKE:="Auth exchange: Completed successfully" 
CookieI="e4b3830e0aa2c718" 
CookieR="41527e198de437a7" msgid="00000002" IKE 
notification:="" Certificate DN:="" methods:="AES-128 
+ HMAC-SHA1, No IPComp, No ESN, " IKE 
IDs:="<172.29.99.230><172.29.99.254>" user="" 
partner="" community="syslog-ipsec" 
fw_subproduct="VPN-1" vpn_feature_name="IKE" 
ProductName="VPN-1 & FireWall-1" 
ProductFamily="Network" ] 
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  Termination of 
the trusted 
channel. 

TG:2021-06-16T15:17:21.666473-04:00 
Host:checkpoint-3600 TR:2021-06-
16T15:17:21.666473-04:00 SyslogMessage:<85>1 
2021-06-16T15:26:38--4:00 172.29.99.230 CP-GW - Log 
[Fields@1.3.6.1.4.1.2620 src="172.29.99.254" 
dst="172.29.99.230" srckeyid="" dstkeyid="" peer 
gateway="172.29.99.254" scheme:="IKEv2 [UDP 
(IPv4)]" IKE:="Informational exchange: Received delete 
IKE SA request for: 917dc956e476b654 
74a7ec1be879c361" CookieI="917dc956e476b654" 
CookieR="74a7ec1be879c361" msgid="00000002" IKE 
notification:="" Certificate DN:="" methods:="" IKE 
IDs:="" user="" partner="" community="syslog-ipsec" 
fw_subproduct="VPN-1" vpn_feature_name="IKE" 
ProductName="VPN-1 & FireWall-1" 
ProductFamily="Network" ] 

 Failure of the 
trusted channel 
functions 

TG:2021-06-29T13:12:45.888667-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T17:12:44Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6030]<134>1 2021-06-
29T17:12:44Z 525 CheckPoint 6030 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db548d,0x0,0xd020000,0xc95978e}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1624986764"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
machine:"testlab20"; 
objectname:"cpshared_application_SG15400-NGTX"; 
objecttable:"applications"; 
objecttype:"cpshared_application"; 
operation:"Initialize SIC Certificate"; 
operation_number:"13"; product:"SmartDashboard"; 
subject:"SIC Certificate"] 
TG:2021-06-29T13:12:49.901970-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T17:12:47Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6030]<134>1 2021-06-
29T17:12:47Z 525 CheckPoint 6030 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db5491,0x0,0xd020000,0xc95978e}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1624986767"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
machine:"testlab20"; 
objectname:"cpshared_application_SG15400-NGTX"; 
objecttable:"applications"; 
objecttype:"cpshared_application"; operation:"Revoke 
SIC Certificate"; operation_number:"15"; 
product:"SmartDashboard"; subject:"SIC Certificate"] 
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FTP_TRP.1/Admi
n  

Initiation of the 
trusted path.   

 None 

 See FCO_CPC_EXT.1 

Termination of 
the trusted path.   

 See FCO_CPC_EXT.1 

Failure of the 
trusted path 
functions.  

 TG:2021-06-29T13:12:45.888667-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T17:12:44Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6030]<134>1 2021-06-
29T17:12:44Z 525 CheckPoint 6030 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db548d,0x0,0xd020000,0xc95978e}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1624986764"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
machine:"testlab20"; 
objectname:"cpshared_application_SG15400-NGTX"; 
objecttable:"applications"; 
objecttype:"cpshared_application"; 
operation:"Initialize SIC Certificate"; 
operation_number:"13"; product:"SmartDashboard"; 
subject:"SIC Certificate"] 
TG:2021-06-29T13:12:49.901970-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T17:12:47Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6030]<134>1 2021-06-
29T17:12:47Z 525 CheckPoint 6030 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db5491,0x0,0xd020000,0xc95978e}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1624986767"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
machine:"testlab20"; 
objectname:"cpshared_application_SG15400-NGTX"; 
objecttable:"applications"; 
objecttype:"cpshared_application"; operation:"Revoke 
SIC Certificate"; operation_number:"15"; 
product:"SmartDashboard"; subject:"SIC Certificate"] 
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FTP_TRP.1/Join 
Initiation of the 
trusted path.   

None 

 TG:2021-07-06T11:57:54.208143-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-06T15:54:59Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6563]<134>1 2021-07-
06T15:54:59Z 525 CheckPoint 6563 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60e47cd5,0x0,0xd020000,0xcf819a3}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1625586899"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
machine:"testlab20"; 
objectname:"cpshared_application_SGX3600-NGTX"; 
objecttable:"applications"; 
objecttype:"cpshared_application"; 
operation:"Initialize SIC Certificate"; 
operation_number:"13"; product:"SmartDashboard"; 
subject:"SIC Certificate"] 
TG:2021-07-06T11:57:54.208143-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-06T15:55:00Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6563]<134>1 2021-07-
06T15:55:00Z 525 CheckPoint 6563 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60e47cd5,0x1,0xd020000,0xcf819a3}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1625586900"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
machine:"testlab20"; 
objectname:"cpshared_application_SGX3600-NGTX"; 
objecttable:"applications"; 
objecttype:"cpshared_application"; operation:"Push 
SIC Certificate"; operation_number:"14"; 
product:"SmartDashboard"; subject:"SIC Certificate"] 
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Termination of 
the trusted path.   

 TG:2021-06-28T23:00:18.219877-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-30T02:56:48Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6276]<134>1 2021-06-
30T02:56:48Z 525 CheckPoint 6276 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60dbdd72,0x0,0xd020000,0xc639884}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1625021808"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
machine:"testlab20"; 
objectname:"cpshared_application_SG15400-NGTX"; 
objecttable:"applications"; 
objecttype:"cpshared_application"; operation:"Revoke 
SIC Certificate"; operation_number:"15"; 
product:"SmartDashboard"; subject:"SIC Certificate"] 
TG:2021-06-28T23:00:28.251518-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-30T02:56:58Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6276]<134>1 2021-06-
30T02:56:58Z 525 CheckPoint 6276 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60dbdd7d,0x0,0xd020000,0xc639884}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1625021818"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:"@pki-
host-cert-set: Changed from 'Enable' to 'Disable' "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"@certreq-pki-
gen: Changed from 'Enable' to 'Disable' Trust state: 
Changed from 'communicating' to 'uninitialized' "; 
ip_address:"172.29.99.233"; 
logic_changes:"Certificates[{f3d80e70-2d1f-4b21-
9294-6710bdcaad3a}\].poundCertreqPkiGen: Changed 
from 'Enable' to 'Disable' Certificates[{f3d80e70-2d1f-
4b21-9294-6710bdcaad3a}\].poundPkiHostCertSet: 
Changed from 'Enable' to 'Disable' ConnectionState: 
Changed from 'communicating' to 'uninitialized' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway: '9f240e24-f0d5-
4676-bee6-59e12008035f' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.endpointVpnClient
Settings: 'f515d640-b5c7-47c5-9a42-ae0409a4b23f' 
Vpn.vpnClientsSettingsForGateway.usb1VpnClientSetti
ngs: '6e683362-6132-4976-91e9-4343424758c8' "; 
objectname:"SG15400-NGTX"; objecttype:"Gateway"; 
operation:"Modify Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/28/2021"; 
session_uid:"b7cc79b1-a043-4ceb-aa71-
653c813e1556"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"a5bcce61-1d1e-422b-a637-6ae764cc4c61"] 
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Failure of the 
trusted path 
functions. 

 TG:2021-07-21T14:47:26.154254-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-21T18:47:23Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6560]<134>1 2021-07-
21T18:47:23Z 525 CheckPoint 6560 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60f86bbd,0x0,0xd020000,0xcee19a0}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1626893243"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
machine:"testlab20"; 
objectname:"cpshared_application_SG15400-NGTX"; 
objecttable:"applications"; 
objecttype:"cpshared_application"; 
operation:"Initialize SIC Certificate"; 
operation_number:"13"; product:"SmartDashboard"; 
subject:"SIC Certificate"] 
TG:2021-07-21T14:47:28.162328-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-07-21T18:47:25Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6560]<134>1 2021-07-
21T18:47:25Z 525 CheckPoint 6560 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60f86bbf,0x0,0xd020000,0xcee19a0}"; 
origin:"0.0.2.13"; originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-
314fb8..m45vaj"; sequencenum:"1"; 
time:"1626893245"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; 
machine:"testlab20"; 
objectname:"cpshared_application_SG15400-NGTX"; 
objecttable:"applications"; 
objecttype:"cpshared_application"; operation:"Revoke 
SIC Certificate"; operation_number:"15"; 
product:"SmartDashboard"; subject:"SIC Certificate"] 

Reproduced from the STFFW14e  
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FFW_RUL_EXT.1
[FW] 

Application of 
rules configured 
with the ‘log’ 
operation  

Source and 
destination 
addresses  
Source and 
destination 
ports  
Transport Layer 
Protocol  
TOE Interface  

TG:2021-08-16T14:40:53.281222-04:00 
Host:checkpoint-3600 TR:2021-08-
16T14:40:53.281222-04:00 SyslogMessage:<85>1 
2021-08-16T14:40:52--4:00 172.29.99.230 CP-GW - Log 
[Fields@1.3.6.1.4.1.2620 inzone="Internal" 
outzone="External" service_id="echo-request" 
ICMP="Echo Request" src="192.168.144.254" 
dst="10.1.1.1" proto="1" ICMP Type="8" ICMP 
Code="0" UP_match_table="TABLE_START" 
ROW_START="0" match_id="2" layer_uuid="26fe70eb-
f5d2-41ea-b188-d3aab4764d3f" 
layer_name="FFW_RUL_EXT.1.1 Network" 
rule_uid="750420b4-3de0-4101-b180-41e5bda478da" 
rule_name="" ROW_END="0" 
UP_match_table="TABLE_END" 
UP_action_table="TABLE_START" ROW_START="0" 
action="0" ROW_END="0" 
UP_action_table="TABLE_END" ProductName="VPN-1 
& FireWall-1" ProductFamily="Network" ] 

FFW_RUL_EXT.2
[FW] 

Establishment of 
a session 

None. 

TG:2021-08-16T14:36:45.355687-04:00 
Host:checkpoint-3600 TR:2021-08-
16T14:36:45.355687-04:00 SyslogMessage:<85>1 
2021-08-16T14:36:43--4:00 172.29.99.230 CP-GW - Log 
[Fields@1.3.6.1.4.1.2620 inzone="Internal" 
outzone="External" service_id="ftp" 
src="192.168.144.254" dst="172.16.8.253" proto="6" 
UP_match_table="TABLE_START" ROW_START="0" 
match_id="3" layer_uuid="30dcd45e-5e62-4af5-b454-
ff582103548f" layer_name="FFW_RUL_EXT.2 
Network" rule_uid="59f7ffb4-8c4f-4e48-8723-
cfe8450fb447" rule_name="FTP" ROW_END="0" 
UP_match_table="TABLE_END" ProductName="VPN-1 
& FireWall-1" svc="21" sport_svc="54362" 
ProductFamily="Network" ] 

FMT_SMF.1/FF
W[FW] 

All management 
activities of TSF 

None. Creation 
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data (including 
creation, 
modification and 
deletion of 
firewall rules). 

TG:2021-06-29T15:04:20.705456-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T19:04:18Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6030]<134>1 2021-06-
29T19:04:18Z 525 CheckPoint 6030 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db6eb4,0x0,0xd020000,0xc95978e}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624993458"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"Name: 
'TestPolicy' "; logic_changes:"Name: 'TestPolicy' 
Rulebase: '30d10c77-af3d-477f-b446-fdea65bc6a87' "; 
objectname:"TestPolicy"; objecttype:"Nat Policy"; 
operation:"Create Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/29/2021"; 
session_uid:"299498c5-98b2-42ae-89ad-
fe7b7a0bbcdc"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"f6109574-b04d-49cf-ab16-fb749af1ebf3"] 

Modification 
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TG:2021-06-29T15:32:46.103621-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T19:32:43Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6030]<134>1 2021-06-
29T19:32:43Z 525 CheckPoint 6030 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db755d,0x0,0xd020000,0xc95978e}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624995163"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:"Destination: 
Removed 'Any'; Added 'Smart1-525' Name: Changed 
from 'Allow From Smart-1' to 'Allow To Smart-1' 
Source: Removed 'Smart1-525'; Changed to 'Any'  
Layer Name: 'TestPolicy Network' Policy Names: 
'TestPolicy' "; logic_changes:"Dsts.dsts: Removed 
'97aeb369-9aea-11d5-bd16-0090272ccb30'; Added 
'7d548b1f-a9a9-484d-abcc-e2345c771faa' Name: 
Changed from 'Allow From Smart-1' to 'Allow To 
Smart-1' Srcs.srcs: Removed '7d548b1f-a9a9-484d-
abcc-e2345c771faa'; Added '97aeb369-9aea-11d5-
bd16-0090272ccb30' "; objectname:"Allow To Smart-
1"; objecttype:"Access Control Rule"; 
operation:"Modify Rule"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/29/2021"; 
session_uid:"ad42c4ba-a90c-4d0a-b281-
56eef2808e5b"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"feae4620-79af-464b-8449-edf63728e263"] 

Deletion 
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TG:2021-06-29T15:35:46.651577-04:00 Host:525 
TR:2021-06-29T19:35:44Z 
SyslogMessage:CheckPoint[6030]<134>1 2021-06-
29T19:35:44Z 525 CheckPoint 6030 - [action:"Accept"; 
flags:"163872"; ifdir:"outbound"; 
loguid:"{0x60db7612,0x0,0xd020000,0xc95978e}"; 
origin:"172.29.99.30"; 
originsicname:"cn=cp_mgmt,o=gw-314fb8..m45vaj"; 
sequencenum:"1"; time:"1624995344"; version:"5"; 
administrator:"admin"; advanced_changes:" "; 
client_ip:"172.29.99.30"; fieldschanges:" "; 
logic_changes:" "; objectname:"TestPolicy"; 
objecttype:"HTTPS Inspection Policy"; 
operation:"Delete Object"; product:"SmartConsole"; 
sendtotrackerasadvancedauditlog:"0"; 
session_name:"admin@6/29/2021"; 
session_uid:"4e7301bb-0c9c-4d6a-8a85-
3e3ba0b7ab6e"; subject:"Object Manipulation"; 
uid:"89ae2f2f-f426-436c-bc4d-6687ce3e8b4e"] 

Reproduced from the VPNGW11  

FCS_IPSEC_EXT.
1  

Session 
Establishment 
with peer  

Entire packet 
contents of 
packets 
transmitted/rec
eived during 
session 
establishment  

Gateways and the Gateway portion of a Standalone 
produce a packet capture that includes the packets of 
the IKE session establishment. See Section 7.2 which 
provides instructions for configuring a Security 
Gateway to capture all the packets associated with IKE 
negotiation. 

FPF_RUL_EXT.1 
[VPN] 

Application of 
rules configured 
with the ‘log’ 
operation  

Source and 
destination 
addresses  
Source and 
destination 
ports  
Transport Layer 
Protocol 
TOE Interface 

TG:2021-08-16T15:31:24.801025-04:00 
Host:checkpoint-3600 TR:2021-08-
16T15:31:24.801025-04:00 SyslogMessage:<85>1 
2021-08-16T15:31:24--4:00 172.29.99.230 CP-GW - Log 
[Fields@1.3.6.1.4.1.2620 inzone="Internal" 
outzone="External" src="192.168.144.7" 
dst="10.10.7.1" proto="5" 
UP_match_table="TABLE_START" ROW_START="0" 
match_id="4" layer_uuid="a3627be7-9c8d-489b-b22c-
90553ef05e25" layer_name="FPF_RUL_EXT.1.6 
Network" rule_uid="255de5b3-b4be-4d6c-aca7-
490475646cf6" rule_name="" ROW_END="0" 
UP_match_table="TABLE_END" ProductName="VPN-1 
& FireWall-1" ProductFamily="Network" ] 

 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The issue described above explicitly refers to the use of X.509 

certificates. In case a certificate-based authentication fails, an error message telling the Security Administrator that 

'something is wrong with the certificate' shall not be considered as sufficient information about the 'reason for 

failure' as a basic  
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information to resolve the issue. The log message will inform the Security Administrator of at least the following: 

-'Trust issue' with the certificate, e.g. due to failed path validation 

-Use of an 'expired certificate' 

-Absence of basicConstraints extension 

-CA flag not set for a certificate presented as a CA 

-Signature validation failure for any certificate in the certificate path; failure to establish revocation status; revoked 

certificate 

As such for audit information related to the use of X.509 certificates that it uniquely identifies the certificate that 

could not be successfully verified. For example, identification of a certificate could include Key Subject and Key ID, 

where key subject is an identifier contained in the CN or SAN and where Key ID is a certificate's serial number and 

issuer name or subject key identifier (SKI) and authority key identifier (AKI). 

In general, when using open source libraries like OpenSSL, passing on error 

messages from such libraries to the Security Administrator is regarded as good practice. 

The evaluator shall test the TOE's ability to correctly generate audit records by having the TOE generate audit 

records for the events listed in the table of audit events and administrative actions listed above. This should 

include all instances of an event: for instance, if there are several different I&A mechanisms for a system, the 

FIA_UIA_EXT.1 events must be generated for each mechanism. The evaluator shall test that audit records are 

generated for the establishment and termination of a channel for each of the cryptographic protocols contained in 

the ST. If HTTPS is implemented, the test demonstrating the establishment and termination of a TLS session can be 

combined with the test for an HTTPS session. When verifying the test results, the evaluator shall ensure the audit 

records generated during testing match the format specified in the guidance documentation, and that the fields in 

each audit record have the proper entries. 

For distributed TOEs the evaluator shall perform tests on all TOE components according to the mapping of 

auditable events to TOE components in the Security Target. For all events involving more than one TOE component 

when an audit event is triggered, the evaluator has to check that the event has been audited on both sides (e.g. 

failure of building up a secure communication channel between the two components). This is not limited to error 

cases but includes also events about successful actions like successful build up/tear down of a secure 

communication channel between TOE components. 

Note that the testing here can be accomplished in conjunction with the testing of the security mechanisms 

directly. 

The evaluator created a list of the required audit events.  The evaluator then collected each audit event when 

running the other security functional tests described in this AAR as required by the 

NDcPP22e/STFFW14e/VPNGW11.  The evaluator recorded these audit events in the proprietary Detailed Test 
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Report (DTR).  The security management events are handled in a similar manner.  When the administrator was 

required to set a value for testing, the audit record associated with the administrator action was collected and 

recorded in the DTR.  For the distributed TOE related audit records, the evaluator verified that the audit records 

were generated in accordance with the mapping of auditable events to TOE components in Section 8 of the ST and 

that the audit records contained the component that generated the audit event.  

 

2.1.2 SECURITY AUDIT DATA GENERATION  (STFFW14E:FAU_GEN.1) 

 

2.1.2.1 STFFW14E:FAU_GEN.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: No additional Evaluation Activities are specified. 

No additional evaluation activities. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: In addition to the Evaluation Activities specified in the Supporting 

Document for the Base-PP, the evaluator shall check the guidance documentation to ensure that it describes the 

audit records specified in Table 2 of the PP-Module in addition to those required by the Base-PP. If the optional 

SFR FFW_RUL_EXT.2 is claimed by the TOE, the evaluator shall also check the guidance documentation to ensure 

that it describes the relevant audit record specified in Table 3 of the PP-Module. 

All relevant audit logs were reviewed as part of NDcPP22e:FAU_GEN.1 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: In addition to the Evaluation Activities specified in the Supporting 

Document for the Base-PP, the evaluator shall perform tests to demonstrate that audit records are generated for 

the auditable events as specified in Table 2 of the PP-Module and, if the optional SFR FFW_RUL_EXT.2 is claimed by 

the TOE, Table 3. 

All relevant audit logs were reviewed as part of NDcPP22e:FAU_GEN.1 

 

2.1.3 AUDIT DATA GENERATION  (VPNGW11:FAU_GEN.1) 

 

2.1.3.1 VPNGW11:FAU_GEN.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the TSS describes how the TSF can be 

configured to log network traffic associated with applicable rules. Note that this activity may be addressed in 

conjunction with the TSS Evaluation Activities for FPF_RUL_EXT.1. 

The evaluator shall verify that the TSS describes how the TOE behaves when one of its interfaces is overwhelmed 

by network traffic. It is acceptable for the TOE to drop packets that it cannot process, but under no circumstances 

is the TOE allowed to pass packets that do not satisfy a rule that allows the permit operation or belong to an 

allowed established session. It may not always be possible for the TOE to audit dropped packets due to 

implementation limitations. These limitations and circumstances in which the event of dropped packets is not 

audited shall be described in the TSS. 

The evaluator also verifies that the TSS describes the auditable events for IPsec peer session establishment that are 

required by the PP-Module. 

Section 6.5 of the ST states that if any TOE interface is overwhelmed with traffic, it will drop the packets.  An 

administrator can configure logging for a rule by specifying “Log” under the “Track” column of the firewall rule.  

Each rule can be configured to log status of packets pertaining to the rule.  

Section 6.1 includes a reference to the audit generation requirement which lists all the auditable events.  The IPsec 

peer session establishment events are included as required. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the operational guidance describes how 

to configure the TSF to result in applicable network traffic logging. Note that this activity may be addressed in 

conjunction with the guidance Evaluation Activities for FPF_RUL_EXT.1. 

See FPF_RUL_EXT.1. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The following test is expected to execute outside the context of the 

other requirements. While testing the TOE's compliance against the SFRs, either specific tests are developed and 

run in the context of this SFR, or as is typically done, the audit capability is turned on while testing the TOE's 

behavior in complying with the other SFRs in the Base-PP and the PP-Module. 

Test 1: The evaluator shall attempt to flood the TOE with network packets such that the TOE will be unable to 

process all the packets. This may require the evaluator to configure the TOE to limit the bandwidth the TOE is 

capable to handling (e.g., use of a 10 MB interface). The evaluator shall then review the audit logs to verify that the 

TOE correctly records that it is unable to process all of the received packets and verify that the TOE logging 

behavior is consistent with the TSS. 

Test 2: The evaluator shall use a remote VPN client to establish an IPsec session with the TOE and observe that the 

event is logged in accordance with the expectations of the PP-Module. 
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Test 1:   The evaluator used a packet generator to flood the TOE with network packets such that it was unable to 

process them all.   The evaluator then confirmed that an audit record was generated indicating that traffic was 

dropped due to excessive traffic on the management interface. 

Test 2:  The evaluator enabled the TOE audit capability and performed testing of other security features defined in 

[ST]. While establishing IPsec sessions for other tests associated with the FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1 requirement, the 

evaluator observed that the required audit records were generated. 

2.1.4 USER IDENTITY ASSOCIATION  (NDCPP22E:FAU_GEN.2) 

 

2.1.4.1 NDCPP22E:FAU_GEN.2.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The TSS and Guidance Documentation requirements for FAU_GEN.2 are 

already covered by the TSS and Guidance Documentation requirements for FAU_GEN.1. 

See FAU_GEN.1 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The TSS and Guidance Documentation requirements for FAU_GEN.2 

are already covered by the TSS and Guidance Documentation requirements for FAU_GEN.1. 

See FAU_GEN.1 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: This activity should be accomplished in conjunction with the testing of 

FAU_GEN.1.1. 

For distributed TOEs the evaluator shall verify that where auditable events are instigated by another component, 

the component that records the event associates the event with the identity of the instigator. The evaluator shall 

perform at least one test on one component where another component instigates an auditable event. The 

evaluator shall verify that the event is recorded by the component as expected and the event is associated with 

the instigating component. It is assumed that an event instigated by another component can at least be generated 

for building up a secure channel between two TOE components. If for some reason (could be e.g. TSS or Guidance 

Documentation) the evaluator would come to the conclusion that the overall TOE does not generate any events 

instigated by other components, then this requirement shall be omitted. 

See FAU_GEN.1 

 

2.1.5 SECURITY AUDIT GENERATION  (NDCPP22E:FAU_GEN_EXT.1) 
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2.1.5.1 NDCPP22E:FAU_GEN_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.1.6 PROTECTED AUDIT EVENT STORAGE  (NDCPP22E:FAU_STG_EXT.1) 

 

2.1.6.1 NDCPP22E:FAU_STG_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.1.6.2 NDCPP22E:FAU_STG_EXT.1.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.1.6.3 NDCPP22E:FAU_STG_EXT.1.3 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure it describes the means by 

which the audit data are transferred to the external audit server, and how the trusted channel is provided. 

The evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure it describes the amount of audit data that are stored locally; what 

happens when the local audit data store is full; and how these records are protected against unauthorized access. 

The evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure it describes whether the TOE is a standalone TOE that stores audit 

data locally or a distributed TOE that stores audit data locally on each TOE component or a distributed TOE that 

contains TOE components that cannot store audit data locally on themselves but need to transfer audit data to 

other TOE components that can store audit data locally. The evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure that for 

distributed TOEs it contains a list of TOE components that store audit data locally. The evaluator shall examine the 

TSS to ensure that for distributed TOEs that contain components which do not store audit data locally but transmit 

their generated audit data to other components it contains a mapping between the transmitting and storing TOE 

components.  

The evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure that it details the behavior of the TOE when the storage space for 

audit data is full. When the option 'overwrite previous audit record' is selected this description should include an 

outline of the rule for overwriting audit data. If 'other actions' are chosen such as sending the new audit data to an 

external IT entity, then the related behaviour of the TOE shall also be detailed in the TSS. 

The evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure that it details whether the transmission of audit information to an 

external IT entity can be done in real-time or periodically. In case the TOE does not perform transmission in real-

time the evaluator needs to verify that the TSS provides details about what event stimulates the transmission to be 

made as well as the possible acceptable frequency for the transfer of audit data. 

For distributed TOEs the evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure it describes to which TOE components this SFR 

applies and how audit data transfer to the external audit server is implemented among the different TOE 

components (e.g. every TOE components does its own transfer or the data is sent to another TOE component for 

central transfer of all audit events to the external audit server). 

For distributed TOEs the evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure it describes which TOE components are storing 

audit information locally and which components are buffering audit information and forwarding the information to 

another TOE component for local storage. For every component the TSS shall describe the behaviour when local 

storage space or buffer space is exhausted. 

Section 6 of the ST states that when the term TOE is used, it refers to all parts of the distributed TOE.  If a specific 

component is being described, it is named.  Additionally, Section 8 includes a table which provides a mapping of 

the distributed TOE components to the SFRs and to the audit events.    

Section 6.1 of the ST states that the TOE has the capability to store the audit events internally or export them.  The 

TOE stores its internal audit events in a log that is protected so that only the authorized administrator can read the 

audit events.  The TOE components can be configured to use IPsec to send audit records to the syslog server 

directly.  This transmission happens in real-time.  
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The TOE has a disk cleanup procedure where it removes old audit logs to allow space for new ones.  This is 

configurable by the authorized administrator.  When disk space on the TOE falls below a predefined threshold (the 

cleanup procedure cannot keep up with the audit collection), the server stops collecting audit records. Each Check 

Point appliance provides drive space reserved for audit logs.  The minimum available space for the CloudGuard 

(ESXi) appliance is 1GB, while other appliances have minimum storage space ranging from 72GB to 13TB. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall also examine the guidance documentation to 

ensure it describes how to establish the trusted channel to the audit server, as well as describe any requirements 

on the audit server (particular audit server protocol, version of the protocol required, etc.), as well as configuration 

of the TOE needed to communicate with the audit server. 

The evaluator shall also examine the guidance documentation to determine that it describes the relationship 

between the local audit data and the audit data that are sent to the audit log server. For example, when an audit 

event is generated, is it simultaneously sent to the external server and the local store, or is the local store used as a 

buffer and 'cleared' periodically by sending the data to the audit server. 

The evaluator shall also ensure that the guidance documentation describes all possible configuration options for 

FAU_STG_EXT.1.3 and the resulting behaviour of the TOE for each possible configuration. The description of 

possible configuration options and resulting behaviour shall correspond to those described in the TSS. 

The “Secure Audit Log Transmission” section of the CC Supplement provides steps for configuring the components 

to forward audit records to a syslog server protected by IPsec. This includes selecting the syslog protocol, creating 

and defining a new syslog server, creating a VPN community, generating CA certificates for each gateway included 

in the VPN community and then pushing the security policy to all gateways.  

The “Audit Generation Location” section of the CC Supplement states that each component of the distributed TOE 

can generate its own audits records. All audit records are generated instantly when the triggering event occurs. 

This log is then stored locally and the component immediately attempts to forward this log to a configured server 

(syslog server in an evaluated configuration).  

Section “Audit Overflow” of the CC Supplement provides instructions for the administrator to configure disk space 

management such that when the audit space fills up, existing logs are preserved and new logs are discarded until 

space is restored.    

Component Testing Assurance Activities: Testing of the trusted channel mechanism for audit will be performed as 

specified in the associated assurance activities for the particular trusted channel mechanism. The evaluator shall 

perform the following additional test for this requirement: 

a) Test 1: The evaluator shall establish a session between the TOE and the audit server according to the 

configuration guidance provided. The evaluator shall then examine the traffic that passes between the audit server 

and the TOE during several activities of the evaluator's choice designed to generate audit data to be transferred to 

the audit server. The evaluator shall observe that these data are not able to be viewed in the clear during this 

transfer, and that they are successfully received by the audit server. The evaluator shall record the particular 
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software (name, version) used on the audit server during testing. The evaluator shall verify that the TOE is capable 

of transferring audit data to an external audit server automatically without administrator intervention. 

b) Test 2: The evaluator shall perform operations that generate audit data and verify that this data is stored locally. 

The evaluator shall perform operations that generate audit data until the local storage space is exceeded and 

verifies that the TOE complies with the behaviour defined in FAU_STG_EXT.1.3. Depending on the configuration 

this means that the evaluator has to check the content of the audit data when the audit data is just filled to the 

maximum and then verifies that 

1) The audit data remains unchanged with every new auditable event that should be tracked but that the audit 

data is recorded again after the local storage for audit data is cleared (for the option 'drop new audit data' in 

FAU_STG_EXT.1.3). 

2) The existing audit data is overwritten with every new auditable event that should be tracked according to the 

specified rule (for the option 'overwrite previous audit records' in FAU_STG_EXT.1.3) 

3) The TOE behaves as specified (for the option 'other action' in FAU_STG_EXT.1.3). 

c) Test 3: If the TOE complies with FAU_STG_EXT.2/LocSpace the evaluator shall verify that the numbers provided 

by the TOE according to the selection for FAU_STG_EXT.2/LocSpace are correct when performing the tests for 

FAU_STG_EXT.1.3. 

d) Test 4: For distributed TOEs, Test 1 defined above should be applicable to all TOE components that forward 

audit data to an external audit server. For the local storage according to FAU_STG_EXT.1.2 and FAU_STG_EXT.1.3 

the Test 2 specified above shall be applied to all TOE components that store audit data locally. For all TOE 

components that store audit data locally and comply with FAU_STG_EXT.2/LocSpace Test 3 specified above shall 

be applied. The evaluator shall verify that the transfer of audit data to an external audit server is implemented. 

Test 1 - This was tested in NDcPP22e:FTP_ITC.1, where the evaluator verified that the connection between the TOE 

and the audit server is not able to be viewed in plain text, and that the TOE is capable of transferring audit data 

without administrator intervention. The audit server was an Ubuntu 16.04 system utilizing rsyslogd 8.16.0 and 

strongSwan U5.3.5. 

Test 2 – The evaluator created enough audit events to fill the local log.  The evaluator observed that audit events 

stopped being recorded.  Once the audit log was cleared, audit events were recorded again. This matches the claim 

in NDcPP22e:FAU_STG_EXT.1.3. 

Test 3 – Not applicable.  The TOE does not claim FAU_STG_EXT.2/LocSpace. 

Test 4 - Test 1 and Test 2 were both completed for each type of TOE component. The TOE does not claim support 

for FAU_STG_EXT.2/LocSpace. 
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2.1.7 PROTECTED LOCAL AUDIT EVENT STORAGE FOR DISTRIBUTED TOES  

(NDCPP22E:FAU_STG_EXT.4) 

 

2.1.7.1 NDCPP22E:FAU_STG_EXT.4.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator examines the TSS to confirm that it describes which TOE 

components store their security audit events locally and which send their security audit events to other TOE 

components for local storage. For the latter, the target TOE component(s) which store security audit events for 

other TOE components shall be identified. For every sending TOE component the corresponding receiving TOE 

component(s) need to be identified. For every transfer of audit information between TOE components it shall be 

described how the data is secured during transfer according to FTP_ITC.1 or FPT_ITT.1. 

For each TOE component which does not store audit events locally by itself, the evaluator confirms that the TSS 

describes how the audit information is buffered before sending to another TOE component for local storage. 

Section 6 of the ST states that when the term TOE is used, it refers to all parts of the distributed TOE.  If a specific 

component is being described, it is named.  

Section 6.1 of the ST states that the TOE has the capability to store the audit events internally or export them.  The 

TOE stores its internal audit events in a log that is protected so that only the authorized administrator can read the 

audit events.  One option for exporting audit records is to have all TOE components configured to use IPsec to send 

audit records to the syslog server directly (note that within a  “sandwich”, the Security Gateway or Hub Gateway 

protects the audit records exported by the Security Management Server).  This transmission happens in real-time.  

The Security Management Server has a disk cleanup procedure where it removes old audit logs to allow space for 

new ones.  This is configurable by the authorized administrator.  When disk space on the Security Management 

Server falls below a predefined threshold (the cleanup procedure cannot keep up with the audit collection), the 

server stops collecting audit records. Each Check Point appliance provides drive space reserved for audit logs.  The 

minimum available space for the CloudGuard (ESXi) appliance is 1GB, while other appliances have minimum 

storage space ranging from 72GB to 13TB. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the guidance documentation to ensure 

that it describes how the link between different TOE components is established if audit data is exchanged between 

TOE components for local storage. The guidance documentation shall describe all possible configuration options 

for local storage of audit data and provide all instructions how to perform the related configuration of the TOE 

components. 
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The evaluator shall also ensure that the guidance documentation describes for every TOE component which does 

not store audit information locally how audit information is buffered before transmission to other TOE 

components. 

The “Secure Audit Log Transmission” section of the CC Supplement provides steps for configuring the components 

to forward audit records to a syslog server protected by IPsec. This includes selecting the syslog protocol, creating 

and defining a new syslog server, creating a VPN community, generating CA certificates for each gateway included 

in the VPN community and then pushing the security policy to all gateways.  

The “Audit Generation Location” section of the CC Supplement states that each component of the distributed TOE 

can generate its own audits records. All audit records are generated instantly when the triggering event occurs. 

This log is then stored locally and the component immediately attempts to forward this log to a configured server 

(syslog server in an evaluated configuration).  

Section “Audit Overflow” of the CC Supplement provides instructions for the administrator to configure disk space 

management such that when the audit space fills up, existing logs are preserved and new logs are discarded until 

space is restored.    

Component Testing Assurance Activities: For at least one of each type of distributed TOE components (sensors, 

central nodes, etc.), the following tests shall be performed using distributed TOEs. 

Test 1: For each type of TOE component, the evaluator shall perform a representative subset of auditable actions 

and ensure that these actions cause the generation of appropriately formed audit records. Generation of such 

records can be observed directly on the distributed TOE component (if there is appropriate interface), or indirectly 

after transmission to a central location. 

Test 2: For each type of TOE component that, in the evaluated configuration, is capable of transmitting audit 

information to the external audit server (as specified in FTP_ITC.1), the evaluator shall configure a trusted channel 

and confirm that audit records generated as a result of actions taken by the evaluator are securely transmitted. It 

is sufficient to observe negotiation and establishment of the secure channel with the TOE component and the 

subsequent transmission of encrypted data to confirm this functionality. Alternatively, the following steps shall be 

performed: The evaluator induces audit record transmission, then reviews the packet capture around the time of 

transmission and verifies that no audit data is transmitted in the clear. 

Test 3: For each type of TOE component that, in the evaluated configuration, is capable of transmitting audit 

information to another TOE component (as specified in FTP_ITT.1 or FTP_ITC.1, respectively), the evaluator shall 

configure a secure channel and confirm that audit records generated as a result of actions taken by the evaluator 

are securely transmitted. It is sufficient to observe negotiation and establishment of the secure channel with the 

TOE component and the subsequent transmission of encrypted data to confirm this functionality. Alternatively, the 

following steps shall be performed: The evaluator induces audit record transmission, then reviews the packet 

capture around the time of transmission and verifies that no audit data is transmitted in the clear. 

While performing these tests, the evaluator shall verify that the TOE behaviour observed during testing is 

consistent with the descriptions provided in the TSS and the Guidance Documentation. Depending on the TOE 
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configuration, there might be a large number of different possible configurations. In such cases, it is acceptable to 

perform subset testing, accompanied by an equivalency argument describing the evaluator's sampling 

methodology. 

 

Test 1 - The audits generated for each TOE component were captured as part of NDcPP22E:FAU_GEN.1. 

Test 2 - The IPsec syslog connection was demonstrated in NDcPP22E:FTP_ITC.1. 

Test 3 – The IPsec distributed TOE channel in which audits are sent from the Security Gateway to the Security 

Management server was demonstrated in NDcPP22E: FTP_ITT.1. 

 

2.1.8 PROTECTED REMOTE AUDIT EVENT STORAGE FOR DISTRIBUTED TOES  

(NDCPP22E:FAU_STG_EXT.5) 

 

2.1.8.1 NDCPP22E:FAU_STG_EXT.5.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator examines the TSS to confirm that it describes which TOE 

components store their security audit events locally and which send their security audit events to other TOE 

components for local storage. For the latter, the target TOE component(s) which store security audit events for 

other TOE components shall be identified. For every sending TOE component the corresponding receiving TOE 

component(s) need to be identified. For every transfer of audit information between TOE components it shall be 

described how the data is secured during transfer according to FTP_ITC.1 or FPT_ITT.1. For each TOE component 

which does not store audit events locally by itself, the evaluator confirms that the TSS describes how the audit 

information is buffered before sending to another TOE component for local storage. 

Section 6 of the ST states that when the term TOE is used, it refers to all parts of the distributed TOE.  If a specific 

component is being described, it is named.  

Section 6.1 of the ST states that the TOE has the capability to store the audit events internally or export them.  The 

TOE stores its internal audit events in a log that is protected so that only the authorized administrator can read the 

audit events.  One option for exporting audit records is to have all TOE components configured to use IPsec to send 

audit records to the syslog server directly (note that within a “sandwich”, the Security Gateway or Hub Gateway 

protects the audit records exported by the Security Management Server).  This transmission happens in real-time.  
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The Security Management Server has a disk cleanup procedure where it removes old audit logs to allow space for 

new ones.  This is configurable by the authorized administrator.  When disk space on the Security Management 

Server falls below a predefined threshold (the cleanup procedure cannot keep up with the audit collection), the 

server stops collecting audit records. Each Check Point appliance provides drive space reserved for audit logs.  The 

minimum available space for the CloudGuard (ESXi) appliance is 1GB, while other appliances have minimum 

storage space ranging from 72GB to 13TB. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the guidance documentation to ensure 

that it describes how the link between different TOE components is established if audit data is exchanged between 

TOE components for local storage. The guidance documentation shall describe all possible configuration options 

for local storage of audit data and provide all instructions how to perform the related configuration of the TOE 

components. The evaluator shall also ensure that the guidance documentation describes for every TOE component 

which does not store audit information locally how audit information is buffered before transmission to other TOE 

components. 

The “Secure Audit Log Transmission” section of the CC Supplement provides steps for configuring the components 

to forward audit records to a syslog server protected by IPsec. This includes selecting the syslog protocol, creating 

and defining a new syslog server, creating a VPN community, generating CA certificates for each gateway included 

in the VPN community and then pushing the security policy to all gateways.  

The “Audit Generation Location” section of the CC Supplement states that each component of the distributed TOE 

can generate its own audits records. All audit records are generated instantly when the triggering event occurs. 

This log is then stored locally and the component immediately attempts to forward this log to a configured server 

(syslog server in an evaluated configuration).  

Section “Audit Overflow” of the CC Supplement provides instructions for the administrator to configure disk space 

management such that when the audit space fills up, existing logs are preserved and new logs are discarded until 

space is restored.    

Component Testing Assurance Activities: For at least one of each type of distributed TOE components (sensors, 

central nodes, etc.), the following tests shall be performed using distributed TOEs. 

Test 1: For each type of TOE component, the evaluator shall perform a representative subset of auditable actions 

and ensure that these actions cause the generation of appropriately formed audit records. Generation of such 

records can be observed directly on the distributed TOE component (if there is appropriate interface), or indirectly 

after transmission to a central location. 

Test 2: For each type of TOE component that, in the evaluated configuration, is capable of transmitting audit 

information to the external audit server (as specified in FTP_ITC.1), the evaluator shall configure a trusted channel 

and confirm that audit records generated as a result of actions taken by the evaluator are securely transmitted. It 

is sufficient to observe negotiation and establishment of the secure channel with the TOE component and the 

subsequent transmission of encrypted data to confirm this functionality. Alternatively, the following steps shall be 
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performed: The evaluator induces audit record transmission, then reviews the packet capture around the time of 

transmission and verifies that no audit data is transmitted in the clear. 

Test 3: For each type of TOE component that, in the evaluated configuration, is capable of transmitting audit 

information to another TOE component (as specified in FTP_ITT.1 or FTP_ITC.1, respectively), the evaluator shall 

configure a secure channel and confirm that audit records generated as a result of actions taken by the evaluator 

are securely transmitted. It is sufficient to observe negotiation and establishment of the secure channel with the 

TOE component and the subsequent transmission of encrypted data to confirm this functionality. Alternatively, the 

following steps shall be performed: The evaluator induces audit record transmission, then reviews the packet 

capture around the time of transmission and verifies that no audit data is transmitted in the clear. 

While performing these tests, the evaluator shall verify that the TOE behaviour observed during testing is 

consistent with the descriptions provided in the TSS and the Guidance Documentation. Depending on the TOE 

configuration, there might be a large number of different possible configurations. In such cases, it is acceptable to 

perform subset testing, accompanied by an equivalency argument describing the evaluator's sampling 

methodology. 

Test 1 - The audits generated for each TOE component were captured as part of NDcPP22E:FAU_GEN.1. 

Test 2 - The IPsec syslog connection was demonstrated in NDcPP22E:FTP_ITC.1. 

Test 3 – The IPsec distributed TOE channel in which audits are sent from the Security Gateway to the Security 

Management server was demonstrated in NDcPP22E: FTP_ITT.1. 

2.2 COMMUNICATION (FCO) 

 

2.2.1 COMPONENT REGISTRATION CHANNEL DEFINITION  

(NDCPP22E:FCO_CPC_EXT.1) 

 

2.2.1.1 NDCPP22E:FCO_CPC_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.2.1.2 NDCPP22E:FCO_CPC_EXT.1.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.2.1.3 NDCPP22E:FCO_CPC_EXT.1.3 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to confirm that it: 

a) Describes the method by which a Security Administrator enables and disables communications between pairs of 

TOE components. 

b) Describes the relevant details according to the type of channel in the main selection made in FCO_CPC_EXT.1.2: 

- First type: the TSS identifies the relevant SFR iteration that specifies the channel used 

- Second type: the TSS (with support from the operational guidance if selected in FTP_TRP.1.3/Join) describes 

details of the channel and the mechanisms that it uses (and describes how the process ensures that the key is 

unique to the pair of components) - see also the Evaluation Activities for FTP_TRP.1(2)/Join. 

The evaluator shall confirm that if any aspects of the registration channel are identified as not meeting FTP_ITC.1 

or FPT_ITT.1, then the ST has also selected the FTP_TRP.1(2)/Join option in the main selection in FCO_CPC_EXT.1.2. 

Section 6.2 states that the administrator establishes a connection between the two TOE components using a 

channel that meets the secure registration channel requirements in FTP_TRP.1/Join.   

The administrator must join Security Gateways to a Security Management Server by creating a new Gateway 

object within the Security Management Server, and then creates a shared secret (passphrase) unique to the new 

Gateway object, and then configuring the new Security Gateway to expect a connection from the Security 

Management Server (along with the IP address and shared secret).  After this, the Administrator can join the 

Security Gateway from the Management Server, thereby enabling communication between the Gateway and 

Management Server.  This new connection between the Management Server and Security Gateway is called the 

Secure Internal Communication (SIC). The Administrator can disable communication between the Management 

Server and a chosen Gateway by resetting the Secure Internal Communication (SIC) between the two or by 

removing the Gateway object entirely.  However, the TOE does not allow management communications between 

or among Gateways, and only allows Gateway<->Management Server communications for management or 

configuration purposes.  

Section 6.11 states the TOE requires any Gateways joining the Security Management Server to use a dedicated 

channel to register itself. This registration is done by selecting a passphrase for the Gateway during the first-time 

setup wizard. Once the Gateway object is established in SmartConsole, the administrator then enters this 
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passphrase under the object in SmartConsole and the Secure Internal Communication (SIC) connection is 

established. This channel is dedicated to allow status information to be sent between the Sandwich and Gateway. 

Note that if the initial component joining fails, no actions from SmartConsole can be pushed to the Gateway that 

was disconnected or failed to be connected. The ongoing communication between the components is then 

protected via an IPsec connection to ensure that all data between the components remains secure. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: (Note: paragraph 251 lists questions for which the evaluator needs to 

determine and report answers through the combination of the TSS, Guidance Documentation, and Tests Evaluation 

Activities.) 

The evaluator shall examine the guidance documentation to confirm that it contains instructions for enabling and 

disabling communications with any individual component of a distributed TOE. The evaluator shall confirm that the 

method of disabling is such that all other components can be prevented from communicating with the component 

that is being removed from the TOE (preventing the remaining components from either attempting to initiate 

communications to the disabled component, or from responding to communications from the disabled 

component). 

The evaluator shall examine the guidance documentation to confirm that it includes recovery instructions should a 

connection be unintentionally broken during the registration process. 

If the TOE uses a registration channel for registering components to the TOE (i.e. where the ST author uses the 

FTP_ITC.1/FPT_ITT.1 or FTP_TRP.1(2)/Join channel types in the main selection for FCO_CPC_EXT.1.2) then the 

evaluator shall examine the Preparative Procedures to confirm that they: 

a) describe the security characteristics of the registration channel (e.g. the protocol, keys and authentication data 

on which it is based) and shall highlight any aspects which do not meet the requirements for a steady-state inter-

component channel (as in FTP_ITC.1 or FPT_ITT.1) 

b) identify any dependencies between the configuration of the registration channel and the security of the 

subsequent inter-component communications (e.g. where AES-256 inter-component communications depend on 

transmitting 256 bit keys between components and therefore rely on the registration channel being configured to 

use an equivalent key length) 

c) identify any aspects of the channel can be modified by the operational environment in order to improve the 

channel security, and shall describe how this modification can be achieved (e.g. generating a new key pair, or 

replacing a default public key certificate). 

As background for the examination of the registration channel description, it is noted that the requirements above 

are intended to ensure that administrators can make an accurate judgement of any risks that arise from the 

default registration process. Examples would be the use of self-signed certificates (i.e. certificates that are not 

chained to an external or local Certification Authority), manufacturer-issued certificates (where control over 

aspects such as revocation, or which devices are issued with recognised certificates, is outside the control of the 

operational environment), use of generic/non-unique keys (e.g. where the same key is present on more than one 
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instance of a device), or well-known keys (i.e. where the confidentiality of the keys is not intended to be strongly 

protected - note that this need not mean there is a positive action or intention to publicise the keys). 

In the case of a distributed TOE for which the ST author uses the FTP_TRP.1(2)/Join channel type in the main 

selection for FCO_CPC_EXT.1.2 and the TOE relies on the operational environment to provide security for some 

aspects of the registration channel security then there are additional requirements on the Preparative Procedures 

as described in section 3.5.1.2. 

Section “Establishing Communication between the Security Management Server and the Gateways it manages” in 

the CC Supplement provides instructions for establishing the Secure Internal Communication (SIC) connection in 

order to register a Gateway to be managed by a sandwich. These steps assume that the administrator has already 

run the first-time set-up wizard via the WebUI and configured a SIC passphrase as outlined in the “First Time 

Configuration Wizard” section of the R81 Install Guide.   

Section “Protection between Security Management Server and its Gateways” section in the CC Supplement 

provides a summary description of how the administrator can protect the communications between the Security 

Management Server and the Gateways it manages by creating a VPN Community and including the Security 

Management Server and the Gateway as Participating Gateways (under the VPN Community’s Properties), 

generating a new key pair and Certificate Signing Request for each participant, enrolling the certificate with the CA, 

loading the CA issued certificate into the Gateway or Security Management Server and then configuring the 

desired IKE version and ciphers to be used in the VPN Community’s IPsec/IKE SAs and installing the policies on all 

members of the VPN Community.  It also describes how there must be a packet filtering rule that allows 

management service traffic.   

Section “IPsec Configuration” in the CC Supplement describes how to configure the IPsec protocol including how 

to configure the Security Policy Database, IPSec key establishment, IPsec Mode, IPsec Ciphers and Certificates, 

IPsec pre-shared keys and how to create a VPN community.  

Section “Disabling Communication between the Security Management Server and the Gateways it manages” in the 

CC Supplement provides the steps for disabling communication between the Standalone or sandwich and the 

Gateway until the Secure Internal Communication (SIC) is reset and re-established on both devices.   

The “Resetting the SIC Connection” section in the CC Supplement describes how to re-establish the connection 

between a Gateway and the Security Management Server of a Standalone or sandwich after an intentional or 

accidental disconnect.   

Component Testing Assurance Activities: (Note: paragraph 251 lists questions for which the evaluator needs to 

determine and report answers through the combination of the TSS, Guidance Documentation, and Tests Evaluation 

Activities.) 

The evaluator shall carry out the following tests: 

a) Test 1.1: the evaluator shall confirm that an IT entity that is not currently a member of the distributed TOE 

cannot communicate with any component of the TOE until the non-member entity is enabled by a Security 
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Administrator for each of the non-equivalent TOE components [An 'equivalent TOE component' is a type of 

distributed TOE component that exhibits the same security characteristics, behaviour and role in the TSF as some 

other TOE component. In principle a distributed TOE could operate with only one instance of each equivalent TOE 

component, although the minimum configuration of the distributed TOE may include more than one instance (see 

discussion of the minimum configuration of a distributed TOE, in section B.4). In practice a deployment of the TOE 

may include more than one instance of some equivalent TOE components for practical reasons, such as 

performance or the need to have separate instances for separate subnets or VLANs.] that it is required to 

communicate with (non-equivalent TOE components are as defined in the minimum configuration for the 

distributed TOE) 

b) Test 1.2: the evaluator shall confirm that after enablement, an IT entity can communicate only with the 

components that it has been enabled for. This includes testing that the enabled communication is successful for 

the enabled component pair, and that communication remains unsuccessful with any other component for which 

communication has not been explicitly enabled. 

Some TOEs may set up the registration channel before the enablement step is carried out, but in such a case the 

channel must not allow communications until after the enablement step has been completed. 

The evaluator shall repeat Tests 1.1 and 1.2 for each different type of enablement process that can be used in the 

TOE. 

c) Test 2: The evaluator shall separately disable each TOE component in turn and ensure that the other TOE 

components cannot then communicate with the disabled component, whether by attempting to initiate 

communications with the disabled component or by responding to communication attempts from the disabled 

component. 

d) Test 3: The evaluator shall carry out the following tests according to those that apply to the values of the main 

(outer) selection made in the ST for FCO_CPC_EXT.1.2. 

1) If the ST uses the first type of communication channel in the selection in FCO_CPC_EXT.1.2 then the evaluator 

tests the channel via the Evaluation Activities for FTP_ITC.1 or FPT_ITT.1 according to the second selection -  the 

evaluator shall ensure that the test coverage for these SFRs includes their use in the registration process. 

2) If the ST uses the second type of communication channel in the selection in FCO_CPC_EXT.1.2 then the 

evaluator tests the channel via the Evaluation Activities for FTP_TRP.1(2)/Join. 

3) If the ST uses the 'no channel' selection then no test is required. 

e) Test 4: The evaluator shall perform one of the following tests, according to the TOE characteristics identified in 

its TSS and operational guidance: 

1) If the registration channel is not subsequently used for inter-component communication, and in all cases where 

the second selection in FCO_CPC_EXT.1.2 is made (i.e. using FTP_TRP.1(2)/Join) then the evaluator shall confirm 
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that the registration channel can no longer be used after the registration process has completed, by attempting to 

use the channel to communicate with each of the endpoints after registration has completed. 

2) If the registration channel is subsequently used for intercomponent communication then the evaluator shall 

confirm that any aspects identified in the operational guidance as necessary to meet the requirements for a 

steady-state intercomponent channel (as in FTP_ITC.1 or FPT_ITT.1) can indeed be carried out (e.g. there might be 

a requirement to replace the default key pair and/or public key certificate). 

f) Test 5: For each aspect of the security of the registration channel that operational guidance states can be 

modified by the operational environment in order to improve the channel security (cf. AGD_PRE.1 refinement item 

2 in (cf. the requirements on Preparative Procedures in 3.5.1.2), the evaluator shall confirm, by following the 

procedure described in the operational guidance, that this modification can be successfully carried out. 

Test 1.1 and 1.2: The evaluator verified that the Gateway was unregistered and not communicating with the 

Security Management Server. The evaluator then performed the necessary steps to establish the communication 

between the Gateway and Security Management Server.  The evaluator viewed the connection between the 

Gateway and Security Management Server and confirmed that there was no communication with any other device 

occurring.  The TOE provides only one type of enablement process. The evaluator reset the connection between 

the Gateway and Security Management Server and confirmed that communication between them was disabled 

and there was no longer any traffic flowing between them.  

Test 2:  As part of test 1, the evaluator unregistered the Gateway and Security Management Server and verified 

that the two devices were now unable to communicate. 

Test 3: The ST uses the second type of communication channel in the selection in FCO_CPC_EXT.1.2. See testing for 

FTP_TRP.1/Join. 

Test 4: The evaluator attempted to use the registration channel and confirmed that it could not be reused once 

registration was completed.  The evaluator then confirmed that subsequent inter component communication 

requires an IPsec tunnel.  

Test 5: The operational guidance prescribes a protected, dedicated, local network connection is used in two places.  

First, the Smart-1 appliance of the "sandwich" should be connected (through a dedicated, local network 

connection--effectively a "crossover cable") to its primary gateway.  This network is permanent and effectively 

physically unites the Smart-1 appliance with its primary gateway. Second, the operational guidance specifies use of 

a dedicated network (in that any other devices are assumed to be trusted and that the network allows no traffic to 

or from untrusted IT entities) to support the registration channel between the Sandwich and its other gateways.  

This dedicated network may be temporary, in that the IT administrator may remove the TOE from this network 

after registration of all gateways, or this network may be a permanent, dedicated network, which would then offer 

additional protections in addition to the IPsec trusted channel between the Sandwich and its gateways.   The 

evaluator took steps to setup and utilize a dedicated "management network" to deploy the TOE in a "Sandwich" 

deployment. This can be seen in the audit record for FCO_CPC_EXT.1 in the audit table where the 172.29.99.xxx 

management network is used.  After communications was established, the components communicated using 
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IPsec. This is demonstrated in Test Case NDcPP22e:FPT_ITT.1 test case 3 where IPsec ESP packets can be observed 

and even when the connection was broken, an IPsec channel was re-established. 

2.3 CRYPTOGRAPHIC SUPPORT (FCS) 

 

2.3.1 CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEY GENERATION  (NDCPP22E:FCS_CKM.1) 

 

2.3.1.1 NDCPP22E:FCS_CKM.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall ensure that the TSS identifies the key sizes supported by 

the TOE. If the ST specifies more than one scheme, the evaluator shall examine the TSS to verify that it identifies 

the usage for each scheme. 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that key generation for asymmetric keys on all components of the TOE provides key 

generation for asymmetric keys on all components and can generate ECDSA keys using NIST curve sizes P-256, P-

384, and P-521 and RSA keys of size 2048 and 4096-bits (according to FIPS PUB 186-4, “Digital Signature Standard 

(DSS)”, Appendix B.4 and B.3 respectively).  The TOE supports DH group 14 key establishment scheme that meets 

standard RFC 3526, section 3 (for interoperability) as well as group 19 (ECP-256) and group 20 (ECP-384).  

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE’s IPsec implementation supports both RSA and ECDSA certificates for 

authentication.   

Section 6.3 (FCS_CKM.1) of the ST states that the TOE supports RSA and ECDSA key generation. The key generation 

is used by the TOE when it creates a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) to apply for a certificate from the Certificate 

Authority (CA).  The TOE enforces a key size of 2048-bit and 4096- bit for RSA and the NIST curves P256, P384 and 

P521 for ECDSA key pairs.  The scheme is used by IPsec. Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator 

shall verify that the AGD guidance instructs the administrator how to configure the TOE to use the selected key 

generation scheme(s) and key size(s) for all cryptographic protocols defined in the Security Target. 

The “IPsec Key Establishment” section of the CC Supplement indicates that the Security Gateways can generate 

ECDH and DH asymmetric keys used during IKE negotiations. The Security Gateway generates these KeyEx values 

internally within their cryptographic modules and these ephemeral values never leave the memory of the module.  

An administrator cannot directly invoke this key generation functionality; however, the administrator can use the 

SmartConsole to configure a given VPN Community [by selecting the specific VPN community and then setting the 

Advanced Settings->Advanced VPN Properties: IKE (Phase 1) & IPsec (Phase 2) to the desired group] to use Group 

14, Group 19, or Group 20 (DH modp2048, P-256 ECP, and P-384 ECP respectively).  After configuring the desired 

KeyEx Group, the administrator can then allow the IPsec peers to establish and IPsec session, and thus invoke the 
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IKE KeyEx, and its associated key generation.  As stated above, the key generation process does not result in the 

output of any key material, as the ephemeral (EC)DH keys never leave the memory of the Security Gateway’s 

cryptographic modules. 

The Gateways can generate RSA (2048 or 4096-bit) or ECDSA (P-256, P-384, or P-521) key pairs for use during IKE 

authentication.  An administrator can invoke key generation by selecting a Check Point Network Object from 

within SmartConsole.  From within the Check Point Gateway dialog, the administrator can select the “IPsec VPN” 

from the left hand navigational pane to bring up the gateway’s “Repository of certificates Available to the 

Gateway”.  From here, an administrator can View existing certificates, Add (generate) new key pairs (along with 

the corresponding Certificate Signing Request if enrolling the newly generated key pair with an external CA), 

Complete (load) a public key certificate (issued by an external CA), and Remove existing certificates. The Gateways 

allows for an administrator to choose whether the Management Server uses its internally generated CA (Internal 

CA) to sign the Gateway’s CSR, or whether the CSR will be signed by an CA external to the TOE (External CA).  The 

Internal CA offers simplicity of configuration and setup; however, the External CA offers integration with an 

existing PKI and additional flexibility in key types. 

Generating keys for a specific Gateway allows all supported key establishment algorithms to be supported without 

any additional configuration needing to be done. The specific establishment scheme that will be used is defined in 

the VPN community as outlined above.   

When generating a new key pair (by clicking on the Add button), an administrator can indirectly choose the type 

and size of key through selection of the “CA to enroll from.”  To explain, Check Point Gateways generate key pairs 

to match the key type and size of the Root CA to which the issuing CA chains.  Thus for example, the Gateways will 

generate an ECDSA P-256 key pair when the Issuing CA selected chains to a root CA utilizing an ECDSA P-256 key.   

Component Testing Assurance Activities: Note: The following tests require the developer to provide access to a 

test platform that provides the evaluator with tools that are typically not found on factory products. 

Generation of long-term cryptographic keys (i.e. keys that are not ephemeral keys/session keys) might be 

performed automatically (e.g. during initial start-up). Testing of key generation must cover not only administrator 

invoked key generation but also automated key generation (if supported). 

Key Generation for FIPS PUB 186-4 RSA Schemes 

The evaluator shall verify the implementation of RSA Key Generation by the TOE using the Key Generation test. 

This test verifies the ability of the TSF to correctly produce values for the key components including the public 

verification exponent e, the private prime factors p and q, the public modulus n and the calculation of the private 

signature exponent d. 

Key Pair generation specifies 5 ways (or methods) to generate the primes p and q. These include: 

a) Random Primes: 

- Provable primes 
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- Probable primes 

b) Primes with Conditions: 

- Primes p1, p2, q1, q2, p and q shall all be provable primes 

- Primes p1, p2, q1, and q2 shall be provable primes and p and q shall be probable primes 

- Primes p1, p2, q1, q2, p and q shall all be probable primes 

To test the key generation method for the Random Provable primes method and for all the Primes with Conditions 

methods, the evaluator must seed the TSF key generation routine with sufficient data to deterministically generate 

the RSA key pair. This includes the random seed(s), the public exponent of the RSA key, and the desired key length. 

For each key length supported, the evaluator shall have the TSF generate 25 key pairs. The evaluator shall verify 

the correctness of the TSF's implementation by comparing values generated by the TSF with those generated from 

a known good implementation. 

Key Generation for Elliptic Curve Cryptography (ECC) 

FIPS 186-4 ECC Key Generation Test 

For each supported NIST curve, i.e., P-256, P-384 and P-521, the evaluator shall require the implementation under 

test (IUT) to generate 10 private/public key pairs. The private key shall be generated using an approved random bit 

generator (RBG). To determine correctness, the evaluator shall submit the generated key pairs to the public key 

verification (PKV) function of a known good implementation. 

FIPS 186-4 Public Key Verification (PKV) Test 

For each supported NIST curve, i.e., P-256, P-384 and P-521, the evaluator shall generate 10 private/public key 

pairs using the key generation function of a known good implementation and modify five of the public key values 

so that they are incorrect, leaving five values unchanged (i.e., correct). The evaluator shall obtain in response a set 

of 10 PASS/FAIL values. 

Key Generation for Finite-Field Cryptography (FFC) 

The evaluator shall verify the implementation of the Parameters Generation and the Key Generation for FFC by the 

TOE using the Parameter Generation and Key Generation test. This test verifies the ability of the TSF to correctly 

produce values for the field prime p, the cryptographic prime q (dividing p-1), the cryptographic group generator g, 

and the calculation of the private key x and public key y. 

The Parameter generation specifies 2 ways (or methods) to generate the cryptographic prime q and the field prime 

p: 

- Primes q and p shall both be provable primes 

- Primes q and field prime p shall both be probable primes 
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and two ways to generate the cryptographic group generator g: 

- Generator g constructed through a verifiable process 

- Generator g constructed through an unverifiable process. 

The Key generation specifies 2 ways to generate the private key x: 

- len(q) bit output of RBG where 1 <=x <= q-1 

- len(q) + 64 bit output of RBG, followed by a mod q-1 operation and a +1 operation, where 1<= x<=q-1. 

The security strength of the RBG must be at least that of the security offered by the FFC parameter set. 

To test the cryptographic and field prime generation method for the provable primes method and/or the group 

generator g for a verifiable process, the evaluator must seed the TSF parameter generation routine with sufficient 

data to deterministically generate the parameter set. 

For each key length supported, the evaluator shall have the TSF generate 25 parameter sets and key pairs. The 

evaluator shall verify the correctness of the TSF's implementation by comparing values generated by the TSF with 

those generated from a known good implementation. Verification must also confirm 

- g != 0,1 

- q divides p-1 

- g^q mod p = 1 

- g^x mod p = y 

for each FFC parameter set and key pair. 

FFC Schemes using 'safe-prime' groups 

Testing for FFC Schemes using safe-prime groups is done as part of testing in CKM.2.1. 

(TD0580 applied) 

This requirement is met by the TOE and has been CAVP tested.  Refer to the CAVP certificates identified in the 

table “TOE CAVP Certificates” in Section 1.1.2. 

2.3.2 CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEY GENERATION (FOR IKE PEER AUTHENTICATION)  

(VPNGW11:FCS_CKM.1/IKE) 

 

2.3.2.1 VPNGW11:FCS_CKM.1.1/IKE 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall check to ensure that the TSS describes how the key-pairs 

are generated. In order to show that the TSF implementation complies with FIPS PUB 186-4, the evaluator shall 

ensure that the TSS contains the following information: 

- The TSS shall list all sections of Appendix B to which the TOE complies. 

- For each applicable section listed in the TSS, for all statements that are not 'shall' (that is, 'shall not', 'should', and 

'should not'), if the TOE implements such options it shall be described in the TSS. If the included functionality is 

indicated as 'shall not' or 'should not' in the standard, the TSS shall provide a rationale for why this will not 

adversely affect the security policy implemented by the TOE; 

- For each applicable section of Appendix B, any omission of functionality related to 'shall' or 'should' statements 

shall be described; 

Any TOE-specific extensions, processing that is not included in the Appendices, or alternative implementations 

allowed by the Appendices that may impact the security requirements the TOE is to enforce shall be described. 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE generally fulfills all of the NIST SP 800-56A requirements without 

extensions. Key generation for asymmetric keys on all components of the TOE implements ECDSA with NIST curve 

sizes P-256, P-384, and P-521 and RSA keys of size 2048 and 4096-bits according to FIPS PUB 186-4, “Digital 

Signature Standard (DSS)”, Appendix B.4 and B.3 respectively.  The TOE does not perform any operations marked 

as “shall not” or “should not” and performs all operations marked as “shall” or “should”. The TOE supports DH 

group 14 key establishment scheme that meets standard RFC 3526, section 3 for interoperability as well as group 

19 (ECP-256) and group 20 (ECP-384). 

Section 6.3 of the ST further states that the TOE supports RSA and ECDSA key generation.  The key generation is 

used by the TOE when it creates a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) to apply for a certificate from the Certificate 

Authority (CA). The TOE enforces a key size of 2048-bit and 4096-bit for RSA and the NIST curves P256, P384 and 

P521 for ECDSA key pairs. Additionally, the TOE implementation of Diffie-Hellman-group-14 meets RFC 3526, 

Section 3 by virtue of using a 2048-bit MODP group for key establishment. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall check that the operational guidance describes how 

the key generation functionality is invoked, and describes the inputs and outputs associated with the process for 

each signature scheme supported. The evaluator shall also check that guidance is provided regarding the format 

and location of the output of the key generation process. 

The “IPsec Key Establishment” section of the CC Supplement indicates that the Security Gateways and the 

Gateway portion of a Standalone generate ECDH and DH asymmetric keys used during IKE negotiations.  The 

Security Gateways generate these KeyEx values internally within their cryptographic modules and these ephemeral 

values never leave the memory of the module.  An administrator cannot directly invoke this key generation 

functionality; however, the administrator can use the SmartConsole to configure a given VPN Community [by 
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selecting the specific VPN community and then setting the Advanced Settings->Advanced VPN Properties: IKE 

(Phase 1) & IPsec (Phase 2) to the desired group] to use Group 14, Group 19, or Group 20 (DH modp2048, P-256 

ECP, and P-384 ECP respectively).  After configuring the desired KeyEx Group, the administrator can then allow the 

IPsec peers to establish and IPsec session, and thus invoke the IKE KeyEx, and its associated key generation.  As 

stated above, the key generation process does not result in the output of any key material, as the ephemeral 

(EC)DH keys never leave the memory of the Security Gateway’s cryptographic modules. 

The Security Gateway can generate RSA (2048 or 4096-bit) or ECDSA (P-256, P-384, or P-521) key pairs for use 

during IKE authentication.  An administrator can invoke key generation by selecting a Check Point Network Object 

from within SmartConsole.  From within the Check Point Gateway dialog, the administrator can select the “IPsec 

VPN” from the left hand navigational pane to bring up the gateway’s “Repository of certificates Available to the 

Gateway”.  From here, an administrator can View existing certificates, Add (generate) new key pairs (along with 

the corresponding Certificate Signing Request if enrolling the newly generated key pair with an external CA), 

Complete (load) a public key certificate (issued by an external CA), and Remove existing certificates. The Gateways 

allow for an administrator to choose whether the Management Server uses its internally generated CA (Internal 

CA) to sign the Gateway’s CSR, or whether the CSR will be signed by an CA external to TOE (External CA).  The 

Internal CA offers simplicity of configuration and setup; however, the External CA offers integration with an 

existing PKI and additional flexibility in key types. 

Generating keys for a specific Gateway allows all supported key establishment algorithms to be supported without 

any additional configuration needing to be done. The specific establishment scheme that will be used is defined in 

the VPN community as outlined above.  

When generating a new key pair (by clicking on the Add button), an administrator can indirectly choose the type 

and size of key through selection of the “CA to enroll from.”  To explain, Check Point Gateways generate key pairs 

to match the key type and size of the Root CA to which the issuing CA chains.  Thus for example, the Gateways will 

generate an ECDSA P-256 key pair when the Issuing CA selected chains to a root CA utilizing an ECDSA P-256 key.  

After generating these keys, the Gateways stores these keys in the $FWDIR/conf/dmkeys.p12 in p12 format, and 

provides no access (to the administrator or otherwise) to these keys.” 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: For FFC Schemes using 'safe-prime' groups: 

Testing for FFC Schemes using safe-prime groups is done as part of testing in FCS_CKM.2. 

For all other selections: 

The evaluator shall perform the corresponding tests for FCS_CKM.1 specified in the NDcPP SD, based on the 

selections chosen for this SFR. If IKE key generation is implemented by a different algorithm than the NDcPP key 

generation function, the evaluator shall ensure this testing is performed using the correct implementation. 

This requirement is met by the TOE and has been CAVP tested.  Refer to the CAVP certificates identified in the 

table “TOE CAVP Certificates” in Section 1.1.2. 
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2.3.3 CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEY ESTABLISHMENT  (NDCPP22E:FCS_CKM.2) 

 

2.3.3.1 NDCPP22E:FCS_CKM.2.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall ensure that the supported key establishment schemes 

correspond to the key generation schemes identified in FCS_CKM.1.1. If the ST specifies more than one scheme, 

the evaluator shall examine the TSS to verify that it identifies the usage for each scheme. It is sufficient to provide 

the scheme, SFR, and service in the TSS. 

The intent of this activity is to be able to identify the scheme being used by each service. This would mean, for 

example, one way to document scheme usage could be: 

Scheme              |             SFR             |          Service 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

RSA                    |  FCS_TLSS_EXT.1  | Administration                     

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ECDH                 |  FCS_SSHC_EXT.1  | Audit Server                         

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

ECDH                 |  FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1 | Authentication Server 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

The information provided in the example above does not necessarily have to be included as a table but can be 

presented in other ways as long as the necessary data is available. 

(TD0580 applied) 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE supports RSA and ECDSA key generation.  The key generation is used by 

the TOE when it creates a Certificate Signing Request (CSR) to apply for a certificate from the Certificate Authority 

(CA). The TOE enforces a key size of 2048-bit and 4096-bit for RSA and the NIST curves P256, P384 and P521 for 

ECDSA key pairs. Additionally, the TOE implementation of Diffie-Hellman-group-14 meets RFC 3526, Section 3 by 
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virtue of using a 2048-bit MODP group for key establishment. All key establishment schemes support IPsec which is 

used for all remote administration and syslog communications.   

This is consistent with the key generation schemes identified in FCS_CKM.1.1. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the AGD guidance instructs the 

administrator how to configure the TOE to use the selected key establishment scheme(s). 

The “IPsec Key Establishment” section of the CC Supplement indicates that the Security Gateways and the 

Gateway portion of a Standalone generate ECDH and DH asymmetric keys used during IKE negotiations.  The 

Security Gateways generate these KeyEx values internally within their cryptographic modules and these ephemeral 

values never leave the memory of the module.  An administrator cannot directly invoke this key generation 

functionality; however, the administrator can use the SmartConsole to configure a given VPN Community [by 

selecting the specific VPN community and then setting the Advanced Settings->Advanced VPN Properties: IKE 

(Phase 1) & IPsec (Phase 2) to the desired group] to use Group 14, Group 19, or Group 20 (DH modp2048, P-256 

ECP, and P-384 ECP respectively).  After configuring the desired KeyEx Group, the administrator can then allow the 

IPsec peers to establish and IPsec session, and thus invoke the IKE KeyEx, and its associated key generation.  As 

stated above, the key generation process does not result in the output of any key material, as the ephemeral 

(EC)DH keys never leave the memory of the Security Gateway’s cryptographic modules. 

The Security Gateway can generate RSA (2048 or 4096-bit) or ECDSA (P-256, P-384, or P-521) key pairs for use 

during IKE authentication.  An administrator can invoke key generation by selecting a Check Point Network Object 

from within SmartConsole.  From within the Check Point Gateway dialog, the administrator can select the “IPsec 

VPN” from the left hand navigational pane to bring up the gateway’s “Repository of certificates Available to the 

Gateway”.  From here, an administrator can View existing certificates, Add (generate) new key pairs (along with 

the corresponding Certificate Signing Request if enrolling the newly generated key pair with an external CA), 

Complete (load) a public key certificate (issued by an external CA), and Remove existing certificates. The Gateways 

allow for an administrator to choose whether the Management Server uses its internally generated CA (Internal 

CA) to sign the Gateway’s CSR, or whether the CSR will be signed by an CA external to TOE (External CA).  The 

Internal CA offers simplicity of configuration and setup; however, the External CA offers integration with an 

existing PKI and additional flexibility in key types. 

Generating keys for a specific Gateway allows all supported key establishment algorithms to be supported without 

any additional configuration needing to be done. The specific establishment scheme that will be used is defined in 

the VPN community as outlined above.  

When generating a new key pair (by clicking on the Add button), an administrator can indirectly choose the type 

and size of key through selection of the “CA to enroll from.”  To explain, Check Point Gateways generate key pairs 

to match the key type and size of the Root CA to which the issuing CA chains.  Thus for example, the Gateways will 

generate an ECDSA P-256 key pair when the Issuing CA selected chains to a root CA utilizing an ECDSA P-256 key.  

Component Testing Assurance Activities: Key Establishment Schemes 
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The evaluator shall verify the implementation of the key establishment schemes of the supported by the TOE using 

the applicable tests below. 

SP800-56A Key Establishment Schemes 

The evaluator shall verify a TOE's implementation of SP800-56A key agreement schemes using the following 

Function and Validity tests. These validation tests for each key agreement scheme verify that a TOE has 

implemented the components of the key agreement scheme according to the specifications in the 

Recommendation. These components include the calculation of the DLC primitives (the shared secret value Z) and 

the calculation of the derived keying material (DKM) via the Key Derivation Function (KDF). If key confirmation is 

supported, the evaluator shall also verify that the components of key confirmation have been implemented 

correctly, using the test procedures described below. This includes the parsing of the DKM, the generation of 

MACdata and the calculation of MACtag. 

Function Test 

The Function test verifies the ability of the TOE to implement the key agreement schemes correctly. To conduct 

this test the evaluator shall generate or obtain test vectors from a known good implementation of the TOE 

supported schemes. For each supported key agreement scheme-key agreement role combination, KDF type, and, if 

supported, key confirmation role- key confirmation type combination, the tester shall generate 10 sets of test 

vectors. The data set consists of one set of domain parameter values (FFC) or the NIST approved curve (ECC) per 10 

sets of public keys. These keys are static, ephemeral or both depending on the scheme being tested. 

The evaluator shall obtain the DKM, the corresponding TOE's public keys (static and/or ephemeral), the MAC 

tag(s), and any inputs used in the KDF, such as the Other Information field OI and TOE id fields. 

If the TOE does not use a KDF defined in SP 800-56A, the evaluator shall obtain only the public keys and the hashed 

value of the shared secret. 

The evaluator shall verify the correctness of the TSF's implementation of a given scheme by using a known good 

implementation to calculate the shared secret value, derive the keying material DKM, and compare hashes or MAC 

tags generated from these values. 

If key confirmation is supported, the TSF shall perform the above for each implemented approved MAC algorithm. 

Validity Test 

The Validity test verifies the ability of the TOE to recognize another party's valid and invalid key agreement results 

with or without key confirmation. To conduct this test, the evaluator shall obtain a list of the supporting 

cryptographic functions included in the SP800-56A key agreement implementation to determine which errors the 

TOE should be able to recognize. The evaluator generates a set of 24 (FFC) or 30 (ECC) test vectors consisting of 

data sets including domain parameter values or NIST approved curves, the evaluator's public keys, the TOE's 

public/private key pairs, MACTag, and any inputs used in the KDF, such as the other info and TOE id fields. 
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The evaluator shall inject an error in some of the test vectors to test that the TOE recognizes invalid key agreement 

results caused by the following fields being incorrect: the shared secret value Z, the DKM, the other information 

field OI, the data to be MACed, or the generated MACTag. If the TOE contains the full or partial (only ECC) public 

key validation, the evaluator will also individually inject errors in both parties' static public keys, both parties' 

ephemeral public keys and the TOE's static private key to assure the TOE detects errors in the public key validation 

function and/or the partial key validation function (in ECC only). At least two of the test vectors shall remain 

unmodified and therefore should result in valid key agreement results (they should pass). 

The TOE shall use these modified test vectors to emulate the key agreement scheme using the corresponding 

parameters. The evaluator shall compare the TOE's results with the results using a known good implementation 

verifying that the TOE detects these errors. 

RSA-based key establishment 

The evaluator shall verify the correctness of the TSF's implementation of RSAES-PKCS1-v1_5 by using a known 

good implementation for each protocol selected in FTP_TRP.1/Admin, FTP_TRP.1/Join, FTP_ITC.1 and FPT_ITT.1 

that uses RSAES-PKCS1-v1_5. 

FFC Schemes using 'safe-prime' groups 

The evaluator shall verify the correctness of the TSF's implementation of safe-prime groups by using a known good 

implementation for each protocol selected in FTP_TRP.1/Admin, FTP_TRP.1/Join, FTP_ITC.1 and FPT_ITT.1 that 

uses safe-prime groups. This test must be performed for each safe-prime group that each protocol uses. 

(TD0580 applied) 

This requirement is met by the TOE and has been CAVP tested.  Refer to the CAVP certificates identified in the 

table “TOE CAVP Certificates” in Section 1.1.2. 

 

2.3.4 CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEY DESTRUCTION  (NDCPP22E:FCS_CKM.4) 

 

2.3.4.1 NDCPP22E:FCS_CKM.4.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator examines the TSS to ensure it lists all relevant keys (describing 

the origin and storage location of each), all relevant key destruction situations (e.g. factory reset or device wipe 

function, disconnection of trusted channels, key change as part of a secure channel protocol), and the destruction 

method used in each case. For the purpose of this Evaluation Activity the relevant keys are those keys that are 
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relied upon to support any of the SFRs in the Security Target. The evaluator confirms that the description of keys 

and storage locations is consistent with the functions carried out by the TOE (e.g. that all keys for the TOE-specific 

secure channels and protocols, or that support FPT_APW.EXT.1 and FPT_SKP_EXT.1, are accounted for2). In 

particular, if a TOE claims not to store plaintext keys in non-volatile memory then the evaluator checks that this is 

consistent with the operation of the TOE. 

The evaluator shall check to ensure the TSS identifies how the TOE destroys keys stored as plaintext in non-volatile 

memory, and that the description includes identification and description of the interfaces that the TOE uses to 

destroy keys (e.g., file system APIs, key store APIs). 

Note that where selections involve 'destruction of reference' (for volatile memory) or 'invocation of an interface' 

(for non-volatile memory) then the relevant interface definition is examined by the evaluator to ensure that the 

interface supports the selection(s) and description in the TSS. In the case of non-volatile memory the evaluator 

includes in their examination the relevant interface description for each media type on which plaintext keys are 

stored. The presence of OS-level and storage device-level swap and cache files is not examined in the current 

version of the Evaluation Activity. 

Where the TSS identifies keys that are stored in a non-plaintext form, the evaluator shall check that the TSS 

identifies the encryption method and the key-encrypting-key used, and that the key-encrypting-key is either itself 

stored in an encrypted form or that it is destroyed by a method included under FCS_CKM.4. 

The evaluator shall check that the TSS identifies any configurations or circumstances that may not conform to the 

key destruction requirement (see further discussion in the Guidance Documentation section below). Note that 

reference may be made to the Guidance Documentation for description of the detail of such cases where 

destruction may be prevented or delayed. 

Where the ST specifies the use of 'a value that does not contain any CSP' to overwrite keys, the evaluator examines 

the TSS to ensure that it describes how that pattern is obtained and used, and that this justifies the claim that the 

pattern does not contain any CSPs. 

Section 6.3, Table 6-2 of the ST identifies the crypto security parameters (CSPs), secret keys, and private keys 

provided by the TOE.  It also identifies where each CSP or key is stored, when it is cleared and how it is zeroized.  

IPsec related keys stored in memory are cleared when the session expires by zeroing the memory with system calls 

before freeing the memory.  

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: A TOE may be subject to situations that could prevent or delay key 

destruction in some cases. The evaluator shall check that the guidance documentation identifies configurations or 

circumstances that may not strictly conform to the key destruction requirement, and that this description is 

consistent with the relevant parts of the TSS (and any other supporting information used). The evaluator shall 

check that the guidance documentation provides guidance on situations where key destruction may be delayed at 

the physical layer. 

For example, when the TOE does not have full access to the physical memory, it is possible that the storage may be 

implementing wear-levelling and garbage collection. This may result in additional copies of the key that are 
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logically inaccessible but persist physically. Where available, the TOE might then describe use of the TRIM 

command [Where TRIM is used then the TSS and/or guidance documentation is also expected to describe how the 

keys are stored such that they are not inaccessible to TRIM, (e.g. they would need not to be contained in a file less 

than 982 bytes which would be completely contained in the master file table)] and garbage collection to destroy 

these persistent copies upon their deletion (this would be explained in TSS and Operational Guidance). 

Section “Key Zeroization and Destruction” in the CC Supplement states that there are no instances in which key 

destruction can be prevented, disrupted, or delayed within the devices. All decisions to destroy or delete keys are 

fulfilled immediately and cannot be undone. This is supported by warning messages asking the administrator to 

ensure they wish to destroy keys as these actions cannot be undone. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.5 CRYPTOGRAPHIC OPERATION (AES DATA ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION)  

(NDCPP22E:FCS_COP.1/DATAENCRYPTION) 

 

2.3.5.1 NDCPP22E:FCS_COP.1.1/DATAENCRYPTION 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure it identifies the key size(s) and 

mode(s) supported by the TOE for data encryption/decryption. 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE performs encryption and decryption using AES in CBC and GCM mode 

with key sizes of either 128 or 256. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the AGD guidance instructs the 

administrator how to configure the TOE to use the selected mode(s) and key size(s) defined in the Security Target 

supported by the TOE for data encryption/decryption. 

Section “IPsec Ciphers and Certificates” in the CC Supplement states an administrator can configure the cipher 

suites (algorithms) used during IKE and IPsec through the properties page of each defined VPN Community. Within 

the properties page, an administrator can select the “Encryption” page in the left hand navigation page and select 

either from the predefined Encryption Suites (of which, only the two Suite B options are compliant with Common 

Criteria requirements) or click the “Custom Encryption” button to specifically set the encryption and integrity 

ciphers individually for IKE (Phase 1) and IPsec (Phase 2).  An administrator can only configure AES-GCM by using 

the predefined Suite-B-GCM-128/256 options and the Gateways will use AES-GCM for both IKE (Phase 1) and IPsec 

(Phase 2), as SmartConsole only allows configuration of AES-CBC-128/256 through the “Custom Encryption” dialog 
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(and only the Custom Encryption dialog allows the administrator to specify the encryption and integrity ciphers 

separately for IKE/Phase1 and IPsec/Phase2).  

Component Testing Assurance Activities: AES-CBC Known Answer Tests 

There are four Known Answer Tests (KATs), described below. In all KATs, the plaintext, ciphertext, and IV values 

shall be 128-bit blocks. The results from each test may either be obtained by the evaluator directly or by supplying 

the inputs to the implementer and receiving the results in response. To determine correctness, the evaluator shall 

compare the resulting values to those obtained by submitting the same inputs to a known good implementation. 

KAT-1. To test the encrypt functionality of AES-CBC, the evaluator shall supply a set of 10 plaintext values and 

obtain the ciphertext value that results from AES-CBC encryption of the given plaintext using a key value of all 

zeros and an IV of all zeros. Five plaintext values shall be encrypted with a 128-bit all-zeros key, and the other five 

shall be encrypted with a 256-bit all-zeros key. 

To test the decrypt functionality of AES-CBC, the evaluator shall perform the same test as for encrypt, using 10 

ciphertext values as input and AES-CBC decryption. 

KAT-2. To test the encrypt functionality of AES-CBC, the evaluator shall supply a set of 10 key values and obtain the 

ciphertext value that results from AES-CBC encryption of an all-zeros plaintext using the given key value and an IV 

of all zeros. Five of the keys shall be 128-bit keys, and the other five shall be 256-bit keys. 

To test the decrypt functionality of AES-CBC, the evaluator shall perform the same test as for encrypt, using an all-

zero ciphertext value as input and AES-CBC decryption. 

KAT-3. To test the encrypt functionality of AES-CBC, the evaluator shall supply the two sets of key values described 

below and obtain the ciphertext value that results from AES encryption of an all-zeros plaintext using the given key 

value and an IV of all zeros. The first set of keys shall have 128 128-bit keys, and the second set shall have 256 256-

bit keys. Key i in each set shall have the leftmost i bits be ones and the rightmost N-i bits be zeros, for i in [1,N]. 

To test the decrypt functionality of AES-CBC, the evaluator shall supply the two sets of keys and ciphertext value 

pairs described below and obtain the plaintext value that results from AES-CBC decryption of the given ciphertext 

using the given key and an IV of all zeros. The first set of key/ciphertext pairs shall have 128 128-bit key/ciphertext 

pairs, and the second set of key/ciphertext pairs shall have 256 256-bit key/ciphertext pairs. Key i in each set shall 

have the leftmost i bits be ones and the rightmost N-i bits be zeros, for i in [1,N]. The ciphertext value in each pair 

shall be the value that results in an all-zeros plaintext when decrypted with its corresponding key. 

KAT-4. To test the encrypt functionality of AES-CBC, the evaluator shall supply the set of 128 plaintext values 

described below and obtain the two ciphertext values that result from AES-CBC encryption of the given plaintext 

using a 128-bit key value of all zeros with an IV of all zeros and using a 256-bit key value of all zeros with an IV of all 

zeros, respectively. Plaintext value i in each set shall have the leftmost i bits be ones and the rightmost 128-i bits 

be zeros, for i in [1,128]. 
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To test the decrypt functionality of AES-CBC, the evaluator shall perform the same test as for encrypt, using 

ciphertext values of the same form as the plaintext in the encrypt test as input and AES-CBC decryption. 

AES-CBC Multi-Block Message Test 

The evaluator shall test the encrypt functionality by encrypting an i-block message where 1 < i <=10. The evaluator 

shall choose a key, an IV and plaintext message of length i blocks and encrypt the message, using the mode to be 

tested, with the chosen key and IV. The ciphertext shall be compared to the result of encrypting the same plaintext 

message with the same key and IV using a known good implementation. 

The evaluator shall also test the decrypt functionality for each mode by decrypting an i-block message where 1 < i 

<=10. The evaluator shall choose a key, an IV and a ciphertext message of length i blocks and decrypt the message, 

using the mode to be tested, with the chosen key and IV. The plaintext shall be compared to the result of 

decrypting the same ciphertext message with the same key and IV using a known good implementation. 

AES-CBC Monte Carlo Tests 

The evaluator shall test the encrypt functionality using a set of 200 plaintext, IV, and key 3-tuples. 100 of these 

shall use 128 bit keys, and 100 shall use 256 bit keys. The plaintext and IV values shall be 128-bit blocks. For each 3-

tuple, 1000 iterations shall be run as follows: 

# Input: PT, IV, Key 

for i = 1 to 1000: 

if i == 1: 

CT[1] = AES-CBC-Encrypt(Key, IV, PT) 

PT = IV 

else: 

CT[i] = AES-CBC-Encrypt(Key, PT) 

PT = CT[i-1] 

The ciphertext computed in the 1000th iteration (i.e., CT[1000]) is the result for that trial. This result shall be 

compared to the result of running 1000 iterations with the same values using a known good implementation. 

The evaluator shall test the decrypt functionality using the same test as for encrypt, exchanging CT and PT and 

replacing AES-CBC-Encrypt with AES-CBC-Decrypt. 

AES-GCM Test 

The evaluator shall test the authenticated encrypt functionality of AES-GCM for each combination of the following 

input parameter lengths: 
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128 bit and 256 bit keys 

a) Two plaintext lengths. One of the plaintext lengths shall be a non-zero integer multiple of 128 bits, if supported. 

The other plaintext length shall not be an integer multiple of 128 bits, if supported. 

a) Three AAD lengths. One AAD length shall be 0, if supported. One AAD length shall be a non-zero integer multiple 

of 128 bits, if supported. One AAD length shall not be an integer multiple of 128 bits, if supported. 

b) Two IV lengths. If 96 bit IV is supported, 96 bits shall be one of the two IV lengths tested. 

The evaluator shall test the encrypt functionality using a set of 10 key, plaintext, AAD, and IV tuples for each 

combination of parameter lengths above and obtain the ciphertext value and tag that results from AES-GCM 

authenticated encrypt. Each supported tag length shall be tested at least once per set of 10. The IV value may be 

supplied by the evaluator or the implementation being tested, as long as it is known. 

The evaluator shall test the decrypt functionality using a set of 10 key, ciphertext, tag, AAD, and IV 5-tuples for 

each combination of parameter lengths above and obtain a Pass/Fail result on authentication and the decrypted 

plaintext if Pass. The set shall include five tuples that Pass and five that Fail. 

The results from each test may either be obtained by the evaluator directly or by supplying the inputs to the 

implementer and receiving the results in response. To determine correctness, the evaluator shall compare the 

resulting values to those obtained by submitting the same inputs to a known good implementation. 

AES-CTR Known Answer Tests 

The Counter (CTR) mode is a confidentiality mode that features the application of the forward cipher to a set of 

input blocks, called counters, to produce a sequence of output blocks that are exclusive-ORed with the plaintext to 

produce the ciphertext, and vice versa. Due to the fact that Counter Mode does not specify the counter that is 

used, it is not possible to implement an automated test for this mode. The generation and management of the 

counter is tested through FCS_SSH*_EXT.1.4. If CBC and/or GCM are selected in FCS_COP.1/DataEncryption, the 

test activities for those modes sufficiently demonstrate the correctness of the AES algorithm. If CTR is the only 

selection in FCS_COP.1/DataEncryption, the AES-CBC Known Answer Test, AES-GCM Known Answer Test, or the 

following test shall be performed (all of these tests demonstrate the correctness of the AES algorithm): 

There are four Known Answer Tests (KATs) described below to test a basic AES encryption operation (AES-ECB 

mode). For all KATs, the plaintext, IV, and ciphertext values shall be 128-bit blocks. The results from each test may 

either be obtained by the validator directly or by supplying the inputs to the implementer and receiving the results 

in response. To determine correctness, the evaluator shall compare the resulting values to those obtained by 

submitting the same inputs to a known good implementation. 

KAT-1 To test the encrypt functionality, the evaluator shall supply a set of 5 plaintext values for each selected 

keysize and obtain the ciphertext value that results from encryption of the given plaintext using a key value of all 

zeros. 
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KAT-2 To test the encrypt functionality, the evaluator shall supply a set of 5 key values for each selected keysize 

and obtain the ciphertext value that results from encryption of an all zeros plaintext using the given key value. 

KAT-3 To test the encrypt functionality, the evaluator shall supply a set of key values for each selected keysize as 

described below and obtain the ciphertext values that result from AES encryption of an all zeros plaintext using the 

given key values. A set of 128 128-bit keys, a set of 192 192-bit keys, and/or a set of 256 256-bit keys. Key_i in each 

set shall have the leftmost i bits be ones and the rightmost N-i bits be zeros, for i in [1, N]. 

KAT-4 To test the encrypt functionality, the evaluator shall supply the set of 128 plaintext values described below 

and obtain the ciphertext values that result from encryption of the given plaintext using each selected keysize with 

a key value of all zeros (e.g. 256 ciphertext values will be generated if 128 bits and 256 bits are selected and 384 

ciphertext values will be generated if all keysizes are selected). Plaintext value i in each set shall have the leftmost 

bits be ones and the rightmost 128-i bits be zeros, for i in [1, 128]. 

AES-CTR Multi-Block Message Test 

The evaluator shall test the encrypt functionality by encrypting an i-block message where 1 less-than i less-than-or-

equal to 10 (test shall be performed using AES-ECB mode). For each i the evaluator shall choose a key and plaintext 

message of length i blocks and encrypt the message, using the mode to be tested, with the chosen key. The 

ciphertext shall be compared to the result of encrypting the same plaintext message with the same key using a 

known good implementation. The evaluator shall perform this test using each selected keysize. 

AES-CTR Monte-Carlo Test 

The evaluator shall test the encrypt functionality using 100 plaintext/key pairs. The plaintext values shall be 128-bit 

blocks. For each pair, 1000 iterations shall be run as follows: 

# Input: PT, Key 

for i = 1 to 1000: 

CT[i] = AES-ECB-Encrypt(Key, PT) PT = CT[i] 

The ciphertext computed in the 1000th iteration is the result for that trial. This result shall be compared to the 

result of running 1000 iterations with the same values using a known good implementation. The evaluator shall 

perform this test using each selected keysize. 

There is no need to test the decryption engine. 

This requirement is met by the TOE and has been CAVP tested.  Refer to the CAVP certificates identified in the 

table “TOE CAVP Certificates” in Section 1.1.2. 

2.3.6 CRYPTOGRAPHIC OPERATION (AES DATA ENCRYPTION/DECRYPTION)  

(VPNGW11:FCS_COP.1/DATAENCRYPTION) 
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2.3.6.1 VPNGW11:FCS_COP.1.1/DATAENCRYPTION 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: There is no change to the Evaluation Activities specified for this SFR in the 

NDcPP Supporting Document. The PP-Module modifies this SFR to require the ST author to make certain 

selections, but these selections are all part of the original definition of the SFR so no new behavior is defined by 

the PP-Module. 

See NDcPP22e:FCS_COP.1.1 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.7 CRYPTOGRAPHIC OPERATION (HASH ALGORITHM)  

(NDCPP22E:FCS_COP.1/HASH) 

 

2.3.7.1 NDCPP22E:FCS_COP.1.1/HASH 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall check that the association of the hash function with 

other TSF cryptographic functions (for example, the digital signature verification function) is documented in the 

TSS. 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE supports cryptographic hashing services using SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-384, 

and SHA-512 with digest sizes 160, 256, 384 and 512.  The TOE supports keyed-hash message authentication using 

HMAC-SHA-1/256/384/512 using SHA-1/256/384/512 with 160/256/384/512 bit keys to produce a 

160/256/384/512 output MAC (all respectively listed).  The SHA-1 and SHA-256 algorithm has block sizes of 512 

bits, while SHA-384 and SHA_512 have a block size of 1024.   

The TOE implements HMAC-SHA-1, HMAC-SHA-256, HMAC-SHA-384, and HMAC-SHA-512 as IPsec 

integrity/authentication algorithms. The TOE’s updates are digitally signed and verified using ECDSA with SHA-512 

and P-521 curve.   
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Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator checks the AGD documents to determine that any 

configuration that is required to configure the required hash sizes is present. 

The “IPsec Ciphers and Certificates” section in the CC Supplement describes how the administrator can configure 

the cipher suites used during IKE and IPsec through the properties page of each defined VPN Community. Within 

the properties page, an administrator can select the “Encryption” page in the left hand navigation page and select 

either from the predefined Encryption Suites (of which, only the two Suite B options are compliant with Common 

Criteria requirements) or click the “Custom Encryption” button to specifically set the encryption and integrity 

ciphers individually for IKE (Phase 1) and IPsec (Phase 2).  The administrator can select from among “SHA1”, 

“SHA256”, “SHA384”, and “SHA512” algorithms to specify HMAC-SHA-1, HMAC-SHA-256, HMAC-SHA-384, and 

HMAC-SHA-512 respectively.  The administrator is warned not to select MD5 nor AES-XCBC for Data Integrity as 

these algorithms are not approved for government use and are not part of the evaluated configuration. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The TSF hashing functions can be implemented in one of two modes. 

The first mode is the byte-oriented mode. In this mode the TSF only hashes messages that are an integral number 

of bytes in length; i.e., the length (in bits) of the message to be hashed is divisible by 8. The second mode is the bit-

oriented mode. In this mode the TSF hashes messages of arbitrary length. As there are different tests for each 

mode, an indication is given in the following sections for the bit-oriented vs. the byte-oriented testmacs. 

The evaluator shall perform all of the following tests for each hash algorithm implemented by the TSF and used to 

satisfy the requirements of this PP. 

Short Messages Test - Bit-oriented Mode 

The evaluators devise an input set consisting of m+1 messages, where m is the block length of the hash algorithm. 

The length of the messages range sequentially from 0 to m bits. The message text shall be pseudorandomly 

generated. The evaluators compute the message digest for each of the messages and ensure that the correct 

result is produced when the messages are provided to the TSF. 

Short Messages Test - Byte-oriented Mode 

The evaluators devise an input set consisting of m/8+1 messages, where m is the block length of the hash 

algorithm. The length of the messages range sequentially from 0 to m/8 bytes, with each message being an 

integral number of bytes. The message text shall be pseudorandomly generated. The evaluators compute the 

message digest for each of the messages and ensure that the correct result is produced when the messages are 

provided to the TSF. 

Selected Long Messages Test - Bit-oriented Mode 

The evaluators devise an input set consisting of m messages, where m is the block length of the hash algorithm 

(e.g. 512 bits for SHA-256). The length of the ith message is m + 99*i, where 1 <= i <= m. The message text shall be 

pseudorandomly generated. The evaluators compute the message digest for each of the messages and ensure that 

the correct result is produced when the messages are provided to the TSF. 
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Selected Long Messages Test - Byte-oriented Mode 

The evaluators devise an input set consisting of m/8 messages, where m is the block length of the hash algorithm 

(e.g. 512 bits for SHA-256). The length of the ith message is m + 8*99*i, where 1 <= i <= m/8. The message text 

shall be pseudorandomly generated. The evaluators compute the message digest for each of the messages and 

ensure that the correct result is produced when the messages are provided to the TSF. 

Pseudorandomly Generated Messages Test 

This test is for byte-oriented implementations only. The evaluators randomly generate a seed that is n bits long, 

where n is the length of the message digest produced by the hash function to be tested. The evaluators then 

formulate a set of 100 messages and associated digests by following the algorithm provided in Figure 1 of [SHAVS]. 

The evaluators then ensure that the correct result is produced when the messages are provided to the TSF. 

This requirement is met by the TOE and has been CAVP tested.  Refer to the CAVP certificates identified in the 

table “TOE CAVP Certificates” in Section 1.1.2. 

 

2.3.8 CRYPTOGRAPHIC OPERATION (KEYED HASH ALGORITHM)  

(NDCPP22E:FCS_COP.1/KEYEDHASH) 

 

2.3.8.1 NDCPP22E:FCS_COP.1.1/KEYEDHASH 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure that it specifies the following 

values used by the HMAC function: key length, hash function used, block size, and output MAC length used. 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE supports keyed-hash message authentication using HMAC-SHA-

1/256/384/512 using SHA-1/256/384/512 with 160/256/384/512 bit keys to produce a 160/256/384/512 output 

MAC (all respectively listed).  The SHA-1 and SHA-256 algorithm have block sizes of 512 bits, while SHA-384 and 

SHA-512 have a block size of 1024.  

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the AGD guidance instructs the 

administrator how to configure the TOE to use the values used by the HMAC function: key length, hash function 

used, block size, and output MAC length used defined in the Security Target supported by the TOE for keyed hash 

function. 

The “IPsec Ciphers and Certificates” section in the CC Supplement describes how the administrator can configure 

the cipher suites used during IKE and IPsec through the properties page of each defined VPN Community. Within 
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the properties page, an administrator can select the “Encryption” page in the left hand navigation page and select 

either from the predefined Encryption Suites (of which, only the two Suite B options are compliant with Common 

Criteria requirements) or click the “Custom Encryption” button to specifically set the encryption and integrity 

ciphers individually for IKE (Phase 1) and IPsec (Phase 2).  The administrator can select from among “SHA1”, 

“SHA256”, “SHA384”, and “SHA512” algorithms to specify HMAC-SHA-1, HMAC-SHA-256, HMAC-SHA-348, and 

HMAC-SHA-512 respectively.  The administrator is warned not to select MD5 nor AES-XCBC for Data Integrity as 

these algorithms are not approved for government use and are not part of the evaluated configuration. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: For each of the supported parameter sets, the evaluator shall compose 

15 sets of test data. Each set shall consist of a key and message data. The evaluator shall have the TSF generate 

HMAC tags for these sets of test data. The resulting MAC tags shall be compared to the result of generating HMAC 

tags with the same key and message data using a known good implementation. 

This requirement is met by the TOE and has been CAVP tested.  Refer to the CAVP certificates identified in the 

table “TOE CAVP Certificates” in Section 1.1.2. 

 

2.3.9 CRYPTOGRAPHIC OPERATION (SIGNATURE GENERATION AND VERIFICATION)  

(NDCPP22E:FCS_COP.1/SIGGEN) 

 

2.3.9.1 NDCPP22E:FCS_COP.1.1/SIGGEN 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that it specifies the 

cryptographic algorithm and key size supported by the TOE for signature services. 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE supports the use of RSA with a 2048-bit and 4096-bit modulus or ECDSA 

with curves P-256, P-384, P-521 cryptographic signatures. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the AGD guidance instructs the 

administrator how to configure the TOE to use the selected cryptographic algorithm and key size defined in the 

Security Target supported by the TOE for signature services. 

The “IPsec Ciphers and Certificates” section in the CC Supplement describes how the evaluator can configure 

cryptographic algorithms used during IKE and IPsec within the “Servers and OPSEC” navigation pane.  Within the 

“Servers and OPSEC” navigation pane, an administrator can import Trusted and Subordinate CA certificates.  The 

Gateways will utilize these CA certificates when verifying peer certificates during IKE.  After having configured the 

CAs, an administrator can then utilize the “IPsec VPN” menu from a Gateway’s Properties to generate a new 
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private key and corresponding Certificate Signing Request (CSR) to enroll the newly generated public key with a 

Trusted CA.  The Gateways will generate either an RSA or ECDSA key pair to match the public key of the Trusted CA 

(e.g., if the Trusted CA certificate contains an ECDSA P-384 public key, then the Gateway would generate an ECDSA 

P-384 key pair when enrolling).  In this way, the administrator can configure the type of key (RSA or ECDSA) that a 

Gateway uses for IKE peer authentication as well as control the CA certificates that a peer certificate must chain to 

in order for the Gateway to accept it. 

The “IPsec Key Establishment” section in the CC Supplement further states that Check Point Gateways can 

generate RSA (2048 or 4096-bit) or ECDSA (P-256, P-384, or P-521) key pairs for use during IKE authentication.  An 

administrator can invoke key generation by selecting a Check Point Network Object from within SmartConsole.  

From within the dialog, the administrator can select the “IPsec VPN” from the left hand navigational pane to bring 

up the gateway’s “Repository of certificates Available to the Gateway”.  From here, an administrator can View 

existing certificates, Add (generate) new key pairs (along with the corresponding Certificate Signing Request if 

enrolling the newly generated key pair with an external CA), Complete (load) a public key certificate (issued by an 

external CA), and Remove existing certificates. The Check Point Gateways allow for an administrator to choose 

whether the Security Management Server managing the components uses its internally generated CA (Internal CA) 

to sign the Gateway’s CSR, or whether the CSR will be signed by an CA external to Check Point Products (External 

CA).  The Internal CA offers simplicity of configuration and setup; however, the External CA offers integration with 

an existing PKI and additional flexibility in key types. Generating keys for a specific Gateway allows all supported 

key establishment algorithms to be supported without any additional configuration needing to be done. The 

specific establishment scheme that will be used is defined in the VPN community as outlined above. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: ECDSA Algorithm Tests 

ECDSA FIPS 186-4 Signature Generation Test 

For each supported NIST curve (i.e., P-256, P-384 and P-521) and SHA function pair, the evaluator shall generate 10 

1024-bit long messages and obtain for each message a public key and the resulting signature values R and S. To 

determine correctness, the evaluator shall use the signature verification function of a known good 

implementation. 

ECDSA FIPS 186-4 Signature Verification Test 

For each supported NIST curve (i.e., P-256, P-384 and P-521) and SHA function pair, the evaluator shall generate a 

set of 10 1024-bit message, public key and signature tuples and modify one of the values (message, public key or 

signature) in five of the 10 tuples. The evaluator shall obtain in response a set of 10 PASS/FAIL values. 

RSA Signature Algorithm Tests 

Signature Generation Test 

The evaluator generates or obtains 10 messages for each modulus size/SHA combination supported by the TOE. 

The TOE generates and returns the corresponding signatures. 
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The evaluator shall verify the correctness of the TOE's signature using a trusted reference implementation of the 

signature verification algorithm and the associated public keys to verify the signatures. 

Signature Verification Test 

For each modulus size/hash algorithm selected, the evaluator generates a modulus and three associated key pairs, 

(d, e). Each private key d is used to sign six pseudorandom messages each of 1024 bits using a trusted reference 

implementation of the signature generation algorithm. Some of the public keys, e, messages, or signatures are 

altered so that signature verification should fail. For both the set of original messages and the set of altered 

messages: the modulus, hash algorithm, public key e values, messages, and signatures are forwarded to the TOE, 

which then attempts to verify the signatures and returns the verification results. 

The evaluator verifies that the TOE confirms correct signatures on the original messages and detects the errors 

introduced in the altered messages. 

This requirement is met by the TOE and has been CAVP tested.  Refer to the CAVP certificates identified in the 

table “TOE CAVP Certificates” in Section 1.1.2. 

 

2.3.10 IPSEC PROTOCOL  (NDCPP22E:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1) 

 

2.3.10.1 NDCPP22E:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS and determine that it describes what takes place 

when a packet is processed by the TOE, e.g., the algorithm used to process the packet. The TSS describes how the 

SPD is implemented and the rules for processing both inbound and outbound packets in terms of the IPsec policy. 

The TSS describes the rules that are available and the resulting actions available after matching a rule. The TSS 

describes how those rules and actions form the SPD in terms of the BYPASS (e.g., no encryption), DISCARD (e.g., 

drop the packet), and PROTECT (e.g., encrypt the packet) actions defined in 

RFC 4301. 

As noted in section 4.4.1 of RFC 4301, the processing of entries in the SPD is non-trivial and the evaluator shall 

determine that the description in the TSS is sufficient to determine which rules will be applied given the rule 

structure implemented by the TOE. For example, if the TOE allows specification of ranges, conditional rules, etc., 

the evaluator shall determine that the description of rule processing (for both inbound and outbound packets) is 

sufficient to determine the action that will be applied, especially in the case where two different rules may apply. 

This description shall cover both the initial packets (that is, no SA is established on the interface or for that 

particular packet) as well as packets that are part of an established SA. 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE implements the IPsec architecture as specified in RFC 4301.  SPD rules can 

be configured using the firewall rules and VPN communities. Firewall rules are used to distinguish between DROP 

actions and others, while VPN communities distinguish between traffic that is encrypted (PROTECT) and traffic that 
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is not (BYPASS).    VPN communities control how allowed traffic is allowed to flow between gateways.  If traffic is 

part of a VPN community, it will be encrypted and then firewall rules will be applied. Rules are explicit, therefore 

any packet not matching a rule will be dropped.  Rules are processed in order with the first matching rule being 

applied to the traffic.   

 

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the guidance documentation to verify it instructs the 

Administrator how to construct entries into the SPD that specify a rule for processing a packet. The description 

includes all three cases -- a rule that ensures packets are encrypted/decrypted, dropped, and flow through the TOE 

without being encrypted. The evaluator shall determine that the description in the guidance documentation is 

consistent with the description in the TSS, and that the level of detail in the guidance documentation is sufficient 

to allow the administrator to set up the SPD in an unambiguous fashion. This includes a discussion of how ordering 

of rules impacts the processing of an IP packet. 

Section “Security Policy Database” in the CC Supplement provides instructions for how to construct entries in the 

SPD.  The administrator configures rules using the Firewall tab of SmartConsole.  From this tab, the administrator 

can create firewall rules that the Gateways will apply to the traffic that they process.   

In order to configure a DISCARD rule, an administrator need only add a rule (and specifying different characteristics 

like the source, destination, and Service [port] of the traffic they wish Discard), and specify a Gateway Action of 

“Drop”.   

In order to configure a PROTECT rule, an administrator must first create a “Site To Site” VPN Community and then 

add the Gateway into the Community (along with another Gateway to which PROTECTED traffic will be sent).  

Within the Properties of the VPN Community, the administrator should ensure that they have not excluded the 

service (type of traffic, e.g., IP protocol or TCP/UDP port) they wish to protect by reviewing the Advanced Settings-

>Excluded Services and ensuring that the server does not appear.  Finally, the administrator must create a rule 

within the Firewall tab of SmartConsole specifying an Action of Accept for the defined VPN Community. 

In order to configure a BYPASS rule (which implies that that otherwise the traffic would be PROTECTED), an 

administrator would follow the above steps to create a VPN Community, but would exclude the service from the 

VPN Community and then configure a rule in the Firewall tab of SmartConsole to Accept the desired traffic/service. 

Finally, note that the ordering of the rules in the Firewall tab of SmartConsole affects how the Gateways process 

packets (examining the rules in sequential order starting at rule 1 and proceeding to the next until encountering a 

matching rule when processing packets). 

Through the Firewall tab of SmartConsole, an administrator can append a final firewall rule to DISCARD all 

unmatched packets.  From the Firewall tab, the administrator selects the “Add Rule at the Bottom” button to add a 

new rule (at the bottom or  end of the rules) and specify the following values: 

Name: anything desired, e.g., `Default DISCARD’, 
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Source: “Any” 

Destination: “Any” 

VPN: “Any Traffic”,  

Service: “Any” 

Action: “Drop” 

Track: any value desired (None, Log, Alert, etc.) 

Time: “Any” 

Comment: any text desired 

Such a final rule ensures that the Gateways will DISCARD all unmatched packets. 

Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator uses the guidance documentation to configure the TOE to carry out 

the following tests: 

a) Test 1: The evaluator shall configure the SPD such that there is a rule for dropping a packet, encrypting a packet, 

and allowing a packet to flow in plaintext. The selectors used in the construction of the rule shall be different such 

that the evaluator can generate a packet and send packets to the gateway with the appropriate fields (fields that 

are used by the rule - e.g., the IP addresses, TCP/UDP ports) in the packet header. The evaluator performs both 

positive and negative test cases for each type of rule (e.g. a packet that matches the rule and another that does 

not match the rule). The evaluator observes via the audit trail, and packet captures that the TOE exhibited the 

expected behaviour: appropriate packets were dropped, allowed to flow without modification, encrypted by the 

IPsec implementation. 

b) Test 2: The evaluator shall devise several tests that cover a variety of scenarios for packet processing. As with 

Test 1, the evaluator ensures both positive and negative test cases are constructed. These scenarios must exercise 

the range of possibilities for SPD entries and processing modes as outlined in the TSS and guidance documentation. 

Potential areas to cover include rules with overlapping ranges and conflicting entries, inbound and outbound 

packets, and packets that establish SAs as well as packets that belong to established SAs. The evaluator shall verify, 

via the audit trail and packet captures, for each scenario that the expected behavior is exhibited, and is consistent 

with both the TSS and the guidance documentation. 

Test 1 and 2 - This test is handled in conjunction with the tests outlined in STTFFW14e:FFW_RUL_EXT.1 and 

NDcPP22e:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.  

Encrypt Rule 

•  A positive case that demonstrates SPD rules for encrypting packet can be found in FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.4 

where the VPN connection is demonstrated using AES128 as the ESP cipher.  
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•  A negative case against the SPD rules for encrypting packet can be found in FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.14 where 

packets do not match an existing IPSec rule because of a mismatched DN name and therefore are denied. 

Drop Rule 

• A positive case that demonstrates SPD rules for dropping packets can be found in FFW_RUL_EXT.1.9 

where packets are dropped because of a matching a deny rule. 

• A negative case against the SPD rules for dropping packets can be found in FFW_RUL_EXT.1.9 where the 

packet does not match a deny rule and is therefore dropped by a default deny. 

Plaintext rule 

• A positive case that demonstrates SPD rules for allowing a packet to flow in plaintext can be found in 

FFW_RUL_EXT.1.9 where packets are allowed through in plaintext because of a matching a permit rule. 

• A negative case against the SPD rules for allowing a packet to flow in plaintext can be found in 

FFW_RUL_EXT.1.9 where the packet does not match a permit rule and is therefore dropped by a default 

deny. 

 

2.3.10.2 NDCPP22E:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: The assurance activity for this element is performed in conjunction with the activities 

for FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.1. 

The evaluator uses the guidance documentation to configure the TOE to carry out the following tests: 

The evaluator shall configure the SPD such that there is a rule for dropping a packet, encrypting a packet, and 

allowing a packet to flow in plaintext. The evaluator may use the SPD that was created for verification of 

FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.1. The evaluator shall construct a network packet that matches the rule to allow the packet to 

flow in plaintext and send that packet. The evaluator should observe that the network packet is passed to the 

proper destination interface with no modification. The evaluator shall then modify a field in the packet header; 

such that it no longer matches the evaluator-created entries (there may be a 'TOE create'' final entry that discards 

packets that do not match any previous entries). The evaluator sends the packet and observes that the packet was 

dropped. 

See Test Case FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.1 above where the SPD rules are addressed by reference to other tests described 

in this report.  

2.3.10.3 NDCPP22E:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.3 
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TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator checks the TSS to ensure it states that the VPN can be established to 

operate in transport mode and/or tunnel mode (as identified in FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.3). 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE’s IPsec implementation supports Pre-Shared Keys (PSKs) and X.509 

certificates (both RSA and ECDSA) for IKE authentication.  For both IKEv1 and IKEv2 only tunnel mode is supported. 

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall confirm that the guidance documentation contains instructions 

on how to configure the connection in each mode selected. 

Section “IPsec Mode” in the CC Supplement indicates that the are designed to act as VPN gateways (for example, 

routing traffic between remote "branch" offices and a central headquarters) and can operate in only tunnel mode.  

Note that the TOE components support tunnel mode with IKEv2 and IKEv1. 

Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following test(s) based on the selections chosen: 

Test 1: If tunnel mode is selected, the evaluator uses the guidance documentation to configure the TOE to operate 

in tunnel mode and also configures a VPN peer to operate in tunnel mode. The evaluator configures the TOE and 

the VPN peer to use any of the allowable cryptographic algorithms, authentication methods, etc. to ensure an 

allowable SA can be negotiated. The evaluator shall then initiate a connection from the TOE to connect to the VPN 

peer. The evaluator observes (for example, in the audit trail and the captured packets) that a successful connection 

was established using the tunnel mode. 

Test 2: If transport mode is selected, the evaluator uses the guidance documentation to configure the TOE to 

operate in transport mode and also configures a VPN peer to operate in transport mode. The evaluator configures 

the TOE and the VPN peer to use any of the allowed cryptographic algorithms, authentication methods, etc. to 

ensure an allowable SA can be negotiated. The evaluator then initiates a connection from the TOE to connect to 

the VPN peer. The evaluator observes (for example, in the audit trail and the captured packets) that a successful 

connection was established using the transport mode. 

These tests were performed for both IKEv1 and IKEv2.  

Test 1:  The evaluator configured a test server to require only tunnel mode.  The evaluator then attempted to 

connect the IPsec VPN between the test server and the TOE expecting the connection to be successful only if the 

configured mode is supported by the TOE.   The evaluator confirmed that the TOE supports tunnel mode for both 

IKEv1 and IKEv2.   

Test 2: NA – transport mode is not claimed. 

2.3.10.4 NDCPP22E:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.4 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to verify that the algorithms are implemented. In 

addition, the evaluator ensures that the SHA-based HMAC algorithm conforms to the algorithms specified in 

FCS_COP.1(4)/KeyedHash Cryptographic Operations (for keyed-hash message authentication) and if the SHA-based 

HMAC function truncated output is utilized it must also be described. 
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Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE implements RFC 4106 conformant AES-GCM-128 and AES-GCM-256, and 

RFC 3602 conformant AES-CBC-128, and AES-CBC-256 as encryption algorithms for ESP.  The TOE also implements 

HMAC-SHA-1, HMAC-SHA-256, HMAC-SHA-384, and HMAC-SHA-512 as integrity/authentication algorithms as well 

as Diffie-Hellman Groups 14, 19, and 20.  This is consistent with the FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.4 requirement as well as the 

HMAC algorithm specified in FCS_COP.1/KeyedHash.  

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator checks the guidance documentation to ensure it provides 

instructions on how to configure the TOE to use the algorithms selected. 

Section “IPsec Ciphers and Certificates” in the CC Supplement describes how to configure the TOE’s hash 

algorithms and states that when configuring Custom Encryption and then explicitly specifying the integrity ciphers 

(“Data Integrity:”), the administrator should select from among “SHA1”, “SHA256”, “SHA384”, “SHA512” 

algorithms to specify HMAC-SHA-1, HMAC-SHA-256, HMAC-SHA-348 and HMAC-SHA-512 respectively.  The 

administrator should not select MD5 nor AES-XCBC for Data Integrity as these algorithms are not approved for 

government use and are not part of the evaluated configuration.  

Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall configure the TOE as indicated in the guidance documentation 

configuring the TOE to use each of the supported algorithms, attempt to establish a connection using ESP, and 

verify that the attempt succeeds. 

The evaluator attempted to establish an IPsec connection between a test server and the TOE using each of the 

supported encryption algorithms.  The evaluator confirmed that each claimed encryption algorithm was successful. 

This process was repeated for both IKEv1 and IKEv2. 

2.3.10.5 NDCPP22E:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.5 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to verify that IKEv1 and/or IKEv2 are implemented. 

For IKEv1 implementations, the evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure that, in the description of the IPsec 

protocol, it states that aggressive mode is not used for IKEv1 Phase 1 exchanges, and that only main mode is used. 

It may be that this is a configurable option. 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE’s IPsec implementation supports Pre-Shared Keys (PSKs) and X.509 

certificates (both RSA and ECDSA) for IKE authentication.  The TOE supports IKEv1 in tunnel mode and IKEv2 in 

tunnel mode. When using IKEv1, the TOE does not utilize aggressive mode and exclusively uses main mode. 

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall check the guidance documentation to ensure it instructs the 

administrator how to configure the TOE to use IKEv1 and/or IKEv2 (as selected), and how to configure the TOE to 

perform NAT traversal for the following test (if selected). 

If the IKEv1 Phase 1 mode requires configuration of the TOE prior to its operation, the evaluator shall check the 

guidance documentation to ensure that instructions for this configuration are contained within that guidance. 
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Section “IPsec Ciphers and Certificates” of the CC Supplement states that from the VPN Community Properties -> 

Encryption page, an administrator can select whether the participating Gateways will use IKEv1 or IKEv2.    

Section “IPsec Mode” in the CC Supplement indicates that the Gateways are designed to act as VPN gateways (for 

example, routing traffic between remote "branch" offices and a central headquarters) and can operate in tunnel 

mode. Note that the TOE components support tunnel mode with IKEv2 and IKEv1. 

Testing Assurance Activities: Tests are performed in conjunction with the other IPsec evaluation activities. 

a) Test 1: If IKEv1 is selected, the evaluator shall configure the TOE as indicated in the guidance documentation and 

attempt to establish a connection using an IKEv1 Phase 1 connection in aggressive mode. This attempt should fail. 

The evaluator should then show that main mode exchanges are supported. 

b) Test 2: If NAT traversal is selected within the IKEv2 selection, the evaluator shall configure the TOE so that it will 

perform NAT traversal processing as described in the TSS and RFC 5996, section 2.23. The evaluator shall initiate an 

IPsec connection and determine that the NAT is successfully traversed. 

Test 1:  The evaluator attempted an IPsec connection between the TOE and a test server that was alternately 

configured to use Main Mode and Aggressive Mode for IKEv1.  The evaluator confirmed that the attempted 

connection in Aggressive mode failed and that the connection in Main Mode was successful.  

Test 2:  NA – NAT traversal is not claimed.  

2.3.10.6 NDCPP22E:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.6 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall ensure the TSS identifies the algorithms used for encrypting the IKEv1 

and/or IKEv2 payload, and that the algorithms chosen in the selection of the requirement are included in the TSS 

discussion. 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the encrypted payload for IKEv1 and IKEv2 uses AES-CBC-128, AES-CBC-256 as 

specified in RFC 3602.  This is consistent with the FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.6 requirement.  

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator ensures that the guidance documentation describes the 

configuration of all selected algorithms in the requirement. 

Section “IPsec Ciphers and Certificates” in the CC Supplement states that an administrator can configure the cipher 

suites (algorithms) used during IKE and IPsec through the properties page of each defined VPN Community.  Within 

the properties page, an administrator can select the “Encryption” page in the left hand navigation page and select 

either from the predefined Encryption Suites (of which, only the two Suite B options are compliant with Common 

Criteria requirements) or click the “Custom Encryption” button to specifically set the encryption and integrity 

ciphers individually for IKE (Phase 1) and IPsec (Phase 2).  An administrator can only configure AES-GCM by using 

the predefined Suite-B-GCM-128/256 options and the Gateways will use AES-GCM for both IKE (Phase 1) and IPsec 

(Phase 2).  Configuration of AES-CBC-128/256 can only be done through the “Custom Encryption” dialog (and only 

the Custom Encryption dialog allows the administrator to specify the encryption and integrity ciphers separately 

for IKE/Phase1 and IPsec/Phase2).    
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Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall configure the TOE to use the ciphersuite under test to encrypt the 

IKEv1 and/or IKEv2 payload and establish a connection with a peer device, which is configured to only accept the 

payload encrypted using the indicated ciphersuite. The evaluator will confirm the algorithm was that used in the 

negotiation. 

These tests were performed using IKEv1 and IKEv2.  

Test 1:  The evaluator attempted to establish an IPsec connection between the TOE and a test server with each 

payload encryption algorithm supported by the TOE.  The evaluator confirmed that all supported algorithms were 

successful.  

2.3.10.7 NDCPP22E:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.7 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall ensure the TSS identifies the lifetime configuration method used for 

limiting the IKEv1 Phase 1 SA lifetime and/or the IKEv2 SA lifetime. The evaluator shall verify that the selection 

made here corresponds to the selection in FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.5. 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the authorized administrator can configure the TOE to support maximum lifetimes 

for IKEv1 and IKEv2 SAs based on elapsed time.  The administrator can specify (in minutes) the maximum lifetime 

of the Phase 1/IKE SA and specify (in seconds) the maximum lifetime of the Phase 2/ESP SA. 

This is consistent with the FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.7 requirement. 

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the values for SA lifetimes can be configured and 

that the instructions for doing so are located in the guidance documentation. If time-based limits are supported, 

the evaluator ensures that the Administrator is able to configure Phase 1 SA values for 24 hours. Currently there 

are no values mandated for the number of bytes, the evaluator just ensures that this can be configured if selected 

in the requirement. 

The “IPsec Ciphers and Certificates” section of the CC Supplement provides instructions for the administrator to 

set the lifetimes associated with the IKE/Phase 1 and IPsec/Phase 2 SAs. The Gateways will renegotiate the security 

associations after the administrator configured time.  For IKE (Phase 1), an administrator can specify the lifetime in 

minutes while for IPsec (Phase 2), the administrator can specify the lifetime in seconds.  An SA lifetime can be 

limited only by time. 

Testing Assurance Activities: When testing this functionality, the evaluator needs to ensure that both sides are 

configured appropriately. From the RFC 'A difference between IKEv1 and IKEv2 is that in IKEv1 SA lifetimes were 

negotiated. In IKEv2, each end of the SA is responsible for enforcing its own lifetime policy on the SA and rekeying 

the SA when necessary. If the two ends have different lifetime policies, the end with the shorter lifetime will end 

up always being the one to request the rekeying. If the two ends have the same lifetime policies, it is possible that 

both will initiate a rekeying at the same time (which will result in redundant SAs). To reduce the probability of this 

happening, the timing of rekeying requests SHOULD be jittered.' 
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Each of the following tests shall be performed for each version of IKE selected in the FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.5 protocol 

selection: 

a) Test 1: If 'number of bytes' is selected as the SA lifetime measure, the evaluator shall configure a maximum 

lifetime in terms of the number of bytes allowed following the guidance documentation. The evaluator shall 

configure a test peer with a byte lifetime that exceeds the lifetime of the TOE. The evaluator shall establish a SA 

between the TOE and the test peer, and determine that once the allowed number of bytes through this SA is 

exceeded, a new SA is negotiated. The evaluator shall verify that the TOE initiates a Phase 1 negotiation. 

b) Test 2: If 'length of time' is selected as the SA lifetime measure, the evaluator shall configure a maximum 

lifetime of 24 hours for the Phase 1 SA following the guidance documentation. The evaluator shall configure a test 

peer with a lifetime that exceeds the lifetime of the TOE. The evaluator shall establish a SA between the TOE and 

the test peer, maintain the Phase 1 SA for 24 hours, and determine that a new Phase 1 SA is negotiated on or 

before 24 hours has elapsed. The evaluator shall verify that the TOE initiates a Phase 1 negotiation. 

 

These tests were performed using both IKEv1 and IKEv2.  

Test 1: NA – number of bytes is not claimed.  

Test 2:  The evaluator configured the TOE to have a 24 hour IKE and 8 hour ESP limits and the test server was 

configured to have 25 hour IKE and 9 hour ESP limits. The evaluator then connected the IPsec VPN between the 

test server and the TOE and waited for over 24 hours before terminating the test. The evaluator confirmed that an 

ESP rekey occurred 8 hours later and an IKE rekey occurred 24 hours after the initial connection was established.  

2.3.10.8 NDCPP22E:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.8 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall ensure the TSS identifies the lifetime configuration method used for 

limiting the IKEv1 Phase 2 SA lifetime and/or the IKEv2 Child SA lifetime. The evaluator shall verify that the 

selection made here corresponds to the selection in FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.5. 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the authorized administrator can configure the TOE to support maximum lifetimes 

for IKEv1 and IKEv2 SAs based on elapsed time.  The administrator can specify (in minutes) the maximum lifetime 

of the Phase 1/IKE SA and specify (in seconds) the maximum lifetime of the Phase 2/ESP SA.  

This is consistent with the FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.8 requirement.  

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the values for SA lifetimes can be configured and 

that the instructions for doing so are located in the guidance documentation. If time-based limits are supported, 

the evaluator ensures that the Administrator is able to configure Phase 2 SA values for 8 hours. Currently there are 

no values mandated for the number of bytes, the evaluator just ensures that this can be configured if selected in 

the requirement. 
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The “IPsec Ciphers and Certificates” section of the CC Supplement indicates that an administrator can set the 

lifetimes associated with the IKE/Phase 1 and IPsec/Phase 2 SAs. The Gateways will renegotiate the security 

associations after the administrator configured time.  For IKE (Phase 1), an administrator can specify the lifetime in 

minutes while for IPsec (Phase 2), the administrator can specify the lifetime in seconds.  An SA lifetime can be 

limited only by time. 

Testing Assurance Activities: When testing this functionality, the evaluator needs to ensure that both sides are 

configured appropriately. From the RFC 'A difference between IKEv1 and IKEv2 is that in IKEv1 SA lifetimes were 

negotiated. In IKEv2, each end of the SA is responsible for enforcing its own lifetime policy on the SA and rekeying 

the SA when necessary. If the two ends have different lifetime policies, the end with the shorter lifetime will end 

up always being the one to request the rekeying. If the two ends have the same lifetime policies, it is possible that 

both will initiate a rekeying at the same time (which will result in redundant SAs). To reduce the probability of this 

happening, the timing of rekeying requests SHOULD be jittered.' 

Each of the following tests shall be performed for each version of IKE selected in the FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.5 protocol 

selection: 

Test 1: If 'number of bytes' is selected as the SA lifetime measure, the evaluator shall configure a maximum 

lifetime in terms of the number of bytes allowed following the guidance documentation. The evaluator shall 

configure a test peer with a byte lifetime that exceeds the lifetime of the TOE. The evaluator shall establish a SA 

between the TOE and the test peer, and determine that once the allowed number of bytes through this SA is 

exceeded, a new SA is negotiated. The evaluator shall verify that the TOE initiates a Phase 2 negotiation. 

Test 2: If 'length of time' is selected as the SA lifetime measure, the evaluator shall configure a maximum lifetime 

of 8 hours for the Phase 2 SA following the guidance documentation. The evaluator shall configure a test peer with 

a lifetime that exceeds the lifetime of the TOE. The evaluator shall establish a SA between the TOE and the test 

peer, maintain the Phase 1 SA for 8 hours, and determine that once a new Phase 2 SA is negotiated when or before 

8 hours has elapsed. The evaluator shall verify that the TOE initiates a Phase 2 negotiation. 

These tests were performed using both IKEv1 and IKEv2.  

Test 1: NA – number of bytes is not claimed.  

Test 2:  The evaluator configured the TOE to have a 24 hour IKE and 8 hour ESP limits and the test server was 

configured to have 25 hour IKE and 9 hour ESP limits. The evaluator then connected the IPsec VPN between the 

test server and the TOE and waited for over 24 hours before terminating the test. The evaluator confirmed that an 

ESP rekey occurred 8 hours later and an IKE rekey occurred 24 hours after the initial connection was established.  

2.3.10.9 NDCPP22E:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.9 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall check to ensure that, for each DH group supported, the TSS describes 

the process for generating 'x'. The evaluator shall verify that the TSS indicates that the random number generated 

that meets the requirements in this PP is used, and that the length of 'x' meets the stipulations in the requirement. 
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Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE generates the secret value x used in the IKEv1 and IKEv2 Diffie-Hellman 

key exchange ('x' in gx mod p) using the Hash_DRBG specified in FCS_RBG_EXT.1 and having possible lengths of 

224, 256, or 384 bits.   

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.10.10 NDCPP22E:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.10 

TSS Assurance Activities: If the first selection is chosen, the evaluator shall check to ensure that, for each DH group 

supported, the TSS describes the process for generating each nonce. The evaluator shall verify that the TSS 

indicates that the random number generated that meets the requirements in this PP is used, and that the length of 

the nonces meet the stipulations in the requirement. 

If the second selection is chosen, the evaluator shall check to ensure that, for each PRF hash supported, the TSS 

describes the process for generating each nonce. The evaluator shall verify that the TSS indicates that the random 

number generated that meets the requirements in this PP is used, and that the length of the nonces meet the 

stipulations in the requirement. 

The TOE generates the secret value x used in the IKEv1 and IKEv2 Diffie-Hellman key exchange ('x' in gx mod p) 

using the Hash_DRBG specified in FCS_RBG_EXT.1 and having possible lengths of 224, 256, or 384 bits.  The TOE 

generates nonces used in the IKEv1 and IKEv2 exchanges of at least 128 bits in size and at least half the output size 

of the negotiated pseudorandom function (PRF) hash.  

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: Each of the following tests shall be performed for each version of IKE selected in the 

FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.5 protocol selection: 

a) Test 1: If the first selection is chosen, the evaluator shall check to ensure that, for each DH group supported, the 

TSS describes the process for generating each nonce. The evaluator shall verify that the TSS indicates that the 

random number generated that meets the requirements in this PP is used, and that the length of the nonces meet 

the stipulations in the requirement. 

b) Test 2: If the second selection is chosen, the evaluator shall check to ensure that, for each PRF hash supported, 

the TSS describes the process for generating each nonce. The evaluator shall verify that the TSS indicates that the 

random number generated that meets the requirements in this PP is used, and that the length of the nonces meet 

the stipulations in the requirement. 

Test 1:  NA, the first selection is not chosen for this SFR.  

Test 2:  See the TSS assurance activities above.  
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2.3.10.11 NDCPP22E:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.11 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall check to ensure that the DH groups specified in the requirement are 

listed as being supported in the TSS. If there is more than one DH group supported, the evaluator checks to ensure 

the TSS describes how a particular DH group is specified/negotiated with a peer. 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE implements HMAC-SHA1, HMAC-SHA-256, HMAC-SHA-384,  and HMAC-

SHA-512 as integrity/authentication algorithms as well as Diffie-Hellman Groups 14, 19, and 20.  The administrator 

configures the order the groups will be negotiated with a peer.  This is consistent with the DH groups specified in 

the requirement.  

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator ensures that the guidance documentation describes the 

configuration of all algorithms selected in the requirement. 

The “IPsec Ciphers and Certificates” section in the CC Supplement states that from the VPN Community-

>Encryption page, an administrator can specify the Diffie-Hellman group the participating Gateways should use 

during IKE (Phase 1) and during IPsec (Phase 2).  In order to comply with Common Criteria requirements, an 

administrator should only select “Group 14 (2048 bit)”, “Group 19 (256-bit ECP)”, or “Group 20 (384-bit ECP)”. 

Testing Assurance Activities: For each supported DH group, the evaluator shall test to ensure that all supported 

IKE protocols can be successfully completed using that particular DH group. 

This test was performed using both IKEv1 and IKEv2.  

The evaluator attempted to establish an IPsec connection between a test server and the TOE using each of the 

supported DH groups.  The evaluator confirmed that each claimed DH group was successful.  

2.3.10.12 NDCPP22E:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.12 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall check that the TSS describes the potential strengths (in terms of the 

number of bits in the symmetric key) of the algorithms that are allowed for the IKE and ESP exchanges. The TSS 

shall also describe the checks that are done when negotiating IKEv1 Phase 2 and/or IKEv2 CHILD_SA suites to 

ensure that the strength (in terms of the number of bits of key in the symmetric algorithm) of the negotiated 

algorithm is less than or equal to that of the IKE SA this is protecting the negotiation. 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE verifies that the default the strength of the symmetric algorithm (in terms 

of the number of bits in the key) negotiated to protect the IKEv1 Phase1/IKEv2 IKE_SA connection is greater than 

or equal to the strength of the symmetric algorithm (in terms of the number of bits in the key) negotiated to 

protect the IKEv1 Phase 2/IKEv2 CHILD_SA connection. 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator simply follows the guidance to configure the TOE to perform the 

following tests. 
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a) Test 1: This test shall be performed for each version of IKE supported. The evaluator shall successfully negotiate 

an IPsec connection using each of the supported algorithms and hash functions identified in the requirements. 

b) Test 2: This test shall be performed for each version of IKE supported. The evaluator shall attempt to establish a 

SA for ESP that selects an encryption algorithm with more strength than that being used for the IKE SA (i.e., 

symmetric algorithm with a key size larger than that being used for the IKE SA). Such attempts should fail. 

c) Test 3: This test shall be performed for each version of IKE supported. The evaluator shall attempt to establish 

an IKE SA using an algorithm that is not one of the supported algorithms and hash functions identified in the 

requirements. Such an attempt should fail. 

d) Test 4: This test shall be performed for each version of IKE supported. The evaluator shall attempt to establish a 

SA for ESP (assumes the proper parameters where used to establish the IKE SA) that selects an encryption 

algorithm that is not identified in FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.4. Such an attempt should fail. 

This test was performed using both IKEv1 and IKev2.  

Test 1: The evaluator attempted to establish an IPsec connection between a test server and the TOE using each of 

the supported hash functions.  The evaluator confirmed that each claimed hash function was successful.  

Test 2:  The evaluator attempted to configure the TOE to use a 128 bit key size for IKE and 256 bit key size for ESP.  

The TOE refused to accept the configuration.  

Test 3:  The evaluator attempted to establish an IPsec connection between a test server and the TOE using 

unsupported algorithms and hash functions.  In each case, the connection failed.  

Test 4:  The evaluator attempted to establish an IPsec connection between a test server and the TOE using an 

encryption algorithm not identified in FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.4.  The connection failed.  

2.3.10.13 NDCPP22E:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.13 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator ensures that the TSS identifies RSA and/or ECDSA as being used to perform 

peer authentication. The description must be consistent with the algorithms as specified in FCS_COP.1(2)/SigGen 

Cryptographic Operations (for cryptographic signature). 

If pre-shared keys are chosen in the selection, the evaluator shall check to ensure that the TSS describes how pre-

shared keys are established and used in authentication of IPsec connections. The description in the TSS shall also 

indicate how pre-shared key establishment is accomplished for TOEs that can generate a pre-shared key as well as 

TOEs that simply use a pre-shared key. 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE’s IPsec implementation supports Pre-Shared Keys (PSKs) and X.509 

certificates (both RSA and ECDSA) for IKE authentication. 

The TOE’s Gateways use IPsec to protect communications with external IT entities (a remote administrator 

workstation, or a syslog server) as well as for internal communications (between the TOE’s distributed 
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components).  The TOE’s Security Management Server tunnels its ITC traffic through IPsec provided by its paired 

Gateway. 

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator ensures the guidance documentation describes how to set up the 

TOE to use certificates with RSA and/or ECDSA signatures and public keys. 

The evaluator shall check that the guidance documentation describes how pre-shared keys are to be generated 

and established. The description in the guidance documentation shall also indicate how pre-shared key 

establishment is accomplished for TOEs that can generate a pre-shared key as well as TOEs that simply use a pre-

shared key. 

The evaluator will ensure that the guidance documentation describes how to configure the TOE to connect to a 

trusted CA and ensure a valid certificate for that CA is loaded into the TOE and marked 'trusted'. 

Section “IPsec Key Establishment” in the CC Supplement states that the Check Point Gateways can generate RSA 

(2048 or 4096 bit) and ECDSA (P-256, P-384, or P-521) key pairs for use during IKE authentication.  An 

administrator can invoke key generation by selecting a Check Point Network Object from within SmartConsole.  

From within the dialog, the administrator can select the “IPsec VPN” from the left hand navigational pane to bring 

up the gateway’s “Repository of certificates available to the Gateway”. From here an administrator can View 

existing certificates, Add (generate) new key pairs (along with the corresponding Certificate Signing Request (CSR) 

if enrolling the newly generated key pair with an external CA), Complete (load) a public key certificate (issued by an 

external CA), and Remove existing certificates. The Check Point Gateways allow for an administrator to choose 

whether the Management Server uses its internally generated CA (Internal CA) to sign the Gateway’s CSR, or 

whether the CSR will be signed by an CA external to Check Point Products (External CA).  The Internal CA offers 

simplicity of configuration and setup; however, the External CA offers integration with an existing PKI and 

additional flexibility in key types. 

Generating keys for a specific Gateway allows all supported key establishment algorithms to be supported without 

any additional configuration needing to be done. The specific establishment scheme that will be used is defined in 

the “Creating a VPN Community” section.  

When generating a new key pair (by clicking the Add button), ad administrator can indirectly choose the type and 

size of key through selection of the “CA to enroll from”.  To explain, Check Point Gateways generate key pairs to 

match the key type and size of the Root CA to which the issuing CA chains.  Thus for example, the Gateways will 

generate an ECDSA P-256 key pair when the Issuing CA selected chains to a root CA utilizing an ECDSA P-256 key.   

Section “IPsec Ciphers and Certificates” in the CC Supplement states that by configuring the set of acceptable CA 

certificates and by configuring the private key and certificate, an administrator can indirectly control whether the 

Gateways utilize RSA or ECDSA certificates during IKE peer authentication. Within the “Servers and OPSEC” 

navigation pane, an administrator can import Trusted and Subordinate CA certificates.  The Gateways will utilize 

these CA certificates when verifying peer certificates during IKE.  After having configured the CAs, an administrator 

can then utilize the “IPsec VPN” menu from a Gateway’s Properties to generate a new private key and 

corresponding Certificate Signing Request (CSR) to enroll the newly generated public key with a Trusted CA.  The 

Gateways will generate either an RSA or ECDSA key pair to match the public key of the Trusted CA (e.g., if the 
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Trusted CA certificate contains an ECDSA P-384 public key, then the Gateway would generate an ECDSA P-384 key 

pair when enrolling).  In this way, the administrator can configure the type of key (RSA or ECDSA) that a Gateway 

uses for IKE peer authentication as well as control the CA certificates that a peer certificate must chain to in order 

for the Gateway to accept it. 

Section “IPsec Pre-Shared Keys” in the CC Supplement describes the pre-shared key requirements consistent with 

those identified in the ST.  It also provides instructions for configuring the PSK via VPN Community Properties -

>Advanced Settings->Shared Secret. SmartConsole interprets PSKs beginning with “0x” and consisting of ASCII 

hexadecimal characters as bit-based PSKs and not at text-based PSKs.  Thus, SmartConsole can accept bit-based 

PSKs with up to 62 ASCII hexadecimal characters. 

Testing Assurance Activities: For efficiency sake, the testing is combined with the testing for FIA_X509_EXT.1, 

FIA_X509_EXT.2 (for IPsec connections), and FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.1. 

The testing of successful IPsec authentication using pre-shared key was demonstrated throughout the testing of 

FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1, including, for example, FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.4. The testing of IPsec authentication using Public Key 

was demonstrated throughout FIA_X509_EXT.1 and FIA_X509_EXT.2. 

 

2.3.10.14 NDCPP22E:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.14 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall ensure that the TSS describes how the TOE compares the peer's 

presented identifier to the reference identifier. This description shall include which field(s) of the certificate are 

used as the presented identifier (DN, Common Name, or SAN). If the TOE simultaneously supports the same 

identifier type in the CN and SAN, the TSS shall describe how the TOE prioritizes the comparisons (e.g. the result of 

comparison if CN matches but SAN does not). If the location (e.g. CN or SAN) of non-DN identifier types must 

explicitly be configured as part of the reference identifier, the TSS shall state this. If the ST author assigned an 

additional identifier type, the TSS description shall also include a description of that type and the method by which 

that type is compared to the peer's presented certificate, including what field(s) are compared and which fields 

take precedence in the comparison. 

Section 6.6 of the ST states that the authorized administrator configures the VPN peers for administrator and VPN 

communications, and specifies the DN associated with an IP. When an incoming request comes in, the TOE 

matches the peer's IP address to its configuration, to find the correct rule and then matches the configured DN to 

the peer certificate.  The TOE then validates that it can construct a certificate path from the client’s certificate 

through any intermediary CAs to the CA certificate specified by the user in the VPN configuration.  If the TOE can 

successfully build the certificate path, then the TOE will next check the validity of the certificates (e.g., checking its 

validity dates and that the CA flag is present in the basic constraints section for all CA certs).  Assuming the 

certificates are valid, the TOE finally checks the revocation status of all.  The TOE will reject any certificate for 

which it cannot determine the validity and reject the connection attempt.  For internal TOE communications (ITT), 

the TOE automatically associates each distributed component’s IP address with its certificate DN. 
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Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall ensure that the operational guidance describes all supported 

identifiers, explicitly states whether the TOE supports the SAN extension or not and includes detailed instructions 

on how to configure the reference identifier(s) used to check the identity of peer(s). If the identifier scheme 

implemented by the TOE does not guarantee unique identifiers, the evaluator shall ensure that the operational 

guidance provides a set of warnings and/or CA policy recommendations that would result in secure TOE use. 

The “Configuring Matching Criteria” section of the CC Supplement indicates that an administrator can configure 

reference identifiers for Interoperable Devices by editing the Interoperable Device, selecting IPsec VPN menu and 

then clicking on the “Matching Criteria” button to bring up the Certificate Matching Criteria dialog.  From this 

dialog, an administrator can configure the following matching criteria: 

1. Gateway must present a certificate issued by CA: specifying either a specific Trusted CA or “Any” 

2. Specify a DN with which the Interoperable Device’s presented certificate must match  

3. Specify an IP Address with which the Interoperable Device’s presented certificate must match (through a 

SAN IP) 

After specifying Certificate Matching Criteria, Gateways participating in IKE key exchange with the Interoperable 

Device will compare the certificate received from the peer to ensure that the it contains the administrator 

specified criteria, and if not, will reject the certificate as invalid. 

Testing Assurance Activities: In the context of the tests below, a valid certificate is a certificate that passes 

FIA_X509_EXT.1 validation checks but does not necessarily contain an authorized subject. 

The evaluator shall perform the following tests: 

Test 1: (conditional) For each CN/identifier type combination selected, the evaluator shall configure the peer's 

reference identifier on the TOE (per the administrative guidance) to match the field in the peer's presented 

certificate and shall verify that the IKE authentication succeeds. If the TOE prioritizes CN checking over SAN 

(through explicit configuration of the field when specifying the reference identifier or prioritization rules), the 

evaluator shall also configure the SAN so it contains an incorrect identifier of the correct type (e.g. the reference 

identifier on the TOE is example.com, the CN=example.com, and the SAN:FQDN=otherdomain.com) and verify that 

IKE authentication succeeds. 

Test 2: (conditional) For each SAN/identifier type combination selected, the evaluator shall configure the peer's 

reference identifier on the TOE (per the administrative guidance) to match the field in the peer's presented 

certificate and shall verify that the IKE authentication succeeds. If the TOE prioritizes SAN checking over CN 

(through explicit specification of the field when specifying the reference identifier or prioritization rules), the 

evaluator shall also configure the CN so it contains an incorrect identifier formatted to be the same type (e.g. the 

reference identifier on the TOE is DNS-ID; identify certificate has an identifier in SAN with correct DNS-ID, CN with 

incorrect DNS-ID (and not a different type of identifier)) and verify that IKE authentication succeeds. 

Test 3: (conditional) For each CN/identifier type combination selected, the evaluator shall: 
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a) Create a valid certificate with the CN so it contains the valid identifier followed by ''. If the TOE prioritizes CN 

checking over SAN (through explicit specification of the field when specifying the reference identifier or 

prioritization rules) for the same identifier type,  the evaluator shall configure the SAN so it matches the reference 

identifier. 

b) Configure the peer's reference identifier on the TOE (per the administrative guidance) to match the CN without 

the '' and verify that IKE authentication fails. 

Test 4: (conditional) For each SAN/identifier type combination selected, the evaluator shall: 

a) Create a valid certificate with an incorrect identifier in the SAN. The evaluator shall configure a string 

representation of the correct identifier in the DN. If the TOE prioritizes CN checking over SAN (through explicit 

specification of the field when specifying the reference identifier or prioritization rules) for the same identifier 

type, the addition/modification shall be to any non-CN field of the DN. Otherwise, the addition/modification shall 

be to the CN. 

b) Configure the peer's reference identifier on the TOE (per the administrative guidance) to match the correct 

identifier (expected in the SAN) and verify that IKE authentication fails. 

Test 5: (conditional) If the TOE supports DN identifier types, the evaluator shall configure the peer's reference 

identifier on the TOE (per the administrative guidance) to match the subject DN in the peer's presented certificate 

and shall verify that the IKE authentication succeeds. 

Test 6: (conditional) If the TOE supports DN identifier types, to demonstrate a bit-wise comparison of the DN, the 

evaluator shall create the following valid certificates and verify that the IKE authentication fails when each 

certificate is presented to the TOE: 

a) Duplicate the CN field, so the otherwise authorized DN contains two identical CNs. 

b) Append '' to a non-CN field of an otherwise authorized DN. 

These tests were performed for both RSA and ECDSA. 

Test 1:  The evaluator configured Strongswan on a test peer to use an authentication certificate with the correct 

CN: IP address. The evaluator then attempted to connect the IPsec VPN between the test peer and the TOE and 

observed the connection was successful. The evaluator then added an incorrect SAN identifier of the same type as 

the aforementioned reference identifier (CN: IP address). With the TOE’s support of prioritizing CN reference IDs 

over SAN IDs, the TOE's connection was expected to succeed. The evaluator attempted to connect the IPsec VPN 

between the test peer and the TOE and observed the connection was successful.  

Test 2:  No SAN/identifier type combinations are selected. 

Test 3:  the evaluator configured the TOE to expect a valid CN reference identifier (CN: IP address). The evaluator 

then configured a Strongswan VPN peer to present an authentication certificate with nearly identical CN field, but 

with a trailing null character appended. The evaluator attempted to establish an IPsec connection, and confirmed 
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the TOE rejected the certificate containing a CN appended with a null character. The evaluator repeated the test, 

but further included a valid SAN reference identifier. The evaluator again attempted to establish an IPsec connect, 

and confirmed the TOE rejected the certificate once again. 

Test 4:  No SAN/identifier type combinations are selected.  

Test 5: The evaluator configured the TOE for certificate authentication and configured a test peer to send a 

certificate with a valid DN.  The evaluator then initiated a connection between the TOE and the test peer and 

confirmed that the connection was successful.  

Test 6a: The evaluator configured a test server to first send a certificate with an authorized DN, and then a nearly 

identical certificate but with a DN containing a duplicate CN.  In each case, the evaluator attempted to establish an 

IPsec connection and confirmed that the TOE rejected the certificate with the duplicate CN.  

Test 6b:   The evaluator configured a test server to first sent a certificate with an authorized DN, and then a nearly 

identical certificate in which the Organization field of the DN had a trailing null character appended.  In each case, 

the evaluator attempted to establish an IPsec connection and confirmed that the TOE rejected the certificate with 

the DN containing a null character.   

Component TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.11 IPSEC PROTOCOL  (VPNGW11:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1) 

 

2.3.11.1 VPNGW11:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.11.2 VPNGW11:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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2.3.11.3 VPNGW11:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.3 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.11.4 VPNGW11:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.4 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.11.5 VPNGW11:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.5 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.11.6 VPNGW11:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.6 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.11.7 VPNGW11:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.7 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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2.3.11.8 VPNGW11:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.8 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.11.9 VPNGW11:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.9 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.11.10 VPNGW11:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.10 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.11.11 VPNGW11:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.11 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.11.12 VPNGW11:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.12 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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2.3.11.13 VPNGW11:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.13 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.11.14 VPNGW11:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.14 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: There is no change to the Evaluation Activities specified for this SFR in the 

NDcPP Supporting Document. The PP-Module modifies this SFR to require the ST author to make certain 

selections, but these selections are all part of the original definition of the SFR so no new behavior is defined by 

the PP-Module. 

See NDcPP22e:FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1.14. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.12 RANDOM BIT GENERATION  (NDCPP22E:FCS_RBG_EXT.1) 

 

2.3.12.1 NDCPP22E:FCS_RBG_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.3.12.2 NDCPP22E:FCS_RBG_EXT.1.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: Documentation shall be produced - and the evaluator shall perform the 

activities - in accordance with Appendix D of [NDcPP]. 

The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that it specifies the DRBG type, identifies the entropy source(s) 

seeding the DRBG, and state the assumed or calculated min-entropy supplied either separately by each source or 

the min-entropy contained in the combined seed value. 

Section 6.3 of the ST states that the TOE uses a Hash_DRBG with a software based noise source with a minimum of 

256 bits of non-determinism. The detailed Entropy description for the TOE is provided in a separate (non-ST) 

document that has been delivered to NIAP for approval. Note that the entropy analysis has been accepted by 

NIAP/NSA. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: Documentation shall be produced - and the evaluator shall perform 

the activities - in accordance with Appendix D of [NDcPP]. 

The evaluator shall confirm that the guidance documentation contains appropriate instructions for configuring the 

RNG functionality. 

The detailed Entropy description for the TOE is provided in a separate (non-ST) document that has been delivered 

to NIAP for approval. Note that the entropy analysis has been accepted by NIAP/NSA. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform 15 trials for the RNG implementation. If the 

RNG is configurable, the evaluator shall perform 15 trials for each configuration. 

If the RNG has prediction resistance enabled, each trial consists of (1) instantiate DRBG, (2) generate the first block 

of random bits (3) generate a second block of random bits (4) uninstantiate. The evaluator verifies that the second 

block of random bits is the expected value. The evaluator shall generate eight input values for each trial. The first is 

a count (0 - 14). The next three are entropy input, nonce, and personalization string for the instantiate operation. 

The next two are additional input and entropy input for the first call to generate. The final two are additional input 

and entropy input for the second call to generate. These values are randomly generated. 'generate one block of 

random bits' means to generate random bits with number of returned bits equal to the Output Block Length (as 

defined in NIST SP800-90A). 

If the RNG does not have prediction resistance, each trial consists of (1) instantiate DRBG, (2) generate the first 

block of random bits (3) reseed, (4) generate a second block of random bits (5) uninstantiate. The evaluator verifies 

that the second block of random bits is the expected value. The evaluator shall generate eight input values for 

each trial. The first is a count (0 - 14). The next three are entropy input, nonce, and personalization string for the 

instantiate operation. The fifth value is additional input to the first call to generate. The sixth and seventh are 

additional input and entropy input to the call to reseed. The final value is additional input to the second generate 

call. 
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The following paragraphs contain more information on some of the input values to be generated/selected by the 

evaluator. 

Entropy input: the length of the entropy input value must equal the seed length. 

Nonce: If a nonce is supported (CTR_DRBG with no Derivation Function does not use a nonce), the nonce bit length 

is one-half the seed length. 

Personalization string: The length of the personalization string must be <= seed length. If the implementation only 

supports one personalization string length, then the same length can be used for both values. If more than one 

string length is support, the evaluator shall use personalization strings of two different lengths. If the 

implementation does not use a personalization string, no value needs to be supplied. 

Additional input: the additional input bit lengths have the same defaults and restrictions as the personalization 

string lengths. 

This requirement is met by the TOE and has been CAVP tested.  Refer to the CAVP certificates identified in the 

table “TOE CAVP Certificates” in Section 1.1.2. 

2.4 USER DATA PROTECTION (FDP) 

 

2.4.1 FULL RESIDUAL INFORMATION PROTECTION  (STFFW14E:FDP_RIP.2) 

 

2.4.1.1 STFFW14E:FDP_RIP.2.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: 'Resources' in the context of this requirement are network packets being 

sent through (as opposed to 'to', as is the case when a security administrator connects to the TOE) the TOE. The 

concern is that once a network packet is sent, the buffer or memory area used by the packet still contains data 

from that packet, and that if that buffer is re-used, those data might remain and make their way into a new packet. 

The evaluator shall check to ensure that the TSS describes packet processing to the extent that they can determine 

that no data will be reused when processing network packets. The evaluator shall ensure that this description at a 

minimum describes how the previous data are zeroized/overwritten, and at what point in the buffer processing 

this occurs. 

Section 6.4 of the ST states that when an incoming network frame is received by the TOE, it is written by the 

network interface controller into kernel message buffers. Each kernel buffer is associated with a separate header 
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that keeps track of the number of bytes of data in the buffer. The kernel clears the header prior to reading new 

data, and the header is updated with the count of bytes transferred by the controller. 

When the buffer resource is abstracted into a message object, the object is initialized to refer only to data that has 

actually been overwritten in the context of the current message. This ensures that any residual information that 

might remain in the kernel buffer resource from previous messages is made unavailable. 

State information resources that are allocated as part of the packet processing are cleared before use. This ensures 

that residual information that might remain from another packet is not retained. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

2.5 FIREWALL (FFW) 

 

2.5.1 STATEFUL TRAFFIC FILTERING  (STFFW14E:FFW_RUL_EXT.1) 

 

2.5.1.1 STFFW14E:FFW_RUL_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.5.1.2 STFFW14E:FFW_RUL_EXT.1.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the TSS describes a stateful packet filtering policy and the 

following attributes are identified as being configurable within stateful traffic filtering rules for the associated 

protocols: 

- ICMPv4 

o Type 

o Code 

- ICMPv6 

o Type 

o Code 
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- IPv4 

o Source address 

o Destination Address 

o Transport Layer Protocol 

- IPv6 

o Source address 

o Destination Address 

o Transport Layer Protocol and where defined by the ST author, Extension Header Type, Extension Header Fields 

- TCP 

o Source Port 

o Destination Port 

- UDP 

o Source Port 

o Destination Port 

The evaluator shall verify that each rule can identify the following actions: permit or drop with the option to log 

the operation. The evaluator shall verify that the TSS identifies all interface types subject to the stateful packet 

filtering policy and explains how rules are associated with distinct network interfaces. 

Section 6.5 of the ST states that every IPv4/v6 packet received by the Check Point Security Gateway Appliances 

gateway is intercepted by the firewall kernel.  When an IP packet is received on a network interface, its source 

address is compared to topology information configured by the authorized administrator. Firewall rules can be set 

to filter on protocol, source address, destination address, source port, destination port, ICMP type or ICMP code.  

All protocols including icmpv4, icmpv6, ipv4, ipv6, tcp, and udp may be used in firewall rules. All codes under each 

protocol are implemented.  The TOE supports FTP for stateful filtering.  Rules can also be assigned to each network 

interface. If any interface is overwhelmed with traffic, it will drop the packets. An administrator can configure 

logging for a rule by specifying “Log” under the “Track” column of the firewall rule. 

When an IP packet is received on a network interface, its source address is compared to topology information 

configured by the authorized administrator. If the source address does not correspond to the set of network 

addresses that match the given network interface, the packet is dropped as a spoofed packet. Note that broadcast 

and loopback addresses are never considered valid source addresses and are therefore rejected. 
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The TOE is able to create Virtual Systems (VSs).  Physical interfaces on the TOE hardware can be assigned to each 

VS. From the rules page, each rule can specify VSs. The TOE’s firewall rules apply to all IP ranges. These rules take 

precedence in layer 2. Rules applied to specific IP addresses are specific to all gateways. These rules take 

precedence in layer 3. This allows the TOE’s gateway firewall rules to be checked first. 

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluators shall verify that the guidance documentation identifies the 

following attributes as being configurable within stateful traffic filtering rules for the associated protocols: 

- ICMPv4 

o Type 

o Code 

- ICMPv6 

o Type 

o Code 

- IPv4 

o Source address 

o Destination Address 

o Transport Layer Protocol 

- IPv6 

o Source address 

o Destination Address 

o Transport Layer Protocol and where defined by the ST author, Extension Header Type, Extension Header Fields 

- TCP 

o Source Port 

o Destination Port 

- UDP 

o Source Port 

o Destination Port 
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The evaluator shall verify that the guidance documentation indicates that each rule can identify the following 

actions: permit, drop, and log. 

The evaluator shall verify that the guidance documentation explains how rules are associated with distinct network 

interfaces. 

Section “Stateful Packet Filtering” section in the CC Supplement states that the Gateways support the following 

protocols:  

• RFC 792 (ICMPv4)  

• RFC 4443 (ICMPv6) 

• RFC 791 (IPv4) 

• RFC 2460 (IPv6) 

• RFC 793 (TCP) 

• RFC 768 (UDP) 

Firewall rules can be associated with one or more network interfaces of the TOE.  They can also incorporate the 

following attributes to specify traffic that can match a given rule: 

• ICMPv4 

• Type 

• Code 

• ICMPv6 

• Type 

• Code 

• IPv4 

• Source address 

• Destination Address 

• Transport Layer Protocol 

• IPv6 

• Source address 
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• Destination Address 

• Transport Layer Protocol 

• TCP 

• Source Port 

• Destination Port 

• UDP 

• Source Port 

• Destination Port 

The administrator is able to define packet filtering rules in the Policy section of the SmartConsole. The 

administrator can specify which services to allow (in this case, FTP) as well as a port range to block certain ports 

from being used. The policy can also be logged, and the log can be viewed under the Logs & Monitor Tab. 

An administrator can control the Gateways Stateful Inspection behaviors from the “Global Properties -> Stateful 

Inspection” page.  Options allow control over the types of stateful packets that the TOE can accept or drop.  For 

the packets that can be dropped, there is an explicit option to log the packets being dropped.  

The Check Point Security Gateways possess a default firewall policy (a policy is a set of rules, and the default set is 

named “Standard”) that includes an “allow all” rule at the end, and thus if the administrator intends to utilize this 

rule, they must reconfigure the existing allow all rule to drop all packets (or create a new drop all rule) and place 

this rule at the end of the policy list.  The administrator must also enable logging for this policy in order to capture 

logs for the default drop rule.  Note that all newly defined firewall policies come with a final (default) drop all rule. 

Testing Assurance Activities: Test 1: The evaluator shall use the instructions in the guidance documentation to test 

that stateful packet filter firewall rules can be created that permit, drop, and log packets for each of the following 

attributes: 

- ICMPv4 

o Type 

o Code 

- ICMPv6 

o Type 

o Code 

- IPv4 
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o Source address 

o Destination Address 

o Transport Layer Protocol 

- IPv6 

o Source address 

o Destination Address 

o Transport Layer Protocol and where defined by the ST author, Extension Header Type, Extension Header Fields 

- TCP 

o Source Port 

o Destination Port 

- UDP 

o Source Port 

o Destination Port 

Test 2: Repeat the test evaluation activity above to ensure that stateful traffic filtering rules can be defined for 

each distinct network interface type supported by the TOE. 

Note that these test activities should be performed in conjunction with those of FFW_RUL_EXT.1.9 where the 

effectiveness of the rules is tested. The test activities for FFW_RUL_EXT.1.9 define the protocol/attribute 

combinations required to be tested. If those combinations are configured manually, that will fulfil the objective of 

these test activities, but if those combinations are configured otherwise (e.g., using automation), these test 

activities may be necessary in order to ensure the guidance is correct and the full range of configurations can be 

achieved by a TOE administrator. 

Test 1: The evaluator configured firewall rules for testing of the other FFW_RUL_EXT.1 tests (including 

FFW_RUL_EXT.1.8) using instructions provided within the administrative guidance and found all necessary 

instructions were provided accurately. 

Test 2: The evaluator configured firewall rules for testing of the other FFW_RUL_EXT.1 tests (including 

FFW_RUL_EXT.1.8) using instructions provided within the administrative guidance and found all necessary 

instructions were provided accurately.  The evaluator found that these rules can be applied to all types of 

supported network interfaces. 
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2.5.1.3 STFFW14E:FFW_RUL_EXT.1.3 

TSS Assurance Activities: See FFW_RUL_EXT.1.2 

See FFW_RUL_EXT.1.2 

Guidance Assurance Activities: See FFW_RUL_EXT.1.2 

See FFW_RUL_EXT.1.2 

Testing Assurance Activities: See FFW_RUL_EXT.1.2 

See FFW_RUL_EXT.1.2 

 

2.5.1.4 STFFW14E:FFW_RUL_EXT.1.4 

TSS Assurance Activities: See FFW_RUL_EXT.1.2 

See FFW_RUL_EXT.1.2 

Guidance Assurance Activities: See FFW_RUL_EXT.1.2 

See FFW_RUL_EXT.1.2 

Testing Assurance Activities: See FFW_RUL_EXT.1.2 

See FFW_RUL_EXT.1.2 

 

2.5.1.5 STFFW14E:FFW_RUL_EXT.1.5 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the TSS identifies the protocols that support stateful 

session handling. The TSS shall identify TCP, UDP, and, if selected by the ST author, also ICMP. 

The evaluator shall verify that the TSS describes how stateful sessions are established (including handshake 

processing) and maintained. 

The evaluator shall verify that for TCP, the TSS identifies and describes the use of the following attributes in session 

determination: source and destination addresses, source and destination ports, sequence number, and individual 

flags. 

The evaluator shall verify that for UDP, the TSS identifies and describes the following attributes in session 

determination: source and destination addresses, source and destination ports. 
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The evaluator shall verify that for ICMP (if selected), the TSS identifies and describes the following attributes in 

session determination: source and destination addresses, other attributes chosen in FFW_RUL_EXT.1.5.  

The evaluator shall verify that the TSS describes how established stateful sessions are removed. The TSS shall 

describe how connections are removed for each protocol based on normal completion and/or timeout conditions. 

The TSS shall also indicate when session removal becomes effective (e.g., before the next packet that might match 

the session is processed). 

Section 6.5 of the ST states that the packet header attributes are used to match the packet against state tables 

that contain accepted FTP ‘connections’. If the packet is successfully matched and passes packet sanity checks 

(correct sequence number, acknowledgment number, flags (SYN; ACK; RST; FIN.), then it is concluded that a 

decision has been already made for this traffic flow, and processing may skip past inspection. New ftp connections 

are tracked and flags in a state table are used to know when to clear the connection.  The state table is cleared 

when the connection is closed. The TOE maintains and updates the state table to keep track of creation, open and 

removal of sessions.  To help determine whether a packet can be part of a new session or an established session, 

the TOE uses information in the packet header and protocol header fields to determine the session state to which 

the FTP packet applies.  

Section 6.5 also states that the TOE ages and removes half-open TCP connections based upon the administratively 

configured global “TCP start timeout” (default of 25 seconds).  

For all other packets (non-FTP), inspection is performed against the firewall rules.  The rules have 4 possible 

outcomes: 

1. Accept - the packet is allowed through; 

2. Drop – the packet is dropped without notification to the sender; 

3. Reject – the packet is dropped and the presumed sender is notified. 

If no rule is matched, packets are dropped. 

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the guidance documentation describes stateful 

session behaviours. For example, a TOE might not log packets that are permitted as part of an existing session. 

Section “Stateful Packet Filtering” in the CC Supplement states that the administrator can define packet filtering 

rules in the Policy section of the SmartConsole.  The administrator can specify which services to allow (in this case, 

FTP) as well as a port range to block certain ports from being used. The policy can also be logged, and the log can 

be viewed under the Logs & Monitor Tab. 

An administrator can control the Gateways Stateful Inspection behaviors from the “Global Properties->Stateful 

Inspection” page.  From this page, the administrator can set the session timeouts for TCP, UDP, ICMP, and other IP 

protocols. The options presented here allow control over the types of stateful packets that the TOE can accept 

(ICMP, UDP, or other IP protocols) or drop (TCP, ICMP). For the Out-of-State packets that can be dropped, there is 

an explicit option to log the packets being dropped if desired. 
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The Check Point Security Gateways possess a default firewall policy (a policy is a set of rules, and the default set is 

named “Standard”) that includes an “allow all” rule at the end, and thus if the administrator intends to utilize this 

rule, they must reconfigure the existing allow all rule with to drop all packets (or create a new drop all rule) and 

place this rule at the end of the policy list.  The administrator must also enable logging for this policy in order to 

capture logs for the default drop rule.  Note that all newly defined firewall policies come with a final (default) drop 

all rule. 

Testing Assurance Activities: Test 1: The evaluator shall configure the TOE to permit and log TCP traffic. The 

evaluator shall initiate a TCP session. While the TCP session is being established, the evaluator shall introduce 

session establishment packets with incorrect flags to determine that the altered traffic is not accepted as part of 

the session (i.e., a log event is generated to show the ruleset was applied). After a TCP session is successfully 

established, the evaluator shall alter each of the session determining attributes (source and destination addresses, 

source and destination ports, sequence number, flags) one at a time in order to verify that the altered packets are 

not accepted as part of the established session. 

Test 2: The evaluator shall terminate the TCP session established per Test 1 as described in the TSS. The evaluator 

shall then immediately send a packet matching the former session definition in order to ensure it is not forwarded 

through the TOE without being subject to the ruleset. 

Test 3: The evaluator shall expire (i.e., reach timeout) the TCP session established per Test 1 as described in the 

TSS. The evaluator shall then send a packet matching the former session in order to ensure it is not forwarded 

through the TOE without being subject to the ruleset. 

Test 4: The evaluator shall configure the TOE to permit and log UDP traffic. The evaluator shall establish a UDP 

session. Once a UDP session is established, the evaluator shall alter each of the session determining attributes 

(source and destination addresses, source and destination ports) one at a time in order to verify that the altered 

packets are not accepted as part of the established session. 

Test 5: The evaluator shall expire (i.e., reach timeout) the UDP session established per Test 4 as described in the 

TSS. The evaluator shall then send a packet matching the former session in order to ensure it is not forwarded 

through the TOE without being subject to the ruleset. 

Test 6: If ICMP is selected, the evaluator shall configure the TOE to permit and log ICMP traffic. The evaluator shall 

establish a session for ICMP as defined in the TSS. Once an ICMP session is established, the evaluator shall alter 

each of the session determining attributes (source and destination addresses, other attributes chosen in 

FFW_RUL_EXT.1.5) one at a time in order to verify that the altered packets are not accepted as part of the 

established session. 

Test 7: If applicable, the evaluator shall terminate the ICMP session established per Test 6 as described in the TSS. 

The evaluator shall then immediately send a packet matching the former session definition in order to ensure it is 

not forwarded through the TOE without being subject to the ruleset. 
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Test 8: The evaluator shall expire (i.e., reach timeout) the ICMP session established per Test 6 as described in the 

TSS. The evaluator shall then send a packet matching the former session in order to ensure it is not forwarded 

through the TOE without being subject to the ruleset. 

Test 1: The evaluator set up a test configuration allowing packets to be captured on both (ingress and egress) sides 

of the TOE. Using guidance, the evaluator configured the TOE to allow and log network traffic for a valid TCP 

session. The evaluator started transmitting packets from a test server to establish a valid TCP session. The packets 

being sent were constructed such that they would be permitted to pass through the TOE. During the TCP session 

negotiation, the evaluator transmitted a packet with incorrect flags. The evaluator ensured by examining the TOE 

logs and viewing captured packets, that the packet with incorrect flags was discarded as not being part of the 

session. The evaluator also sent packets with incorrect source and destination addresses, incorrect source and 

destination ports, and incorrect flags and sequence numbers. The evaluator confirmed (through logs and packet 

captures) that all non-matching packets are not treated as part of the established session. These steps were 

performed using both IPv4 and IPv6.  

Test 2: Continuing from Test 1, the evaluator performed a similar test and started transmitting packets from a test 

server to establish a valid TCP session. The packets being sent were constructed such that they would be permitted 

to pass through the TOE. The evaluator then terminated the TCP session, and attempted to send additional packets 

using the same TCP session information. The evaluator ensured by examining the TOE logs and viewing captured 

packets, that the packets sent after the session termination, were not passed by the TOE as part of the session. 

These tests were performed using both IPv4 and IPv6.  

Test 3: Repeated Test 2, expiring the session rather than explicitly terminating the session, using both IPv4 and 

IPv6. The evaluator observed that no packets sent after a session expiration were treated by the TOE as part of the 

original TCP session.  

Test 4: The evaluator set up a test configuration allowing packets to be captured on both (ingress and egress) sides 

of the TOE. Using guidance, the evaluator configured the TOE to allow and log network traffic for a valid UDP 

session. The evaluator started transmitting packets from a test server to establish a valid UDP session. The packets 

being sent were constructed such that they would be permitted to pass through the TOE. The evaluator also sent 

packets with incorrect source and destination addresses and incorrect source and destination ports. The evaluator 

confirmed (through logs and packet captures) that all nonmatching packets are not treated as part of the 

established session. These steps were performed using both IPv4 and IPv6.  

Test 5: The evaluator performed test 3 (using an expired session) using a UDP session rather than a TCP session.  

Test 6: Not Applicable – ICMP was not selected.  

Test 7:  Not Applicable.  ICMP was not selected.  

Test 8: Not Applicable.  ICMP was not selected.  
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2.5.1.6 STFFW14E:FFW_RUL_EXT.1.6 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the TSS identifies the following as packets that will be 

automatically dropped and are counted or logged: 

a) Packets which are invalid fragments, including a description of what constitutes an invalid fragment 

b) Fragments that cannot be completely re-assembled 

c) Packets where the source address is defined as being on a broadcast network 

d) Packets where the source address is defined as being on a multicast network 

e) Packets where the source address is defined as being a loopback address  

f) The TSF shall reject and be capable of logging network packets where the source or destination address of the 

network packet is defined as being unspecified (i.e. 0.0.0.0) or an address 'reserved for future use' (i.e. 

240.0.0.0/4) as specified in RFC 5735 for IPv4; 

g) The TSF shall reject and be capable of logging network packets where the source or destination address of the 

network packet is defined as an 'unspecified address' or an address 'reserved for future definition and use' (i.e. 

unicast addresses not in this address range: 2000::/3) as specified in RFC 3513 for IPv6; 

h) Packets with the IP options: Loose Source Routing, Strict Source Routing, or Record Route specified 

i) Other packets defined in FFW_RUL_EXT.1.6 (if any). 

Section 6.5 of the ST states that the firewall will drop all of the following types of packets and may optionally log 

them if configured to do so: 

1. Packets which are invalid fragments, including a description of what constitutes an invalid fragment 
2. Fragments that cannot be completely re-assembled 
3. Packets where the source address is equal to the address of the network interface where the network 

packet was received 
4. Packets where the source address does not belong to the networks associated with the network interface 

where the network packet was received, including a description of how the TOE determines whether a 
source address belongs to a network associated with a given network interface 

5. Packets where the source address is defined as being on a broadcast network 
6. Packets where the source address is defined as being on a multicast network 
7. Packets where the source address is defined as being a loopback address 
8. Packets where the source or destination address of the network packet is a link-local address 
9. Packets where the source or destination address of the network packet is defined as being an address 

'reserved for future use' as specified in RFC 5735 for IPv4 
10. Packets where the source or destination address of the network packet is defined as an 'unspecified 

address' or an address 'reserved for future definition and use' as specified in RFC 3513 for IPv6 
11. Packets with the IP options: Loose Source Routing, Strict Source Routing, or Record Route specified 

An administrator can configure logging for a rule by specifying “Log” under the “Track” column of the firewall rule. 
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Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the guidance documentation describes packets that 

are discarded and potentially logged by default. If applicable protocols are identified, their descriptions need to be 

consistent with the TSS. If logging is configurable, the evaluator shall verify that applicable instructions are 

provided to configure auditing of automatically rejected packets. 

Section “Stateful Packet Filtering” in the CC Supplement states that the administrator can define packet filtering 

rules in the Policy section of the SmartConsole.  The administrator can specify which services to allow (in this case, 

FTP) as well as a port range to block certain ports from being used. The policy can also be logged, and the log can 

be viewed under the Logs & Monitor Tab. 

An administrator can control the Gateways Stateful Inspection behaviors from the “Global Properties->Stateful 

Inspection” page.  From this page, the administrator can set the session timeouts for TCP, UDP, ICMP, and other IP 

protocols. The options presented here allow control over the types of stateful packets that the TOE can accept 

(ICMP, UDP, or other IP protocols) or drop (TCP, ICMP). For the Out-of-State packets that can be dropped, there is 

an explicit option to log the packets being dropped if desired. 

The Check Point Security Gateways possess a default firewall policy (a policy is a set of rules, and the default set is 

named “Standard”) that includes an “allow all” rule at the end, and thus if the administrator intends to utilize this 

rule, they must reconfigure the existing allow all rule with to drop all packets (or create a new drop all rule) and 

place this rule at the end of the policy list.  The administrator must also enable logging for this policy in order to 

capture logs for the default drop rule.  Note that all newly defined firewall policies come with a final (default) drop 

all rule. 

Testing Assurance Activities: Both IPv4 and IPv6 shall be tested for items a), b), c), d), and e) of the SFR element. 

Both IPv4 and IPv6 shall be tested for item i) unless the rule definition is specific to IPv4 or IPv6. Note: f), g), and h) 

are specific to IPv4 or IPv6 and shall be tested accordingly. 

Test 1: The evaluator shall test each of the conditions for automatic packet rejection in turn. In each case, the TOE 

should be configured to allow all network traffic and the evaluator shall generate a packet or packet fragment that 

is to be rejected. The evaluator shall use packet captures to ensure that the unallowable packet or packet fragment 

is not passed through the TOE. 

Test 2: For each of the cases above, the evaluator shall use any applicable guidance to enable dropped packet 

logging or counting. In each case above, the evaluator shall ensure that the rejected packet or packet fragment 

was recorded (either logged or an appropriate counter incremented). 

Test 1/Test 2: The evaluator set up a test configuration allowing packets to be captured on both (ingress and 

egress) sides of the TOE. The evaluator configured firewall rules to allow all network traffic and enabled rejected 

packet logging.  The evaluator tested each condition for automatic packet rejection (as specified in 

FFW_RUL_EXT.1.6) by generating the types of packets constructed to meet those conditions.  The evaluator 

observed that the TOE rejected and logged all of these packets. 
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2.5.1.7 STFFW14E:FFW_RUL_EXT.1.7 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the TSS explains how the following traffic can be dropped 

and counted or logged: 

a) Packets where the source address is equal to the address of the network interface where the network packet 

was received 

b) Packets where the source or destination address of the network packet is a link-local address 

c) Packets where the source address does not belong to the networks associated with the network interface where 

the network packet was received, including a description of how the TOE determines whether a source address 

belongs to a network associated with a given network interface 

Section 6.5 of the ST provides a list of the types of packets that the firewall will drop and optionally log.  Included 

in this list are the following:  

1. Packets where the source address is equal to the address of the network interface where the network 
packet was received 

2. Packets where the source or destination address of the network packet is a link-local address 
3. Packets where the source address does not belong to the networks associated with the network interface 

where the network packet was received, including a description of how the TOE determines whether a 

source address belongs to a network associated with a given network interface 

An administrator can configure logging for a rule by specifying “Log” under the “Track” column of the firewall rule. 

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the guidance documentation describes how the TOE 

can be configured to implement the required rules. If logging is configurable, the evaluator shall verify that 

applicable instructions are provided to configure auditing of automatically rejected packets. 

Section “Stateful Packet Filtering” in the CC Supplement states that the administrator can define packet filtering 

rules in the Policy section of the SmartConsole.  The administrator can specify which services to allow (in this case, 

FTP) as well as a port range to block certain ports from being used. The policy can also be logged, and the log can 

be viewed under the Logs & Monitor Tab. 

An administrator can control the Gateways Stateful Inspection behaviors from the “Global Properties->Stateful 

Inspection” page.  From this page, the administrator can set the session timeouts for TCP, UDP, ICMP, and other IP 

protocols. The options presented here allow control over the types of stateful packets that the TOE can accept 

(ICMP, UDP, or other IP protocols) or drop (TCP, ICMP). For the Out-of-State packets that can be dropped, there is 

an explicit option to log the packets being dropped if desired. 

The Check Point Security Gateways possess a default firewall policy (a policy is a set of rules, and the default set is 

named “Standard”) that includes an “allow all” rule at the end, and thus if the administrator intends to utilize this 

rule, they must reconfigure the existing allow all rule with to drop all packets (or create a new drop all rule) and 

place this rule at the end of the policy list.  The administrator must also enable logging for this policy in order to 
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capture logs for the default drop rule.  Note that all newly defined firewall policies come with a final (default) drop 

all rule. 

SmartConsole provides a graphical user interface in order to configure settings and create packet filters in the TOE. 

To create firewall rules, the administrator must log into SmartConsole, click on the “Security Policies” tab on the 

left, and then click the “Add rule above” or “Add rule below” button along the top of the tab. The rule will appear 

as a blank rule in the policy list. An administrator can then customize the rule by specifying the source address or 

network, destination address or network, a VPN service (or community), any services to filter (including protocols 

such as HTTPS, customized services such as various protocol numbers, and TCP and UDP port ranges), an Action 

(accept, drop, reject, or Legacy actions), tracking the filtering rules (such as Log and Alert), where the policy is 

installed, and the time(s) at which the policy will apply. 

Testing Assurance Activities: Test 1: The evaluator shall configure the TOE to drop and log network traffic where 

the source address of the packet matches that of the TOE network interface upon which the traffic was received. 

The evaluator shall generate suitable network traffic to match the configured rule and verify that the traffic is 

dropped and a log message generated. 

Test 2: The evaluator shall configure the TOE to drop and log network traffic where the source IP address of the 

packet fails to match the network reachability information of the interface to which it is targeted, e.g. if the TOE 

believes that network network 192.168.1.0/24 is reachable through interface 2, network traffic with a source 

address from the 192.168.1.0/24 network should be generated and sent to an interface other than interface 2. The 

evaluator shall verify that the network traffic is dropped and a log message generated. 

Test 1 and Test 2: The evaluator executed a GSS Test server script to send a series of packets to the TOE, while 

capturing both the packets entering into the TOE (Test Network/IN pcap) as well as those exiting the TOE (Probe 

Network/OUT pcap).  For each test, in addition to the IN and OUT network captures, the GSS Test server produces 

a log describing the type of packet sent as well as an automated analysis of the resulting packet captures to 

determine whether the test passed or not (based upon whether the sent packet appears correctly in the inbound 

capture and its absence in the outbound capture).  

As can be seen from an examination of the log files and captures, the TOE correctly blocked all each of the packets 

directed to it. 

 

2.5.1.8 STFFW14E:FFW_RUL_EXT.1.8 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the TSS describes the algorithm applied to incoming 

packets, including the processing of default rules, determination of whether a packet is part of an established 

session, and application of administrator defined and ordered ruleset. 

Section 6.5 of the ST indicates that every IPv4 and IPv6 packet received by the Check Point Security Gateway 

Appliances gateway is intercepted by the firewall kernel.  Fragmented packets are first reassembled.  IPv4/v6 

packets with unauthorized IP options (e.g. source route option) are dropped.  
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When an IP packet is received on a network interface, its source address is compared to topology information 

configured by the authorized administrator. If the source address does not correspond to the set of network 

addresses that match the given network interface, the packet is dropped as a spoofed packet. Note that broadcast 

and loopback addresses are never considered valid source addresses and are therefore rejected. 

ESP-encapsulated packets are first decrypted and verified. The packet header attributes are used to match the 

packet against state tables that contain accepted FTP ‘connections’. If the packet is successfully matched and 

passes packet sanity checks (correct sequence number, acknowledgment number, flags (SYN; ACK; RST; FIN.), then 

it is concluded that a decision has been already made for this traffic flow, and processing may skip past inspection. 

New ftp connections are tracked and flags in a state table are used to know when to clear the connection.  

For all other packets, inspection is performed against the firewall rules.  The rules have 4 possible outcomes: 

1. Accept - the packet is allowed through; 
2. Drop – the packet is dropped without notification to the sender; 
3. Reject – the packet is dropped and the presumed sender is notified.   
4. If no rule is matched, packets are dropped. 

Firewall rules can be set to filter on protocol, source address, destination address, source port, destination port, 

ICMP type or ICMP code.  All protocols including icmpv4, icmpv6, ipv4, ipv6, tcp, and udp may be used in firewall 

rules. If any interface is overwhelmed with traffic, it will drop the packets. An administrator can configure logging 

for a rule by specifying “Log” under the “Track” column of the firewall rule. 

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the guidance documentation describes how the 

order of stateful traffic filtering rules is determined and provides the necessary instructions so that an 

administrator can configure the order of rule processing. 

Section “Stateful Packet Filtering” in the CC Supplement states that the Firewall tab of the SmartConsole displays 

the firewall rules in the order that the Gateways apply them during packet processing.  An administrator can 

reorder the rules with SmartConsole by simply dragging them up or down within the Security Policies tab.   

SmartConsole provides a graphical user interface in order to configure settings and create packet filters in the TOE. 

To create firewall rules, the administrator must log into SmartConsole, click on the “Security Policies” tab on the 

left, and then click the “Add rule above” or “Add rule below” button along the top of the tab. The rule will appear 

as a blank rule in the policy list. An administrator can then customize the rule by specifying the source address or 

network, destination address or network, a VPN service (or community), any services to filter (including protocols 

such as HTTPS, customized services such as various protocol numbers, and TCP and UDP port ranges), an Action 

(accept, drop, reject, or Legacy actions), tracking the filtering rules (such as Log and Alert), where the policy is 

installed, and the time(s) at which the policy will apply. 

Testing Assurance Activities: Test1: If the TOE implements a mechanism that ensures that no conflicting rules can 

be configured, the evaluator shall try to configure two conflicting rules and verify that the TOE rejects the 

conflicting rule(s). It is important to verify that the mechanism is implemented in the TOE but not in the non-TOE 

environment. If the TOE does not implement a mechanism that ensures that no conflicting rules can be configured, 

the evaluator shall devise two equal stateful traffic filtering rules with alternate operations â€“ permit and drop. 
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The rules should then be deployed in two distinct orders and in each case the evaluator shall ensure that the first 

rule is enforced in both cases by generating applicable packets and using packet capture and logs for confirmation. 

(TD0545 applied) 

Test 2: The evaluator shall repeat the procedure above, except that the two rules should be devised where one is a 

subset of the other (e.g., a specific address vs. a network segment). Again, the evaluator should test both orders to 

ensure that the first is enforced regardless of the specificity of the rule. 

Test 1: The evaluator configured the TOE with a rule to permit traffic to a specific destination, followed by a rule to 

deny traffic to the same specific destination. The evaluator then generated applicable packets and observed that 

packets were accepted and the connection allowed.  Next the evaluator configured the TOE with a rule to first 

deny traffic to a specific destination, followed by a rule to permit traffic to that same specific destination. The 

evaluator then generated applicable packets and observed that the connection was rejected.  These tests were 

repeated with IPv4 and IPv6.    

Test 2: Continuing from test 1, the evaluator configured the TOE with a rule to permit traffic to a specific 

destination followed by a rule with a wildcard that contains the subset of the first rule and denies traffic. The 

evaluator then generated applicable packets and observed that packets were accepted and the connection 

allowed. Next the evaluator configured the TOE with a rule to first deny traffic to a group of destinations set by 

wildcard, followed by a rule to permit traffic to a specific destination which is a subset of the previous rule. The 

evaluator then generated applicable packets and observed that the connection was rejected. The results verified 

that configured rules are enforced in order, so the first of two otherwise equal rules will result in the first being 

enforced. These tests were repeated with IPv4 and IPv6. 

 

2.5.1.9 STFFW14E:FFW_RUL_EXT.1.9 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the TSS describes the process for applying stateful traffic 

filtering rules and also that the behavior (either by default, or as configured by the administrator) is to deny 

packets when there is no rule match unless another required conditions allows the network traffic (i.e., 

FFW_RUL_EXT.1.5 or FFW_RUL_EXT.2.1). 

Section 6.5 of the ST indicates that every IPv4 and IPv6 packet received by the Check Point Security Gateway 

Appliances gateway is intercepted by the firewall kernel.  Fragmented packets are first reassembled.  IPv4/v6 

packets with unauthorized IP options (e.g. source route option) are dropped.  

When an IP packet is received on a network interface, its source address is compared to topology information 

configured by the authorized administrator. If the source address does not correspond to the set of network 

addresses that match the given network interface, the packet is dropped as a spoofed packet. Note that broadcast 

and loopback addresses are never considered valid source addresses and are therefore rejected. 

ESP-encapsulated packets are first decrypted and verified. The packet header attributes are used to match the 

packet against state tables that contain accepted FTP ‘connections’. If the packet is successfully matched and 

passes packet sanity checks (correct sequence number, acknowledgment number, flags (SYN; ACK; RST; FIN.), then 
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it is concluded that a decision has been already made for this traffic flow, and processing may skip past inspection. 

New ftp connections are tracked and flags in a state table are used to know when to clear the connection.  

For all other packets, inspection is performed against the firewall rules.  The rules have 4 possible outcomes: 

1. Accept - the packet is allowed through; 
2. Drop – the packet is dropped without notification to the sender; 
3. Reject – the packet is dropped and the presumed sender is notified.   
4. If no rule is matched, packets are dropped. 

Firewall rules can be set to filter on protocol, source address, destination address, source port, destination port, 

ICMP type or ICMP code.  All protocols including icmpv4, icmpv6, ipv4, ipv6, tcp, and udp may be used in firewall 

rules. If any interface is overwhelmed with traffic, it will drop the packets. An administrator can configure logging 

for a rule by specifying “Log” under the “Track” column of the firewall rule. 

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the guidance documentation describes the behavior 

if no rules or special conditions apply to the network traffic. If the behavior is configurable, the evaluator shall 

verify that the guidance documentation provides the appropriate instructions to configure the behavior to deny 

packets with no matching rules. 

The “Stateful Packet Filtering” section of the CC Supplement states that the Check Point Security Gateways possess 

a default firewall policy (a policy is a set of rules, and the default set is named “Standard”) that includes an “allow 

all” rule at the end, and thus if the administrator intends to utilize this rule, they must reconfigure the existing 

allow all rule with to drop all packets (or create a new drop all rule) and place this rule at the end of the policy list.  

The administrator must also enable logging for this policy in order to capture logs for the default drop rule.  Note 

that all newly defined firewall policies come with a final (default) drop all rule. 

SmartConsole provides a graphical user interface in order to configure settings and create packet filters in the TOE. 

To create firewall rules, the administrator must log into SmartConsole, click on the “Security Policies” tab on the 

left, and then click the “Add rule above” or “Add rule below” button along the top of the tab. The rule will appear 

as a blank rule in the policy list. An administrator can then customize the rule by specifying the source address or 

network, destination address or network, a VPN service (or community), any services to filter (including protocols 

such as HTTPS, customized services such as various protocol numbers, and TCP and UDP port ranges), an Action 

(accept, drop, reject, or Legacy actions), tracking the filtering rules (such as Log and Alert), where the policy is 

installed, and the time(s) at which the policy will apply. 

Testing Assurance Activities: For each attribute in FFW_RUL_EXT.1.2, the evaluator shall construct a test to 

demonstrate that the TOE can correctly compare the attribute from the packet header to the ruleset, and shall 

demonstrate both the permit and deny for each case. It shall also be verified that a packet is dropped if no 

matching rule can be identified for the packet. The evaluator shall check the log in each case to confirm that the 

relevant rule was applied. The evaluator shall record a packet capture for each test to demonstrate the correct 

TOE behaviour. 
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Each attribute in FFW_RUL_EXT.1.2 is demonstrated through the testing of the numerous test variations, where 

each variation attempts to send traffic through the TOE.  Traffic is generated to match specific aspects of the 

configured firewall rule set.   In addition, the evaluator tested variations for ICMPv4, ICMPv6, IPV4 and IPV6. 

 

 

2.5.1.10 STFFW14E:FFW_RUL_EXT.1.10 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the TSS describes how the TOE tracks and maintains 

information relating to the number of half-open TCP connections. The TSS should identify how the TOE behaves 

when the administratively defined limit is reached and should describe under what circumstances stale half-open 

connections are removed (e.g. after a timer expires). 

Section 6.5 of the ST states that the TOE provides “SYN Attack” protections that allow the administrator to 

configure tracking of half-open TCP connections for all hosts protected by the Security Gateway.  Upon configuring 

a threshold number of half-open TCP connections (default of 10000), the TOE, upon detecting that number of SYN 

requests and the corresponding SYN-ACK responses (from a host), drops subsequent TCP SYN packets destined for 

the host.  The TOE ages and removes half-open TCP connections based upon the administratively configured global 

“TCP start timeout” (default of 25 seconds).  After expiring enough half-open TCP sessions, the TOE stops dropping 

new TCP SYN packets until the threshold is exceeded. 

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the guidance documentation describes the 

behaviour of imposing TCP half-open connection limits and its default state if unconfigured. The evaluator shall 

verify that the guidance clearly indicates the conditions under which new connections will be dropped e.g. 

perdestination or per-client. 

Section “Syn-Flood Attack Prevention” in the CC Supplement states that by default, Gateways allow for 10000 half-

open TCP connections to be outstanding to a specific destination. Each attempted connection has a default 

timeout of 60 seconds that can be configured in the Global Properties settings in SmartConsole. This timeout can 

be configured anywhere in the range of 60-86400 seconds.  

Testing Assurance Activities: Test 1: The evaluator shall define a TCP half-open connection limit on the TOE. The 

evaluator shall generate TCP SYN requests to pass through the TOE to the target system using a randomised source 

IP address and common destination IP address. The number of SYN requests should exceed the TCP half-open 

threshold defined on the TOE. TCP SYN-ACK messages should not be acknowledged. The evaluator shall verify 

through packet capture that once the defined TCP half-open threshold has been reached, subsequent TCP SYN 

packets are not transmitted to the target system. The evaluator shall verify that when the configured threshold is 

reached that, depending upon the selection, either a log entry is generated or a counter is incremented. 
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Test 1 - The evaluator followed the guidance to configure a SYN flooding threshold with a limit of 1000 half open 

TCP connections. The evaluator then used a packet generator to send SYN packets with randomized source IP 

address and common destination IP address numbering twice the configured threshold. The evaluator verified that 

the TOE correctly permitted only the configured number of packets, denied all packets beyond the threshold  and 

generated a log entry. 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the TSS provides a description of the TOE's 

initialization/startup process, which clearly indicates where processing of network packets begins to take place, 

and provides a discussion that supports the assertion that packets cannot flow during this process. 

The evaluator shall verify that the TSS also include a narrative that identifies the components (e.g., active entity 

such as a process or task) involved in processing the network packets and describe the safeguards that would 

prevent packets flowing through the TOE without applying the ruleset in the event of a component failure. This 

could include the failure of a component, such as a process being terminated, or a failure within a component, 

such as memory buffers full and cannot process packets. The description shall also include a description how the 

TOE behaves in the situation where the traffic exceeds the amount of traffic the TOE can handle and how it is 

ensured that also in this condition stateful traffic filtering rules are still applied so that traffic does not pass that 

shouldn't pass according to the specified rules. 

Section 6.5 of the ST states that during the Check Point Security Gateway Appliances gateway boot process, there 

is a lag between the time when the network interface is operational, and the time that the Stateful Traffic Filtering 

functionality is fully functioning.  During this time boot security is enforced: 

• Traffic flow through the appliance is disabled; and 

• Traffic to and from the appliance is controlled by a Default Filter that drops all external traffic to the 

appliance 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The guidance documentation associated with this requirement is 

assessed in the subsequent test evaluation activities. 

See subsequent test assurance activities.  

Component Testing Assurance Activities: Test 1: The evaluator shall attempt to get network traffic to flow through 

the TOE while the TOE is being initialized. A steady flow of network packets that would otherwise be denied by the 

ruleset should be sourced and be directed at a host. The evaluator shall verify using a packet sniffer that none of 

the generated network traffic is permitted through the firewall during initialization. 

Test 2: The evaluator shall attempt to get network traffic to flow through the TOE while the TOE is being initialized. 

A steady flow of network packets that would be permitted by the ruleset should be sourced and be directed at a 

host. The evaluator shall verify using a packet sniffer that none of the generated network traffic is permitted 

through the firewall during initialization and is only permitted once initialization is complete. 
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Note: The remaining testing associated with application of the ruleset is addressed in the subsequent test 

evaluation activities. 

Test 1: The evaluator configured the TOE to block network traffic directed at a specific destination.  The evaluator 

started transmitting packets from a test server.  The packets being sent were constructed such that they should be 

blocked by the configured rule.  The evaluator rebooted the TOE and stopped the packet capture once the TOE 

was booted up and presented the login prompt.  The evaluator observed that during the reboot the TOE did not 

permit any of the generated network traffic through the firewall.  

Test 2:  The evaluator configured the TOE to permit network traffic directed at a specific destination.  The 

evaluator started transmitting packets from a test server. The packets being sent were constructed such that they 

should be permitted by the configured rule. The evaluator rebooted the TOE and stopped the packet capture once 

the TOE was booted up and presented the login prompt.  The evaluator observed that during the reboot the TOE 

did not permit any of the generated network traffic through the firewall.  Once initialization was complete, the 

evaluator observed in the packet captures that traffic flowed through the TOE and that the rules were properly 

enforced. 

2.5.2 STATEFUL FILTERING OF DYNAMIC PROTOCOLS  

(STFFW14E:FFW_RUL_EXT.2) 

2.5.2.1 STFFW14E:FFW_RUL_EXT.2.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the TSS identifies the protocols that can cause 

the automatic creation of dynamic packet filtering rules. In some cases rather than creating dynamic rules, the TOE 

might establish stateful sessions to support some identified protocol behaviors 

The evaluator shall verify that the TSS explains the dynamic nature of session establishment and removal. The TSS 

also shall explain any logging ramifications. 

The evaluator shall verify that for each of the protocols selected, the TSS explains the dynamic nature of session 

establishment and removal specific to the protocol. 

Section 6.5 of the ST states that the packet header attributes are used to match the packet against state tables 

that contain accepted FTP ‘connections’. If the packet is successfully matched and passes packet sanity checks 

(correct sequence number, acknowledgment number, flags (SYN; ACK; RST; FIN.), then it is concluded that a 

decision has been already made for this traffic flow, and processing may skip past inspection. New ftp connections 

are tracked and flags in a state table are used to know when to clear the connection. The state table is cleared 

when the connection is closed. The TOE maintains and updates the state table to keep track of creation, open, and 

removal sessions.  To help determine whether a packet can be part of a new session or an established session, the 
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TOE uses information in the packet header and protocol header fields to determine the session state to which the 

FTP packet applies. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the guidance documentation describes 

dynamic session establishment capabilities. 

The evaluator shall verify that the guidance documentation describes the logging of dynamic sessions consistent 

with the TSS. 

Section “Dynamic Session Establishment” in the CC Supplement states that Gateway devices support dynamic 

session establishment for FTP. This means that FTP can be “whitelisted” even when all protocols or ports are 

“blacklisted”. If the Firewall Policy is configured properly, FTP connections can be established through the Gateway 

despite the FTP connection targeting blocked ports or using packet types that are not allowed. An example policy 

of how this can be done is also provided in this section. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: Test 1: The evaluator shall define stateful traffic filtering rules to permit 

and log traffic for each of the supported protocols and drop and log TCP and UDP ports above 1024. Subsequently, 

the evaluator shall establish a connection for each of the selected protocols in order to ensure that it succeeds. 

The evaluator shall examine the generated logs to verify they are consistent with the guidance documentation. 

Test 2: Continuing from Test 1, the evaluator shall determine (e.g., using a packet sniffer) which port above 1024 

opened by the control protocol, terminate the connection session, and then verify that TCP or UDP (depending on 

the protocol selection) packets cannot be sent through the TOE using the same source and destination addresses 

and ports. 

Test 3: For each additionally supported protocol, the evaluator shall repeat the procedure above for the protocol. 

In each case the evaluator must use the applicable RFC or standard in order to determine what range of ports to 

block in order to ensure the dynamic rules are created and effective. 

Test 1:  The evaluator first configured the TOE and created two  firewall rules – the first rule allows FTP traffic (TCP, 

port 21) for a specific destination, and a second rule to block TCP traffic for ports above 1024). The evaluator then 

used a test server to attempt FTP connections through the TOE to an FTP server.  An FTP session was successfully 

established through the TOE.  Packet captures were obtained for this connection. The packet captures show that 

the TOE did not block any of the FTP related connections, even though the TOE was configured with a rule to block 

TCP packets with a destination port great than 1024.  In other words, the TOE correctly, dynamically allowed 

establishment of FTP data sessions. 

Test 2:  Continuing from test 1, after closing the FTP session, the evaluator attempted to send TCP packets through 

the FTP session data ports identified.  The evaluator observed that the TOE correctly blocked the attempts to reuse 

the FTP data ports. 

Test 3:  Not applicable.  The TOE does not claim support for any other protocols. 
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2.6 IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION (FIA) 

 

2.6.1 AUTHENTICATION FAILURE MANAGEMENT  (NDCPP22E:FIA_AFL.1) 

 

2.6.1.1 NDCPP22E:FIA_AFL.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.6.1.2 NDCPP22E:FIA_AFL.1.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that it contains a 

description, for each supported method for remote administrative actions, of how successive unsuccessful 

authentication attempts are detected and tracked. The TSS shall also describe the method by which the remote 

administrator is prevented from successfully logging on to the TOE, and the actions necessary to restore this 

ability. 

The evaluator shall examine the TSS to confirm that the TOE ensures that authentication failures by remote 

administrators cannot lead to a situation where no administrator access is available, either permanently or 

temporarily (e.g. by providing local logon which is not subject to blocking). 

Section 6.6 states that the TOE provides a password mechanism for authentication users. Users may authenticate 

locally via a serial connection for the CLI or remotely via the SmartConsole application whose connection is 

encapsulated over IPsec. Internally the TOE keeps track of failed login attempts. The TOE supports the capability to 

lock an account for a period of time configurable via the TOE configuration.  If an administrator fails login for a 

configured number of attempts, the administrator is either locked out for a period of time or until the primary 

administrator unlocks the account.   The local CLI remains available when the remote account is locked out.  

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the guidance documentation to ensure 

that instructions for configuring the number of successive unsuccessful authentication attempts and time period (if 

implemented) are provided, and that the process of allowing the remote administrator to once again successfully 
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log on is described for each 'action' specified (if that option is chosen). If different actions or mechanisms are 

implemented depending on the secure protocol employed (e.g., TLS vs. SSH), all must be described. 

The evaluator shall examine the guidance documentation to confirm that it describes, and identifies the 

importance of, any actions that are required in order to ensure that administrator access will always be 

maintained, even if remote administration is made permanently or temporarily unavailable due to blocking of 

accounts as a result of FIA_AFL.1. 

Section “Configuring Unsuccessful Authentication Attempts” in the CC Supplement states that Administrators can 

configure a limit on the number of unsuccessful authentication attempts before an account becomes locked, from 

SmartConsole’s “Manage & Settings”-> “Preferences & Administration”-> “Advanced”-> “Login Restrictions”” 

menu.  While the main administrator account can be blocked after a configured number of authentication 

attempts, local CLI connection attempts are never blocked for the administrator. This prevents the administrator 

from being denied service during an attack. 

The “Initial Authentication Configuration” section of the CC Supplement states that administrators can set the 

lock-out time in SmartConsole by clicking on “Manage & Settings” on the left, selecting “Preferences & 

Administration”, and “Advanced”, and then configuring the failed authentication attempts and lockout minutes 

under “Login Restrictions”. 

Section “Restricting Login Attempts” provides in the CC Supplement a screenshot which identifies how the TOE can 

be configured to limit the number of unsuccessful authentication attempts and to set the lockout time period.  

Section “Unlocking an Administrative Account” in the CC Supplement provides instructions for the primary (super 

user) administrator to unlock a non super user administrative account.  

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following tests for each method by 

which remote administrators access the TOE (e.g. any passwords entered as part of establishing the connection 

protocol or the remote administrator application): 

a) Test 1: The evaluator shall use the operational guidance to configure the number of successive unsuccessful 

authentication attempts allowed by the TOE (and, if the time period selection in FIA_AFL.1.2 is included in the ST, 

then the evaluator shall also use the operational guidance to configure the time period after which access is re-

enabled). The evaluator shall test that once the authentication attempts limit is reached, authentication attempts 

with valid credentials are no longer successful. 

b) Test 2: After reaching the limit for unsuccessful authentication attempts as in Test 1 above, the evaluator shall 

proceed as follows. 

If the administrator action selection in FIA_AFL.1.2 is included in the ST then the evaluator shall confirm by testing 

that following the operational guidance and performing each action specified in the ST to re-enable the remote 

administrator's access results in successful access (when using valid credentials for that administrator). 
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If the time period selection in FIA_AFL.1.2 is included in the ST then the evaluator shall wait for just less than the 

time period configured in Test 1 and show that an authorisation attempt using valid credentials does not result in 

successful access. The evaluator shall then wait until just after the time period configured in Test 1 and show that 

an authorisation attempt using valid credentials results in successful access. 

Test 1 & Test 2: The evaluator performed lockout testing with an invalid attempt threshold of 3 attempts and a 

lockout time of 5 minutes. The evaluator confirmed that once the authentication attempts limit is reached, 

authentication attempts with valid credentials are no longer successful. After the 5 minute time period elapsed, 

the evaluator logged in with valid credentials and confirmed that the account was no longer locked.  Next the 

evaluator configured the TOE to lock out after 5 failed login attempts and to only be manually unlockable. The 

evaluator confirmed that after 5 failed attempts, the account was locked.  The evaluator then followed the steps in 

the guidance to unlock the account and successfully logged back in.  

 

2.6.2 PASSWORD MANAGEMENT  (NDCPP22E:FIA_PMG_EXT.1) 

 

2.6.2.1 NDCPP22E:FIA_PMG_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that it contains the lists of 

the supported special character(s) and minimum and maximum number of charters supported for administrator 

passwords. 

Section 6.6 of ST states the TOE supports passwords of varying length and allows an administrator to specify a 

minimum password length between 8 and 100 characters on the SmartConsole and 128 characters on the 

Command Line Interface. Passwords can be composed of any alphabetic, numeric, and a wide range of special 

characters (identified in FIA_PMG_EXT.1 as follows: '!', '@', '#', '$', '%', '&', '*', '(', ')'). 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the guidance documentation to 

determine that it: 

a) identifies the characters that may be used in passwords and provides guidance to security administrators on the 

composition of strong passwords, and 

b) provides instructions on setting the minimum password length and describes the valid minimum password 

lengths supported. 
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The “Initial Authentication Configuration” section of the CC Supplement states that the TOE’s Install Guide 

requires an operator to configure the administrator account password upon a first time installation. As part of the 

Install Guide (section titled “Stage 3: First Time Configuration Wizard”), the operator uses the TOE’s WebUI in 

order to continue first time set-up.  During this setup, the operator will configure a username and password for 

SmartConsole, which is used to configure the TOE’s policies and settings.   

The “Password Complexity” section of the CC Supplement provides instructions for configuring the minimum 

password length via the “set password-controls” command and specifies a minimum password length between 8 

and 1001 characters and describes the password character set the TOE supports. This section also mentions in 

regards to CLI, the min-password-length which can be set between 8 and 128. 

The “Stage 2: Setting an Admin password from the Console” section in the Install Guide describes how to login to 

the Gaia console interface for the first time and how to enter a new password.  It states that the password must be 

between 8 and 1001characters in length, have a mixture of alphabetic and numeric characters and at least four 

different characters.  The guide also advises the user not to use simple dictionary words or common strings.  Step 5 

in the “Evaluation Configuration (mandatory)” section of the Install Guide provides the command for setting the 

minimum password length.  

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following tests. 

Test 1: The evaluator shall compose passwords that meet the requirements in some way. For each password, the 

evaluator shall verify that the TOE supports the password. While the evaluator is not required (nor is it feasible) to 

test all possible compositions of passwords, the evaluator shall ensure that all characters, and a minimum length 

listed in the requirement are supported and justify the subset of those characters chosen for testing. 

Test 2: The evaluator shall compose passwords that do not meet the requirements in some way. For each 

password, the evaluator shall verify that the TOE does not support the password. While the evaluator is not 

required (nor is it feasible) to test all possible compositions of passwords, the evaluator shall ensure that the TOE 

enforces the allowed characters and the minimum length listed in the requirement and justify the subset of those 

characters chosen for testing. 

Test 1 - The evaluator configured the minimum password length to 8, and verified that the device accepts a 

password length of 8 as well as accepts password compositions listed in the requirement. 

Test 2 - The evaluator configured the minimum password length to 8, and verified that the device rejects a 

password length of 7 as well as rejects a password that exceeds the maximum length for a password. 

 

2.6.3 PRE-SHARED KEY COMPOSITION  (VPNGW11:FIA_PSK_EXT.1) 

 

2.6.3.1 VPNGW11:FIA_PSK_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.6.3.2 VPNGW11:FIA_PSK_EXT.1.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.6.3.3 VPNGW11:FIA_PSK_EXT.1.3 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.6.3.4 VPNGW11:FIA_PSK_EXT.1.4 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure that it identifies all protocols 

that allow both text-based and bit-based pre-shared keys, and states that text-based pre-shared keys of 22 

characters are supported. For each protocol identified by the requirement, the evaluator shall confirm that the TSS 

states the conditioning that takes place to transform the text-based pre- shared key from the key sequence 

entered by the user (e.g., ASCII representation) to the bit string used by the protocol, and that this conditioning is 

consistent with the last selection in the FIA_PSK_EXT.1.3 requirement. 

Section 6.6 of the ST states that the TOE supports the use of a pre-shared key between the length of 22-64 

characters for IPsec authentication. Text based pre-shared keys are not conditioned and the TOE can accept bit-

based pre-shared keys as well. The pre-shared key may contain any combination of upper and lower case letters, 

numbers, and special characters as specified: ('!', '@', '#', '$', '%', '^', '&', '*', '(', and ')'). When using pre-shared keys 

for authentication, the IPsec endpoints must both be configured to use the same key. 
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Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the operational guidance to determine 

that it provides guidance to administrators on the composition of strong text-based pre-shared keys, and (if the 

selection indicates keys of various lengths can be entered) that it provides information on the merits of shorter or 

longer preshared keys. The guidance must specify the allowable characters for pre- shared keys, and that list must 

be a super-set of the list contained in FIA_PSK_EXT.1.2. 

The evaluator shall confirm the operational guidance contains instructions for either entering bit-based pre-shared 

keys for each protocol identified in the requirement, or generating a bit-based pre-shared key (or both). The 

evaluator shall also examine the TSS to ensure it describes the process by which the bitbased pre-shared keys are 

generated (if the TOE supports this functionality), and confirm that this process uses the RBG specified in 

FCS_RBG_EXT.1 in the Base-PP. 

The “IPsec Pre-Shared Keys” section in the CC Supplement states that the Check Point Gateways support IKE with 

both text-based and bit-based Pre-Shared Keys (PSKs) for IPsec connections with external managed gateways and 

remote clients.  The supported character set for text-based PSKs includes the 62 case-sensitive alphanumeric 

characters and the following symbols: “!, @, #, $, %, ^, &, *, (, and )”.   When creating a text-based PSK, 

administrators should try to strike a balance between shorter, more easily remembered PSKs and longer, more 

secure PSKs.  SmartConsole requires a minimum of six characters and can support PSKs no longer than 64 

characters; however, Common Criteria (requirements is for) a minimum of twenty-two character PSKs, so 

administrators should choose text-based PSKs ranging from 22 and 64 characters in length. 

From the “VPN Community Properties->Advanced Settings->Shared Secret” page, an administrator can check the 

“Use only Shared Secret for all External members” and then configure the PSK for each external member Gateway. 

Note that SmartConsole interprets PSKs beginning with “0x” and consisting of ASCII hexadecimal characters as bit-

based PSKs and not as text-based PSKs.  Thus, SmartConsole can accept bit-based PSKs with up to 62 ASCII 

hexadecimal characters. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall also perform the following tests for each protocol (or 

instantiation of a protocol, if performed by a different implementation on the TOE). Note that one or more of 

these tests can be performed with a single test case. 

Test 1: The evaluator shall compose a pre-shared key of 22 characters that contains a combination of the allowed 

characters in accordance with the operational guidance, and demonstrates that a successful protocol negotiation 

can be performed with the key. 

Test 2 [conditional]: If the TOE supports pre-shared keys of multiple lengths, the evaluator shall repeat Test 1 using 

the minimum length; the maximum length; and an invalid length. The minimum and maximum length tests should 

be successful, and the invalid length must be rejected by the TOE. 

Test 3 [conditional]: If the TOE does not generate bit-based pre-shared keys, the evaluator shall obtain a bit-based 

pre-shared key of the appropriate length and enter it according to the instructions in the operational guidance. The 

evaluator shall then demonstrate that a successful protocol negotiation can be performed with the key. 
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Test 4 [conditional]: If the TOE does generate bit-based pre-shared keys, the evaluator shall generate a bit-based 

pre-shared key of the appropriate length and use it according to the instructions in the operational guidance. The 

evaluator shall then demonstrate that a successful protocol negotiation can be performed with the key. 

Test 1, 2 & 3:  The evaluator alternately configured valid and invalid pre-shared keys according to the allowed 

characters and composition rules in the operational guidance.  The evaluator then attempted a connection 

between the TOE and a test server using these pre-shared keys and confirmed that successful connections were 

made using valid keys while the connections were unsuccessful using invalid keys.   The following cases were 

tested: 

- 22 character pre-shared key with representative allowed characters  

- 64 character pre-shared key (maximum length)  

- 6 character pre-shared key (minimum length) 

- Pre-shared key less than minimum length (6 characters) 

- Pre-shared key larger than maximum length (64 characters) 

- Pre-shared key using hex (binary) characters 

Test 4:  Not Applicable. The TOE does not generate bit based pre-shared keys.  

 

2.6.4 PROTECTED AUTHENTICATION FEEDBACK  (NDCPP22E:FIA_UAU.7) 

 

2.6.4.1 NDCPP22E:FIA_UAU.7.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the guidance documentation to 

determine that any necessary preparatory steps to ensure authentication data is not revealed while entering for 

each local login allowed. 

Stage 2 of the Install Guide demonstrates that the first login to the local CLI is obscured by default. Stage 3 of 

Install Guide then demonstrates that remote login is also obscured by default.  

The “Initial Authentication Configuration” of the Supplement Guide also mentions that any password prompt, 

either during or after the Initial Authentication Configuration, will always be obscured. This can be seen in the 

“First Time Configuration Wizard” of the Installation guide where “Authentication Details” are obscured. 
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Additionally, any further access to either SmartConsole or Local CLI will be obscured. Two images within this 

section also show an example of the obscured password prompt one for SmartConsole and one for Local CLI. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following test for each method of local 

login allowed: 

a) Test 1: The evaluator shall locally authenticate to the TOE. While making this attempt, the evaluator shall verify 

that at most obscured feedback is provided while entering the authentication information. 

Test 1- The evaluator observed during testing that passwords are obscured on the console and Smart Console 

login. 

 

2.6.5 PASSWORD-BASED AUTHENTICATION MECHANISM  

(NDCPP22E:FIA_UAU_EXT.2) 

 

2.6.5.1 NDCPP22E:FIA_UAU_EXT.2.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: Evaluation Activities for this requirement are covered under those for 

FIA_UIA_EXT.1. If other authentication mechanisms are specified, the evaluator shall include those methods in the 

activities for FIA_UIA_EXT.1. 

See FIA_UIA_EXT.1 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: Evaluation Activities for this requirement are covered under those for 

FIA_UIA_EXT.1. If other authentication mechanisms are specified, the evaluator shall include those methods in the 

activities for FIA_UIA_EXT.1. 

See FIA_UIA_EXT.1 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: Evaluation Activities for this requirement are covered under those for 

FIA_UIA_EXT.1. If other authentication mechanisms are specified, the evaluator shall include those methods in the 

activities for FIA_UIA_EXT.1. 

See FIA_UIA_EXT.1 
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2.6.6 USER IDENTIFICATION AND AUTHENTICATION  (NDCPP22E:FIA_UIA_EXT.1) 

 

2.6.6.1 NDCPP22E:FIA_UIA_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.6.6.2 NDCPP22E:FIA_UIA_EXT.1.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that it describes the logon 

process for each logon method (local, remote (HTTPS, SSH, etc.)) supported for the product. This description shall 

contain information pertaining to the credentials allowed/used, any protocol transactions that take place, and 

what constitutes a 'successful logon'. 

The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that it describes which actions are allowed before user 

identification and authentication. The description shall cover authentication and identification for local and remote 

TOE administration. 

For distributed TOEs the evaluator shall examine that the TSS details how Security Administrators are 

authenticated and identified by all TOE components. If not all TOE components support authentication of Security 

Administrators according to FIA_UIA_EXT.1 and FIA_UAU_EXT.2, the TSS shall describe how the overall TOE 

functionality is split between TOE components including how it is ensured that no unauthorized access to any TOE 

component can occur. 

For distributed TOEs, the evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that it describes for each TOE component 

which actions are allowed before user identification and authentication. The description shall cover authentication 

and identification for local and remote TOE administration. For each TOE component that does not support 

authentication of Security Administrators according to FIA_UIA_EXT.1 and FIA_UAU_EXT.2 the TSS shall describe 

any unauthenticated services/services that are supported by the component. 

Section 6.6 of the ST states that the TOE provides a password mechanism for authenticating users.  Users are 

associated with a username, password, and one or more roles. Users may authenticate locally via a serial 

connection for the CLI or remotely via the SmartConsole application whose connection is encapsulated over IPsec.  

Passwords can be composed of any alphabetic, numeric, and a wide range of special characters (identified in 
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FIA_PMG_EXT.1).  Passwords are not echoed back when users logon to the TOE.  Internally the TOE keeps track of 

failed login attempts.  If an administrator fails for a configured number of attempts, the administrator is either 

locked out for a period of time or until the primary administrator unlocks the account.   

The TOE requires identification and authentication before allowing access.  Only the banner may be presented 

before authentication is complete.   Administrators log in to the Security Management Server and manage the 

associated Security Gateways.  

 

Section 6.7 of the ST states that the TOE offers two administrative interfaces – command line and GUI.  The TOE 

offers command line functions which are accessible via the CLI.  The CLI is a text-based interface which can only be 

accessed from a directly connected terminal.  The CLI interface can be accessed on the Security Management 

Server and each individual Gateway. While the CLI contains much of the base functionality needed to configure the 

management server and Gateways, it is recommended to use SmartConsole as its available commands are all 

inclusive of the management server settings. Additionally, changes made via SmartConsole can be made once, in 

one location, and be pushed to each device in the TOE’s topology. However, many individual TOE configurations 

(primarily during first set-up) must be done via a CLI connection. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the guidance documentation to 

determine that any necessary preparatory steps (e.g., establishing credential material such as pre-shared keys, 

tunnels, certificates, etc.) to logging in are described. For each supported the login method, the evaluator shall 

ensure the guidance documentation provides clear instructions for successfully logging on. If configuration is 

necessary to ensure the services provided before login are limited, the evaluator shall determine that the guidance 

documentation provides sufficient instruction on limiting the allowed services. 

The “Initial Authentication Configuration” section of the CC Supplement states that the TOE’s Install Guide 

requires an operator to configure the administrator account password upon a first time installation. As part of the 

Install Guide (section titled “First Time Configuration Wizard”), the operator also must access the TOE’s WebUI in 

order to continue first time set-up. During this setup, the operator will configure a username and password for 

SmartConsole, which is used to configure the TOE’s policies and settings. 

The “Login Banner” and “Password Complexity” sections in the CC Supplement provide instructions for how to 

configure login banners for the Web UI and the Local console and how to configure password settings.  

The “First Time Login” section in the Install Guide describes how to login to the Gaia console interface for the first 

time and how to enter a new password including character requirements and minimum password length.    

The “IPsec Pre-Shared Keys” section in the CC Supplement states that the Check Point Gateways support IKE with 

both text-based and bit-based Pre-Shared Keys (PSKs) for IPsec connections with external managed gateways and 

remote clients.  The supported character set for text-based PSKs includes the 62 case-sensitive alphanumeric 

characters and the following symbols: “!, @, #, $, %, ^, &, *, (, and )”.   When creating a text-based PSK, 

administrators should try to strike a balance between shorter, more easily remembered PSKs and longer, more 

secure PSKs.  SmartConsole requires a minimum of six characters and can support PSKs no longer than 64 
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characters; however, Common Criteria (requirements is for) a minimum of twenty-two character PSKs, so 

administrators should choose text-based PSKs ranging from 22 and 64 characters in length. 

From the “VPN Community Properties->Advanced Settings->Shared Secret” page, an administrator can check the 

“Use only Shared Secret for all External members” and then configure the PSK for each external member Gateway. 

Note that SmartConsole interprets PSKs beginning with “0x” and consisting of ASCII hexadecimal characters as bit-

based PSKs and not as text-based PSKs.  Thus, SmartConsole can accept bit-based PSKs with up to 62 ASCII 

hexadecimal characters. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following tests for each method by 

which administrators access the TOE (local and remote), as well as for each type of credential supported by the 

login method: 

a) Test 1: The evaluator shall use the guidance documentation to configure the appropriate credential supported 

for the login method. For that credential/login method, the evaluator shall show that providing correct I&A 

information results in the ability to access the system, while providing incorrect information results in denial of 

access. 

b) Test 2: The evaluator shall configure the services allowed (if any) according to the guidance documentation, and 

then determine the services available to an external remote entity. The evaluator shall determine that the list of 

services available is limited to those specified in the requirement. 

c) Test 3: For local access, the evaluator shall determine what services are available to a local administrator prior to 

logging in, and make sure this list is consistent with the requirement. 

d) Test 4: For distributed TOEs where not all TOE components support the authentication of Security 

Administrators according to FIA_UIA_EXT.1 and FIA_UAU_EXT.2, the evaluator shall test that the components 

authenticate Security Administrators as described in the TSS. 

Test 1 - The evaluator configured the TOE for local console access and for remote access by way of a management 

connection through IPsec. The evaluator then performed an unsuccessful and successful logon of each type using 

bad and good credentials respectively.   

Test 2 - The evaluator observed that there were no other services available prior to administrator login other than 

the ability to enter the username and password, display and acknowledge the banner.    

Test 3 - No functions were available to the administrator accessing the console with the exception of displaying 

and acknowledging the banner. 

Test 4 - All TOE components support local console authentication as demonstrated in Test 1.  Gateways do not 

support remote SmartConsole authentication.  

 

2.6.7 X.509 CERTIFICATE VALIDATION  (NDCPP22E:FIA_X509_EXT.1/ITT) 
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2.6.7.1 NDCPP22E:FIA_X509_EXT.1.1/ITT 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall demonstrate that checking the validity of a certificate is 

performed when a certificate is used in an authentication step. It is not sufficient to verify the status of a X.509 

certificate only when it is loaded onto the device. The evaluator shall perform the following tests for 

FIA_X509_EXT.1.1/ITT: 

These tests must be repeated for each distinct security function that utilizes X.509v3 certificates. For example, if 

the TOE implements certificate-based authentication with IPSEC and TLS, then it shall be tested with each of these 

protocols.: 

a) Test 1a: The evaluator shall present the TOE with a valid chain of certificates (terminating in a trusted CA 

certificate) as needed to validate the leaf certificate to be used in the function, and shall use this chain to 

demonstrate that the function succeeds. 

Test 1a shall be designed in a way that the chain can be 'broken' in Test 1b by either being able to remove the trust 

anchor from the TOEs trust store, or by setting up the trust store in a way that at least one intermediate CA 

certificate needs to be provided, together with the leaf certificate from outside the TOE, to complete the chain 

(e.g. by storing only the root CA certificate in the trust store). 

Test 1b: The evaluator shall then 'break' the chain used in Test 1a by either removing the trust anchor in the TOE's 

trust store used to terminate the chain, or by removing one of the intermediate CA certificates (provided together 

with the leaf certificate in Test 1a) to complete the chain. The evaluator shall show that an attempt to validate this 

broken chain fails. 

b) Test 2: The evaluator shall demonstrate that validating an expired certificate results in the function failing. 

c) Test 3: The evaluator shall test that the TOE can properly handle revoked certificates - conditional on whether 

CRL or OCSP is selected; if both are selected, then a test shall be performed for each method. The evaluator shall 

test revocation of the TOE certificate and revocation of the TOE intermediate CA certificate i.e. the intermediate 

CA certificate should be revoked by the root CA. The evaluator shall ensure that a valid certificate is used, and that 

the validation function succeeds. The evaluator then attempts the test with a certificate that has been revoked (for 

each method chosen in the selection) to ensure when the certificate is no longer valid that the validation function 

fails. No testing is required if no revocation method is selected. Revocation checking is only applied to certificates 

that are not designated as trust anchors. Therefore, the revoked certificate(s) used for testing shall not be a trust 

anchor. 

d) Test 4: If OCSP is selected, the evaluator shall configure the OCSP server or use a man-in-the-middle tool to 

present a certificate that does not have the OCSP signing purpose and verify that validation of the OCSP response 
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fails. If CRL is selected, the evaluator shall configure the CA to sign a CRL with a certificate that does not have the 

cRLsign key usage bit set, and verify that validation of the CRL fails. 

e) Test 5: The evaluator shall modify any byte in the first eight bytes of the certificate and demonstrate that the 

certificate fails to validate. (The certificate will fail to parse correctly.) 

f) Test 6: The evaluator shall modify any byte in the last byte of the certificate and demonstrate that the certificate 

fails to validate. (The signature on the certificate will not validate.) 

g) Test 7: The evaluator shall modify any byte in the public key of the certificate and demonstrate that the 

certificate fails to validate. (The hash of the certificate will not validate.) 

h) Test 8: (Conditional on support for EC certificates as indicated in FCS_COP.1/SigGen).  

Test 8a: (Conditional on TOE ability to process CA certificates presented in certificate message) The test shall be 

designed in a way such that only the EC root certificate is designated as a trust anchor, and by setting up the trust 

store in a way that the EC Intermediate CA certificate needs to be provided, together with the leaf certificate, from 

outside the TOE to complete the chain (e.g. by storing only the EC root CA certificate in the trust store). The 

evaluator shall present the TOE with a valid chain of EC certificates (terminating in a trusted CA certificate), where 

the elliptic curve parameters are specified as a named curve. The evaluator shall confirm that the TOE validates the 

certificate chain. 

Test 8b: (Conditional on TOE ability to process CA certificates presented in certificate message) The test shall be 

designed in a way such that only the EC root certificate is designated as a trust anchor, and by setting up the trust 

store in a way that the EC Intermediate CA certificate needs to be provided, together with the leaf certificate, from 

outside the TOE to complete the chain (e.g. by storing only the EC root CA certificate in the trust store). The 

evaluator shall present the TOE with a chain of EC certificates (terminating in a trusted CA certificate), where the 

intermediate certificate in the certificate chain uses an explicit format version of the Elliptic Curve parameters in 

the public key information field, and is signed by the trusted EC root CA, but having no other changes. The 

evaluator shall confirm the TOE treats the certificate as invalid. 

Test 8c: The evaluator shall establish a subordinate CA certificate, where the elliptic curve parameters are specified 

as a named curve, that is signed by a trusted EC root CA. The evaluator shall attempt to load the certificate into the 

trust store and observe that it is accepted into the TOE's trust store. The evaluator shall then establish a 

subordinate CA certificate that uses an explicit format version of the elliptic curve parameters, and that is signed 

by a trusted EC root CA. The evaluator shall attempt to load the certificate into the trust store and observe that it is 

rejected, and not added to the TOE's trust store. 

(TD0527 12/2020 update applied) 

Test 1: Refer to NDcPP22e:FIA_X509_EXT.1/Rev-t1 for these results. 

Test 2: Refer to NDcPP22e:FIA_X509_EXT.1/Rev-t2 for these results. 

Test 3: Refer to NDcPP22e:FIA_X509_EXT.1/Rev-t3 for these results. 
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Test 4: Refer to NDcPP22e:FIA_X509_EXT.1/Rev-t4 for these results. 

Test 5: Refer to NDcPP22e:FIA_X509_EXT.1/Rev-t5 for these results. 

Test 6: Refer to NDcPP22e:FIA_X509_EXT.1/Rev-t6 for these results. 

Test 7: Refer to NDcPP22e:FIA_X509_EXT.1/Rev-t7 for these results. 

Test 8: Refer to NDcPP22e:FIA_X509_EXT.1/Rev-t8 for these results. 

 

2.6.7.2 NDCPP22E:FIA_X509_EXT.1.2/ITT 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following tests for FIA_X509_EXT.1.2/ITT. The tests 

described must be performed in conjunction with the other certificate services assurance activities, including the 

functions in FIA_X509_EXT.2.1/ITT. The tests for the extendedKeyUsage rules are performed in conjunction with 

the uses that require those rules. Where the TSS identifies any of the rules for extendedKeyUsage fields (in 

FIA_X509_EXT.1.1) that are not supported by the TOE (i.e. where the ST is therefore claiming that they are trivially 

satisfied) then the associated extendedKeyUsage rule testing may be omitted. The goal of the following tests is to 

verify that the TOE accepts a certificate as a CA certificate only if it has been marked as a CA certificate by using 

basicConstraints with the CA flag set to True (and implicitly tests that the TOE correctly parses the basicConstraints 

extension as part of X509v3 certificate chain validation). For each of the following tests the evaluator shall create a 

chain of at least two certificates: a self-signed root CA certificate and a leaf (node) certificate. The properties of the 

certificates in the chain are adjusted as described in each individual test below (and this modification shall be the 

only invalid aspect of the relevant certificate chain). 

a) Test 1: The evaluator shall ensure that one CA in the chain does not contain the basicConstraints extension. The 

evaluator confirms that the TOE rejects such a certificate at one (or both) of the following points: (i) as part of the 

validation of the leaf certificate belonging to this chain; (ii) when attempting to add a CA certificate without the 

basicConstraints extension to the TOE's trust store (i.e. when 

attempting to install the CA certificate as one which will be retrieved from the TOE itself when validating future 

certificate chains). 

b) Test 2: The evaluator shall ensure that at least one of the CA certificates in the chain has a basicConstraints 

extension in which the CA flag is set to FALSE. The evaluator confirms that the TOE rejects such a certificate at one 

(or both) of the following points: (i) as part of the validation of the leaf certificate belonging to this chain; (ii) when 

attempting to add a CA certificate with the CA flag set to FALSE to the TOE's trust store (i.e. when attempting to 

install the CA certificate as one which will be retrieved from the TOE itself when validating future certificate 

chains). 
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Refer to NDcPP22e:FIA_X509_EXT.1/Rev for these results. 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure it describes where the check 

of validity of the certificates takes place, and that the TSS identifies any of the rules for extendedKeyUsage fields 

(in FIA_X509_EXT.1.1) that are not supported by the TOE (i.e. where the ST is therefore claiming that they are 

trivially satisfied). If selected, the TSS shall describe how certificate revocation checking is performed. It is not 

sufficient to verify the status of a X.509 certificate only when it's loaded onto the device. 

Section 6.6 of the ST states that certificates are validated as part of the authentication process when they are 

presented to the TOE and when they are loaded into the TOE.  When an incoming request comes in, the TOE 

matches the peer’s IP address to its configuration, to find the correct rule and then match the configured DN to the 

peer certificate. The TOE then validates that it can construct a certificate path from the client’s certificate through 

any intermediary CAs to the CA certificate specified by the user in the VPN configuration.   If the TOE can 

successfully build the certificate path, then the TOE will next check the validity of the certificates (e.g. checking its 

validity dates and that the CA flag is present in the basic constraints section for all CA certs). There are no 

exceptions to the rules for extendedKeyUsage fields.  Assuming the certificates are valid, the TOE finally checks the 

revocation status of all.  The TOE will reject any certificate for which it cannot determine the validity and reject the 

connection attempt. For internal TOE communications (ITT), the TOE automatically associates each distributed 

component’s IP address with its certificate DN.  All certificate validation checks are the same regardless of the 

certificate type. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall also ensure that the guidance documentation 

describes where the check of validity of the certificates takes place, describes any of the rules for 

extendedKeyUsage fields (in FIA_X509_EXT.1.1) that are not supported by the TOE (i.e. where the ST is therefore 

claiming that they are trivially satisfied) and describe how certificate revocation checking is performed. 

The “Revocation” section of the CC Supplement states that Gateways check revocation using CRLs and will attempt 

to retrieve CRLs using the CDP extension contained in the peer’s certificate.  In the event that a Gateway cannot 

retrieve a (and does not already have a cached, but still valid) CRL, the Gateway will reject the peer’s certificate as 

invalid.  

The “Creating a VPN Community” section of the CC Supplement describes how to create a VPN community to 

protect communication between the Sandwich and the Gateways it manages. This section further notes that when 

creating a VPN community containing only CheckPoint Gateway devices, no key generation is necessary. This VPN 

community will utilize the default internal CA pre-installed on the devices. No additional action is required to 

generate keys, import certificates, or establish a shared secret. 

The “Secure Audit Log Transmission” section of the CC Supplement walks through the steps to wrap the 

connection to a syslog server withing and IPsec VPN. This section also mentions the CRL retrieval settings which 

stats that if HTTPS is selected, certificates issued by the CA must contain the CRL location in an URL in the CRL 

Distribution Point extension, if LDAP is selected, you must define an LDAP Account Unit as well, and if neither is 

selected, CRL retrieval is disabled and revoked certificates will be treated as valid. 
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The ST states that there are no exceptions to the rules for extendedKeyUsage fields.  As such, no guidance is 

required.   

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.6.8 X.509 CERTIFICATE VALIDATION  (NDCPP22E:FIA_X509_EXT.1/REV) 

 

2.6.8.1 NDCPP22E:FIA_X509_EXT.1.1/REV 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall demonstrate that checking the validity of a certificate is 

performed when a certificate is used in an authentication step or when performing trusted updates (if 

FPT_TUD_EXT.2 is selected). It is not sufficient to verify the status of a X.509 certificate only when it is loaded onto 

the TOE. It is not necessary to verify the revocation status of X.509 certificates during power-up self-tests (if the 

option for using X.509 certificates for selftesting is selected). The evaluator shall perform the following tests for 

FIA_X509_EXT.1.1/Rev. These tests must be repeated for each distinct security function that utilizes X.509v3 

certificates. For example, if the TOE implements certificate-based authentication with IPSEC and TLS, then it shall 

be tested with each of these protocols: 

a) Test 1a: The evaluator shall present the TOE with a valid chain of certificates (terminating in a trusted CA 

certificate) as needed to validate the leaf certificate to be used in the function, and shall use this chain to 

demonstrate that the function succeeds. Test 1a shall be designed in a way that the chain can be 'broken' in Test 

1b by either being able to remove the trust anchor from the TOEs trust store, or by setting up the trust store in a 

way that at least one intermediate CA certificate needs to be provided, together with the leaf certificate from 

outside the TOE, to complete the chain (e.g. by storing only the root CA certificate in the trust store). 

Test 1b: The evaluator shall then 'break' the chain used in Test 1a by either removing the trust anchor in the TOE's 

trust store used to terminate the chain, or by removing one of the intermediate CA certificates (provided together 

with the leaf certificate in Test 1a) to complete the chain. The evaluator shall show that an attempt to validate this 

broken chain fails. 

b) Test 2: The evaluator shall demonstrate that validating an expired certificate results in the function failing. 

c) Test 3: The evaluator shall test that the TOE can properly handle revoked certificates-â€“conditional on whether 

CRL or OCSP is selected; if both are selected, then a test shall be performed for each method. The evaluator shall 

test revocation of the peer certificate and revocation of the peer intermediate CA certificate i.e. the intermediate 

CA certificate should be revoked by the root CA. The evaluator shall ensure that a valid certificate is used, and that 

the validation function succeeds. The evaluator then attempts the test with a certificate that has been revoked (for 

each method chosen in the selection) to ensure when the certificate is no longer valid that the validation function 
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fails. Revocation checking is only applied to certificates that are not designated as trust anchors. Therefore the 

revoked certificate(s) used for testing shall not be a trust anchor. 

d) Test 4: If OCSP is selected, the evaluator shall configure the OCSP server or use a man-in-the-middle tool to 

present a certificate that does not have the OCSP signing purpose and verify that validation of the 

OCSP response fails. If CRL is selected, the evaluator shall configure the CA to sign a CRL with a certificate that does 

not have the cRLsign key usage bit set, and verify that validation of the CRL fails. 

e) Test 5: The evaluator shall modify any byte in the first eight bytes of the certificate and demonstrate that the 

certificate fails to validate. (The certificate will fail to parse correctly.) 

f) Test 6: The evaluator shall modify any byte in the last byte of the certificate and demonstrate that the certificate 

fails to validate. (The signature on the certificate will not validate.) 

g) Test 7: The evaluator shall modify any byte in the public key of the certificate and demonstrate that the 

certificate fails to validate. (The hash of the certificate will not validate.) 

h) Test 8: (Conditional on support for EC certificates as indicated in FCS_COP.1/SigGen).  

Test 8a: (Conditional on TOE ability to process CA certificates presented in certificate message) The test shall be 

designed in a way such that only the EC root certificate is designated as a trust anchor, and by setting up the trust 

store in a way that the EC Intermediate CA certificate needs to be provided, together with the leaf certificate, from 

outside the TOE to complete the chain (e.g. by storing only the EC root CA certificate in the trust store). The 

evaluator shall present the TOE with a valid chain of EC certificates (terminating in a trusted CA certificate), where 

the elliptic curve parameters are specified as a named curve. The evaluator shall confirm that the TOE validates the 

certificate chain. 

Test 8b: (Conditional on TOE ability to process CA certificates presented in certificate message) The test shall be 

designed in a way such that only the EC root certificate is designated as a trust anchor, and by setting up the trust 

store in a way that the EC Intermediate CA certificate needs to be provided, together with the leaf certificate, from 

outside the TOE to complete the chain (e.g. by storing only the EC root CA certificate in the trust store). The 

evaluator shall present the TOE with a chain of EC certificates (terminating in a trusted CA certificate), where the 

intermediate certificate in the certificate chain uses an explicit format version of the Elliptic Curve parameters in 

the public key information field, and is signed by the trusted EC root CA, but having no other changes. The 

evaluator shall confirm the TOE treats the certificate as invalid. 

Test 8c: The evaluator shall establish a subordinate CA certificate, where the elliptic curve parameters are specified 

as a named curve, that is signed by a trusted EC root CA. The evaluator shall attempt to load the certificate into the 

trust store and observe that it is accepted into the TOE's trust store. The evaluator shall then establish a 

subordinate CA certificate that uses an explicit format version of the elliptic curve parameters, and that is signed 

by a trusted EC root CA. The evaluator shall attempt to load the certificate into the trust store and observe that it is 

rejected, and not added to the TOE's trust store. 
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(TD0527 12/2020 update applied) 

Test 1a & b – The evaluator alternately configured the TOE to have and then not have the trusted root CA used by 

the test server to anchor all of its certificates. In each case, the evaluator then attempted to connect the IPsec VPN 

between the test server and the TOE and confirmed that the connection only succeeded when the trusted root CA 

was properly configured to form a valid certificate chain. This was repeated for both RSA and ECDSA. 

Test 2 – For this test, the evaluator alternately configured a test server to send an authentication certificate 1) that 

is valid, 2) that is expired, and 3) issued by an intermediate CA that is expired. In each case, the evaluator then 

attempted to connect the TOE to the test server and confirmed that the connection only succeeded if there are no 

expired certificates. This was repeated for both RSA and ECDSA. 

Test 3 – The evaluator alternately configured the test server to send an authentication certificate 1) that is valid, 2) 

that is revoked, and 3) issued by an intermediate CA that is revoked. In each case, the evaluator then attempted to 

make a connection between the TOE and the test server and confirmed that the connection only succeeded if 

there are no revoked certificates. This was repeated for both RSA and ECDSA. 

Test 4 – The evaluator alternately configured a test server to send an authentication certificate 1) that is valid, 2) 

issued by an intermediate CA referring to a CRL revocation server where the signer lacks cRLSign, and 3) issued by 

an intermediate CA whose issuer CA refers to a CRL revocation server where the signer lacks cRLSign. In each case, 

the evaluator then attempted to make a connection between the TOE and the test server and confirmed that the 

connection only succeeded if all retrieved CRLs are signed using certificates with cRLSign. This was repeated for 

both RSA and ECDSA. 

Test 5 - The evaluator alternately configured a test server to send an authentication certificate 1) that is valid, 2) 

that has one byte in the ASN1 field changed, 3) that has one byte in the certificate signature changed, and 4) that 

has one byte in the certificate public key changed. In each case, the evaluator then attempted to make a 

connection between the TOE and the test server and confirmed that the connection only succeeded if the 

certificate is not modified/corrupted. This was repeated for both RSA and ECDSA. 

Test 6 – This test was performed in Test 5 above.  

Test 7 - This test was performed in Test 5 above.   

Test 8 –  

a) The evaluator configured Strongswan on a test peer to send an authentication certificate issued by a Sub 

CA with a valid elliptic curve. The evaluator attempted to connect the IPsec VPN between the test peer 

and the TOE. The connection was successful. 

b) The evaluator configured Strongswan on a test peer to send an authentication certificate issued by a Sub 

CA with an explicit curve. The evaluator attempted to connect the IPsec VPN between the test peer and 

the TOE. The connection was correctly rejected. 
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c) The evaluator attempted to upload a Subordinate CA with an explicit curve and a Subordinate CA with a 

valid named curve and found that the explicit curve was rejected while the named curve was accepted as 

expected. 

 

2.6.8.2 NDCPP22E:FIA_X509_EXT.1.2/REV 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following tests for FIA_X509_EXT.1.2/Rev. The tests 

described must be performed in conjunction with the other certificate services assurance activities, including the 

functions in FIA_X509_EXT.2.1/Rev. The tests for the extendedKeyUsage rules are performed in conjunction with 

the uses that require those rules. Where the TSS identifies any of the rules for extendedKeyUsage fields (in 

FIA_X509_EXT.1.1) that are not supported by the TOE (i.e. where the ST is therefore claiming that they are trivially 

satisfied) then the associated extendedKeyUsage rule testing may be omitted. 

The goal of the following tests is to verify that the TOE accepts a certificate as a CA certificate only if it has been 

marked as a CA certificate by using basicConstraints with the CA flag set to True (and implicitly tests that the TOE 

correctly parses the basicConstraints extension as part of X509v3 certificate chain validation). For each of the 

following tests the evaluator shall create a chain of at least three certificates: a self-signed root CA certificate, an 

intermediate CA certificate and a leaf (node) certificate. The properties of the certificates in the chain are adjusted 

as described in each individual test below (and this modification shall be the only invalid aspect of the relevant 

certificate chain). 

a) Test 1: The evaluator shall ensure that at least one of the CAs in the chain does not contain the basicConstraints 

extension. The evaluator confirms that the TOE rejects such a certificate at one (or both) of the following points: (i) 

as part of the validation of the leaf certificate belonging to this chain; (ii) when attempting to add a CA certificate 

without the basicConstraints extension to the TOE's trust store (i.e. when attempting to install the CA certificate as 

one which will be 

retrieved from the TOE itself when validating future certificate chains). 

b) Test 2: The evaluator shall ensure that at least one of the CA certificates in the chain has a basicConstraints 

extension in which the CA flag is set to FALSE. The evaluator confirms that the TOE rejects such a certificate at one 

(or both) of the following points: (i) as part of the validation of the leaf certificate belonging to this chain; (ii) when 

attempting to add a CA certificate with the CA flag set to FALSE to the TOE's trust store (i.e. when attempting to 

install the CA certificate as one which will be retrieved from the TOE itself when validating future certificate 

chains). 

The evaluator shall repeat these tests for each distinct use of certificates. Thus, for example, use of certificates for 

TLS connection is distinct from use of certificates for trusted updates so both of these uses would be tested. But 
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there is no need to repeat the tests for each separate TLS channel in FTP_ITC.1 and FTP_TRP.1/Admin (unless the 

channels use separate implementations of TLS). 

Test 1 and Test 2 – IPsec: The evaluator alternately configured a test peer to send an authentication certificate 

issued by a Sub CA with no BasicConstraints and with BasicConstraints but the CA Flag set to false. In each case, the 

evaluator then attempted to connect the IPsec VPN between the test peer and confirmed that the connection was 

rejected in each case. This was repeated for both RSA and ECDSA 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall ensure the TSS describes where the check of validity of 

the certificates takes place, and that the TSS identifies any of the rules for extendedKeyUsage fields (in 

FIA_X509_EXT.1.1) that are not supported by the TOE (i.e. where the ST is therefore claiming that they are trivially 

satisfied). It is expected that revocation checking is performed when a certificate is used in an authentication step 

and when performing trusted updates (if selected). It is not necessary to verify the revocation status of X.509 

certificates during power-up self-tests (if the option for using X.509 certificates for self-testing is selected). 

The TSS shall describe when revocation checking is performed and on what certificates. If the revocation checking 

during authentication is handled differently depending on whether a full certificate chain or only a leaf certificate 

is being presented, any differences must be summarized in the TSS section and explained in the Guidance. 

Section 6.6 of the ST states that certificates are validated as part of the authentication process when they are 

presented to the TOE and when they are loaded into the TOE.  When an incoming request comes in, the TOE 

matches the peer’s IP address to its configuration, to find the correct rule and then match the configured DN to the 

peer certificate. The TOE then validates that it can construct a certificate path from the client’s certificate through 

any intermediary Cas to the CA certificate specified by the user in the VPN configuration.   If the TOE can 

successfully build the certificate path, then the TOE will next check the validity of the certificates (e.g. checking its 

validity dates and that the CA flag is present in the basic constraints section for all CA certs).  There are no 

exceptions to the rules for extendedKeyUsage fields.  Assuming the certificates are valid, the TOE finally checks the 

revocation status of all.  The TOE will reject any certificate for which it cannot determine the validity and reject the 

connection attempt.  For internal TOE communications (ITT), the TOE automatically associates each distributed 

component’s IP address with its certificate DN. All certificate validation checks are the same regardless of the 

certificate type. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall also ensure that the guidance documentation 

describes where the check of validity of the certificates takes place, describes any of the rules for 

extendedKeyUsage fields (in FIA_X509_EXT.1.1) that are not supported by the TOE (i.e. where the ST is therefore 

claiming that they are trivially satisfied) and describes how certificate revocation checking is performed and on 

which certificate. 

The “Revocation” section of the CC Supplement states that Gateways check revocation using CRLs and will attempt 

to retrieve CRLs using the CDP extension contained in the peer’s certificate.  In the event that a Gateway cannot 

retrieve a (and does not already have a cached, but still valid) CRL, the Gateway will reject the peer’s certificate as 

invalid. 
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The “Creating a VPN Community” section of the CC Supplement describes how to create a VPN community to 

protect communication between the Sandwich and the Gateways it manages. This section further notes that when 

creating a VPN community containing only CheckPoint Gateway devices, no key generation is necessary. This VPN 

community will utilize the default internal CA pre-installed on the devices. No additional action is required to 

generate keys, import certificates, or establish a shared secret. 

The “Secure Audit Log Transmission” section of the CC Supplement walks through the steps to wrap the 

connection to a syslog server withing and IPsec VPN. This section also mentions the CRL retrieval settings which 

stats that if HTTPS is selected, certificates issued by the CA must contain the CRL location in an URL in the CRL 

Distribution Point extension, if LDAP is selected, you must define an LDAP Account Unit as well, and if neither is 

selected, CRL retrieval is disabled and revoked certificates will be treated as valid. 

The ST states that there are no exceptions to the rules for extendedKeyUsage fields.  As such, no guidance is 

required. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.6.9 X.509 CERTIFICATE VALIDATION  (VPNGW11:FIA_X509_EXT.1/REV) 

 

2.6.9.1 VPNGW11:FIA_X509_EXT.1.1/REV 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: There is no change to the Evaluation Activities specified for this SFR in the 

NDcPP Supporting Document. The PP-Module modifies this SFR to make it mandatory because of the TOE's 

required support for IPsec. 

See NDcPP22e:FIA_X509_EXT.1/Rev 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.6.9.2 VPNGW11:FIA_X509_EXT.1.2/REV 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: There is no change to the Evaluation Activities specified for this SFR in the 

NDcPP Supporting Document. The PP-Module modifies this SFR to make it mandatory because of the TOE's 

required support for IPsec. 

See NDcPP22e:FIA_X509_EXT.2/Rev 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.6.10 X.509 CERTIFICATE AUTHENTICATION  (NDCPP22E:FIA_X509_EXT.2) 

 

2.6.10.1 NDCPP22E:FIA_X509_EXT.2.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.6.10.2 NDCPP22E:FIA_X509_EXT.2.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall check the TSS to ensure that it describes how the TOE 

chooses which certificates to use, and any necessary instructions in the administrative guidance for configuring the 

operating environment so that the TOE can use the certificates. 

The evaluator shall examine the TSS to confirm that it describes the behavior of the TOE when a connection cannot 

be established during the validity check of a certificate used in establishing a trusted channel. The evaluator shall 

verify that any distinctions between trusted channels are described. If the requirement that the administrator is 

able to specify the default action, then the evaluator shall ensure that the guidance documentation contains 

instructions on how this configuration action is performed. 

Section 6.6 of the ST states that the TOE supports X.509v3 certificates for IPsec authentication.  X.509v3 

certificates are stored internally and the store is protected by file permissions.  X.509 certificates are manually 
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loaded by the authorized administrator onto the TOE. The authorized administrator configures the VPN peers, and 

specifies the DN associated with an IP.  Instructions are provided in the CC Supplement (see references in 

Guidance summary below). 

Section 6.6 of the ST also states that certificates are validated as part of the authentication process when they are 

presented to the TOE and when they are loaded into the TOE.  When an incoming request comes in, the TOE 

matches the peer’s IP address to its configuration, to find the correct rule and then match the configured DN to the 

peer certificate. The TOE then validates that it can construct a certificate path from the client’s certificate through 

any intermediary CAs to the CA certificate specified by the user in the VPN configuration.   If the TOE can 

successfully build the certificate path, then the TOE will next check the validity of the certificates (e.g. checking its 

validity dates and that the CA flag is present in the basic constraints section for all CA certs).  Assuming the 

certificates are valid, the TOE finally checks the revocation status of all.  The TOE will reject any certificate for 

which it cannot determine the validity and reject the connection attempt.   Note that certificates are validated 

between TOE components.  

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall also ensure that the guidance documentation 

describes the configuration required in the operating environment so the TOE can use the certificates. The 

guidance documentation shall also include any required configuration on the TOE to use the certificates. The 

guidance document shall also describe the steps for the Security Administrator to follow if the connection cannot 

be established during the validity check of a certificate used in establishing a trusted channel. 

The “Secure Audit Log Transmission” section of the CC Supplement provides set-up instructions to enable the 

wrapping of the secure audit transmission, from a component to the Syslog Server, in an IPsec VPN. This includes 

the loading of a trusted Root CA and the generation of CA certificates for each gateway included in an IPsec 

community. The “Securing Remote Administration” section of the CC Supplement provides information for setting 

up secure communications with the SmartConsole (note it points back to the Secure Audit Log Transmission 

section). The “Protection between Security Management Server and its Gateways” section tells the administrator a 

CA will need to be available for configuration.   

The “Creating a VPN Community” section of the CC Supplement provides instructions on creating a VPN 

community to protect communication between the Sandwich and the Gateways it manages. When creating a VPN 

community in this manner, containing only CheckPoint Gateway devices, no key generation is necessary. This VPN 

community will utilize the default internal CA pre-installed on the devices. No additional action is required to 

generate keys, import certificates, or establish a shared secret. 

The “Revocation” Section of the CC Supplement describes that the Gateways check revocation using CRLs and will 

attempt to retrieve CRLs using the CDP extension contained in the peer’s certificate.  In the event that a Gateway 

cannot retrieve a (and does not already have a cached, but still valid) CRL, the Gateway will reject the peer’s 

certificate as invalid and no administrative configuration is required. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following test for each trusted channel: 
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The evaluator shall demonstrate that using a valid certificate that requires certificate validation checking to be 

performed in at least some part by communicating with a non-TOE IT entity. The evaluator shall then manipulate 

the environment so that the TOE is unable to verify the validity of the certificate, and observe that the action 

selected in FIA_X509_EXT.2.2 is performed. If the selected action is administrator-configurable, then the evaluator 

shall follow the guidance documentation to determine that all supported administrator-configurable options 

behave in their documented manner. 

Test 1: The evaluator alternately configured a test server to send an authentication certificate with valid/accessible 

revocation servers and an authentication certificate with revocation information referring to an inaccessible 

revocation server. In each case, the evaluator then attempted to make a connection between the TOE and the test 

server and confirmed that the connection is only successful when the revocation server is accessible and 

unsuccessful when the revocation server is not accessible. This was repeated for both RSA and ECDSA. 

 

2.6.11 X.509 CERTIFICATE AUTHENTICATION  (VPNGW11:FIA_X509_EXT.2) 

 

2.6.11.1 VPNGW11:FIA_X509_EXT.2.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: There is no change to the Evaluation Activities specified for this SFR in the 

NDcPP Supporting Document. The PP-Module modifies this SFR to support its use for IPsec at a minimum. The 

evaluator shall ensure that all evaluation of this SFR is performed against its use in IPsec communications as well as 

any other supported usage. 

See NDcPP22e:FIA_X509_EXT.2 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.6.11.2 VPNGW11:FIA_X509_EXT.2.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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Component TSS Assurance Activities: There is no change to the Evaluation Activities specified for this SFR in the 

NDcPP Supporting Document. The PP-Module modifies this SFR to support its use for IPsec at a minimum. The 

evaluator shall ensure that all evaluation of this SFR is performed against its use in IPsec communications as well as 

any other supported usage. 

See NDcPP22e:FIA_X509_EXT.2 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

 

2.6.12 X.509 CERTIFICATE REQUESTS  (NDCPP22E:FIA_X509_EXT.3) 

 

2.6.12.1 NDCPP22E:FIA_X509_EXT.3.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.6.12.2 NDCPP22E:FIA_X509_EXT.3.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: If the ST author selects 'device-specific information', the evaluator shall 

verify that the TSS contains a description of the device-specific fields used in certificate requests. 

Not Applicable.  ‘Device-specific information’ is not selected.  

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall check to ensure that the guidance documentation 

contains instructions on requesting certificates from a CA, including generation of a Certification Request. If the ST 

author selects 'Common Name', 'Organization', 'Organizational Unit', or 'Country', the evaluator shall ensure that 

this guidance includes instructions for establishing these fields before creating the Certification Request. 
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Section “Certificate Signing Requests” in the CC Supplement provides instructions for generating a CSR including 

establishing the claimed fields:  Common Name, Organization, Organizational Unit and Country.  

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following tests: 

a) Test 1: The evaluator shall use the guidance documentation to cause the TOE to generate a Certification 

Request. The evaluator shall capture the generated request and ensure that it conforms to the format specified. 

The evaluator shall confirm that the Certification Request provides the public key and other required information, 

including any necessary user-input information. 

b) Test 2: The evaluator shall demonstrate that validating a response message to a Certification Request without a 

valid certification path results in the function failing. The evaluator shall then load a certificate or certificates as 

trusted CAs needed to validate the response message, and demonstrate that the function succeeds. 

Test 1- The evaluator followed the guidance documentation to generate a certificate signing request and 

confirmed that the certificate request provides the public key and all the fields specified in the CSR.   

Test 2 - The evaluator first attempted to import a certificate that was signed by a root CA that was not installed on 

the TOE. The attempt failed and the certificate was not imported. Next the evaluator attempted to install the 

certificate resulting from the CSR request in test 1. This time, the certificate was successfully installed. 

 

2.6.13 X.509 CERTIFICATE REQUESTS  (VPNGW11:FIA_X509_EXT.3) 

 

2.6.13.1 VPNGW11:FIA_X509_EXT.3.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.6.13.2 VPNGW11:FIA_X509_EXT.3.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: There is no change to the Evaluation Activities specified for this SFR in the 

NDcPP Supporting Document. The PP-Module modifies this SFR to make it mandatory because of the TOE's 

required support for IPsec. 
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See NDcPP22e:FIA_X509_EXT.3 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

2.7 SECURITY MANAGEMENT (FMT) 

 

2.7.1 MANAGEMENT OF SECURITY FUNCTIONS BEHAVIOUR  

(NDCPP22E:FMT_MOF.1/MANUALUPDATE) 

 

2.7.1.1 NDCPP22E:FMT_MOF.1.1/MANUALUPDATE 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: For distributed TOEs it is required to verify the TSS to ensure that it 

describes how every function related to security management is realized for every TOE component and shared 

between different TOE components. The evaluator shall confirm that all relevant aspects of each TOE component 

are covered by the FMT SFRs. 

There are no specific requirements for non-distributed TOEs. 

Section 6.7 of the ST states that all management occurs from the Security Management Server with the exception 

of manual updates.  Each individual component (Security Gateway or Security Management Server) must be 

directly updated.  The assurance activities throughout this AAR confirm and document how all other functions 

related to security management are realized by the TOE components.  

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the guidance documentation to 

determine that any necessary steps to perform manual update are described. The guidance documentation shall 

also provide warnings regarding functions that may cease to operate during the update (if applicable). 

For distributed TOEs the guidance documentation shall describe all steps how to update all TOE components. This 

shall contain description of the order in which components need to be updated if the order is relevant to the 

update process. The guidance documentation shall also provide warnings regarding functions of TOE components 

and the overall TOE that may cease to operate during the update (if applicable). 

Section “Checking for and Obtaining Updates” in the CC Supplement describes how the administrator checks for 

and then downloads and verifies updates for all Appliances (be it Gateway, Standalone, or a Security Management 

Server running on a Smart Device) via the CLI accessed through a local/serial console connection.  As part of 
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downloading the update from Check Point servers, the TOE verifies the ECDSA cryptographic signature of the 

update being downloaded. If the update is corrupt or invalid, it displays and error, discards the updated and aborts 

the update process.  

Section “Installing an Update/Hotfix” in the CC Supplement describes how once downloaded, the administrator 

must bring the appliance into a maintenance mode in order to safely apply the updates. The ‘installer install’ 

command is used to load/install the software update to each appliance.  The order of devices on which the 

updates are applied is not relevant, as along as all appliances are updated.  

Section “Updating the system” in the Install Guide similarly provides a summary of the steps and commands to 

check for and obtain updates.   

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall try to perform the update using a legitimate update 

image without prior authentication as Security Administrator (either by authentication as a user with no 

administrator privileges or without user authentication at all - depending on the configuration of the TOE). The 

attempt to update the TOE should fail. 

The evaluator shall try to perform the update with prior authentication as Security Administrator using a legitimate 

update image. This attempt should be successful. This test case should be covered by the tests for FPT_TUD_EXT.1 

already. 

For distributed TOEs, tests defined to verify the correct implementation of security management functions shall be 

performed for every TOE component. For security management functions that are implemented centrally, 

sampling should be applied when defining the evaluator's tests (ensuring that all components are covered by the 

sample). 

Test 1 – As demonstrated in FIA_UIA_EXT.1, for each TOE component type, only logging in with a valid username 

and password provided any access to the local console. It is not possible to update any TOE components via 

SmartConsole, whether logged in as an administrator or not. 

Test 2 – See FPT_TUD_EXT.1 for a successful update demonstrated for each TOE component type. 

 

2.7.2 MANAGEMENT OF SECURITY FUNCTIONS BEHAVIOUR  

(NDCPP22E:FMT_MOF.1/SERVICES) 

 

2.7.2.1 NDCPP22E:FMT_MOF.1.1/SERVICES 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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Component TSS Assurance Activities: For distributed TOEs see chapter 2.4.1.1. 

For non-distributed TOEs, the evaluator shall ensure the TSS lists the services the Security Administrator is able to 

start and stop and how that how that operation is performed. 

Section 6.7 of the ST states that the TOE offers two administrative interfaces – command line and GUI.  The TOE 

offers command line functions which are accessible via the CLI.  The CLI is a text-based interface which can only be 

accessed from a directly connected terminal. The CLI interface can be accessed on the Security Management 

Server and each individual Gateway. While the CLI contains much of the base functionality needed to configure the 

management server and Gateways, it is recommended to use SmartConsole as its available commands are all 

inclusive of the management server settings. Additionally, changes made via SmartConsole can be made once, in 

one location, and be pushed to each device in the TOE’s topology. However, many individual TOE configurations 

(primarily during first set-up) must be done via a CLI connection. 

The TOE also offers a GUI interface from its Security Management Server accessible via TLS over IPsec for 

management. The SmartConsole offers access to the same function types as the CLI and can be used either locally 

or remotely. Typically, most authorized administrators use the GUI interface for management. 

All management occurs from the Security Management Server with the exception of manual updates.  Each 

individual component (Security Gateway or Security Management Server) must be directly updated.   

Once authenticated, authorized administrators have access to the following security functions: 

• Ability to administer the TOE locally and remotely; 

• Ability to configure a login banner; 

• Ability to configure the session inactivity time before session termination or locking; 

• Ability to update the TOE, and to verify the updates using digital signature capability prior to installing 
those updates; 

• Ability to configure the maximum authentication failure limit; 

• Ability to start and stop services;  

• Ability to configure audit behavior, (e.g. changes to storage locations for audit; changes to behaviour 
when local audit storage space is full);  

• Ability to modify the behavior of the transmission of audit data to an external IT entity; 

• Ability to modify the handling of audit data; 

• Ability to modify the audit functionality when Local Audit Storage Space is full; 

• Ability to manage the cryptographic keys; 

• Ability to configure the cryptographic functionality; 

• Ability to configure the IPsec functionality; 

• Ability to configure the interaction between TOE components; 
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• Ability to re-enable an Administrator account; 

• Ability to set the time which is used for time-stamps; 

• Ability to configure the reference identifier for the peer; 

• Ability to manage the TOE's trust store and designate X509.v3 certificates as trust anchors; 

• Ability to import X.509v3 certificates to the TOE's trust store; 

• Ability to configure the firewall rules; 

• Ability to define and order packet filtering rules and associate those rules to network interfaces in support 
of the VPN functionality; 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: For distributed TOEs see chapter 2.4.1.2. 

For non-distributed TOEs, the evaluator shall also ensure the Guidance Documentation describes how the TSS lists 

the services the Security Administrator is able to start and stop and how that how that operation is performed. 

All security management functions and the corresponding configuration information are identified or referenced 

throughout this AAR with the requirement to which they apply. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall try to enable and disable at least one of the services 

as defined in the Application Notes for FAU_GEN.1.1 (whichever is supported by the TOE) without prior 

authentication as Security Administrator (either by authenticating as a user with no administrator privileges, if 

possible, or without prior authentication at all). The attempt to enable/disable this service/these services should 

fail. According to the implementation no other users than the Security Administrator might be defined and without 

any user authentication the user might not be able to get to the point where the attempt to enable/disable this 

service/these services can be executed. In that case it shall be demonstrated that access control mechanisms 

prevent execution up to the step that can be reached without authentication as Security Administrator. 

The evaluator shall try to enable and disable at least one of the services as defined in the Application Notes for 

FAU_GEN.1.1 (whichever is supported by the TOE) with prior authentication as security administrator. The attempt 

to enable/disable this service/these services should be successful. 

The operations to start and stop TOE services are available to all users that can login to the TOE, because only 

administrators can login.  As specified by FIA_UIA_EXT.1, the set of functions available to a user prior to login do 

not include operations to start and stop TOE services. Refer to FIA_UIA_EXT.1, test 3 which demonstrates the 

limited functions available to users prior to login. Enabling audit services over syslog was demonstrated in 

FAU_STG_EXT.1.  

 

2.7.3 MANAGEMENT OF TSF DATA  (NDCPP22E:FMT_MTD.1/COREDATA) 

 

2.7.3.1 NDCPP22E:FMT_MTD.1.1/COREDATA 
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TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that, for each 

administrative function identified in the guidance documentation; those that are accessible through an interface 

prior to administrator log-in are identified. For each of these functions, the evaluator shall also confirm that the 

TSS details how the ability to manipulate the TSF data through these interfaces is disallowed for non-

administrative users. 

If the TOE supports handling of X.509v3 certificates and implements a trust store, the evaluator shall examine the 

TSS to determine that it contains sufficient information to describe how the ability to manage the TOE's trust store 

is restricted. 

Section 6.6 of the ST states that the TOE requires identification and authentication before allowing any access.  

Only the login banner may be presented before authentication is complete.  This function does not permit users to 

manipulate TSF data.  Administrators log in to the Security Management Server and manage the associated 

Security Gateways.   

Section 6.7 of the ST further describes how the TOE associate’s user accounts with roles and supports the role of 

authorized administrator.  Only authorized administrators who have successfully logged in to the TOE either locally 

or remotely can access and manage all TOE security functions.  

Section 6.6 of the ST states the TOE supports X.509v3 certificates for IPsec authentication as well. X.509v3 

certificates are stored internally and the store is protected by file permissions. X.509 certificates are manually 

loaded by the authorized administrator onto the TOE by an administrator 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall review the guidance documentation to determine 

that each of the TSF-data-manipulating functions implemented in response to the requirements of the cPP is 

identified, and that configuration information is provided to ensure that only administrators have access to the 

functions. 

If the TOE supports handling of X.509v3 certificates and provides a trust store, the evaluator shall review the 

guidance documentation to determine that it provides sufficient information for the administrator to configure 

and maintain the trust store in a secure way. If the TOE supports loading of CA certificates, the evaluator shall 

review the guidance documentation to determine that it provides sufficient information for the administrator to 

securely load CA certificates into the trust store. The evaluator shall also review the guidance documentation to 

determine that it explains how to designate a CA certificate a trust anchor. 

The “Authentication Configuration” section of the CC Supplement states that during setup and installation, the 

operator will configure a username and password for SmartConsole, which is used to configure the TOE’s policies 

and settings.  The TOE does not permit any administrative (or other) actions prior to authentication.  Only the 
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Login Banner can be viewed before any user has logged in to the device. An administrator must successfully 

authenticate in order to access any administrative functions. Section 7 addresses loading a RootCA into the trust 

store. 

Specific sections of the CC Supplement, the Install Guide and commands are identified or referenced throughout 

this AAR with the requirement to which they apply. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: No separate testing for FMT_MTD.1/CoreData is required unless one of 

the management functions has not already been exercised under any other SFR. 

 

2.7.4 MANAGEMENT OF TSF DATA  (NDCPP22E:FMT_MTD.1/CRYPTOKEYS) 

 

2.7.4.1 NDCPP22E:FMT_MTD.1.1/CRYPTOKEYS 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: For distributed TOEs see chapter 2.4.1.1. 

For non-distributed TOEs, the evaluator shall ensure the TSS lists the keys the Security Administrator is able to 

manage to include the options available (e.g. generating keys, importing keys, modifying keys or deleting keys) and 

how that how those operations are performed. 

Section 6.7 in the ST states Cryptographic keys are managed through the interface provided by the Security 

Management Server which allows for the generation and import of keys used for certificates as well as import a 

Pre-Shared keys. Section 8 “Requirement Allocation” in the ST provides a mapping of the distributed TOE 

components to the SFRs in this ST.  This TOE is a distributed TOE consistent with Use Case 3 as defined in the 

NDcPP22E.   

Section 6.7 of ST states cryptographic keys are managed through the interface provided by the Security 

Management Server which allows for the generation and import of keys used for certificates as well as import a 

Pre-Shared keys. 

All security management functions and the corresponding configuration information are identified or referenced 

throughout this AAR with the requirement to which they apply. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: For distributed TOEs see chapter 2.4.1.2. 
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For non-distributed TOEs, the evaluator shall also ensure the Guidance Documentation lists the keys the Security 

Administrator is able to manage to include the options available (e.g. generating keys, importing keys, modifying 

keys or deleting keys) and how that how those operations are performed. 

The FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1 requirements identify where in the Admin Guide the cryptographic keys are managed.. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall try to perform at least one of the related actions 

(modify, delete, generate/import) without prior authentication as security administrator (either by authentication 

as a non-administrative user, if supported, or without authentication at all). Attempts to perform related actions 

without prior authentication should fail. According to the implementation no other users than the Security 

Administrator might be defined and without any user authentication the user might not be able to get to the point 

where the attempt to manage cryptographic keys can be executed. In that case it shall be demonstrated that 

access control mechanisms prevent execution up to the step that can be reached without authentication as 

Security Administrator. The evaluator shall try to perform at least one of the related actions with prior 

authentication as security administrator. This attempt should be successful. 

As demonstrated in FIA_UIA_EXT.1 test 1, no actions other than viewing the warning banner or initiating 

authentication are available prior to login. The successful management of the crypto keys was performed to 

successfully configure the trusted channels that were tested for FTP_ITC.1. 

 

2.7.5 MANAGEMENT OF TSF DATA  (VPNGW11:FMT_MTD.1/CRYPTOKEYS) 

 

2.7.5.1 VPNGW11:FMT_MTD.1.1/CRYPTOKEYS 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: There is no change to the Evaluation Activities specified for this SFR in the 

NDcPP Supporting Document. The PP-Module modifies this SFR to make it mandatory and to state that it applies 

specifically to the keys and certificates used for VPN operation. The evaluator shall perform the Evaluation 

Activities as written for this SFR as applicable to the VPN cryptographic data. 

Section 6.7 of the ST states that only the authorized administrator can perform operations on cryptographic keys 

and certificates used for the VPN. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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2.7.6 SPECIFICATION OF MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS  (NDCPP22E:FMT_SMF.1) 

 

2.7.6.1 NDCPP22E:FMT_SMF.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The security management functions for FMT_SMF.1 are distributed 

throughout the cPP and are included as part of the requirements in FTA_SSL_EXT.1, FTA_SSL.3, FTA_TAB.1, 

FMT_MOF.1(1)/ManualUpdate, FMT_MOF.1(4)/AutoUpdate (if included in the ST), FIA_AFL.1, FIA_X509_EXT.2.2 (if 

included in the ST), FPT_TUD_EXT.1.2 & FPT_TUD_EXT.2.2 (if included in the ST and if they include an 

administrator-configurable action), FMT_MOF.1(2)/Services, and FMT_MOF.1(3)/Functions (for all of these SFRs 

that are included in the ST), FMT_MTD, FPT_TST_EXT, and any cryptographic management functions specified in 

the reference standards. Compliance to these requirements satisfies compliance with FMT_SMF.1. 

(containing also requirements on Guidance Documentation and Tests) 

The evaluator shall examine the TSS, Guidance Documentation and the TOE as observed during all other testing 

and shall confirm that the management functions specified in FMT_SMF.1 are provided by the TOE. The evaluator 

shall confirm that the TSS details which security management functions are available through which interface(s) 

(local administration interface, remote administration interface). 

The evaluator shall examine the TSS and Guidance Documentation to verify they both describe the local 

administrative interface. The evaluator shall ensure the Guidance Documentation includes appropriate warnings 

for the administrator to ensure the interface is local. 

For distributed TOEs with the option 'ability to configure the interaction between TOE components' the evaluator 

shall examine that the ways to configure the interaction between TOE components is detailed in the TSS and 

Guidance Documentation. The evaluator shall check that the TOE behaviour observed during testing of the 

configured SFRs is as described in the TSS and Guidance Documentation. 

Section 6.7 of the ST states the TOE offers two administrative interfaces – command line and GUI. The TOE offers 

command line functions which are accessible via the CLI. The CLI is a text-based interface which can only be 

accessed from a directly connected terminal.  The CLI interface can be accessed on the Security Management 

Server and each individual Gateway.  While the CLI contains much of the base functionality needed to configure 

the management server and Gateways, it is recommended to use SmartConsole as its available commands are all 

inclusive of the management server settings.  Additionally, changes made via SmartConsole can be made once, in 

one location, and be pushed to each device in the TOE’s topology.  However, many individual TOE configurations 

(primarily during first set-up) must be done via a CLI connection.  
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The TOE also offers a GUI interface from its Security Management Server accessible via TLS over IPsec for 

management.  The SmartConsole offers access to the same function types as the CLI and can be used either locally 

or remotely.  Typically, most authorized administrators use the GUI interface for management.  

All management occurs from the Security Management Server with the exception of manual updates.  Each 

individual component (Security Gateway or Security Management Server) must be directly updated 

See the other requirements in this AAR as referenced for specific administrative functions. All security 

management functions and the corresponding configuration information are identified or referenced throughout 

this AAR with the requirement to which they apply. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: See TSS Assurance Activities 

See the other requirements in this AAR as referenced. All security management functions and the corresponding 

configuration information are identified or referenced throughout this AAR with the requirement to which they 

apply. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator tests management functions as part of testing the SFRs 

identified in section 2.4.4. No separate testing for FMT_SMF.1 is required unless one of the management functions 

in FMT_SMF.1.1 has not already been exercised under any other SFR. 

All of the management functions were demonstrated throughout the course of testing. Refer to FAU_GEN.1 

where audit records were collected for each of the security management functions selected. 

 

2.7.7 SPECIFICATION OF MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS  (VPNGW11:FMT_SMF.1) 

 

2.7.7.1 VPNGW11:FMT_SMF.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: There is no change to the Evaluation Activities specified for this SFR in the 

NDcPP Supporting Document. The PP-Module modifies this SFR to require the ST author to make certain 

selections, but these selections are all part of the original definition of the SFR so no new behavior is defined by 

the PP-Module. 

See the NDcPP22e:FMT_SMF.1 TSS Assurance Activity. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.7.8 SPECIFICATION OF MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS  (STFFW14E:FMT_SMF.1/FFW) 

 

2.7.8.1 STFFW14E:FMT_SMF.1.1/FFW 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluation activities specified for FMT_SMF.1 in the Supporting 

Document for the Base-PP shall be applied in the same way to the newly added management functions defined in 

FMT_SMF.1/FFW in the FW Module. 

See the NDcPP22e:FMT_SMF.1 TSS Assurance Activity. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.7.9 VPN SPECIFICATION OF MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS (VPN GATEWAY)  

(VPNGW11:FMT_SMF.1/VPN) 

 

2.7.9.1 VPNGW11:FMT_SMF.1.1/VPN 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to confirm that all management 

functions specified in FMT_SMF.1/VPN are provided by the TOE. As with FMT_SMF.1 in the Base-PP, the evaluator 

shall ensure that the TSS identifies what logical interfaces are used to perform these functions and that this 

includes a description of the local administrative interface. 

See the NDcPP22e:FMT_SMF.1 TSS Assurance Activity. 
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Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the operational guidance to confirm that 

all management functions specified in FMT_SMF.1/VPN are provided by the TOE. As with FMT_SMF.1 in the Base-

PP, the evaluator shall ensure that the operational guidance identifies what logical interfaces are used to perform 

these functions and that this includes a description of the local administrative interface. 

See the NDcPP22e:FMT_SMF.1 TSS Assurance Activity. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator tests management functions as part of testing the SFRs 

identified in sections 2.2, 3, and 4. No separate testing for FMT_SMF.1/VPN is required unless one of the 

management functions in FMT_SMF.1.1/VPN has not already been exercised under any other SFR. 

All of the management functions were demonstrated throughout the course of testing. Refer to FAU_GEN.1 

where audit records were collected for each of the security management functions selected. 

 

2.7.10 RESTRICTIONS ON SECURITY ROLES  (NDCPP22E:FMT_SMR.2) 

 

2.7.10.1 NDCPP22E:FMT_SMR.2.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.7.10.2 NDCPP22E:FMT_SMR.2.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.7.10.3 NDCPP22E:FMT_SMR.2.3 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that it details the TOE 

supported roles and any restrictions of the roles involving administration of the TOE. 

Section 6.7 of the ST states that the TOE supports administrator roles. The TOE is able to create roles for each 

configured administrator. An administrator can login to the TOE locally or remotely.  

Section 6.7 of the ST further describes how the TOE associates user accounts with roles and supports the role of 

authorized administrator.  Only authorized administrators who have successfully logged in to the TOE either locally 

or remotely can access and manage all TOE security functions.  

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall review the guidance documentation to ensure that 

it contains instructions for administering the TOE both locally and remotely, including any configuration that needs 

to be performed on the client for remote administration. 

The “Authentication Configuration” section of the CC Supplement states that the TOE’s Install Guide requires an 

operator to configure the administrator account password upon a first time installation. As part of the Install 

Guide (section titled “First Time Configuration Wizard”), the operator also must access the TOE’s WebUI in order 

to continue first time set-up. During this setup, the operator will configure a username and password for 

SmartConsole, which is used to configure the TOE’s policies and settings. 

The “Login Banner” and “Password Complexity” sections in the CC Supplement provide instructions for how to 

configure login banners for the Web UI and the Local console and how to configure password settings.  

The “Stage 2: Setting an Admin password from the Console” section in the Install Guide describes how to login to 

the Gaia console interface for the first time and how to enter a new password including character requirements 

and minimum password length.    

The “IPsec Pre-Shared Keys” section in the CC Supplement states that the Check Point Gateways support IKE with 

both text-based and bit-based Pre-Shared Keys (PSKs) for IPsec connections with external managed gateways and 

remote clients.  The supported character set for text-based PSKs includes the 62 case-sensitive alphanumeric 

characters and the following symbols: “!, @, #, $, %, ^, &, *, (, and )”.   When creating a text-based PSK, 

administrators should try to strike a balance between shorter, more easily remembered PSKs and longer, more 

secure PSKs.  SmartConsole requires a minimum of six characters and can support PSKs no longer than 64 

characters; however, Common Criteria (requirements is for) a minimum of twenty-two character PSKs, so 

administrators should choose text-based PSKs ranging from 22 and 64 characters in length. 

From the “VPN Community Properties->Advanced Settings->Shared Secret” page, an administrator can check the 

“Use only Shared Secret for all External members” and then configure the PSK for each external member Gateway. 

Note that SmartConsole interprets PSKs beginning with “0x” and consisting of ASCII hexadecimal characters as bit-

based PSKs and not as text-based PSKs.  Thus, SmartConsole can accept bit-based PSKs with up to 62 ASCII 

hexadecimal characters. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: In the course of performing the testing activities for the evaluation, the 

evaluator shall use all supported interfaces, although it is not necessary to repeat each test involving an 
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administrative action with each interface. The evaluator shall ensure, however, that each supported method of 

administering the TOE that conforms to the requirements of this cPP be tested; for instance, if the TOE can be 

administered through a local hardware interface; SSH; and TLS/HTTPS; then all three methods of administration 

must be exercised during the evaluation team's test activities. 

For distributed TOEs, tests defined to verify the correct implementation of security management functions shall be 

performed for every TOE component. For security management functions that are implemented centrally, 

sampling should be applied when defining the evaluator's tests (ensuring that all components are covered by the 

sample). 

All administrative interfaces were used throughout the course of testing, which include a local console for all 

component types and SmartConsole for management component types. Access to each of the TOE interfaces was 

demonstrated in FIA_UIA_EXT.1 test 1. 

2.8 PACKET FILTERING (FPF) 

 

2.8.1 RULES FOR PACKET FILTERING  (VPNGW11:FPF_RUL_EXT.1) 

 

2.8.1.1 VPNGW11:FPF_RUL_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the TSS provide a description of the TOE's 

initialization/startup process, which clearly indicates where processing of network packets begins to take place, 

and provides a discussion that supports the assertion that packets cannot flow during this process. 

The evaluator shall verify that the TSS also includes a narrative that identifies the components (e.g., active entity 

such as a process or task) involved in processing the network packets and describes the safeguards that would 

prevent packets flowing through the TOE without applying the ruleset in the event of a component failure. This 

could include the failure of a component, such as a process being terminated, or a failure within a component, 

such as memory buffers full and cannot process packets. 

Section 6.5 states that during the Check Point Security Gateway Appliances gateway boot process, there is a lag 

between the time when the network interface is operational, and the time that the Stateful Traffic Filtering 

functionality is fully functioning. During this time, Boot Security is enforced: 

• Traffic flow through the appliance is disabled; and 

• Traffic to and from the appliance is controlled by a Default Filter that drops all external traffic to the 

 appliance 

Section 6.5 states that if any interface is overwhelmed with traffic, the TOE will drop the packets.  

Guidance Assurance Activities: The operational guidance associated with this requirement is assessed in the 

subsequent test Evaluation Activities. 
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See subsequent test assurance activities.  

Testing Assurance Activities: Test 1: The evaluator shall attempt to get network traffic to flow through the TOE 

while the TOE is being initialized. A steady flow of network packets that would otherwise be denied by the ruleset 

should be sourced and directed to a host. The evaluator shall use a packet sniffer to verify none of the generated 

network traffic is permitted through the TOE during initialization. 

Test 2: The evaluator shall attempt to get network traffic to flow through the TOE while the TOE is being initialized. 

A steady flow of network packets that would be permitted by the ruleset should be sourced and directed to a host. 

The evaluator shall use a packet sniffer to verify none of the generated network traffic is permitted through the 

TOE during initialization and is only permitted once initialization is complete. 

Note: The remaining testing associated with application of the ruleset is addressed in the subsequent test 

Evaluation Activities. 

Test 1 and Test2: Because the TOE acts as a router, packets are sent to a TOE interface and forwarded.  Thus, 

traffic used during STFFW14e:FFW_RUL_EXT.1, test 1 testing is directed at TOE interfaces to be forwarded as 

appropriate to the ultimate destination.  Therefore, the tests for Packet Filtering from the VPN Gateway EP are a 

subset of those identified by the Firewall PP and are covered by test described under STFFW14e:FFW_RUL_EXT.1.  

Refer to STFFW14e:FFW_RUL_EXT.1 for results. 

 

2.8.1.2 VPNGW11:FPF_RUL_EXT.1.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: There are no Evaluation Activities specified for this element. Definition of Packet Filtering 

policy, association of operations with Packet Filtering rules, and association of these rules to network interfaces is 

described collectively under FPF_RUL_EXT.1.4. 

There are no Evaluation Activities specified for this element. 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.8.1.3 VPNGW11:FPF_RUL_EXT.1.3 

TSS Assurance Activities: There are no Evaluation Activities specified for this element. Definition of Packet Filtering 

policy, association of operations with Packet Filtering rules, and association of these rules to network interfaces is 

described collectively under FPF_RUL_EXT.1.4. 

 

There are no Evaluation Activities specified for this element. 
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Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.8.1.4 VPNGW11:FPF_RUL_EXT.1.4 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the TSS describes a Packet Filtering policy that can use the 

following fields for each identified protocol, and that the RFCs identified for each protocol are supported: 

- IPv4 (RFC 791) 

o Source address 

o Destination Address 

o Protocol 

- IPv6 (RFC 2460) 

o Source Address 

o Destination Address 

o Next Header (Protocol) 

- TCP (RFC 793) 

o Source Port 

o Destination Port 

- UDP (RFC 768) 

o Source Port 

o Destination Port 

The evaluator shall verify that the TSS describes how conformance with the identified RFCs has been determined 

by the TOE developer (e.g., third party interoperability testing, protocol compliance testing). 

The evaluator shall verify that each rule can identify the following actions: permit, discard, and log. 

The evaluator shall verify that the TSS identifies all interface types subject to the Packet Filtering policy and 

explains how rules are associated with distinct network interfaces. Where interfaces can be grouped into a 

common interface type (e.g., where the same internal logical path is used, perhaps where a common device driver 

is used), they can be treated collectively as a distinct network interface. 
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Section 6.5 of the ST states that Firewall rules can be set to filter on protocol, source address, destination address, 

source port, destination port, ICMP type or ICMP code.  All protocols including icmpv4, icmpv6, ipv4, ipv6, tcp, and 

udp may be used in firewall rules. The firewall rules implement the SPD rules (permit, deny, bypass).  Each rule can 

be configured to log status of packets pertaining to the rule.  Rules can also be assigned to each network interface. 

The TOE is able to create one or more VS (Virtual System).  Physical interfaces on the TOE hardware can be 

assigned to each VS.  From the rules page, each rule can specify one or more VS. The TOE supports FTP for stateful 

filtering.  The TOE’s firewall rules apply to all IP ranges.  These rules take precedence in layer 2. Rules applied to 

specific IP addresses are specific to all gateways.  These rules take precedence in layer 3. This allows the TOE’s 

gateway firewall rules to be checked first. 

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluators shall verify that the operational guidance identifies the following 

protocols as being supported and the following attributes as being configurable within Packet filtering rules for the 

associated protocols: 

- IPv4 (RFC 791) 

o Source address 

o Destination Address 

o Protocol 

- IPv6 (RFC 2460) 

o Source Address 

o Destination Address 

o Next Header (Protocol) 

- TCP (RFC 793) 

o Source Port 

o Destination Port 

- UDP (RFC 768) 

o Source Port 

o Destination Port 

The evaluator shall verify that the operational guidance indicates that each rule can identify the following actions: 

permit, discard, and log. 
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The evaluator shall verify that the operational guidance explains how rules are associated with distinct network 

interfaces. 

The guidance may describe the other protocols contained within the ST (e.g., IPsec, IKE, potentially HTTPS, SSH, 

and TLS) that are processed by the TOE. The evaluator shall ensure that it is made clear what protocols were not 

considered as part of the TOE evaluation. 

The “Stateful Packet Filtering” section of the CC Supplement states that Firewall rules can be associated with one 

or more network interfaces of the TOE.  They can also incorporate the following attributes to specify traffic that 

can match a given rule: 

ICMPv4 

• Type 

• Code 

ICMPv6 

• Type 

• Code 

IPv4 

• Source address 

• Destination Address 

• Transport Layer Protocol 

IPv6 

• Source address 

• Destination Address 

• Transport Layer Protocol 

TCP 

• Source Port 

• Destination Port 

UDP 

• Source Port 

• Destination Port 

The administrator is able to define packet filtering rules in the Policy section of the SmartConsole. The 

administrator can specify which services to allow (in this case, FTP) as well as a port range to block certain ports 

from being used. The policy can also be logged, and the log can be viewed under the Logs & Monitor Tab. 
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An administrator can control the Gateways Stateful Inspection behaviors from the “Global Properties -> Stateful 

Inspection” page.  Options allow control over the types of stateful packets that the TOE can accept or drop.  For 

the packets that can be dropped, there is an explicit option to log the packets being dropped.  

The Check Point Security Gateways possess a default firewall policy (a policy is a set of rules, and the default set is 

named “Standard”) that includes an “allow all” rule at the end, and thus if the administrator intends to utilize this 

rule, they must reconfigure the existing allow all rule with to drop all packets (or create a new drop all rule) and 

place this rule at the end of the policy list.  The administrator must also enable logging for this policy in order to 

capture logs for the default drop rule.  Note that all newly defined firewall policies come with a final (default) drop 

all rule.Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following tests: 

Test 1: The evaluator shall use the instructions in the operational guidance to test that packet filter rules can be 

created that permit, discard, and log packets for each of the following attributes: 

- IPv4 

o Source address 

o Destination Address 

o Protocol 

- IPv6 

o Source Address 

o Destination Address 

o Next Header (Protocol) 

- TCP 

o Source Port 

o Destination Port 

- UDP 

o Source Port 

o Destination Port 

Test 2: The evaluator shall repeat Test 1 above for each distinct network interface type supported by the TOE to 

ensure that Packet filtering rules can be defined for each all supported types. 

Note that these test activities should be performed in conjunction with those of FPF_RUL_EXT.1.6 where the 

effectiveness of the rules is tested; here the evaluator is just ensuring the guidance is sufficient and the TOE 
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supports the administrator creating a ruleset based on the above attributes. The test activities for 

FPF_RUL_EXT.1.6 define the protocol/attribute combinations required to be tested. If those combinations are 

configured manually, that will fulfill the objective of these test activities, but if those combinations are configured 

otherwise (e.g., using automation), these test activities may be necessary in order to ensure the guidance is correct 

and the full range of configurations can be achieved by a TOE administrator. 

The testing associated with this requirement are addressed in the subsequent testing of 

VPNGW11:FPF_RUL_EXT.1.6 where the firewall rules used during that testing were configured manually by the 

evaluator. 

 

2.8.1.5 VPNGW11:FPF_RUL_EXT.1.5 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the TSS describes the algorithm applied to incoming 

packets, including the processing of default rules, determination of whether a packet is part of an established 

session, and application of administrator defined and ordered ruleset. 

Section 6.5 of the ST states that every IPv4/v6 packet received by the Check Point Security Gateway Appliances 

gateway is intercepted by the firewall kernel. Fragmented packets are first reassembled. IPv4/v6 packets with 

unauthorized IP options (e.g. source route option) are dropped. 

The TOE supports logical interfaces. The logical interface over which the packet was received determines the 

Virtual System identifier (VSID). The default VSID is 0.  Each Virtual System (VS) maintains its own tables, in which 

only its associated (physical and logical) interfaces are registered. Each VS is allocated an independent set of 

processes for information flow processing within its context. An incoming packet is dispatched for processing by 

the corresponding Virtual System, determining the selection of the state tables and security policy that will be 

used to process the packet.  

When an IP packet is received on a network interface, its source address is compared to topology information 

configured by the authorized administrator. If the source address does not correspond to the set of network 

addresses that match the given network interface, the packet is dropped as a spoofed packet. Note that broadcast 

and loopback addresses are never considered valid source addresses and are therefore rejected. 

ESP-encapsulated packets are first decrypted and verified. The packet header attributes are used to match the 

packet against state tables that contain accepted FTP ‘connections’. If the packet is successfully matched and 

passes packet sanity checks (correct sequence number, acknowledgment number, flags (SYN; ACK; RST; FIN.), then 

it is concluded that a decision has been already made for this traffic flow, and processing may skip past inspection. 

New ftp connections are tracked and flags in a state table are used to know when to clear the connection. The 

state table is cleared when the connection is closed. The TOE maintains and updates the state table to keep track 

of creation, open, and removal sessions.  To help determine whether a packet can be part of a new session or an 

established session, the TOE uses information in the packet header and protocol header fields to determine the 

session state to which the FTP packet applies. 
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For all other packets (non-FTP), inspection is performed against the firewall rules.  The rules have 4 possible 

outcomes: 

1. Accept - the packet is allowed through; 
2. Drop – the packet is dropped without notification to the sender; 
3. Reject – the packet is dropped and the presumed sender is notified.   
4. If no rule is matched, packets are dropped. 

 

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the operational guidance describes how the order of 

Packet filtering rules is determined and provides the necessary instructions so that an administrator can configure 

the order of rule processing. 

The “Stateful Packet Filtering” section of the CC Supplement states that the Firewall tab of SmartConsole displays 

the firewall rules in the order that the Gateways apply them during packet processing.  An administrator can 

reorder the rules with SmartConsole by simply dragging them up or down within the Security Policies tab.  

Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following tests: 

Test 1: The evaluator shall devise two equal Packet Filtering rules with alternate operations – permit and discard. 

The rules should then be deployed in two distinct orders and in each case the evaluator shall ensure that the first 

rule is enforced in both cases by generating applicable packets and using packet capture and logs for confirmation. 

Test 2: The evaluator shall repeat the procedure above, except that the two rules should be devised where one is a 

subset of the other (e.g., a specific address vs. a network segment). Again, the evaluator should test both orders to 

ensure that the first is enforced regardless of the specificity of the rule. 

The VPNGW11:FPF_RUL_EXT.1 testing is a subset of testing required for the STFFW14e:FFW_RUL_EXT.1 testing.  

Refer to the STFFW14e:FFW_RUL_EXT.1.8 tests. 

 

2.8.1.6 VPNGW11:FPF_RUL_EXT.1.6 

TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the TSS describes the process for applying Packet 

Filtering rules and also that the behavior (either by default, or as configured by the administrator) is to discard 

packets when there is no rule match. The evaluator shall verify the TSS describes when the IPv4/IPv6 protocols 

supported by the TOE differ from the full list provided in the RFC Values for IPv4 and IPv6 table. (TD0597 

applied)Section 6.5 of the ST states that every IPv4/v6 packet received by the Check Point Security Gateway 

Appliances gateway is intercepted by the firewall kernel. Fragmented packets are first reassembled. IPv4/v6 

packets with unauthorized IP options (e.g. source route option) are dropped. 

The TOE supports logical interfaces. The logical interface over which the packet was received determines the 

Virtual System identifier (VSID). The default VSID is 0.  Each Virtual System (VS) maintains its own tables, in which 

only its associated (physical and logical) interfaces are registered. Each VS is allocated an independent set of 

processes for information flow processing within its context. An incoming packet is dispatched for processing by 
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the corresponding Virtual System, determining the selection of the state tables and security policy that will be 

used to process the packet.  

When an IP packet is received on a network interface, its source address is compared to topology information 

configured by the authorized administrator. If the source address does not correspond to the set of network 

addresses that match the given network interface, the packet is dropped as a spoofed packet. Note that broadcast 

and loopback addresses are never considered valid source addresses and are therefore rejected. 

ESP-encapsulated packets are first decrypted and verified. The packet header attributes are used to match the 

packet against state tables that contain accepted FTP ‘connections’. If the packet is successfully matched and 

passes packet sanity checks (correct sequence number, acknowledgment number, flags (SYN; ACK; RST; FIN.), then 

it is concluded that a decision has been already made for this traffic flow, and processing may skip past inspection. 

New ftp connections are tracked and flags in a state table are used to know when to clear the connection. The 

state table is cleared when the connection is closed. The TOE maintains and updates the state table to keep track 

of creation, open, and removal sessions.  To help determine whether a packet can be part of a new session or an 

established session, the TOE uses information in the packet header and protocol header fields to determine the 

session state to which the FTP packet applies. 

For all other packets (non-FTP), inspection is performed against the firewall rules.  The rules have 4 possible 

outcomes: 

1. Accept - the packet is allowed through; 
2. Drop – the packet is dropped without notification to the sender; 
3. Reject – the packet is dropped and the presumed sender is notified.   
4. If no rule is matched, packets are dropped. 

 

Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the operational guidance describes the behavior if 

no rules or special conditions apply to the network traffic. If the behavior is configurable, the evaluator shall verify 

that the operational guidance provides the appropriate instructions to configure the behavior to discard packets 

with no matching rules. 

The “Stateful Packet Filtering” section of the CC Supplement states that the Check Point Security Gateways possess 

a default firewall policy (a policy is a set of rules, and the default set is named “Standard”) that includes an “allow 

all” rule at the end, and thus if the administrator intends to utilize this rule, they must reconfigure the existing 

allow all rule with to drop all packets (or create a new drop all rule) and place this rule at the end of the policy list.  

The administrator must also enable logging for this policy in order to capture logs for the default drop rule.  Note 

that all newly defined firewall policies come with a final (default) drop all rule. 

Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following tests: 

Test 1: The evaluator shall configure the TOE to permit and log each supported IPv4 Transport Layer Protocol 

(see RFC Values for IPv4 and IPv6 table for full possible list) in conjunction with a specific source address and 

specific destination address, specific source address and wildcard destination address, wildcard source address 

and specific destination address, and wildcard source address and wildcard destination address. The evaluator 

shall generate packets matching each supported IPv4 Transport Layer Protocol and within the configured source 
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and destination addresses in order to ensure that the supported protocols are permitted (i.e., by capturing the 

packets after passing through the TOE) and logged. Any protocols not supported by the TOE must be denied. 

Test 2: The evaluator shall configure the TOE to permit all traffic except to discard and log each supported IPv4 

Transport Layer Protocol (see RFC Values for IPv4 and IPv6 table for full possible list) in conjunction with a 

specific source address and specific destination address, specific source address and wildcard destination 

address, wildcard source address and specific destination address, and wildcard source address and wildcard 

destination address. The evaluator shall generate packets matching each defined IPv4 Transport Layer Protocol 

and within the configured source and destination addresses in order to ensure that the supported protocols are 

denied (i.e., by capturing no applicable packets passing through the TOE) and logged. Any protocols not 

supported by the TOE must also be denied but are not required to be logged. 

Test 3: The evaluator shall configure the TOE to permit and log each supported IPv4 Transport Layer Protocol 

(see RFC Values for IPv4 and IPv6 table for full possible list) in conjunction with a specific source address and 

specific destination address, specific source address and wildcard destination address, wildcard source address 

and specific destination address, and wildcard source address and wildcard destination address. Additionally, 

the evaluator shall configure the TOE to discard and log each supported IPv4 Transport Layer Protocol (see RFC 

Values for IPv4 and IPv6 table for full possible list) in conjunction with different (than those permitted above) 

combinations of a specific source address and specific destination address, specific source address and wildcard 

destination address, wildcard source address and specific destination address, and wildcard source address and 

wildcard destination address. The evaluator shall generate packets matching each supported IPv4 Transport 

Layer Protocol and outside the scope of all source and destination addresses configured above in order to 

ensure that the supported protocols are denied (i.e., by capturing no applicable packets passing through the 

TOE) and logged. Any protocols not supported by the TOE must be denied. 

Test 4: The evaluator shall configure the TOE to permit and log each supported IPv6 Transport Layer Protocol 

(see RFC Values for IPv4 and IPv6 table  for full possible list) in conjunction with a specific source address and 

specific destination address, specific source address and wildcard destination address, wildcard source address 

and specific destination address, and wildcard source address and wildcard destination address. The evaluator 

shall generate packets matching each defined IPv6 Transport Layer Protocol and within the configured source 

and destination addresses in order to ensure that the supported protocols are permitted (i.e., by capturing the 

packets after passing through the TOE) and logged. Any protocols not supported by the TOE must be denied. 

Test 5: The evaluator shall configure the TOE to permit all traffic except to discard and log each supported IPv6 

Transport Layer Protocol (see RFC Values for IPv4 and IPv6 table for full possible list) in conjunction with a 

specific source address and specific destination address, specific source address and wildcard destination 

address, wildcard source address and specific destination address, and wildcard source address and wildcard 

destination address. The evaluator shall generate packets matching each defined IPv6 Transport Layer Protocol 

and within the configured source and destination addresses in order to ensure that the supported protocols are 

denied (i.e., by capturing no applicable packets passing through the TOE) and logged. Any protocols not 

supported by the TOE must also be denied but are not required to be logged. 
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Test 6: The evaluator shall configure the TOE to permit and log each supported IPv6 Transport Layer Protocol 

(see RFC Values for IPv4 and IPv6 table for full possible list) in conjunction with a specific source address and 

specific destination address, specific source address and wildcard destination address, wildcard source address 

and specific destination address, and wildcard source address and wildcard destination address. Additionally, 

the evaluator shall configure the TOE to discard and log each supported IPv6 Transport Layer Protocol (see RFC 

Values for IPv4 and IPv6 table for full possible list) in conjunction with different (than those permitted above) 

combinations of a specific source address and specific destination address, specific source address and wildcard 

destination address, wildcard source address and specific destination address, and wildcard source address and 

wildcard destination address. The evaluator shall generate packets matching each defined IPv6 Transport Layer 

Protocol and outside the scope of all source and destination addresses configured above in order to ensure that 

the supported protocols are dropped (i.e., by capturing no applicable packets passing through the TOE) and 

logged. Any protocols not supported by the TOE must be denied. 

Test 7: The evaluator shall configure the TOE to permit and log protocol 6 (TCP) using a selected source port, a 

selected destination port, and a selected source and destination port combination. The evaluator shall generate 

packets matching the configured source and destination TCP ports in order to ensure that they are permitted 

(i.e., by capturing the packets after passing through the TOE) and logged. 

Test 8: The evaluator shall configure the TOE to discard and log protocol 6 (TCP) using a selected source port, a 

selected destination port, and a selected source and destination port combination. The evaluator shall generate 

packets matching the configured source and destination TCP ports in order to ensure that they are denied (i.e., 

by capturing no applicable packets passing through the TOE) and logged. 

Test 9: The evaluator shall configure the TOE to permit and log protocol 17 (UDP) using a selected source port, a 

selected destination port, and a selected source and destination port combination. The evaluator shall generate 

packets matching the configured source and destination UDP ports in order to ensure that they are permitted 

(i.e., by capturing the packets after passing through the TOE) and logged. Here the evaluator ensures that the 

UDP port 500 (IKE) is included in the set of tests. 

Test 10: The evaluator shall configure the TOE to discard and log protocol 17 (UDP) using a selected source port, 

a selected destination port, and a selected source and destination port combination. The evaluator shall 

generate packets matching the configured source and destination UDP ports in order to ensure that they are 

denied (i.e., by capturing no applicable packets passing through the TOE) and logged. Again, the evaluator 

ensures that UDP port 500 is included in the set of tests. 

The following table identifies the RFC defined values for the protocol fields for IPv4 and IPv6 to be used in 

configuring and otherwise testing Packet Filtering rule definition and enforcement: Table 3: RFC Values for IPv4 

and IPv6 in the Module. 

 (TD0597 applied)Test 1:  The evaluator performed the following steps and confirmed that packets are filtered 

properly and the rules are enforced.  
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1. Configure a ruleset for the IPv4 transport protocols from table 3 of the VPNGW11 supporting document.  

For each protocol specify the following types of PERMIT & LOG rules: 

a. a specific source address and specific destination address,  

b. wildcard source address and specific destination address, 

c. specific source address and wildcard destination address, and 

d. wildcard source address and wildcard destination address 

Note: the addresses used in a through d must either be tested sequentially, or must be non-overlapping. 

2. Generate traffic and pass it through the TOE ensuring that the following traffic is permitted (determine 

traffic is permitted by capturing packets transmitted by the TOE): 

a. The specific permitted source address (1a) and specific permitted destination address (1a). 

b. A specific address within the wildcard source address from (1b) and the specific destination 

address from (1b). 

c. The specific permitted source address in (1c) and a specific address within the wildcard 

destination address from (1c).  

d. A specific address within the wildcard source address from (1d) and A specific address within the 

wildcard destination address from (1d). 

Note: the addresses used in 2a through 2d correspond with the addresses configured in the rules specified 

by 1a through 1d. 

3. Ensure every packet permitted by the rule results in an accurate LOG record. 

 

Test 2:  The evaluator performed the following steps and confirmed packets are filtered properly and the rules are 

enforced.  

1. Configure a ruleset for the IPv4 transport protocols from table 3 of the VPNGW11 supporting document.  

For each protocol specify the following types of DENY and LOG rules: 

a. a specific source address and specific destination address,  

b. wildcard source address and specific destination address, 

c. specific source address and wildcard destination address, 

d. wildcard source address and wildcard destination address 

Note: the addresses used in a through d must either be tested sequentially, or must be non-overlapping. 

2. Generate traffic and pass it through the TOE ensuring that the following traffic is denied and logged 

(Determine traffic is denied by capturing packets transmitted by the TOE):  

a. The specific source address (1a) and specific destination address (1a). 

b. A specific address within the wildcard source address from (1b) and the specific destination 

address from (1b). 

c. The specific source address in (1c) and a specific address within the wildcard destination address 

from (1c).  

d. A specific address within the wildcard source address from (1d) and A specific address within the 

wildcard destination address from (1d). 
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Note: the addresses used in 2a through 2d correspond with the addresses configured in the rules specified 

by 1a through 1d. 

3. Ensure every packet Denied by the rule results in an accurate LOG record. 

  

Test 3:  The evaluator performed the following steps and confirmed packets are filtered properly and the rules are 

enforced.  

1. Configure a ruleset for the IPv4 transport protocols from table 3 of the VPNGW11 supporting document.  

For each protocol specify the following types of PERMIT & LOG rules and DENY & LOG rules: 

a. a specific source address and specific destination address,  

b. wildcard source address and specific destination address, 

c. specific source address and wildcard destination address, 

d. wildcard source address and wildcard destination address 

Note: the addresses used in a through d must either be tested sequentially, or must be non-overlapping. 

2. Generate traffic and pass it through the TOE ensuring that the following traffic is denied(determine traffic 

is denied by capturing packets transmitted by the TOE): 

a. An address other than the specific permitted/denied source address (1a) and an address other 

than the specific permitted/denied destination address (1a). 

b. A specific address that is not within the wildcard source address from (1b) and an address other 

than the specific permitted/denied destination address from (1b) 

c. An address other than the specific permitted/denied source address in (1c) and an address that is 

not within the wildcard destination address from (1c).  

d. A specific address that is not within the wildcard source address from (1d) and A specific address 

that is not within the wildcard destination address from (1d). 

Note: the addresses used in 2a through 2d correspond with the addresses configured in the rules specified 

by 1a through 1d. 

3. Ensure every packet denied by the default cleanup rule results in an accurate LOG record. 

 

Test 4:  The evaluator performed the following steps and confirmed packets are filtered properly and the rules are 

enforced.  

1. Configure a ruleset for the IPv6 transport protocols from table 3 of the VPNGW11 supporting document.  

For each protocol specify the following types of  PERMIT & LOG rules: 

a. a specific source address and specific destination address,  

b. wildcard source address and specific destination address, 

c. specific source address and wildcard destination address, 

d. wildcard source address and wildcard destination address 

Note: the addresses used in a through d must either be tested sequentially, or must be non-overlapping. 
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2. Generate traffic and pass it through the TOE ensuring that the following traffic is permitted (determine 

traffic is permitted by capturing packets transmitted by the TOE): 

a. The specific permitted source address (1a) and specific permitted destination address (1a). 

b. A specific address within the wildcard source address from (1b) and the specific destination 

address from (1b), 

c. The specific permitted source address in (1c) and a specific address within the wildcard 

destination address from (1c).  

d. A specific address within the wildcard source address from (1d) and A specific address within the 

wildcard destination address from (1d). 

Note: the addresses used in 2a through 2d correspond with the addresses configured in the rules specified 

by 1a through 1d. 

3. Ensure every packet permitted by the rule results in an accurate LOG record. 

 

Test 5:  The evaluator performed the following steps and confirmed packets are filtered properly and the rules are 

enforced.  

1. Configure a ruleset for the IPv6 transport protocols from table 3 of the VPNGW11 supporting document.  

For each protocol specify the following types of DENY and LOG rules: 

a. a specific source address and specific destination address,  

b. wildcard source address and specific destination address, 

c. specific source address and wildcard destination address, 

d. wildcard source address and wildcard destination address 

Note: the addresses used in a through d must either be tested sequentially, or must be non-overlapping. 

2. Generate traffic and pass it through the TOE ensuring that the following traffic is denied and logged 

(Determine traffic is denied by capturing packets transmitted by the TOE):  

a. The specific source address (1a) and specific destination address (1a). 

b. A specific address within the wildcard source address from (1b) and the specific destination 

address from (1b), 

c. The specific source address in (1c) and a specific address within the wildcard destination address 

from (1c).  

d. A specific address within the wildcard source address from (1d) and A specific address within the 

wildcard destination address from (1d). 

Note: the addresses used in 2a through 2d correspond with the addresses configured in the rules specified 

by 1a through 1d. 

3. Ensure every packet Denied by the rule results in an accurate LOG record. 

 

Test 6:  The evaluator performed the following steps and confirmed packets are filtered properly and the rules are 

enforced.  
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1. Configure a ruleset for the IPv6 transport protocols from table 3 of the VPNGW11 supporting document.  

For each protocol specify the following types of PERMIT & LOG rules and DENY & LOG rules: 

a. a specific source address and specific destination address,  

b. wildcard source address and specific destination address, 

c. specific source address and wildcard destination address, 

d. wildcard source address and wildcard destination address 

Note: the addresses used in a through d must either be tested sequentially, or must be non-overlapping. 

 

2. Generate traffic and pass it through the TOE ensuring that the following traffic is permitted (determine 

traffic is permitted by capturing packets transmitted by the TOE): 

a. An address other than the specific permitted/denied source address (1a) and an address other 

than the specific permitted/denied destination address (1a). 

b. A specific address that is not within the wildcard source address from (1b) and an address other 

than the specific permitted/denied destination address from (1b) 

c. An address other than the specific permitted/denied source address in (1c) and an address that is 

not within the wildcard destination address from (1c).  

d. A specific address that is not within the wildcard source address from (1d) and A specific address 

that is not within the wildcard destination address from (1d). 

Note: the addresses used in 2a through 2d correspond with the addresses configured in the rules specified 

by 1a through 1d. 

3. Ensure every packet denied by the default cleanup rule results in an accurate LOG record. 

 

Test 7:  The evaluator performed the following steps and confirmed packets are filtered properly and the rules are 

enforced.  

1. Configure a ruleset using TCP to specify the following types of PERMIT & LOG rules: 

a. specific source port and destination port range, 

b. source port range and specific destination port,  

c. specific source port and specific destination port 

Note: the addresses used in a through d must either be tested sequentially, or must be non-overlapping. 

2. Generate traffic and pass it through the TOE ensuring that the following traffic is permitted (determine 

traffic is permitted by capturing packets transmitted by the TOE): 

a. The specific permitted source port in (1a) and a specific port within the destination port range 

(1a).  

b. A specific port within the source port range (1b) and the specific destination port (1b). 

c. The specific permitted source port (1c) and specific permitted destination port (1c). 

Note: the addresses used in 2a through 2c correspond with the addresses configured in the rules specified 

by 1a through 1c. 
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3. Ensure every packet permitted by the rule results in an accurate LOG record. 

 

Test 8:  The evaluator performed the following steps and confirmed packets are filtered properly and the rules are 

enforced.  

1. Configure a ruleset using TCP to specify the following types of DENY & LOG rules: 

a. specific source port and destination port range, 

b. source port range and specific destination port,  

c. specific source port and specific destination port 

Note: the addresses used in a through d must either be tested sequentially, or must be non-overlapping. 

2. Generate traffic and pass it through the TOE ensuring that the following traffic is denied (determine traffic 

is denied by capturing no packets transmitted by the TOE): 

a. The specific permitted source port in (1a) and a specific port within the destination port range 

(1a).  

b. A specific port within the source port range (1b) and the specific destination port (1b). 

c. The specific permitted source port (1c) and specific permitted destination port (1c). 

Note: the addresses used in 2a through 2c correspond with the addresses configured in the rules specified 

by 1a through 1c. 

3. Ensure every packet denied by the rule results in an accurate LOG record. 

 

Test 9:  The evaluator performed the following steps and confirmed packets are filtered properly and the rules are 

enforced.  

1. Configure a ruleset using UDP to specify the following types of PERMIT & LOG rules: 

a. specific source port and destination port range, 

b. source port range and specific destination port,  

c. specific source port and specific destination port 

Note: the addresses used in a through d must either be tested sequentially, or must be non-overlapping. 

2. Generate traffic and pass it through the TOE ensuring that the following traffic is permitted (determine 

traffic is permitted by capturing packets transmitted by the TOE): 

a. The specific permitted source port in (1a) and a specific port within the destination port range 

(1a).  

b. A specific port within the source port range (1b) and the specific destination port (1b). 

c. The specific permitted source port (1c) and specific permitted destination port (1c). 

Note: the addresses used in 2a through 2c correspond with the addresses configured in the rules specified 

by 1a through 1c. 

3. Ensure every packet permitted by the rule results in an accurate LOG record. 
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Test 10:  The evaluator performed the following steps and confirmed packets are filtered properly and the rules 

are enforced.  

1. Configure a ruleset using UDP to specify the following types of  DENY & LOG rules: 

a. specific source port and destination port range, 

b. source port range and specific destination port,  

c. specific source port and specific destination port 

Note: the addresses used in a through d must either be tested sequentially, or must be non-overlapping. 

2. Generate traffic and pass it through the TOE ensuring that the following traffic is denied (determine traffic 

is denied by capturing no packets transmitted by the TOE): 

a. The specific permitted source port in (1a) and a specific port within the destination port range 

(1a).  

b. A specific port within the source port range (1b) and the specific destination port (1b). 

c. The specific permitted source port (1c) and specific permitted destination port (1c). 

Note: the addresses used in 2a through 2c correspond with the addresses configured in the rules specified 

by 1a through 1c. 

3. Ensure every packet denied by the rule results in an accurate LOG record. 

 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

2.9 PROTECTION OF THE TSF (FPT) 

 

2.9.1 PROTECTION OF ADMINISTRATOR PASSWORDS  (NDCPP22E:FPT_APW_EXT.1) 

 

2.9.1.1 NDCPP22E:FPT_APW_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.9.1.2 NDCPP22E:FPT_APW_EXT.1.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that it details all 

authentication data that are subject to this requirement, and the method used to obscure the plaintext password 

data when stored. The TSS shall also detail passwords are stored in such a way that they are unable to be viewed 

through an interface designed specifically for that purpose, as outlined in the application note. 

Section 6.9 of the ST states that all parts of the TOE are an appliance and are designed to not offer general purpose 

operating system interfaces to users.  The TOE does not offer any functions that will disclose to any user a plain 

text password.  Locally defined passwords are not stored in plaintext form.  

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.9.2 FAIL SECURE (SELF-TEST FAILURES)  (VPNGW11:FPT_FLS.1/SELFTEST) 

 

2.9.2.1 VPNGW11:FPT_FLS.1.1/SELFTEST 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall ensure the TSS describes how the TOE ensures a 

shutdown upon a self-test failure, a failed integrity check of the TSF executable image, or a failed health test of the 

noise source. If there are instances when a shut-down does not occur, (e.g., a failure is deemed non- security 

relevant), the evaluator shall ensure that those cases are identified and a rationale is provided that supports the 

classification and justifies why the TOE's ability to enforce its security policies is not affected in any such instance. 

Section 6.9 of the ST states that the TOE performs self-tests during power up to demonstrate the integrity of all 

executables and for cryptographic algorithm verification. If an integrity test fails in the FIPS module, the system will 

enter a kernel panic and will fail to boot up. If an integrity test fails due to a non-matching hash, a log is written in 

addition.   

During power-up, algorithms are tested in the kernel and user-space and health tests are executed. If an algorithm 

test fails in the kernel, the system will enter a kernel panic and will fail to boot up. If an error occurs in user-space, 

cpstart will not load the modules and the system will remain protected by a low level default security policy that 
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only allows outgoing connections from the gateway and does not allow IP forwarding. However, the TOE is still 

accessible via the local console login. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the operational guidance provides 

information on the self-test failures that can cause the TOE to shut down and how to diagnose the specific failure 

that has occurred, including possible remediation steps if available. 

The “Self-Tests” section of the CC Supplement states that a series of self-tests are run during the boot of each 

appliance on every boot. These self-tests are used to ensure the general health and security of the appliance and 

its security functionality modules. If an administrator has a serial connection established with the appliance, they 

can see messages pop up for each self-test that is run, along with the results of each run. In the event that a self-

test fails, an error message will be displayed to the administrator. The administrator should attempt to restart the 

appliance. If the same failure persists across boots, it is recommended that the admin contact CheckPoint support 

services. 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.9.3 BASIC INTERNAL TSF DATA TRANSFER PROTECTION  (NDCPP22E:FPT_ITT.1) 

 

2.9.3.1 NDCPP22E:FPT_ITT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: If the TOE is not a distributed TOE, then no evaluator action is necessary. For 

a distributed TOE the evaluator carries out the activities below. 

The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that, for all communications between components of a 

distributed TOE, each communications mechanism is identified in terms of the allowed protocols for that IT entity. 

The evaluator shall also confirm that all protocols listed in the TSS for these inter-component communications are 

specified and included in the requirements in the ST. 

Section 6.9 of the ST states that the TOE protects data between separate parts of the TOE (Security Gateway to 

Security Management Server) using the IPsec protocol.    This is consistent with the FPT_ITT.1 requirement within 

the Security Target that states the TSF shall protect TSF data from disclosure and detect its modification when it is 

transmitted between separate parts of the TOE through the use of [IPsec]. The evaluator verified the IPSec 

requirements are in the ST. 
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Component Guidance Assurance Activities: If the TOE is not a distributed TOE then no evaluator action is 

necessary. For a distributed TOE the evaluator carries out the activities below. 

The evaluator shall confirm that the guidance documentation contains instructions for establishing the relevant 

allowed communication channels and protocols between each pair of authorized TOE components, and that it 

contains recovery instructions should a connection be unintentionally broken. 

Section “Protection between Security Management Server and its Gateways” section in the CC Supplement 

describes how to configure the allowed communication channels and protocols between the authorized TOE 

components by creating a VPN Community and including the Security Management Server and the Gateways it 

manages. An administrator must perform the configuration (or reconfiguration should a connection be 

unintentionally broken) of the devices in a controlled environment (in which a segregated network with only TOE 

components present) and create a policy that allows all traffic to be used during the initial configuration of the 

devices and topology. 

Section “IPsec configuration” provides sub-sections detailing the steps for creating a VPN community to protect 

communication between the Sandwich and the Gateways it manages, and the steps for configuring the IPsec SPD 

and cryptographic parameters.  

Component Testing Assurance Activities: If the TOE is not a distributed TOE then no evaluator action is necessary. 

For a distributed TOE the evaluator carries out the activities below. 

The evaluator shall perform the following tests: 

a) Test 1: The evaluator shall ensure that communications using each protocol between each pair of authorized 

TOE components is tested during the course of the evaluation, setting up the connections as described in the 

guidance documentation and ensuring that communication is successful. 

b) Test 2: The evaluator shall ensure, for each communication channel with an authorized IT entity, the channel 

data is not sent in plaintext. 

c) Test3: Objective: The objective of this test is to ensure that the TOE reacts appropriately to any connection 

outage or interruption of the route between distributed components. 

The evaluator shall ensure that, for each different pair of non-equivalent component types, the connection is 

physically interrupted for the following durations: i) a duration that exceeds the TOE's application layer timeout 

setting, ii) a duration that is shorter than the application layer timeout but is of sufficient length to interrupt the 

network link layer. 

The evaluator shall ensure that when physical connectivity is restored, either communications are appropriately 

protected, or the secure channel is terminated and the registration process (as described in the FTP_TRP.1/Join) 

re-initiated, with the TOE generating adequate warnings to alert the Security Administrator. 
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In the case that the TOE is able to detect when the cable is removed from the device, another physical network 

device (e.g. a core switch) shall be used to interrupt the connection between the components. The interruption 

shall not be performed at the virtual node (e.g. virtual switch) and must be physical in nature. 

Further assurance activities are associated with the specific protocols. 

Test 1:  This test was performed in FCO_CPC_EXT.1 test case 1.2 where the evaluator successfully set up 

communications between authorized TOE components. 

Test 2:  Refer to Test 3 below where the evaluator analyzed the traffic and found no instance of sensitive data 

being sent outside the protected IPsec channel.   

Test 3: The evaluator physically disrupted the connection first for 30 seconds and a second time for approximately 

10 minutes.  In both cases, the evaluator analyzed the traffic and found no instance of sensitive data being sent 

outside the protected IPsec channel. 

 

2.9.4 PROTECTION OF TSF DATA (FOR READING OF ALL PRE-SHARED, SYMMETRIC AND 

PRIVATE KEYS)  (NDCPP22E:FPT_SKP_EXT.1) 

 

2.9.4.1 NDCPP22E:FPT_SKP_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that it details how any 

preshared keys, symmetric keys, and private keys are stored and that they are unable to be viewed through an 

interface designed specifically for that purpose, as outlined in the application note. If these values are not stored in 

plaintext, the TSS shall describe how they are protected/obscured. 

Section 6.9 of the ST states TOE is designed to not provide access to locally stored passwords and also, while 

cryptographic keys can be entered, the TOE does not disclose any cryptographic keys stored in the TOE. All keys 

are stored within an internal configuration (effectively a database) and the TOE protects these values by not 

permitting any operator access to them.  The TOE does not provide any means for reading any key or CSP.  

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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2.9.5 RELIABLE TIME STAMPS  (NDCPP22E:FPT_STM_EXT.1) 

 

2.9.5.1 NDCPP22E:FPT_STM_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.9.5.2 NDCPP22E:FPT_STM_EXT.1.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure that it lists each security 

function that makes use of time, and that it provides a description of how the time is maintained and considered 

reliable in the context of each of the time related functions. 

Section 6.9 of the ST states that the TOE components are hardware appliances that includes a real-time clock.  The 

TOE uses the clock to support several security functions including timestamps for audit records, timing elements of 

cryptographic functions, and inactivity timeouts. This section further states that The TOE provides reliable time 

stamps using an internal clock, that can be manually configured by the administrator. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator examines the guidance documentation to ensure it 

instructs the administrator how to set the time. If the TOE supports the use of an NTP server, the guidance 

documentation instructs how a communication path is established between the TOE and the NTP server, and any 

configuration of the NTP client on the TOE to support this communication. 

Section “Time Management” in the CC Supplement states that an administrator can set the time during the 

installation process as described in the “First Time Configuration Wizard” section in the Install Guide.  Once 

installed, the administrator can use the cmd line interface’s “set time” command through the local console. The 

“set time” command syntax is “set time HH:MM[:SS]”.  

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following tests: 

a) Test 1: If the TOE supports direct setting of the time by the Security Administrator then the evaluator uses the 

guidance documentation to set the time. The evaluator shall then use an available interface to observe that the 

time was set correctly. 
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b) Test 2: If the TOE supports the use of an NTP server; the evaluator shall use the guidance documentation to 

configure the NTP client on the TOE, and set up a communication path with the NTP server. The evaluator will 

observe that the NTP server has set the time to what is expected. If the TOE supports multiple protocols for 

establishing a connection with the NTP server, the evaluator shall perform this test using each supported protocol 

claimed in the guidance documentation. 

If the audit component of the TOE consists of several parts with independent time information, then the evaluator 

shall verify that the time information between the different parts are either synchronized or that it is possible for 

all audit information to relate the time information of the different part to one base information unambiguously. 

Test 1:  The evaluator set the clock from the local console and observed the time change via the local console 

interface.   

Test 2: N/A the TOE does not support the use of NTP. 

2.9.6 TSF TESTING  (NDCPP22E:FPT_TST_EXT.1) 

 

2.9.6.1 NDCPP22E:FPT_TST_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure that it details the self-tests 

that are run by the TSF; this description should include an outline of what the tests are actually doing (e.g., rather 

than saying 'memory is tested', a description similar to 'memory is tested by writing a value to each memory 

location and reading it back to ensure it is identical to what was written' shall be used). The evaluator shall ensure 

that the TSS makes an argument that the tests are sufficient to demonstrate that the TSF is operating correctly. 

For distributed TOEs the evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure that it details which TOE component performs 

which self-tests and when these self-tests are run. 

Table 6-3 in Section 6.9 of the ST provides details of the power-up cryptographic algorithm known answer tests 

performed by the TOE.  

Section 6.9 of the ST states that during power-up the integrity of all executables is verified with a digital signature 

as indicated in the associated SFR. The public key used for signature verification comes pre-installed on the TOE.  If 

an integrity test fails in the FIPS module, the system will enter a kernel panic and will fail to boot up. If an integrity 

test fails due to a non-matching hash, a log is written. 

During power-up algorithms are tested in the kernel and user-space and health tests are executed.  If an algorithm 

test fails in the kernel, the system will enter a kernel panic and will fail to boot up. If an error occurs in user-space, 
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cpstart will not load the modules and the system will remain protected by a low-level default security policy that 

only allows outgoing connections from the gateway and does not allow IP forwarding. However, the TOE is still 

accessible via the local console login. All algorithms are tested in kernel and user-space apart from ECDSA and RSA 

as these are only used, and therefore tested, in user-space.   

All security self-tests are performed on all TOE components.  These tests are sufficient to demonstrate the TSF is 

performing correctly as they verify the cryptographic operations used through TOE processing and the integrity of 

the TSF itself.   

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall also ensure that the guidance documentation 

describes the possible errors that may result from such tests, and actions the administrator should take in 

response; these possible errors shall correspond to those described in the TSS. 

For distributed TOEs the evaluator shall ensure that the guidance documentation describes how to determine from 

an error message returned which TOE component has failed the self-test. 

The “Self-Tests” section in the CC Supplement states that a series of self-tests are run during the boot of each 

appliance on every boot. These self-tests are used to ensure the general health and security of the appliance and 

its security functional modules. If an administrator has a serial connection established with the appliance, they can 

see messages pop up for each self-test that is run, along with the results of each run. In the event that a self-test 

fails, an error message will be displayed to the administrator. The administrator should attempt to restart the 

appliance. If the same failure persists across boots, it is recommended that the admin contact CheckPoint support 

services. 

The specific self-tests that are run for the CC evaluation include: 

• Known Answer Tests 

o AES encryption/decryption 

o DRBG random bit generation 

o ECDSA sign/verify 

o HMAC-SHA 

o RSA sign/verify 

o SHA hashing 

o AES encryption/decryption 

o HMAC-SHA 

o DRBG random bit generation 

o SHA hashing 

• Integrity of executables 

If an integrity test fails in the FIPS module, the system will enter a kernel panic and will fail to boot up. If an 

integrity test fails due to a non-matching hash, a log is written. If an algorithm test fails in the kernel, the system 

will enter a kernel panic and will fail to boot up. If an error occurs in user-space, cpstart will not load the modules 

and the system will remain protected by a low-level default security policy that only allows outgoing connections 

from the gateway and does not allow IP forwarding 
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Component Testing Assurance Activities: It is expected that at least the following tests are performed: 

a) Verification of the integrity of the firmware and executable software of the TOE 

b) Verification of the correct operation of the cryptographic functions necessary to fulfill any of the SFRs. 

Although formal compliance is not mandated, the self-tests performed should aim for a level of confidence 

comparable to: 

a) FIPS 140-2, chap. 4.9.1, Software/firmware integrity test for the verification of the integrity of the firmware and 

executable software. Note that the testing is not restricted to the cryptographic functions of the TOE. 

b) FIPS 140-2, chap. 4.9.1, Cryptographic algorithm test for the verification of the correct operation of 

cryptographic functions. Alternatively, national requirements of any CCRA member state for the security 

evaluation of cryptographic functions should be considered as appropriate. 

The evaluator shall either verify that the self tests described above are carried out during initial start-up or that the 

developer has justified any deviation from this. 

For distributed TOEs the evaluator shall perform testing of self-tests on all TOE components according to the 

description in the TSS about which self-test are performed by which component. 

The evaluator rebooted each TOE component and viewed the console output confirming that the firmware and 

executable software integrity was verified and that the Power up self tests on the cryptographic functions passed 

successfully.   

 

2.9.7 TSF TESTING  (VPNGW11:FPT_TST_EXT.1) 

 

2.9.7.1 VPNGW11:FPT_TST_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: There is no change to the Evaluation Activities specified for this SFR in the 

NDcPP Supporting Document. The PP-Module requires a particular self-test to be performed, but this self-test is 

still evaluated using the same methods specified in the Supporting Document. 

Refer to NDcPP22e:FPT_TST_EXT.1 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.9.8 TSF SELF-TEST WITH DEFINED METHODS  (VPNGW11:FPT_TST_EXT.3) 

 

2.9.8.1 VPNGW11:FPT_TST_EXT.3.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.9.8.2 VPNGW11:FPT_TST_EXT.3.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator verifies that the TSS describes the method used to perform 

self-testing on the TSF executable code, and that this method is consistent with what is described in the SFR. 

Section 6.9 of the ST states during power-up the integrity of all executables is verified with a digital signature. This 

is consistent with the SFR.  Table 6-3 in section 6.9 of the ST displays the known answer tests performed by the 

TOE at power-up. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.9.9 TRUSTED UPDATE  (NDCPP22E:FPT_TUD_EXT.1) 

 

2.9.9.1 NDCPP22E:FPT_TUD_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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2.9.9.2 NDCPP22E:FPT_TUD_EXT.1.2 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.9.9.3 NDCPP22E:FPT_TUD_EXT.1.3 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the TSS describe how to query the currently 

active version. If a trusted update can be installed on the TOE with a delayed activation, the TSS needs to describe 

how and when the inactive version becomes active. The evaluator shall verify this description. 

The evaluator shall verify that the TSS describes all TSF software update mechanisms for updating the system 

firmware and software (for simplicity the term 'software' will be used in the following although the requirements 

apply to firmware and software). The evaluator shall verify that the description includes a digital signature 

verification of the software before installation and that installation fails if the verification fails. Alternatively an 

approach using a published hash can be used. In this case the TSS shall detail this mechanism instead of the digital 

signature verification mechanism. The evaluator shall verify that the TSS describes the method by which the digital 

signature or published hash is verified to include how the candidate updates are obtained, the processing 

associated with verifying the digital signature or published hash of the update, and the actions that take place for 

both successful and unsuccessful signature verification or published hash verification. 

If the options 'support automatic checking for updates' or 'support automatic updates' are chosen from the 

selection in FPT_TUD_EXT.1.2, the evaluator shall verify that the TSS explains what actions are involved in 

automatic checking or automatic updating by the TOE, respectively. 

For distributed TOEs, the evaluator shall examine the TSS to ensure that it describes how all TOE components are 

updated, that it describes all mechanisms that support continuous proper functioning of the TOE during update 

(when applying updates separately to individual TOE components) and how verification of the signature or 

checksum is performed for each TOE component. Alternatively, this description can be provided in the guidance 

documentation. In that case the evaluator should examine the guidance documentation instead. 

If a published hash is used to protect the trusted update mechanism, then the evaluator shall verify that the 

trusted update mechanism does involve an active authorization step of the Security Administrator, and that 
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download of the published hash value, hash comparison and update is not a fully automated process involving no 

active authorization by the Security Administrator. In particular, authentication as Security Administration 

according to FMT_MOF.1/ManualUpdate needs to be part of the update process when using published hashes. 

Section 6.9 of the ST states that each TOE component (Security Gateway and Security Management Server) offers 

an interface to query the current version of itself.  The TOE supports loading updates by the administrator using 

either management interface.  Each TOE component must be updated individually.  The administrator obtains the 

update from the Check Point web site, and the TOE automatically verifies its digital signature. The TOE’s updates 

are digitally signed and verified using ECDSA with SHA-512 and P-521 curve. An unverified update cannot be 

installed.  

Section 6.7 of the ST states that all management occurs from the Security Management Server with the exception 

of manual updates.  Each individual component (Security Gateway or Security Management Server) must be 

directly updated. . The TOE is designed to function properly as individual components are updated. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall verify that the guidance documentation describes 

how to query the currently active version. If a trusted update can be installed on the TOE with a delayed activation, 

the guidance documentation needs to describe how to query the loaded but inactive version. 

The evaluator shall verify that the guidance documentation describes how the verification of the authenticity of 

the update is performed (digital signature verification or verification of published hash). The description shall 

include the procedures for successful and unsuccessful verification. The description shall correspond to the 

description in the TSS. 

If a published hash is used to protect the trusted update mechanism, the evaluator shall verify that the guidance 

documentation describes how the Security Administrator can obtain authentic published hash values for the 

updates. 

For distributed TOEs the evaluator shall verify that the guidance documentation describes how the versions of 

individual TOE components are determined for FPT_TUD_EXT.1, how all TOE components are updated, and the 

error conditions that may arise from checking or applying the update (e.g. failure of signature verification, or 

exceeding available storage space) along with appropriate recovery actions. The guidance documentation only has 

to describe the procedures relevant for the Security Administrator; it does not need to give information about the 

internal communication that takes place when applying updates. 

If this was information was not provided in the TSS: For distributed TOEs, the evaluator shall examine the Guidance 

Documentation to ensure that it describes how all TOE components are updated, that it describes all mechanisms 

that support continuous proper functioning of the TOE during update (when applying updates separately to 

individual TOE components) and how verification of the signature or checksum is performed for each TOE 

component. 

If this was information was not provided in the TSS: If the ST author indicates that a certificate-based mechanism is 

used for software update digital signature verification, the evaluator shall verify that the Guidance Documentation 
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contains a description of how the certificates are contained on the device. The evaluator also ensures that the 

Guidance Documentation describes how the certificates are installed/updated/selected, if necessary. 

Section “Viewing the CurrentVersion/Currently Installed Hotfixes” section in the CC Supplement provides 

instructions for viewing the currently installed Product Version, including OS and kernel versions, using the “show 

version all” command. This applies to each individual appliance (be it Gateway or a Security Management Server 

running on a Smart Device).  

Section “Checking for and Obtaining Updates” in the CC Supplement describes how the administrator checks for 

and then downloads and verifies updates for all Appliances (be it Gateway, Standalone, or a Security Management 

Server running on a Smart Device) via the CLI accessed through a local/serial console connection.  As part of 

downloading the update from Check Point servers, the TOE verifies the ECDSA cryptographic signature of the 

update being downloaded. If the update is corrupt or invalid, it displays and error, discards the updated and aborts 

the update process. Similarly, if the installation fails for any other reason, an error with details is displayed, and the 

download procedure is terminated and recovered to the version installed before attempting to upgrade. 

Section “Installing an Update/Hotfix” in the CC Supplement describes how once downloaded, the administrator 

must bring the appliance into a maintenance mode in order to safely apply the updates. The ‘installer install’ 

command is used to load/install the software update to each appliance.  The order of devices on which the 

updates are applied is not relevant, as along as all appliances are updated.  

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following tests: 

a) Test 1: The evaluator performs the version verification activity to determine the current version of the product. 

If a trusted update can be installed on the TOE with a delayed activation, the evaluator shall also query the most 

recently installed version (for this test the TOE shall be in a state where these two versions match). The evaluator 

obtains a legitimate update using procedures described in the guidance documentation and verifies that it is 

successfully installed on the TOE. For some TOEs loading the update onto the TOE and activation of the update are 

separate steps ('activation' could be performed e.g. by a distinct activation step or by rebooting the device). In that 

case the evaluator verifies after loading the update onto the TOE but before activation of the update that the 

current version of the product did not change but the most recently installed version has changed to the new 

product version. After the update, the evaluator performs the version verification activity again to verify the 

version correctly corresponds to that of the update and that current version of the product and most recently 

installed version match again. 

b) Test 2 [conditional]: If the TOE itself verifies a digital signature to authorize the installation of an image to 

update the TOE the following test shall be performed (otherwise the test shall be omitted). The evaluator first 

confirms that no updates are pending and then performs the version verification activity to determine the current 

version of the product, verifying that it is different from the version claimed in the update(s) to be used in this test. 

The evaluator obtains or produces illegitimate updates as defined below, and attempts to install them on the TOE. 

The evaluator verifies that the TOE rejects all of the illegitimate updates. The evaluator performs this test using all 

of the following forms of illegitimate updates: 
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1) A modified version (e.g. using a hex editor) of a legitimately signed update 

2) An image that has not been signed 

3) An image signed with an invalid signature (e.g. by using a different key as expected for creating the signature or 

by manual modification of a legitimate signature) 

4) If the TOE allows a delayed activation of updates the TOE must be able to display both the currently executing 

version and most recently installed version. The handling of version information of the most recently installed 

version might differ between different TOEs depending on the point in time when an attempted update is rejected. 

The evaluator shall verify that the TOE handles the most recently installed version information for that case as 

described in the guidance documentation. After the TOE has rejected the update the evaluator shall verify, that 

both, current version and most recently installed version, reflect the same version information as prior to the 

update attempt. 

c) Test 3 [conditional]: If the TOE itself verifies a hash value over an image against a published hash value (i.e. 

reference value) that has been imported to the TOE from outside such that the TOE itself authorizes the 

installation of an image to update the TOE, the following test shall be performed (otherwise the test shall be 

omitted). If the published hash is provided to the TOE by the Security Administrator and the verification of the 

hash value over the update file(s) against the published hash is performed by the TOE, then the evaluator shall 

perform the following tests. The evaluator first confirms that no update is pending and then performs the version 

verification activity to determine the current version of the product, verifying that it is different from the version 

claimed in the update(s) to be used in this test. 

1) The evaluator obtains or produces an illegitimate update such that the hash of the update does not match the 

published hash. The evaluator provides the published hash value to the TOE and calculates the hash of the update 

either on the TOE itself (if that functionality is provided by the TOE), or else outside the TOE. The evaluator 

confirms that the hash values are different, and attempts to install the update on the TOE, verifying that this fails 

because of the difference in hash values (and that the failure is logged). Depending on the implementation of the 

TOE, the TOE might not allow the Security Administrator to even attempt updating the TOE after the verification of 

the hash value fails. In that case the verification that the hash comparison fails is regarded as sufficient verification 

of the correct behaviour of the TOE. 

2) The evaluator uses a legitimate update and tries to perform verification of the hash value without providing the 

published hash value to the TOE.  The evaluator confirms that this attempt fails. Depending on the implementation 

of the TOE it might not be possible to attempt the verification of the hash value without providing a hash value to 

the TOE, e.g. if the hash value needs to be handed over to the TOE as a parameter in a command line message and 

the syntax check of the command prevents the execution of the command without providing a hash value. In that 

case the mechanism that prevents the execution of this check shall be tested accordingly, e.g. that the syntax 

check rejects the command without providing a hash value, and the rejection of the attempt is regarded as 

sufficient verification of the correct behaviour of the TOE in failing to verify the hash. The evaluator then attempts 

to install the update on the TOE (in spite of the unsuccessful hash verification) and confirms that this fails. 

Depending on the implementation of the TOE, the TOE might not allow to even attempt updating the TOE after the 
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verification of the hash value fails. In that case the verification that the hash comparison fails is regarded as 

sufficient verification of the correct behaviour of the TOE. 

3) If the TOE allows delayed activation of updates, the TOE must be able to display both the currently executing 

version and most recently installed version. The handling of version information of the most recently installed 

version might differ between different TOEs. Depending on the point in time when the attempted update is 

rejected, the most recently installed version might or might not be updated. The evaluator shall verify that the TOE 

handles the most recently installed version information for that case as described in the guidance documentation. 

After the TOE has rejected the update the evaluator shall verify, that both, current version and most recently 

installed version, reflect the same version information as prior to the update attempt. 

If the verification of the hash value over the update file(s) against the published hash is not performed by the TOE, 

Test 3 shall be skipped. 

The evaluator shall perform Test 1, Test 2 and Test 3 (if applicable) for all methods supported (manual updates, 

automatic checking for updates, automatic updates). 

For distributed TOEs the evaluator shall perform Test 1, Test 2 and Test 3 (if applicable) for all TOE components. 

Test 1 – The evaluator displayed the version of the TOE and then installed a valid update. The signature verified 

and the update was successfully installed.  The evaluator displayed the version again and confirmed that the new 

version was displayed.  This test was performed for each TOE component.  

Test 2 – The evaluator first queried the TOE version and then attempted to load and install each of the invalid 

updates.  The updates failed to load.   The evaluator further confirmed this by querying the TOE version again and 

confirming that it was the same version as prior to the update attempt.  This test was performed for each TOE 

component.  

Test 3 – Not applicable. The TOE does not support published hash.  

 

2.9.10 TRUSTED UPDATE  (VPNGW11:FPT_TUD_EXT.1) 

 

2.9.10.1 VPNGW11:FPT_TUD_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.9.10.2 VPNGW11:FPT_TUD_EXT.1.2 
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TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.9.10.3 VPNGW11:FPT_TUD_EXT.1.3 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: There is no change to the Evaluation Activities specified for this SFR in the 

NDcPP Supporting Document. The PP-Module modifies this SFR to mandate that a particular selection be chosen, 

but this selection is part of the original definition of the SFR so no new behavior is defined by the PP-Module. 

Refer to NDcPP22e:FPT_TUD_EXT.1 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

2.10 TOE ACCESS (FTA) 

 

2.10.1 TSF-INITIATED TERMINATION  (NDCPP22E:FTA_SSL.3) 

 

2.10.1.1 NDCPP22E:FTA_SSL.3.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that it details the 

administrative remote session termination and the related inactivity time period. 

Section 6.10 of the ST states the TOE allows remote inactive sessions to disconnect after a set period of time 

configurable in the GUI. The TOE provides an inactivity timeout for SmartConsole sessions.  The authorized 

administrator can set the inactivity timeout and it can be different for each type of login.  When an inactivity 
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period is exceeded, the session is terminated.  The user will be required to login in after any session has been 

terminated due to inactivity or after voluntary termination. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall confirm that the guidance documentation includes 

instructions for configuring the inactivity time period for remote administrative session termination. 

Section “Logging Out and Idle Timeout” in the CC Supplement provides instructions for both the SmartConsole and 

the CLI to configure the idle timeout settings.   The idle timeout and associated idle time is set via “Manage & 

Settings->Permissions & Administration->Advanced page in SmartConsole and via the CLI using the  “set inactivity-

timeout” command.  

Component Testing Assurance Activities: For each method of remote administration, the evaluator shall perform 

the following test: 

a) Test 1: The evaluator follows the guidance documentation to configure several different values for the inactivity 

time period referenced in the component. For each period configured, the evaluator establishes a remote 

interactive session with the TOE. The evaluator then observes that the session is terminated after the configured 

time period. 

Test 1 - The evaluator configured the TOE to lock the remote administrator session out after an idle period of first, 

2 minutes, and then after a period of 5 minutes.  The evaluator observed that the session is terminated after the 

configured time periods.  

 

2.10.2 USER-INITIATED TERMINATION  (NDCPP22E:FTA_SSL.4) 

 

2.10.2.1 NDCPP22E:FTA_SSL.4.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that it details how the 

local and remote administrative sessions are terminated. 

Section 6.10 of the ST states the TOE allows session disconnect via a logout command. The logout command for 

Serial CLI is “exit” when performed at the top level of the CLI. SmartConsole has three methods of logout: select 

“exit” from the main menu, the keyboard short cut “Alt + F4”, and using the red “x” in the top right corner. The 

user will be required to login in after any session has been terminated due to inactivity or after voluntary 

termination. 
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Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall confirm that the guidance documentation states 

how to terminate a local or remote interactive session. 

The “Logging Out and Idle Timeout” section of the CC Supplement provides instructions for how the administrator 

can logout from both SmartConsole and the Local CLI connection.  

Component Testing Assurance Activities: For each method of remote administration, the evaluator shall perform 

the following tests: 

a) Test 1: The evaluator initiates an interactive local session with the TOE. The evaluator then follows the guidance 

documentation to exit or log off the session and observes that the session has been terminated. 

b) Test 2: The evaluator initiates an interactive remote session with the TOE. The evaluator then follows the 

guidance documentation to exit or log off the session and observes that the session has been terminated. 

Test 1:  Refer to FIA_UIA_EXT.1 where this test was performed for the local console.  

Test 2 - The evaluator established a remote session and manually logged out using the ‘exit’ command. The 

evaluator observed that the session was terminated.  

 

2.10.3 TSF-INITIATED SESSION LOCKING  (NDCPP22E:FTA_SSL_EXT.1) 

 

2.10.3.1 NDCPP22E:FTA_SSL_EXT.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that it details whether 

local administrative session locking or termination is supported and the related inactivity time period settings. 

Section 6.10 of the ST states the TOE is able to terminate a local administrator session after a set inactivity time. 

The TOE provides an inactivity timeout for both SmartConsole and serial CLI connection sessions.  The authorized 

administrator can set the inactivity timeout and it can be different for each type of login (local/CLI and 

remote/SmartConsole).  When an inactivity period is exceeded, the session is terminated.  The user will be 

required to login in after any session has been terminated due to inactivity or after voluntary termination. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall confirm that the guidance documentation states 

whether local administrative session locking or termination is supported and instructions for configuring the 

inactivity time period. 
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Section “Logging Out and Idle Timeout” in the CC Supplement states that the administrator can configure an idle 

timeout, after which the TOE terminates idle administrative sessions. This section also provides instructions for the 

CLI to configure the idle timeout settings.   The idle timeout and associated idle time is set via the CLI using the “set 

inactivity-timeout” command.  

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following test: 

a) Test 1: The evaluator follows the guidance documentation to configure several different values for the inactivity 

time period referenced in the component. For each period configured, the evaluator establishes a local interactive 

session with the TOE. The evaluator then observes that the session is either locked or terminated after the 

configured time period. If locking was selected from the component, the evaluator then ensures that 

reauthentication is needed when trying to unlock the session. 

Test 1 - The evaluator set the console time period to 1 minute and observed a console timeout.  The evaluator 

then set the console timeout to 3 minutes and observed a console timeout. Lastly the evaluator set the console 

timeout to 5 minutes and observed a console timeout.  

 

2.10.4 DEFAULT TOE ACCESS BANNERS  (NDCPP22E:FTA_TAB.1) 

 

2.10.4.1 NDCPP22E:FTA_TAB.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall check the TSS to ensure that it details each 

administrative method of access (local and remote) available to the Security Administrator (e.g., serial port, SSH, 

HTTPS). The evaluator shall check the TSS to ensure that all administrative methods of access available to the 

Security Administrator are listed and that the TSS states that the TOE is displaying an advisory notice and a consent 

warning message for each administrative method of access. The advisory notice and the consent warning message 

might be different for different administrative methods of access, and might be configured during initial 

configuration (e.g. via configuration file). 

Section 6.10 of the ST states that the TOE supports a message of the day banner that is displayed when an 

administrator authenticates to the TOE both locally and remotely. The TOE can be configured to display an 

administrator- configured message of the day banner that will be displayed before authentication is completed.  

The banner will be displayed when accessing the TOE via the console or web interfaces.  

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall check the guidance documentation to ensure that 

it describes how to configure the banner message. 
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The “Login Banner” section of the CC Supplement provides instructions for configuring login banners for the 

SmartConsole (GUI) and Local console (CLI).  

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall also perform the following test: 

a) Test 1: The evaluator follows the guidance documentation to configure a notice and consent warning message. 

The evaluator shall then, for each method of access specified in the TSS, establish a session with the TOE. The 

evaluator shall verify that the notice and consent warning message is displayed in each instance. 

Test 1 – The evaluator set a login banner for each method of access and then tested that the banner is displayed by 

logging out of each access method to see the new banner being displayed at login.  

2.11 TRUSTED PATH/CHANNELS (FTP) 

 

2.11.1 INTER-TSF TRUSTED CHANNEL  (NDCPP22E:FTP_ITC.1) 

 

2.11.1.1 NDCPP22E:FTP_ITC.1.1 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.11.1.2 NDCPP22E:FTP_ITC.1.2/VPN 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.11.1.3 NDCPP22E:FTP_ITC.1.3/VPN 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that, for all 

communications with authorized IT entities identified in the requirement, each secure communication mechanism 

is identified in terms of the allowed protocols for that IT entity, whether the TOE acts as a server or a client, and 

the method of assured identification of the non-TSF endpoint. The evaluator shall also confirm that all secure 

communication mechanisms are described in sufficient detail to allow the evaluator to match them to the 

cryptographic protocol Security Functional Requirements listed in the ST. 

Section 6.11 of the ST states that the TOE uses IPsec to protect communications. The TOE employs IPsec when it 

sends audit data to an audit server, and when allowing remote administration connections.  Authorized local 

administrators can only connect to the TOE directly via a serial connection.  While the serial connection is not 

protected, it requires local, direct access to the individual device.  In all remote cases, IPsec ensures traffic is not 

modified or disclosed.  The nature of local connections ensures that interfacing with the CLI is secure. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall confirm that the guidance documentation contains 

instructions for establishing the allowed protocols with each authorized IT entity, and that it contains recovery 

instructions should a connection be unintentionally broken. 

Section “Protection between Security Management Server and its Gateways” section in the CC Supplement 

describes how to configure the allowed communication channels and protocols between the authorized TOE 

components by creating a VPN Community and including the Security Management Server and the Gateways it 

manages. An administrator must perform the configuration (or reconfiguration should a connection be 

unintentionally broken) of the devices in a controlled environment (in which a segregated network with only TOE 

components present) and create a policy that allows all traffic to be used during the initial configuration of the 

devices and topology. 

Section “IPsec Configuration” provides sub-sections detailing the steps for creating a VPN community to protect 

communication between the Sandwich and the Gateways it manages, and the steps for configuring the IPsec SPD 

and cryptographic parameters.  

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The developer shall provide to the evaluator application layer 

configuration settings for all secure communication mechanisms specified by the FTP_ITC.1 requirement. This 

information should be sufficiently detailed to allow the evaluator to determine the application layer timeout 

settings for each cryptographic protocol. There is no expectation that this information must be recorded in any 

public-facing document or report. 

The evaluator shall perform the following tests: 

a) Test 1: The evaluators shall ensure that communications using each protocol with each authorized IT entity is 

tested during the course of the evaluation, setting up the connections as described in the guidance documentation 

and ensuring that communication is successful. 

b) Test 2: For each protocol that the TOE can initiate as defined in the requirement, the evaluator shall follow the 

guidance documentation to ensure that in fact the communication channel can be initiated from the TOE. 
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c) Test 3: The evaluator shall ensure, for each communication channel with an authorized IT entity, the channel 

data is not sent in plaintext. 

d) Test 4: Objective: The objective of this test is to ensure that the TOE reacts appropriately to any connection 

outage or interruption of the route to the external IT entities. 

The evaluator shall, for each instance where the TOE acts as a client utilizing a secure communication mechanism 

with a distinct IT entity, physically interrupt the connection of that IT entity for the following durations: i) a 

duration that exceeds the TOE's application layer timeout setting, ii) a duration shorter than the application layer 

timeout but of sufficient length to interrupt the network link layer. 

The evaluator shall ensure that, when the physical connectivity is restored, communications are appropriately 

protected and no TSF data is sent in plaintext. 

In the case where the TOE is able to detect when the cable is removed from the device, another physical network 

device (e.g. a core switch) shall be used to interrupt the connection between the TOE and the distinct IT entity. The 

interruption shall not be performed at the virtual node (e.g. virtual switch) and must be physical in nature. 

Further assurance activities are associated with the specific protocols. 

For distributed TOEs the evaluator shall perform tests on all TOE components according to the mapping of external 

secure channels to TOE components in the Security Target. 

The developer shall provide to the evaluator application layer configuration settings for all secure communication 

mechanisms specified by the FTP_ITC.1 requirement. This information should be sufficiently detailed to allow the 

evaluator to determine the application layer timeout settings for each cryptographic protocol. There is no 

expectation that this information must be recorded in any public- facing document or report. 

Test 1 – The evaluator configured the syslog server and TOE so that an IPsec protected connection should be 

accepted. The evaluator then initiated syslog connections from the TOE by generating audit data.  The evaluator 

then verified within the packet capture that IPsec was used (test 1), that the traffic was not cleartext (test 3) and 

that the encrypted tunnel could be initiated from the TOE (test 2). 

Test 2 – See Test 1 where this test is performed.  

Test 3 – See Test 1 where this test is performed. 

Test 4 – The TOE uses IPsec as the trusted communication channel for both Syslog communications. The evaluator 

used Wireshark to capture the traffic between each TOE component and the remote syslog server. The evaluator 

physically interrupted the connection between the TOE and the audit server for a short time (30 seconds) to cause 

a Network Link layer disruption. The evaluator viewed that the connection was encrypted by IPsec both before the 

connection was interrupted and once again when the connection was reestablished.  The evaluator repeated this 

test this time disrupting the connection between the TOE and the audit server for a longer time (10 minutes) to 

cause a application layer disruption. The evaluator viewed that the connection was encrypted by IPsec both before 

the connection was interrupted and once again when the connection was reestablished. 
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2.11.2 INTER-TSF TRUSTED CHANNEL (VPN COMMUNICATIONS)  

(VPNGW11:FTP_ITC.1/VPN) 

 

2.11.2.1 VPNGW11:FTP_ITC.1.1/VPN 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluation activities specified for FTP_ITC.1 in the Supporting Document 

for the Base-PP shall be applied for IPsec VPN communications. 

See NDcPP22e:FTP_ITC.1 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluation activities specified for FTP_ITC.1 in the Supporting 

Document for the Base-PP shall be applied for IPsec VPN communications. 

 

See NDcPP22e:FTP_ITC.1 

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluation activities specified for FTP_ITC.1 in the Supporting 

Document for the Base-PP shall be applied for IPsec VPN communications. Additional evaluation testing for IPsec is 

covered in FCS_IPSEC_EXT.1. 

See NDcPP22e:FTP_ITC.1 

 

2.11.3 TRUSTED PATH  (NDCPP22E:FTP_TRP.1/ADMIN) 

 

2.11.3.1 NDCPP22E:FTP_TRP.1.1/ADMIN 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 
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2.11.3.2 NDCPP22E:FTP_TRP.1.2/ADMIN 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.11.3.3 NDCPP22E:FTP_TRP.1.3/ADMIN 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that the methods of 

remote TOE administration are indicated, along with how those communications are protected. The evaluator shall 

also confirm that all protocols listed in the TSS in support of TOE administration are consistent with those specified 

in the requirement, and are included in the requirements in the ST. 

Section 6.11 of the ST states that the TOE implements IPsec to provide a trusted communication path between 

itself and remote administrators that is logically distinct from other communication paths and provides assured 

identification of its end points and protection of the communicated data from disclosure and detection of 

modification of the communicated data.  This is consistent with the requirement. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall confirm that the guidance documentation contains 

instructions for establishing the remote administrative sessions for each supported method. 

The “Securing Remote Administration” section of the CC Supplement states that in order to secure the 

Administrator’s SmartConsole traffic to the Security Management Server, the administrator must configure IPsec 

to protect this traffic.  One can accomplish this by either installing an IPsec VPN client on the Administrator’s 

Windows workstation or configure a VPN Gateway to terminate the IPsec tunnel from the Check Point Gateway. 

The  “Installing EndPoint Security Client VPN” section of the installation guide provides an example of installing a 

VPN client onto the administrator’s Windows workstation.  To configure a remote Gateway, the user is instructed 

to repeat the instructions in the “Secure Audit Log Transmission” section and configure the VPN Gateway to 

protect all traffic.   

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following tests: 

a) Test 1: The evaluators shall ensure that communications using each specified (in the guidance documentation) 

remote administration method is tested during the course of the evaluation, setting up the connections as 

described in the guidance documentation and ensuring that communication is successful. 
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b) Test 2: The evaluator shall ensure, for each communication channel, the channel data is not sent in plaintext. 

Further assurance activities are associated with the specific protocols. 

For distributed TOEs the evaluator shall perform tests on all TOE components according to the mapping of trusted 

paths to TOE components in the Security Target. 

Test 1 and Test 2– The evaluator first initiated a connection between SmartConsole and the TOE without the IPsec 

VPN connected and collected a pckaet capture. This connection was successful. The evaluator then configured and 

initiated an IPsec connection between SmartConsole and the TOE and collected a packet capture.  The connection 

was successful and the packet capture identified that all channel data was encrypted.  

 

2.11.4 TRUSTED PATH  (NDCPP22E:FTP_TRP.1/JOIN) 

 

2.11.4.1 NDCPP22E:FTP_TRP.1.1/JOIN 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.11.4.2 NDCPP22E:FTP_TRP.1.2/JOIN 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

 

2.11.4.3 NDCPP22E:FTP_TRP.1.3/JOIN 

TSS Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Guidance Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Testing Assurance Activities: None Defined 

Component TSS Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the TSS to determine that the methods of 

joining components to the TOE are identified, along with how those communications are protected, including 

identification of whether the environment is required to provide confidentiality of the communications or whether 
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the registration data exchanged does not require confidentiality. If the TSS asserts that registration data does not 

require confidentiality protection then the evaluator shall examine the justification provided to confirm that. 

The evaluator shall also check that all protocols listed in the TSS in support of this process are included in the SFRs 

in the ST, and that if the ST uses FTP_TRP.1/Join for the registration channel then this channel cannot be reused as 

the normal inter-component communication channel (the latter channel must meet FTP_ITC.1 or FPT_ITT.1). 

The evaluator shall examine the TSS to confirm that sufficient information is provided to determine the TOE 

actions in the case that the initial component joining attempt fails. 

Section 6.2 of the ST states that the administrator establishes a connection between the two TOE components 

using a channel that meets the secure registration channel requirements in FTP_TRP.1/Join.   

The administrator must join Security Gateways to a Security Management Server by creating a new Gateway 

object within the Security Management Server, and then creates a shared secret (passphrase) unique to the new 

Gateway object, and then configuring the new Security Gateway to expect a connection from the Security 

Management Server (along with the IP address and shared secret).  After this, the Administrator can join the 

Security Gateway from the Management Server, thereby enabling communication between the Gateway and 

Management Server.  This new connection between the Management Server and Security Gateway is called the 

Secure Internal Communication (SIC). The Administrator can disable communication between the Management 

Server and a chosen Gateway by resetting the Secure Internal Communication (SIC) between the two or by 

removing the Gateway object entirely.  However, the TOE does not allow management communications between 

or among Gateways, and only allows Gateway<->Management Server communications for management or 

configuration purposes.  

Section 6.11 of the ST states that the TOE requires any Security Gateway joining the Security Management Server 

to use a dedicated channel to register itself. This registration is done by selecting a passphrase for the Security 

Gateway during the first-time setup wizard.  Once the Security Gateway object is established in SmartConsole, the 

administrator then enters this passphrase under the object in SmartConsole and the Secure Internal 

Communication (SIC) connection is established.  This channel is dedicated to allow status information to be sent 

between the Security Management Server and Security Gateway.  The ongoing communication between the 

components is then protected via an IPsec connection to ensure that all data between the components remains 

secure.  Note that if the initial component joining fails, no actions from SmartConsole can be pushed to the 

Security Gateway that was disconnected or failed to be connected. 

Component Guidance Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall examine the guidance documentation to confirm 

that it contains instructions for establishing and using the enablement and registration channel. The evaluator shall 

confirm that the guidance documentation makes clear which component initiates the communication. The 

evaluator shall confirm that the guidance documentation contains recovery instructions should a connection be 

unintentionally broken during the registration process. 

In the case of a distributed TOE that relies on the operational environment to provide security for some aspects of 

the registration channel security then there are particular requirements on the Preparative Procedures as listed 

below. (Reliance on the operational environment in this way is indicated in an ST by a reference to operational 
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guidance in the assignment in FTP_TRP.1.3/Join.) In this case the evaluator shall examine the Preparative 

Procedures to confirm that they: 

a) clearly state the strength of the authentication and encryption provided by the registration channel itself and 

the specific requirements on the environment used for joining components to the TOE (e.g. where the 

environment is relied upon to prevent interception of sensitive messages, IP spoofing attempts, man-in-the-middle 

attacks, or race conditions) 

b) identify what confidential values are transmitted over the enablement channel (e.g. any keys, their lengths, and 

their purposes), use of any non-confidential keys (e.g. where a developer uses the same key for more than one 

device or across all devices of a type or family), and use of any unauthenticated identification data (e.g. IP 

addresses, self-signed certificates) 

c) highlight any situation in which a secret value/key may be transmitted over a channel that uses a key of lower 

comparable strength than the transmitted value/key. Comparable strength is defined as the amount of work 

required to compromise the algorithm or key and is typically expressed as 'bits' of security. The ST author and 

evaluator should consult NIST 800-57 Table 2 for further guidance on comparable algorithm strength. 

Section “Establishing Communication between the Security Management Server and the Gateways it manages” in 

the CC Supplement provides instructions for establishing the Secure Internal Communication (SIC) connection in 

order to register a Gateway to be managed by a sandwich. These steps assume that the administrator has already 

run the first-time set-up wizard via the WebUI and configured a SIC passphrase as outlined in the “First Time 

Configuration Wizard” section of the R81 Install Guide.   

Section “Protection between Security Management Server and its Gateways” section in the CC Supplement 

provides a summary description of how the administrator can protect the communications between the Security 

Management Server and the Gateways it manages by creating a VPN Community and including the Security 

Management Server and the Gateway as Participating Gateways (under the VPN Community’s Properties), 

generating a new key pair and Certificate Signing Request for each participant, enrolling the certificate with the CA, 

loading the CA issued certificate into the Gateway or Security Management Server and then configuring the 

desired IKE version and ciphers to be used in the VPN Community’s IPsec/IKE SAs and installing the policies on all 

members of the VPN Community.  It also describes how there must be a packet filtering rule that allows 

management service traffic.   

Section “IPsec Configuration” in the CC Supplement describes how to configure the IPsec protocol including how 

to configure the Security Policy Database, IPSec key establishment, IPsec Mode, IPsec Ciphers and Certificates, 

IPsec pre-shared keys and how to create a VPN community.  

Section “Disabling Communication between the Security Management Server and the Gateways it manages” in the 

CC Supplement provides the steps for disabling communication between the Standalone or sandwich and the 

Gateway until the Secure Internal Communication (SIC) is reset and re-established on both devices.   
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The “Resetting the SIC Connection” section in the CC Supplement describes how to re-establish the connection 

between a Gateway and the Security Management Server of a Standalone or sandwich after an intentional or 

accidental disconnect.   

Component Testing Assurance Activities: The evaluator shall perform the following tests: 

a) Test 1: The evaluator shall ensure that the communications path for joining components to the TSF is tested for 

each distinct (non-equivalent) component type [The intention here is to cover all different software sections 

involved. For example, a single software image may be installed on different TOE components, but with different 

sections of the image executed according to the hardware platform or communications stack. In such as case tests 

should be carried out for each different software section.], setting up the connections as described in the guidance 

documentation and ensuring that communication is successful. In particular the evaluator shall confirm that 

requirements on environment protection for the registration process are consistent with observations made on 

the test configuration (for example, a requirement to isolate the components from the Internet during registration 

might be inconsistent with the need for a component to contact a license server). If no requirements on the 

registration environment are identified as necessary to protect confidentiality, then the evaluator shall confirm 

that the key used for registration can be configured (following the instructions in the guidance documentation) to 

be at least the same length as the key used for the internal TSF channel that is being enabled. The evaluator shall 

confirm that the key used for the channel is unique to the pair of components (this is done by identifying the 

relevant key during the registration test: it is not necessary to examine the key value). 

b) Test 2: The evaluator shall follow the guidance documentation to ensure that in fact the communication channel 

can be enabled by a Security Administrator for all the TOE components identified in the guidance documentation 

as capable of initiation. 

c) Test 3: The evaluator shall ensure that if the guidance documentation states that the channel data is encrypted 

then the data observed on the channel is not plaintext. 

Further assurance activities are associated with the specific protocols. 

Test 1: The evaluator setup a dedicated physical network and then joined the primary gateway to a "Sandwich" 

deployment.  The test also joined additional gateways to the Sandwich. The TOE's evaluated configuration only has 

a single type of communication path, between the Sandwich managing the deployment and each gateway joined 

to the deployment.  

The evaluator confirmed that the vendor's AGD requirements on environment protection (a dedicated, local 

network) were consistent with the evaluator's observations made on the test configuration (specifically, the TOE 

components come with a 15-day license grace period, which allowed ample time to complete registration of all 

TOE components on the dedicated network.  Furthermore, the TOE allows for offline licensing).  The TOE's AGD 

identifies use of a dedicated network environment for registration in order to ensure confidentiality. Furthermore, 

the TOE requires that the administrator provide both the Security Management Server (Smart-1 appliance) and the 

Gateway with the same shared secret (passphrase) in order to join the new Security Gateway to the Security 

Management Server. 
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Test 2: Refer to FCO_CPC_EXT.1, where the evaluator followed the vendor's guidance documentation and enabled 

the communication channel for component registration for each gateway added to a deployment. 

Test 3: The guidance documentation makes no claim that the channel data is encrypted. 
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3. PROTECTION PROFILE SAR ASSURANCE ACTIVITIES 

The following sections address assurance activities specifically defined in the claimed Protection Profile that 

correspond with Security Assurance Requirements. 

3.1 DEVELOPMENT (ADV) 

 

3.1.1 BASIC FUNCTIONAL SPECIFICATION  (ADV_FSP.1) 

Assurance Activities: The EAs for this assurance component focus on understanding the interfaces (e.g., 

application programing interfaces, command line interfaces, graphical user interfaces, network interfaces) 

described in the AGD documentation, and possibly identified in the TOE Summary Specification (TSS) in response 

to the SFRs. Specific evaluator actions to be performed against this documentation are identified (where relevant) 

for each SFR in Section 2, and in EAs for AGD, ATE and AVA SARs in other parts of Section 5. 

The EAs presented in this section address the CEM work units ADV_FSP.1-1, ADV_FSP.1-2, ADV_FSP.1-3, and 

ADV_FSP.1-5. 

The EAs are reworded for clarity and interpret the CEM work units such that they will result in more objective and 

repeatable actions by the evaluator. The EAs in this SD are intended to ensure the evaluators are consistently 

performing equivalent actions. 

The documents to be examined for this assurance component in an evaluation are therefore the Security Target, 

AGD documentation, and any required supplementary information required by the cPP: no additional 'functional 

specification' documentation is necessary to satisfy the EAs. The interfaces that need to be evaluated are also 

identified by reference to the EAs listed for each SFR, and are expected to be identified in the context of the 

Security Target, AGD documentation, and any required supplementary information defined in the cPP rather than 

as a separate list specifically for the purposes of CC evaluation. The direct identification of documentation 

requirements and their assessment as part of the EAs for each SFR also means that the tracing required in 

ADV_FSP.1.2D (work units ADV_FSP.1-4, ADV_FSP.1-6 and ADV_FSP.1-7) is treated as implicit and no separate 

mapping information is required for this element. 

 

The evaluator shall examine the interface documentation to ensure it describes the purpose and method of use for 

each TSFI that is identified as being security relevant. 

In this context, TSFI are deemed security relevant if they are used by the administrator to configure the TOE, or to 

perform other administrative functions (e.g. audit review or performing updates). Additionally, those interfaces 

that are identified in the ST, or guidance documentation, as adhering to the security policies (as presented in the 

SFRs), are also considered security relevant. The intent is that these interfaces will be adequately tested, and 
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having an understanding of how these interfaces are used in the TOE is necessary to ensure proper test coverage is 

applied. 

The set of TSFI that are provided as evaluation evidence are contained in the Administrative Guidance and User 

Guidance. 

 

The evaluator shall check the interface documentation to ensure it identifies and describes the parameters for 

each TSFI that is identified as being security relevant. 

 

The evaluator shall examine the interface documentation to develop a mapping of the interfaces to SFRs. 

The evaluator uses the provided documentation and first identifies, and then examines a representative set of 

interfaces to perform the EAs presented in Section 2, including the EAs associated with testing of the interfaces. 

It should be noted that there may be some SFRs that do not have an interface that is explicitly 'mapped' to invoke 

the desired functionality. For example, generating a random bit string, destroying a cryptographic key that is no 

longer needed, or the TSF failing to a secure state, are capabilities that may be specified in SFRs, but are not 

invoked by an interface. 

However, if the evaluator is unable to perform some other required EA because there is insufficient design and 

interface information, then the evaluator is entitled to conclude that an adequate functional specification has not 

been provided, and hence that the verdict for the ADV_FSP.1 assurance component is a 'fail'. 

For this cPP, the Evaluation Activities for this family focus on understanding the interfaces presented in the TSS in 

response to the functional requirements and the interfaces presented in the AGD documentation. No additional 

'functional specification' documentation is necessary to satisfy the Evaluation Activities specified in the SD. 

3.2 GUIDANCE DOCUMENTS (AGD) 

 

3.2.1 OPERATIONAL USER GUIDANCE  (AGD_OPE.1) 

Assurance Activities: The evaluator performs the CEM work units associated with the AGD_OPE.1 SAR. Specific 

requirements and EAs on the guidance documentation are identified (where relevant) in the individual EAs for 

each SFR. 

In addition, the evaluator performs the EAs specified below. 

The evaluator shall ensure the Operational guidance documentation is distributed to administrators and users (as 

appropriate) as part of the TOE, so that there is a reasonable guarantee that administrators and users are aware of 

the existence and role of the documentation in establishing and maintaining the evaluated configuration. 
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The evaluator shall ensure that the Operational guidance is provided for every Operational Environment that the 

product supports as claimed in the Security Target and shall adequately address all platforms claimed for the TOE 

in the Security Target. 

 

The evaluator shall ensure that the Operational guidance contains instructions for configuring any cryptographic 

engine associated with the evaluated configuration of the TOE. It shall provide a warning to the administrator that 

use of other cryptographic engines was not evaluated nor tested during the CC evaluation of the TOE. 

 

The evaluator shall ensure the Operational guidance makes it clear to an administrator which security functionality 

and interfaces have been assessed and tested by the EAs. 

 

In addition the evaluator shall ensure that the following requirements are also met. 

a) The guidance documentation shall contain instructions for configuring any cryptographic engine associated with 

the evaluated configuration of the TOE. It shall provide a warning to the administrator that use of other 

cryptographic engines was not evaluated nor tested during the CC evaluation of the TOE. 

b) The documentation must describe the process for verifying updates to the TOE for each method selected for 

FPT_TUD_EXT.1.3 in the Security Target. The evaluator shall verify that this process includes the following steps 

(per TD0536): 

1) Instructions for obtaining the update itself. This should include instructions for making the update accessible to 

the TOE (e.g., placement in a specific directory). 

2) Instructions for initiating the update process, as well as discerning whether the process was successful or 

unsuccessful. This includes instructions that describe at least one method of validating the hash/digital signature. 

c) The TOE will likely contain security functionality that does not fall in the scope of evaluation under this cPP. The 

guidance documentation shall make it clear to an administrator which security functionality is covered by the 

Evaluation Activities. 

The CC Supplement identifies the evaluated hardware and software in section “Target of Evaluation”.  

The “Evaluation Configuration (mandatory)” section in the Install Guide provides steps and instructions that must 

be performed to restrict the functions to those that are compliant with Common Criteria requirements and put the 

TOE into its evaluated configuration.  This includes enabling FIPS mode which ensures that the correct 

cryptography is used.  
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The “Disable Unsupported Login/Administration Methods” section in the CC Supplement provides instructions for 

disabling non-evaluated methods of login and administration.  Additionally, this section states that the product 

includes other functionality that is not evaluated as part of Common Criteria.  Such functionality, if it uses 

cryptography, may use cryptographic engines not evaluated nor tested.  

Section “Checking for and Obtaining Updates” in the CC Supplement describes how the administrator checks for 

and then downloads and verifies updates for all Appliances (be it Gateway or Security Management Server running 

on a Smart Device) via the CLI accessed through a local/serial console connection.  As part of downloading the 

update from Check Point servers, the TOE verifies the ECDSA cryptographic signature of the update being 

downloaded. If the update is corrupt or invalid, it displays an error, discards the update and aborts the update 

process.  

Section “Installing an Update/Hotfix” in the CC Supplement describes how once downloaded, the administrator 

must bring the appliance into a maintenance mode in order to safely apply the updates. The ‘installer install’ 

command is used to load/install the software update to each appliance.  The order of devices on which the 

updates are applied is not relevant, as along as all appliances are updated.  

Section “Updating the system” in the Install Guide similarly provides a summary of the steps and commands to 

check for and obtain updates.   

 

3.2.2 PREPARATIVE PROCEDURES  (AGD_PRE.1) 

Assurance Activities: As with the operational guidance, the developer should look to the Evaluation Activities to 

determine the required content with respect to preparative procedures. 

It is noted that specific requirements for Preparative Procedures are defined in [SD] for distributed TOEs as part of 

the Evaluation Activities for FCO_CPC_EXT.1 and FTP_TRP.1(2)/Join. 

The evaluator performs the CEM work units associated with the AGD_PRE.1 SAR. Specific requirements and EAs on 

the preparative documentation are identified (and where relevant are captured in the Guidance Documentation 

portions of the EAs) in the individual EAs for each SFR. 

Preparative procedures are distributed to administrators and users (as appropriate) as part of the TOE, so that 

there is a reasonable guarantee that administrators and users are aware of the existence and role of the 

documentation in establishing and maintaining the evaluated configuration. 

In addition, the evaluator performs the EAs specified below. 

The evaluator shall examine the Preparative procedures to ensure they include a description of how the 

administrator verifies that the operational environment can fulfil its role to support the security functionality 

(including the requirements of the Security Objectives for the Operational Environment specified in the Security 

Target). 
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The documentation should be in an informal style and should be written with sufficient detail and explanation that 

they can be understood and used by the target audience (which will typically include IT staff who have general IT 

experience but not necessarily experience with the TOE product itself). 

The evaluator shall examine the Preparative procedures to ensure they are provided for every Operational 

Environment that the product supports as claimed in the Security Target and shall adequately address all platforms 

claimed for the TOE in the Security Target. 

The evaluator shall examine the preparative procedures to ensure they include instructions to successfully install 

the TSF in each Operational Environment. 

The evaluator shall examine the preparative procedures to ensure they include instructions to manage the security 

of the TSF as a product and as a component of the larger operational environment. 

In addition the evaluator shall ensure that the following requirements are also met. 

The preparative procedures must 

a) include instructions to provide a protected administrative capability; and 

b) identify TOE passwords that have default values associated with them and instructions shall be provided for 

how these can be changed. 

The evaluator had the CC Supplement and the Install Guide to use when configuring the TOE.  The completeness 

of the manuals is addressed by their use in the AA’s carried out in the evaluation.  

3.3 LIFE-CYCLE SUPPORT (ALC) 

 

3.3.1 LABELLING OF THE TOE  (ALC_CMC.1) 

Assurance Activities: This component is targeted at identifying the TOE such that it can be distinguished from 

other products or versions from the same vendor and can be easily specified when being procured by an end user. 

A label could consist of a 'hard label' (e.g., stamped into the metal, paper label) or a 'soft label' (e.g., electronically 

presented when queried). 

The evaluator performs the CEM work units associated with ALC_CMC.1. 

When evaluating that the TOE has been provided and is labelled with a unique reference, the evaluator performs 

the work units as presented in the CEM. 

The evaluator verified that the ST, TOE and Guidance are all labeled with the same hardware versions and 

software.  The information is specific enough to procure the TOE and it includes hardware models and software 

versions.  The evaluator checked the TOE software version and hardware identifiers during testing by examining 

the actual machines used for testing. 
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3.3.2 TOE CM COVERAGE  (ALC_CMS.1) 

Assurance Activities: Given the scope of the TOE and its associated evaluation evidence requirements, the 

evaluator performs the CEM work units associated with ALC_CMS.1. 

When evaluating the developer's coverage of the TOE in their CM system, the evaluator performs the work units as 

presented in the CEM. 

See section 3.3.1 above for an explanation of how all CM items are addressed. 

3.4 TESTS (ATE) 

 

3.4.1 INDEPENDENT TESTING - CONFORMANCE  (ATE_IND.1) 

Assurance Activities: Testing is performed to confirm the functionality described in the TSS as well as the guidance 

documentation (includes 'evaluated configuration' instructions). The focus of the testing is to confirm that the 

requirements specified in Section 5.1.7 are being met. The Evaluation Activities in [SD] identify the specific testing 

activities necessary to verify compliance with the SFRs. The evaluator produces a test report documenting the plan 

for and results of testing, as well as coverage arguments focused on the platform/TOE combinations that are 

claiming conformance to this cPP. 

The focus of the testing is to confirm that the requirements specified in the SFRs are being met. Additionally, 

testing is performed to confirm the functionality described in the TSS, as well as the dependencies on the 

Operational guidance documentation is accurate. 

The evaluator performs the CEM work units associated with the ATE_IND.1 SAR. Specific testing requirements and 

EAs are captured for each SFR in Sections 2, 3 and 4. 

The evaluator should consult Appendix B when determining the appropriate strategy for testing multiple variations 

or models of the TOE that may be under evaluation. 

Note that additional Evaluation Activities relating to evaluator testing in the case of a distributed TOE are defined 

in section B.4.3.1. 

The evaluator created a Detailed Test Report (DTR) to address all aspects of this requirement.  The DTR discusses 

the test configuration, test cases, expected results, and test results.  The following is the test configuration 

including supporting products and tools used by the evaluators: 
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Figure 1 Test Setup 

TOE Platforms: 

• Check Point 3600 
• Check Point 6700  
• Check Point 15400 
• CheckPoint 16600HS 
• ESXi 7.0 (HPE D360 G10) 
• Smart-1 525 

Supporting Products: 

• Check Point Endpoint Security Initial Client for Windows E85.00 

• Check Point SmartConsole R81.00 

Supporting Software: 

The Gossamer Test servers utilized both a windows and Ubuntu environment.  The Windows supporting 

software included the following. 

• Windows 10.0 

• Wireshark version 3.4.4 

 

The Gossamer Test servers with an Ubuntu environment acted as platforms to initiate testing as well as acted 

as a syslog server. 
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• Nmap version 7.01 

• Tcpdump version 4.9.3 

• Libpcap version 1.7.4 

• Strongswan version 5.3.5 

• Rsyslog version 8.16.0 

3.5 VULNERABILITY ASSESSMENT (AVA) 

 

3.5.1 VULNERABILITY SURVEY  (AVA_VAN.1) 

Assurance Activities: While vulnerability analysis is inherently a subjective activity, a minimum level of analysis can 

be defined and some measure of objectivity and repeatability (or at least comparability) can be imposed on the 

vulnerability analysis process. In order to achieve such objectivity and repeatability it is important that the 

evaluator follows a set of well-defined activities, and documents their findings so others can follow their 

arguments and come to the same conclusions as the evaluator. While this does not guarantee that different 

evaluation facilities will identify exactly the same type of vulnerabilities or come to exactly the same conclusions, 

the approach defines the minimum level of analysis and the scope of that analysis, and provides Certification 

Bodies a measure of assurance that the minimum level of analysis is being performed by the evaluation facilities. 

In order to meet these goals some refinement of the AVA_VAN.1 CEM work units is needed. The following table 

indicates, for each work unit in AVA_VAN.1, whether the CEM work unit is to be performed as written, or if it has 

been clarified by an Evaluation Activity. If clarification has been provided, a reference to this clarification is 

provided in the table. 

Because of the level of detail required for the evaluation activities, the bulk of the instructions are contained in 

Appendix A, while an 'outline' of the assurance activity is provided below. 

In addition to the activities specified by the CEM in accordance with Table 2, the evaluator shall perform the 

following activities. 

The evaluator shall examine the documentation outlined below provided by the developer to confirm that it 

contains all required information. This documentation is in addition to the documentation already required to be 

supplied in response to the EAs listed previously. 

The developer shall provide documentation identifying the list of software and hardware components that 

compose the TOE. Hardware components should identify at a minimum the processors used by the TOE. Software 

components include applications, the operating system and other major components that are independently 

identifiable and reusable (outside of the TOE), for example a web server, protocol or cryptographic libraries, 

(independently identifiable and reusable components are not limited to the list provided in the example). This 

additional documentation is merely a list of the name and version number of the components and will be used by 

the evaluators in formulating vulnerability hypotheses during their analysis. (TD0547)If the TOE is a distributed TOE 

then the developer shall provide: 
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a) documentation describing the allocation of requirements between distributed TOE components as in [NDcPP, 

3.4] 

b) a mapping of the auditable events recorded by each distributed TOE component as in [NDcPP, 6.3.3] 

c) additional information in the Preparative Procedures as identified in the refinement of AGD_PRE.1 in additional 

information in the Preparative Procedures as identified in 3.5.1.2 and 3.6.1.2. 

The evaluator formulates hypotheses in accordance with process defined in Appendix A. The evaluator documents 

the flaw hypotheses generated for the TOE in the report in accordance with the guidelines in Appendix A.3. The 

evaluator shall perform vulnerability analysis in accordance with Appendix A.2. The results of the analysis shall be 

documented in the report according to Appendix A.3. 

The vulnerability analysis is in the Detailed Test Report (DTR) prepared by the evaluator.  The vulnerability analysis 

includes a public search for vulnerabilities and fuzz testing.  None of the public search for vulnerabilities, or the 

fuzz testing uncovered any residual vulnerability. 

The evaluation team performed a public search for vulnerabilities in order to ensure there are no publicly known 

and exploitable vulnerabilities in the TOE from the following sources:  

• National Vulnerability Database (https://web.nvd.nist.gov/vuln/search) 

• Vulnerability Notes Database (http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/) 

• Rapid7 Vulnerability Database (https://www.rapid7.com/db/vulnerabilities) 

• Tipping Point Zero Day Initiative  (http://www.zerodayinitiative.com/advisories ) 

• Exploit / Vulnerability Search Engin (http://www.exploitsearch.net) 

• SecurITeam Exploit Search (http://www.securiteam.com) 

• Tenable Network Security (http://nessus.org/plugins/index.php?view=search) 

• Offensive Security Exploit Database (https://www.exploit-db.com/) 

The search was performed on 03/03/2022 with the following search terms: "Check Point", "Gaia", "Firewall", 

"IPsec", "opsenssl", "ESXI", "Intel Atom Processor C Series", "8th Generation Intel Core i3", "Intel Pentium Gold 

Processor Series", "Intel Xeon Processor E5 v3 Family", "8th Generation Intel Core i5", "9th Generation Intel Core 

i9", "Intel Xeon E Processor", "2nd Generation Intel Xeon Scalable", "Xeon E3 Family ", "Intel Pentium Processor D 

Series", "Intel Atom Processor C Series", "Intel Celeron Processor 1000 Series". 

 

3.5.2 ADDITIONAL FLAW HYPOTHESES  (AVA_VLA.1) 

Assurance Activities: The following additional tests shall be performed:1.) [Conditional]: If the TOE is a TLS server 

and supports ciphersuites that use RSA transport (e.g. supporting TLS_RSA_WITH_* ciphers) the following test 

shall be performed. Where RSA Key Establishment schemes are claimed and especially when PKCS#1 v1.5* padding 

is used, the evaluators shall test for implementation flaws allowing Bleichenbacher and Klima et al. style attacks, 

https://web.nvd.nist.gov/vuln/search
http://www.kb.cert.org/vuls/
https://www.rapid7.com/db/vulnerabilities
http://www.exploitsearch.net/
http://www.securiteam.com/
http://nessus.org/plugins/index.php?view=search
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including Bock et al's ROBOT attacks of 2017 in the flaw analysis. Even though Bleichenbacher's original paper is 

two decades old, Bock et al. found these attacks to still be effective in weakening the security of RSA key 

establishment in current products. Bleichenbacher and Klima et al. style attacks are complex and may be difficult 

to detect, but a number of software testing tools have been created to assist in that process. The iTC strongly 

recommends that at least one of the tools mentioned in Bock et al's ROBOT attacks of 2017 webpage or paper, as 

effective to detect padding oracle attacks, be used to test TOE communications channels using RSA based Key 

Establishment (related sources: http://archiv.infsec.ethz.ch/education/fs08/secsem/bleichenbacher98.pdf, 

https://eprint.iacr.org/2003/052, https://robotattack.org/). Network Device Equivalency Considerations 

Not applicable as the TOE makes use of IPsec to protect all traffic. 


